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Preface
In 1989, Masaru Tomita organized the First International Workshop on Parsing
Technologies (IWPT'89) in Pittsburgh and Hidden Valley, Pennsylvania. This
workshop was a great success. The contributed papers were of high quality and
the unusual bilocation formula, with an emphasis on presentations during the
first half of the workshop at the premises of Carnegie-Mellon University, and on
discussions during the second half_ in a secluded conference resort, worked very
well.
Inspired by this success, which lead to the book Current Issues in Pars
ing Technologies (Kluwer, Boston, 1991 ), the Second International Workshop
on Parsing Technologies (IWPT'91) was organized by Masaru Tomita in Mex
ico. This workshop was successful too, although it suffered a little from travel
restrictions related to the Gulf war. By then it seemed clear that IPWT'89
and IW PT'91 had established the beginning of a series of biannual workshops.
Together, Masaru Tomita and I organized the third workshop in the series,
IW PT'93, reusing the original '89 formula by having the first part of the work
shop at Tilburg University (the Netherlands) and the second part in the small
medieval town of Durbuy, in the Belgian Ardennes mountain range. This work
shop has lead to the follow-up volume Recent Advances in Parsing Technolo
gies, edited by Harry Bunt and Masaru Tomita, currently in production with
by Kluwer Science Publishers.
By the time of IW PT'93 the Special Interest Group on Parsing SIGPARSE
was set up within ACL, with Masaru Tomita and Harry Bunt a.s designated of
ficers, and with the primary aim to give continuity to the IW PT series. During
the preparation of IW PT'95, Masaru Tomita left the arena of natural language
parsing and moved into biological engineering, applying and extending NL pars
ing techniques to DNA analysis. We are sorry that he has left the organization
of the IW PT series, but we are happy to welcome him as invited speaker at
IW PT'95 on the subject of DNA parsing.
On this occasion, I would like to thank the people primarily responsible
for making IW PT'9S possible and, we hope, equally successful as its predeces
sors. Thanks _go to the members of the Programme Committee, in particular
to chairman Bernard Lang, for the careful work in reviewing submissions and
deciding on the workshop programme, and to Eva Hajicova and her colleagues
at Charles University in Prague, for making all the necessary bilocal ( again!)
arrangements in Prague and Karlovy Vary, sometimes with rather uncertain
prospects, and for producing these proceedings.
Harry Bunt
IW PT'95 General Chairman
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Acyclic Context-sensitive Grammars
Erik Aarts*
Dept. of Mathematics
and Computer Science
Plantage Muidergracht 24
1018 TV Amsterdam
The Netherlands

Research Institute for
Language and Speech
Trans 10
3512 JK Utrecht
The Netherlands

Abstract
A grammar formalism is introduced that generates parse trees with crossing branches. The
uniform recognition problem is NP-complete, but for any fixed grammar the recognition problem is
polynomial.

1 Introduction
In this article we propose a new type of context-sensitive grammars, the acyclic context-sensitive
grammars ( ACSG's). Acyclic context-sensitive grammars are context-sensitive grammars with rules
that have a "real rewrite part", which must be context-free and acyclic, and a "context part". The context
is present on both sides of a rule. The motivation for introduction of ACSG's is that we want a formalism
which
• allows parse trees with crossing branches
• is computationally tractable
• has a simple definition.
We enrich context-free rewrite rules with context and this leads to a simple definition of a formalism
that generates parse trees with crossing branches. In order to gain efficiency, we add a restriction: the
context-free rewrite part of the grammar must be acyclic. Without this restriction, the complexity would
be the same as for unrestricted CSG's (PSPACE-complete). With the acyclicity restriction we get the
same results as for growing CSG's (Dahlhaus and Warmuth 1986, Buntrock 1993 ), i.e., NP-completeness
for uniform recognition and polynomial time for fixed grammars.
Possible applications are in the field of computational linguistics. In natural language one often finds
sentences with so-called discontinuous constituents (constituents separated by other material). ACSG's
can be used to describe such constructions. Most similar attempts (Pereira 1981, Johnson 1985, Bunt
1988, Abramson and Dahl 1989) allow an arbitrary distance between two parts of a discontinuous
constituent. This is not allowed in ACSG's. For unbounded dependencies like wh-movement we either
have to extend the formalism (allow arbitrary context) or introduce the slash-feature.
The acyclicity of the grammar does not seem to form a problem for the generative capacity necessary
to describe natural language. Acyclicity is closely related to the off-line parsability constraint (Johnson
1988). Constituent structures satisfy the off-line parsability constraint iff
• it does not include a non-branching dominance chain in which the same category appears twice,
and
*The author was sponsored by project NF 102/62-356 ('Structural and Semantic Parallels in Natural Languages and Program
ming Languages'), funded by the Netherlands Organization for the Advancement of Research (NWO).
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• the empty string € does not appear as the righthand side of any rule.
The off-line parsability constraint has been motivated both fr9m the linguistic perspective and compu
tationally. Kaplan and Bresnan (1982) say that "vacuously repetitive structures are without intqitive or
empirical motivation" (Johnson 1988). ACSG's satisfy the off-line parsability constraint: they have no
cycles and no €-rules.
The goal of designing a formalism that is computationally tractable is only achieved partially. We
show that the uniform recognition problem is NP-complete. For any fixed grammar, however, the
recognition problem is polynomial (in the sentence length).
The definition of ACSG is simple because it is a standard rewrite grammar. Derivability is defined
by successive string replacement. This definition is, e.g., simpler than the definition of Discontinuous
Phrase Structure Grammar (Bunt 1988). The main difference between DPSG and ACSG is that in ACSG
constituents are "moved" when a context-sensitive rule is applied. In DPSG trees with crossing branches
are described "static": the shape of a tree is described with node admissibility constraints.
The structure of this article is as follows. First we define acyclicCSG's, growingCSG's and quasi
growing CSG's formally. Then we present some results on the generative power of these classes of
grammars and on their time complexity. We end with a discussion on the uniform recognition problem
vs. the recognition problem for fixed grammars.

2 Definitions
2.1

Context-sensitive Grammars

Definition 2.1 A grammar is a quadruple (V, :E, S, P), where Vis afmite set of symbols and :E C V
is the set of terminal symbols. :E is also called the alphabet. The symbols in V\ :E are called the
nonterminal symbols. S E V\ :Eis a start symbol and P is a set of production rules of the form a--+ {3,
with a, (3 E V*, where acontains at least one nonterminal symbol.
Definition 2.2 A grammar is context-free if each rule is of the form Z --+, where Z ·E V \ :E;, E V*.
A cycle in a context-free grammar is a set of symbols a1, . . . , a n with ai --+ ai+i E P for all I � i < n
and a1= an .
Definition 2.3 A grammar is context-sensitive if all rules are of the form a--+(3, with la! � lf31-

⇒

Definition 2.4 Derivability (⇒) between strings is defined as follows: uav⇒ uf3v(u,v,a,{3 E V*)
iff ( a, (3) E P. The transitive closure of ⇒ is denoted by
The reflexive transitive closure of ⇒ is
denoted by .

:!.

⇒ w }.

Definition 2.5 The language generated by G is de.fined as L(G) = { w E :E* I S-

Definition 2.6 A derivation of a string 8 is a sequence of strings x 1, x 2, ... , Xn with x 1
(1 � i < n ) Xi ⇒ Xi+l and Xn = 8.

= S, for all i

2.2 Labeled Context-sensitive Grammars
Context-sensitive grammars have just been described as grammars with rules of the form a --+ (3for
which lal � lf3.1 There is an alternative definition where context is used. In this definition, rules are of
the form aZ {3--+ a, {3( Z E V, a, (3, , E V*) . In this format, aand (3are context, and Z --+, is called
the context-free backbone. It is known that the two formats are weakly equivalent (Salomaa 1973, pp.
15,82). We introduce here a third form, which is a kind of a mix between the other two. Instead of
having context on the outside of the rule, we can also have context inside. Suppose we have the rule "A
rewrites to B C in the context D". In a standard context-sensitive grammar, this can only be expressed
as D A --+ D B C or as A D --+ B C D. We are going to allow that the D is in between the B and the
C. A possible rule is D A --+ B DC. In the rules of the form aZ(3 --+ a, {3it is not always clear which
symbols are the context and which symbols form the context-free backbone. E.g., in the grammar rule
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A A ➔ A B A it is not clear what the context is. We are going to indicate the context with brackets. The
rule A A ➔ A B A can be written as [A] A ➔ [A] B A or as A [ A] ➔ A B [ A] (the context is between
brackets) . In the new form, where the context can be "scattered", brackets are not enough. Therefore
we introduce labels for the context symbols. The labels left and right of the arrow must be the same of
course. The rule [ A] A ➔ [ A] B A is written now as A 1 A ➔ A 1 B A and A [ A] ➔ A B [ A] is written
as A A 1 ➔ A B A 1 . The rule D A ➔ B D C can be written as D 1 A ➔ B D 1 C.
This can be formalized as follows.
Definition 2.7 An acyclic context-sensitive grammar G is a quadruple (V, :E , S, P), where V and :E
are, again, sets of symbols and terminal symbols. Vi and :E, (labeled symbols and terminals) denote
{ (a, k) a E V, 1 � k � K} and { (a, k) a E :E , 1 � k � K} respectively, where K depends on
the particular grammar under consideration. S E V \ :E is a start symbol and P is a set ofproduction
rules of the form a ➔ (3, with a E ½* V½* , f3 E (V U ½ ) * . The left hand side contains exactly one
unlabeled symbol, the right hand side at least one. For all production rules it holds that lad � l /3 1. The
labeled symbols in a rule are called the context.
There are three conditions:

I

I

• If we leave out all members of½ (the context)from the production rules we obtain a context-free
grammar: This is the context-free backbone.

• lfwe leave out all members of V (the backbone)from the production rules we obtain a grammar
that has permutations only. This is the context part. All context symbols in the rules should have
different labels.

• If we remove all labels in the rules, i. e., we replace all symbols (a, b) by a, we get an ordinary

= L(G').

context-sensitive grammar G'. We define that L(G)

2.3

Acyclic Context-sensitive Grammars

Acyclic context-sensitive grammars, or ACSG's, are context-free grammars with an "acyclic contextfree
backbone". This is formalized as follows.
Definition 2.8 An acyclic context-sensitive grammar is a labeled context-sensitive grammar thatfull.fills
the fallowing condition:

• If we leave out all members of Vi from the production rules we must obtain a .finitely ambiguous
context-free grammar, i.e. a grammarfor which !al

= 1 and 1 /3 1 � 1 and that contains no cycles.

An example of a rule of an acyclic CSG is (pairs of (N, L) are written as NL ):

The context-free backbone is M ➔ K L M. The context part is A 1 B 2 C3 D4 ➔ C3 B 2 A 1 D4 • The
rule without labels is A B M C D ➔ C K B A L M D. Another example is given after the definition of
growing context-sensitive grammars.

2.4

Growing Context-sensitive Grammars

The definition of growing CSG's (GCSG's) is pretty simple: the lefthand side of a rule must be shorter
than the righthand side. For the precise definition we follow Buntrock (1993):
Definition 2.9 A context-sensitive grammar G = (V, :E , S, P) is growing if
I. \t(a ➔ (3) E P : a # S ⇒ l a l < 1 /3 1 , and

2. S does not appear on the right hand side of any rule.
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We also define grammars which are growing with respect to a weight function. These were introduced
in (Buntrock 1 993) .

Definition 2.10 We call a function f
\/w , v E � * : f (w) + f ( v) = J(w v).

E* ➔

if \/a

N a weight function

E �

f (a) > 0 and

Now we can define quasi - growing grammars:

Definition 2.1 1 Let G = (V , E , S, P) be a grammar and f : V* ➔ N a weight -function. We call G
quasi-growing if f (o:) < f(/3) for all productions (o: ➔ /3) E P.
Quasi-growing context-sensitive grammars (QGCSG's) are grammars that �re both quasi-growing
and context-sensitive.

3 An Example
This section contains an example based on natural language of how ACSG's work. It is taken from Bunt
( 1 988). A ssume we have the following grammar. It has one rule that is not context-free.
VP
V NP1
NP

V
vs
det

➔
➔

NP

NP1

part

➔
➔
➔
➔

vs
det
n
part

wake
your
friend
up

Table 1 : A n example grammar
Suppose we have the sentence: "Wake your friend up". This is a VP:
VP ⇒ V NP ⇒ vs NP part ⇒ vs det n part ⇒ * wake your friend up
The corresponding parse tree is:
VP

A

NP

V
vs

det

wake

your friend

part

n

up

We see that we have a context-free backbone which allows us to draw parse trees (or structure trees)
and that the scattered context causes branches in the trees to cross.

4 Properties of Acyclic Context-sensitive Grammars
4.1

Generative Power of Acyclic CSG's

In this section we discuss the relation ACSG's between and GCSG's and we sketch their position in the
Chomsky hierarchy.

Theorem 4.1 E-free CFL C ACSL
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Proof: if the cfl is generated by an acyclic cfg without empty productions we do not have to do
anything. This cfg is an acyclic csg. If the cfg contains cycles we can remove them. A cycle can be
removed by introduction of a new symbol. This symbol rewrites to any member of the cycle. Any cfg
with empty productions can be changed into a cfg without empty productions that generates the same
language. There ' s one exception here: languages containing the empty string can not be generated.
Therefore acyclic context-sensitive grammars generate all cfl ' s that do not contain the empty word. □
Theorem 4.2 A CSL f; CFL
Proof: ACSG's are able to generate languages that are not context-free. One example is the language
n
{ an b2 en I n � I } . This language is generated by the grammar:

➔
➔
➔
➔

ABBC
X1 B B
X B B C C1
A1 A B2

A
B
C

➔
➔
➔

a
b
C

⇒

A derivation of " a a b b b b c c " is:

S⇒ ABBC⇒ ABXBBCC ⇒ AXBBBBCC⇒ A ABBBBCC
a a b b b b e e.
We see that together with an A an X is generated. This X is sent through the sequence of B 's in the
middle. When the X meets the C's on the right-hand side it is changed into a C. While the X travels
through the B 's, the number of B's is doubled. This is different from an ordinary CSG. In an ordinary
CSG it is possible to have a travelling X that does not double the material it passes (with a rule like
X B ➔ B X). D
Lemma 4.3 ACSL C QGCSL
G'

Suppose we have an acyclic context-sensitive grammar G = ( (V, :E, S, P) ) . We construct a QGCSG
= ( (V, :E, S, P') ) with weight function g that generates the same language as the ACSG as follows.

P' is obtained by removing all labels from P. G and G' generate the same language by definition (the
weight function is irrelevant for the generative capacity).
It remains to show that we can construct a function g such that 'va ➔ {3 E P' : g(a) < g(f3) . First
we construct a graph as follows. For every unlabeled symbol in the ACSG there is a vertex in the graph.
There is an arc from vertex T to vertex U iff the unary rule T ➔ U is in the context-free backbone of
the grammar. With I V I we denote the cardinality of a set V. The maximal number of vertices in the
- graph is I V I We introduce a counter i that i s initialized to I V I + 1 . Assign the weight i to all vertices that are not
connected to any other vertex and remove them. Now search the graph for a vertex without incoming
edges. The weight of this symbol is i. Remove the vertex. We increment i by 1 and search for the next
vertex without incoming edges. We repeat this untill the graph is empty. The algorithm is guaranteed to
stop with an empty graph because the graph is acyclic. Observe that 'vx E V : I V I < g(x) � 2 I V I We have to prove now that 'va ➔ {3 E P' : g(a) < g(f3) . We consider two cases:
• lal = I .B I - In this case the context-free backbone of the ACSG rule is unary. The weight of the
context symbols is irrelevant because they occur both in a and in ,B. The context-free backbone is
of the form A ➔ B. We know that g(A) < g(B) because A was removed earlier from the graph
than B and therefore has a lower weight.

• lal < I.BI - Again, the weight of the context symbols is irrelevant because they are equal both left
and right of the arrow. The context-free backbone is of the form Z ➔ 7, with 171 > 1 . We know
that g(Z) � 2 I V I and that g("Y) > 2 I V I , hence g(Z) < g("Y) . □
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Lemma 4.4 QGCSL C GCSL

The proof is in Buntrock and Lorys ( 1992) and is repeated here. For any QGCSG G we construct a
GCSG G' and a homomorphism h such that L ( G') = h ( L ( G)) . Then we introduce a GCSG G" with
L ( G") = L ( G) . We cite Buntrock and Lorys ( 1 992):
Let L be generated by a quasi-growing grammar G = (V, :E, S, P) with weight function
f. Without loss of generality we can assume that S does not appear on the right hand
side of any production and that f ( S) = 1 . Let c ft V and let h be a homomorphism
such that h(a) = acf ( a ) - l for each a · E V. Then G' = ( V U {c } , :E, S, P'), where
P' = {h ( a) ➔ h (/3) : {a ➔ /3) E P } is a growing context-sensitive grammar and

L ( G')

= h (L ( G)).

GCSL' s are closed under inverse homomorphism (Buntrock and Lorys 1 992). Therefore there exists
a GCSG G" that recognizes L ( G). D

Theorem 4.5 A CSL C GCSL

Follows immediately from Lemma's 4.3 and 4.4.
It is not known whether GCSL C ACSL.
Buntrock and Lorys ( 1 992) show that GCSL =I CSL. We get the following dependencies:
CFL C ACSL � GCSL C CSL

4.2 Complexity of Acyclic CSG's
We formally introduce the following problems:

UNIFORM RECOGNITION FOR ACYCLIC CONTEXT-SENSITIVE ·
· GRAMMAR
INSTANCE: An acyclic context-sensitive grammar G = ( V, :E , S, P) and a string w E :E* .
QUESTION: Is w in the language generated by G ?
UNIFORM RECOGNITION FOR GROWING CONTEXT-SENSITIVE
GRAMMAR
INSTANCE: A growing context-sensitive grammar G = ( V, :E , S, P) and a string w E :E* .
QUESTION: Is w in the language generated by G ?
RECOGNITION FOR ACYCLIC CONTEXT-SENSITIVE GRAMMAR G
INSTANCE: A string w E :E* .
QUESTION: Is w in the language generated by G ?

RECOGNITION FOR GROWING CONTEXT-SENSITIVE GRAMMAR G

INSTANCE: A string w E :E* .
QUESTION: Is w in the language generated by G ?
We can prove two theorems:

Theorem 4.6 There is a polynomial time reduction from UNIFORM RECOGNITION FOR A CYCLIC

CONTEXT-SENSITIVE GRAMMAR to UNIFORM RECOGNITION FOR GROWING CONTEXT-SENSITIVE
GRAMMAR

Theorem 4.7 for every G there is a G', such that RECOGNITION FOR A CYCLIC CONTEXT-SENSITIVE
GRAMMAR G is polynomial time reducible to RECOGNITION FOR GROWING CONTEXT-SENSITIVE
GRAMMAR G'
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Proof of both theorems. Consider the proofs of Lemma's 4.3 and 4.4. These proofs show how
we can find for every ACSG G a GCSG G' and a homomorphism h such that L(G' ) = h(L(G)) .
We know that w E L {G) iff h(w) E L(G' ) . The reduction is polynomial time. This can be seen as
follows. Computing a weight function for an ACSG costs kwadratic time. The weights are linear in IGI.
Computation of h and G' from the weight function is lin�ar. The· total reduction is quadratic. D
Theorem 4.8 The problem RECOGNITION FOR ACYCLIC CONTEXT-SENSITIVE GRAMMAR G is
in P for all G.
We know from (Dahlhaus and Warmuth 1986) that RECOGNITION FOR GROWING CONTEXT
SENSITIVE GRAMMAR G' is in P for all G'. The theorem follows from this fact and from Theorem
4.7. Aarts ( 1 991) conjectured that the fixed. grammar recognition problem was in P. An algorithm was
given there without an estimate of the time complexity.
Theorem 4.9 The problem UNIFORM RECOGNITION FOR ACYCLIC CONTEXT-SENSITIVE GRAM
MAR is NP-complete.
This is proved in Aarts ( 1 992) (but ACSG is defined differently here) a�d in Aarts (1995).
Theorem 4.10 Theproblem UNIFORM RECOGNITION FOR GROWING CONTEXT-SENSITIVE GRAM
MAR is NP-complete.
From Theorems 4.6 and 4.9 it follows that the uniform recognition problem for GCSG is NP-hard.
The problem is also in NP because we can guess derivations in GCSG and derivations in GCSG are very
short (their length is smaller than the size of the input). □
This result is not new, however. The problem was put forward in an article from Dahlhaus and
Warmuth (1986) and has been solved three times (Buntrock and Loryg 1992).

5 Discussion
In the introduction we said that we wanted to introduce a formalism that allows parse trees with crossing
branches, which has a simple definition, and which was computationally tractable. The last goal has
been achieved only partially. The uniform recognition problem is NP-complete. If the grammar is fixed,
then the recognition problem is in P. An aside here: the complexity is O(n k ) where k depends on the
grammar. There is no fixed k.
An interesting question is which of the two problems is more relevant: the uniform recognition
problem or the fixed grammar recognition problem. Barton Jr., Berwick and Ristad (1 987) argue that
the fixed grammar problem is not interesting because it is about languages, and not about grammars.
The definitions they use are the following. The universal recognition problem is:
Given a grammar G (in some grammatical framework) and a string x, is x in the language
generated by G?
This problem is contrasted with the fixed language recognition problem:
Given a string x, is x in some independently specified set of strings L?
If we use the notation of Garey and Johnson (1979), we see that there are in fact not two but three
different ways to specify recognition problems. Suppose we have a definition of context-sensitive gram
mars and the languages they generate. Then we can define the universal or uniform recognition problem
as follows.
UNIFORM RECOGNITION FOR CONTEXT-SENSITIVE GRAMMARS
INSTANCE: A context-sensitive grammar G = (V, :E, S, P) and a string w E :E* .
QUESTION: Is w in the language generated by G ?
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There are two forms of the fixed language problem. Suppose we have a grammar ABCGRAM that
generates the language {a n bn c n l n 2'.: 1 }. The following two problems can be defined.
RECOGNITION FOR CONTEXT-SENSITIVE GRAMMAR ABCGRAM
INSTANCE: A string w E I:*.
QUESTION: Is w in the language generated by G ?
MEMBERSHIP IN {a n bn c n ln 2'.: 1 }
INSTANCE: A string w E I: * .
QUESTION: Is w in {an bn cn ln 2'.: 1 } ?
The complexity of RECOGNITION FOR CONTEXT-SENSITIVE GRAMM AR ABCGRAM is
identical to the complexity of MEMBERSHIP IN { a n bn c n l n ;::: 1 } because any algorithm that solves
the first problem solves the second too and vice versa. The difference lies in the way the problems are
specified. Barton Jr. et al. ( 1 987) only consider the type of problems where languages are specified
in some other way than by giving a grammar that generates the language. They argue that this type
of problems is not interesting because the grammar has disappeared from the problem, and that it is
more interesting to talk about families of languages/grammars than about just one language. However,
we see that the grammar does not necessarily disappear in the fixed language recognition problem. If
the grammar is part of the specification, we can talk about the fixed language problem in the context
of families of grammars. We do this by abstracting over the fixed grammar. E.g., we can try to prove
that for every G, RECOGNITION FOR CONTEXT-SENSITIVE GRAMM AR G is PSPACE-complete.
Abstracting from the grammar is different from putting the grammar as input on the tape of a Turing
machine, as is done in the uniform recognition problem.
If we want to answer the question which of the two problems is more relevant for us we first have to
answer the question: "Relevant for what?". Complexity analysis of grammatical formalisms serves at
least two purposes. First, it helps us to design algorithms that can deal with natural language efficiently.
Secondly, it can judge grammar formalisms on their psychological relevance.
It is hard to say whether the uniform problem or the fixed grammar problem is more relevant for
efficient sentence processing. An argument in favor of the uniform recognition problem is the following.
Usually, grammars are very big, bigger than the sentence length. They have a strong influence on the
runtime of an algorithm in practice. Therefore we can not simply forget the grammar size as is done in
the fixed language recognition problem. On the other hand, we can argue in favor of the fixed language
problem as follows. In many practical applications the task an algorithm has to fullfill is the processing
of sentences of some given language (e.g. a spelling checker for English). Practical algorithms have to
decide over and over whether strings are in the language generated by some fixed grammar. Only in the
development phase of the application the grammar changes. This argues for the relevance of the fixed
grammar problem. It is not clear which of the two problems is more relevant in the design of efficient
algorithms.
The psychological relevance is a very hard subject (shortly discussed in Barton Jr. et al. (1987,
pp. 29,74)). Humans can process natural language utterances fast (linear in the length of the sentence).
It seems that we have to compare this with the complexity of the fixed language problem. We follow
the same line of reasoning more or l�ss that was used in the previous paragraph. The problem that
is solved by humans is the problem of understanding sentences of one particular language (or two, or
three). People can not change their "built-in grammar" at will. Barton Jr. et al. (1987)) remark that
natural languages must be acquired, and that fo language acquisition the grammar changes over time.
This change is a very slow change, however, compared to the time needed for sentence processing.
Our conclusion is that both the uniform and the fixed language problem are interesting. Which of
the two is more important depends on what perspective one takes.
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1

Abstract

The analysis of natural language in the context
of keyboard-driven dialogue systems is the cen
tral issue addressed in this paper. A module that
corrects typing errors, performs domain-specific
morphological analysis is developed. A parser for
typed unification grammars is designed and im
plemented in C++; for description of the lexicon
and the grammer a specialised specification lan
guage is developed. It is argued that typed unifica
tion grammars and especially the newly developed
specification language are convenient formalisms
for describing natural language use in dialogue sys
tems. Research on these issues is carried out in the
context of the ScHISMA project, a research project
in linguistic engineering; participants in SCHISMA
are KPN Research and the University of Twente.

2 · The Preprocessor MAF
As we postponed the development of a spo
ken interface to the S CHISMA system, we con
centrate here on the analysis of keyboard in
put. Thus the input of the MAF module is the.
character string typed in by the client. The
MAF module is best seen as the preprocessor of
I

Ct.11!!•"1' KEYBOARD �'l'L'T

Figure 1: Global architecture of SCHISMA

the ScHISMA system. It handles typing errors
and detects certain types of phrases (proper
names that occur in the database, date and
time phrases, number names, etc.). The latter
task of MAF is especially important, since it
extracts information crucial for the continua
tion of the dialogue from the input string.
Output of the MAF module is a word graph.
We define a word graph here as a directed
graph having as its nodes the positions in
the input string identified as (possible) word
boundaries. Nodes are numbered starting with
0 for the leftmost boundary; that is the po
sition left to the first input character. A
pair (index 1 , index 2 ) is an edge of the graph
if index 1 and index 2 are word boundaries,
index 1 < index 2 and the words enclosed be
tween index 1 and index 2 are identified as one
text unit; that is one or more words are identi
fied by MAF as a lexical item to be provided to
the parser as a whole. In addition, the MAF
module labels the edges of the graph with a
value m that indicates the quality of the recog
nition (and maybe correction) performed.
On the implementation level this means
that the MAF module has as output a col
lection of items (rd, m) where rd is a 3-tuple
(f struct, index 1 , index2), f struct a typed fea
ture structure, index1 and index2 indices on
the word level as explained above, and m is
a value indicating the plausibility of rd as a
representation of (part of) the input string.
The architecture of the MAF module is quite
simple: an error correcting module accepts the
input string, processes it, sends its output to
some tagging modules and these send their
output to the module for morphological anal
ysis and lexicon lookup.
The error correcting module ERROR out
puts a word graph that is provided to the tag
ging modules PROPER, NUMBER, DATE and
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TIME that scan the graph for phrases that have
special meaning in the SCHISMA domain. In
addition, the word graph is provided to the
MORPH/LEX module. For performing the er
ror correction ERROR has access to a large dic
tionary (typically 200,000 words) . The tag
ging modules look for phrases in the input
string that carry particularly important in
formation for the dialogue; especially the de
tection of proper names referring to database
items, phrases indicating date and time infor
mation and number names is aimed at here·'
for detecting proper names referring to the
database the PROPER module needs access to
the ScHISMA database. The output of the tag
gers then is provided to the MORPH/LEX mod
ule; MORPH/LEX creates items for the parser
out of the tag information provided by the tag
gers and it searches the word graph for words
that appear in the domain-specific lexicon and
for which domain-dependent semantic infor
mation is recorded in it.
For details on the tagging modules and
the phrases they recognise we refer to ( Op
den Akker et al. 1995) . Also the ERROR
and MORPH/LEX module are treated in depth
there.

though far less extensive. For instance' the
usage of lambda calculus is not supported.
The following example shows how a type lat
tice can be specified.
TYPE(performance ; entity ; <conatr> ; <QLF>)
TYPE (play ; performance ; <conatr> ; <QLF>)
TYPE (concert ; performance ; <conatr> ; <QLF>)
TYPE(muaical ; play , concert ; <constr> ; <QLF>)
TYPE(ballet ; concert : <constr> ; <QLF>)

A type specification consists of four parts: a
type id for the type to be specified, a list of
supertypes, a list of constraints and a formula
expressing the semantics for the new type. For
each type <constr> should be replaced with
PATR-n-like path equations and <QLF> should
be replaced with the semantics in a quasi
logical form. The idea is that the constraints
are only necessary during parsing and the se
mantics are passed on to be used after parsing.
The next example shows how typing can
make some grammar rules superfluous.
TYPE (perfphrase ; nounphrase ; ; )
RULE (nounphraae --> •perfphrase• ;
<nounphraae kind> = <perfphraae kind> ,
<nounphraae sem> = <perfphraae sem>)

The asterisks mark the head in the grammar
rule. Both the type and rule specify that a
performance phrase is a kind of noun phrase.
3 The Specification Language
By path equations QLF expressions can be
passed
on to other constituents. In the follow
To specify a language it is necessary to have
ing
example
a possible quasi-logical form for a
a metalanguage. Almost always the usage of
phrase
is
given:
a specification language is limited to only one
grammar formalism. This is not necessarily the opera performance on the 4th of January
EXISTS I (opera (I) J1ID date (I , 4-1-96) )
a drawback, as such a specification language
The
opera predicate comes from the QLF part
can be better tailored towards the peculiarities
of
the
opera type and the date predicate is
of the formalism. For example, Carpenter's
by parsing the time phrase. Another
generated
ALE is a very powerful (type) specification
grammar
rule
combines these predicates and
language for the domain of unification-based
binds
the
variable
x.
grammar formalisms. But apart from expres
It
also
possible
to bind unbound variables
siveness of the specification language, the ease
to a certain value. This can be done in the
with which the intended information about a
language can be encoded is also important. An specification of a subtype, a word as well as a
example of a language that combines expres grammar rule.
siveness with ease of use is Alshawi's Core Lan
guage Engine. Unfortunately the Core Lan References
guage Engine (CLE) does not support typ
ing. Within our project a type specification Op den Akker, R., Ter Doest, H., Moll, M.,
language has been developed that can be po
and Nijholt, A. (1995). Parsing in dia
sitioned somewhere between ALE and CLE.
logue systems using typed feature struc
This specification language ( called T:FS) can
tures. Memoranda Informatica 95-25, De
be used to specify a type lattice, a lexicon
partment of Computer Science, Univer
and a unification grammar for a head-corner
sity of Twente.
parser. The notation is loosely based on CLE,
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Parallel Parsing:
Different Distribution Schemata for Charts
Jan W. Amtrup, Univ. of Hamburg
e-mail: amtrup@informatik.uni-hamburg.de
Introduction
We are going to present results from two experiments designed for parallel parsing within the
chart paradigm . Parallel processing gains more relevance as applications become increasingly
complex and nets of workstations as well as dedicated p arallel computers are widely available.
A chart-based parser is well suited for approaches to parallelism due to the identification of
almost independent data objects that a chart is made of. A parallelization based on tasks
of an agenda is only suitable for shared memory systems with a tight coupling, the choice of
individual edges as autonomous agents may result in too many processes. But both nodes of a
chart and rules of a grammar may provide sufficient possibilities for parallelization in a loosely
coupled framework .
Context-free parsing in a net of workstations
These latter two aspects - node-based and grammar-based approaches - of a data-driven
parallelization of chart parsing have been pursued in two experiment sets (for other experiments,
confirm e.g. Thompson ( 1 994)) . The first system was designed to parse written input on a
workstation cluster . It operates with a context-free grammar and uses chart nodes as basis
for the distribution of work. A set of chart nodes is assigned to each processor (workstation) .
It is stored combined with all edges emerging from the given vertices. The configuration and
initial synchronization is carried out by an additional process that at the same time functions
as a user interface . We use a complete graph as the connection scheme between the processing
components. Communication is effected by extensions of the interpretative Scheme language
and is based on U NIX sockets .
The chosen corpus consists of simple sentences from the blocks world (like 'The green pyramid
lies on the red case" ) , sentence length varying from 2 to 14 �ords producing 35 to 172 edges
for a parse . We experimented with different configurations of up to three machines. Analysis
times for the sample varied from 22 to 52 seconds, a speedup of 2 .36 could be observed by using
three processors compared to one.
Unification-based parsing with transputers
The results of the first experiment set have to be critically reviewed for different reasons: First ,
due to the low execution speed of the Scheme dialect used and the resulting long processing
time , the speed up values seem to be unrealistically high (extremely slow programs win a lot by
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duplication of resources) . Second , the results may not generally be valid because of t_he limited
usefulness of a context-free formalism for adequate NLP applications .
Thus, we designed a second system (Amtrup , 1992) that uses an efficient , compiling program
ming language (C) and a unification-based formalism for grammar and lexicon . A transputer
system became the hardware basis for the system which was configured to a ring topology. The
program consists of computational processes, a dedicated user interface process that connects
the transputer subsystem to the outer world, and routing facilities on each processor to support
data flow within the communication network.
We examined two different styles of parallelization. Additionaly to the node based distri
bution schema described above, we introduced the possibility to assign subsets of the grammar
rules to different processors. The system is able to parse sentences from a medical domain ( Ger
man thorax radiology reports) which mostly consist of complex noun phrases ( e.g. "Stra h l en
transparenz der l i n ken Lunge ohne Hi nweise a uf frische Infi l trate" ) . The formalism used to describe
grammar and lexicon is a slight modification of PATR II, implemented in C and using a linear
unification algorithm. Feature structures are stored as compact arrays of feature node defini
tions and can be transferred from one process to another without the necessity of linearization
and reconstruction.
The grammar used for the tests described here contains 30 context-free rules with some 70
constraint equations. The lexicon consists of 248 entries. The test sentences varied in length
between 4 and 18 words, resulting in 152 up to 1382 edges when parsed on a monoproces
sor . Again, we studied different configurations using up to seven transputers . The time span
necessary for analyzing the sentences varied from 2 to 22 seconds using a large configuration .
The speedup values ranged between 1 . 34 and 3 . 08 when using seven transputers instead of one .
These ratios are naturally lo�er than that of the context-free parser , but nevertheless promising .
It turned out that a parallelization based on a hand-partitioned grammar was more stable than
a node-based parallelization which to a certain degree depends on the actual input sentence.
Conclusion

We have shown that parallelization may increase the performance of chart parsers. While one
experiment was conducted to get insights into the mechanisms in principle, the other one aimed
at results that could be of practical relevance, too. The speedup ratio of 3 .08 with sevenfold
resources seems promising. Nevertheless, further investigation is necessary for evaluating the
application of the described techniques to speech input . Speedup values grew with the sentence
length in the second example, which would suggest that a parallel chart-parsing model can
render a better performance when processing speech-data magnitudes larger than written input .
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Abstract - Using fuzzy context-free grammars one can easily describe a finite number
of ways to derive incorrect strings together with their degree of correctness. However,
in general there is an infinite number of ways to perform a certain task wrongly. In
this paper we introduce a generalization of fuzzy context-free grammars, the so-called
fuzzy context-free K -grammars, to model the situation of malting a finite choice out of
an infinity of possible grammatical errors during each context-free derivation step.
Under minor assumptions on the parameter K this model happens to be a very general
framework to describe correctly as well as erroneously derived sentences by a single
generating mechanism.
Our first result characterizes the generating capacity of these fuzzy context-free
K -grammars. As consequences we obtain: (i) bounds on modeling grammatical errors
within the framework of fuzzy context-free grammars, and (ii) the fact that the family of
languages generated by fuzzy context-free K -grammars shares closure properties very
similar to those of the family of ordinary context-free languages.
The second part of the paper is devoted to a few algorithms to recognize fuzzy
context-free languages: viz. a variant of a functional version of Cocke-Younger
Kasami's algorithm and some recursive descent algorithms. These algorithms tum out
to be robust in some very elementary sense and they can easily be extended to
corresponding parsing algorithms.

1. Introduction
When we say that a parser is robust it is not quite clear what we mean, since the notion
of robustness reflects in fact an informal collection of aspects related to the improper use
or the exceptional behavior of the parser. One aspect that is mentioned frequently in
this context, concerns the adequate behavior of the parser to small errors in its input.
To .this aspect and, particularly, the formal distinction between small and big errors,
their arising in the derivational process due to a context-free grammar as well as their
treatment in the corresponding recognition process, the.present paper is devoted.
The first problem that we encounter, is the distinction between small errors ("tiny
mistakes") and big errors ("capital blunders" ) in the input of a parser or recognizer for a
context-free language. In traditional formal language theory there is no possibility for
such a subtle distinction. Indeed, given a language L 0 over an alphabet l: and a string
x over I:, then x is either in or out the language L 0 • This dichotomy of the set :r* of
strings over l: is also apparent when we look at the membership or characteristic func
tion µ : I:* ➔ {0, 1} of the set L 0 which is defined by µ( x ; L 0 ) = 1 if and only if x eL 0 and
µ( x ; L 0 ) = 0 if and only if x �L 0 • But now the notion of fuzzy set may solve this problem,
since a fuzzy language over l:* is defined in terms of a membership function
µ : 1:* ➔ [0, 1]. Note that the two-element set {0, 1} has been replaced by the continuous
interval [O, 1] and µ( x ; L 0 ) expresses the degree of membership of the element x with
respect to the language L 0 • Thus x may fully belong to L 0 (when µ( x ; L 0 ) = 1), com
pletely be out of L 0 (when µ( x ; L 0 ) = 0), or anything in between. In case we choose two
appropriate constants 6 . and Ii with O < 6, Ii < ½ we are able to distinguish "tiny mis
takes" (those strings x over l: satisfying 1 - 6 $ µ( x ; L 0 ) < 1) from "capital blunders"
(strings with O < µ( x ; L 0 ) $ /1).
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The next matter we discuss is: how do errors show up, and which errors (small or
big) do we consider. Henceforth, we assume that our language L 0 is generated by a
context-free grammar G = (V, l:, P , S ) consisting of an alphabet V, a terminal alphabet
l: ( l: � V), an initial symbol S ( S e V), and a finite set P of rules ( P � N x V* where
N = V - l:). However, it turns out to be more convenient to view P as a function from V
to finite subsets of V* (i.e., finite languages over V) rather than as a subset of N x V*.
To be more specific, let A be an arbitrary nonterminal with rules A ➔ w 1 I w2 I · · · I wk ,
then we define the function P for argument A as P(A ) = {A , w i , w2 , • • • , wk }, while for
each terminal a in l: we have P ( a ) = { a } . Note that for each symbol a. in V, the value
of P ( a.) is a finite language over the alphabet V that contains a.. The containment of a.
in this value allows us to interpret P as a nested finite substitution; a concept intro
duced in (10] and to be recalled in §2.
Let us return to errors and their description. Wrongly applying a rule A ➔ w, will
mean in this paper that an occurrence of A is replaced by an incorrect string w' instead
of the correct string w. This can be modeled by changing the set P (A ) into a fuzzy sub
set of V*, and adding a finite number of strings w' to P (A ) with µ( w';P (A )) < 1 for each
w'. This process results in the notion of fuzzy context-free grammar G = (V, l:,P , S )
where for each A in N , the set P (A ) is now a finite fuzzy subset of V* rather than an
ordinary, or so-called crisp subset. Fuzzy context-free grammars have been introduced
in a slightly different, but equivalent way in (14]. So using fuzzy context-free grammars,
now we are able to model the situation in which the use of a single correct rule can be
replaced by the application of any out of a finite number of incorrect rules.
However, in general there is an infinite number of ways to perform a certain task
in an erroneous way and performing a grammatical derivation step is no exception to
this rule. But simply replacing the finite fuzzy sets P ( a.) (for each a. in V) by infinite
ones will not work, since in that case the language L ( G ) generated by the resulting
grammar G might not even be recursively enumerable [9]. Thus we have to restrain the
languages P (A ) in some, preferably natural way. The method we use here, originates
from ( 16]; viz. we assume that a family K of fuzzy languages is given in advance, from
which we are allowed to take whatever languages we think to be appropriate. Then
replacing the finite languages P (A ) over V by �embers from the family K, yields the
concept of fuzzy context-free K-grammar. The family K plays the role of parameter in
our discussion, and when we take K equal to the constant value FINf , the family of
finite fuzzy languages, we reobtain the ordinary fuzzy context-free grammars.
Remember that fuzzy sets, fuzzy logic and fuzzy grammars have been applied fre
quently in linguistics and natural language processing. From the many references we
only mention the papers in [18] by the inventor of "fuzziness". The present paper is
more a sequel to ( 14] than to any of the more linguistically oriented papers in (18].
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. §2 contains some elemen
tary definitions related to fuzzy languages and in §3 we define fuzzy context-free K grammars and the fuzzy languages they generate. Properties of these grammars and
languages are discussed in §4. Then §5 is devoted to recognizing algorithms for fuzzy
context-free languages: we give appropriate modifications of Cock-Younger-Kasami's
algorithm and of some recursive descent algorithms. Finally, §6 contains a comparison
with an alternative way of describing grammatical errors using fuzzy grammars too ( 15,
13], and a straightforward generalization of our results from previous sections.
In the next sections emphasis is on the main ideas and on concrete examples; for
detailed formal proofs we refer to (6, 7, 8].
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2. Preliminaries on Fuzzy Languages
We assume the reader to be familiar with the rudiments of formal language and parsing
theory. So for the definitions of context-free grammar, Chomsky Normal Form, and
Greibach Normal Form we refer to standard texts like [ 1, 1 1, 12].
As mentioned in § 1 a fuzzy language L over an alphabet I: is a fuzzy subset of I:*,
i.e. L is defined by a degree of membership function µL : I:* ➔ [ O, 1]. Actually the func
tion µL is the primary notion and L a derived concept, since L = { x e I:* I µL ( x ) > 0 } .
Henceforth, we write µ( x ; L ) rather than µL ( x ). The crisp part of a fuzzy language L
is the set c ( L ) = { x eI:* I µ( x ; L ) = l } . A crisp (or ordinary) language L is a fuzzy
language that satisfies c ( L ) = L .
Next we need a few operations on fuzzy languages: viz. union, intersection, con
catenation, and applying a fuzzy function on a fuzzy language. For union and intersec
tion of fuzzy languages Li ( Li � "i:,_*, i = l, 2) we have
µ( x ; L 1 u L 2 ) = max { µ( x ; L 1 ), µ( x ; L 2 ) } , and
( 1)
µ( x ; L 1 f1 L 2 ) = min { µ( x ; L 1 ) , µ( x ; L 2 ) } ,
for all x in (I:1 u I:2)*, respectively. The concatenation [ 14] of fuzzy languages L 1 and
L 2 , denoted by L 1 L 2 , is the fuzzy language satisfying: for all x in (:I: 1 u I:z)*,

(2)
µ( x ; L 1 L 2 ) = max { min { µ( y ; L 1 ) , µ( z ; L 2 ) } I x = yz }.
A fuzzy relation R between (ordinary) sets X and Y is a fuzzy subset of X x Y .
For fuzzy relations R � X x Y and S � Y xZ , their composition R o S i s defined by

(3)
µ( ( x , z ) ; R o S ) = max { min { µ( ( x , y ) ; R ), µ( ( y , z ) ; S ) } l y e Y }.
A fuzzy function f : X ➔ Y is a fuzzy relation f � X x Y, satisfying for all x in X: if
µ( (x , y ); f ) > O and µ( (x , z ) ; f ) > O, then y = z and, consequently, we have µ( (x ,y ) ; f ) =
µ( (x , z ) ; f ). Note that (3) applies to fuzzy functions as well. But the composition of two
functions f : X ➔ Y and g : Y ➔ Z is usually written as g o f : X ➔ Z rather than f og .
In the sequel we need a function of type f : X ➔ P(X) - where P(X) denotes the
power set of the set X - that will be extended to the function f : P(X) ➔ P(X) by
f ( S ) = U { f (x ) I x eS } and for each subset S of X ,

I

µ( y ; f ( S ) ) = max { min { µ( x ; S ) , µ( ( x ,y ) ; f ) } x e X } ;
( 4)
cf. e.g. Definition 2.2 below where X =
for some alphabet V , and S is a language over
V . Fuzzy functions like f o f , f o f o f , and so on, are now meaningful by (3) and ( 4).
Next we tum to the notion of family of fuzzy languages.
Definition 2.1. Let � be a countably infinite set of symbols. A family of fuzzy
languages is a s_et of pairs (L , :EL ) where L is a fuzzy subset of :E{ and :EL is a finite sub
set of :Ew We assume that the alphabet :EL is minimal with respect to L , i.e., a symbol
a is a member of I:L if and only if a occurs in a word x with µ( x ; L ) > 0. A family of
fuzzy languages K is called nontrivial if K contains a language L such that µ( x ; L ) > 0
for some x eI:;. A family is called crisp if all its members are crisp languages.
Frequently, we write L instead of (L , I:L ) for members of a family of (fuzzy)
languages, especially when I:L is clear from the context.
□
Examples of simple, nontrivial families of fuzzy languages, which we will use, are
the family FIN1 of finite fuzzy languages, the family ALPHA1 of finite fuzzy languages
of which the members have unit length (i.e. , these languages are alphabets), and the
family SYMBOL1 of singleton languages of unit length. Formally, -

v•

FIN1 = { { w 1 , w 2 , · · • , wn l l wi e�, l $ i $ n , n � O } ,
ALPHA1 = { I: I: c I:w , I: is finite } , 8:nd
SYMBOL1 = { { a} ae� }.

I

I
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The corresponding families of crisp languages are denoted by FIN, ALPHA, and SYM
BOL, respectively. Note that the family FINr is closed under the operations union,
intersection and concatenation, the family ALPHAr is closed under union and intersec
tion but not under concatenation, whereas SYMBOL, is not closed under any of these
three operations. A similar statement holds for the corresponding crisp families.
Finally, we will consider a more complicated operation on languages; it slightly
generalizes a concept from [ 10].

Let K be a family of fuzzy languages. A nested fuzzy K-substitution
over an alphabet V is a mapping P : V ➔ K satisfying:
for each a. in V, P ( a.) is a fuzzy K-language over V, and
(i)
(ii) P is nested, i.e., µ( a.;P ( a.)) = 1 for each a. in V.
The mapping P i s extended t o words over V by P ( A) = { A} with µ( A; P ( A)) = 1 where A denotes the empty word - and P ( a.1(½ · · · On ) = P ( a.1 ) P ( f½) · · · P ( On ) wi�h
a.;, E V for all i ( 1 ::; i ::;; n , n � 0). Finally, P is extended to languages over V by P ( L ) =
U{ P (x ) I x eL } and, according to (4), for each language L over V,

Definition 2.2.

µ(y ; P ( L )) = max { min { µ( x ;L ), µ( ( x , y );P ) } I x e L } .

(5)

A nested fuzzy K -substitution P over V can be iterated, giving rise to a iterated
nested fuzzy K-substitution over V , i.e., a mapping p• from languages over V to
n
i
i
languages over V , defined by P *( L ) = U{ P ( L ) I n � O } with p + 1( L ) = P (P ( L )) for
0
each i � 0, and P ( L ) = L .
A family K of fuzzy languages is closed under [iterated] nested fuzzy substitution
if for each fuzzy language L over some alphabet V, and for each [iterated] nested fuzzy
K-substitution over V, we have P ( L ) e K [ P *( L ) e K , respectively].
□
Note that in Definition 2.2 we used the operations union, concatenation, function
application and function composition; cf. (3), (4) and (5) in particular.

Example 2.3.

The families SYMBOL, and ALPHA, are closed under (iterated) nested
fuzzy substitution. On the other hand, although the family FINf is closed under nested
fuzzy substitution, it is not closed under iterated nested fuzzy substitution. Viz. con
sider P over V = { a , b } with µ( a ; P ( a )) = 1, µ( b ; P ( b )) = 1, and µ( aba ; P ( b )) = 0.4,
whereas for all other arguments µ takes the value 0. Now for each fuzzy language L
over V that contains at least one word in which a symbol b occurs, the fuzzy language
n
n
n
n
P*( L ) is infinite. Let L be { a ba I O ::; n ::;; 3 } with µ( a ba ; L ) = 1 for n = 0, 1 and
n
n
n
n
µ( a n ba n ; L ) = 0.2 for n = 2, 3. Then P*( L ) = { a ba l n � 0 } where µ( a ba ; P *(L ))
equals 1 for n = 0, 1 and 0.4 for all n � 2.
□

3. Fuzzy Context-Free K-grammars
In this section we first discuss grammatical err.ors by means of a few examples of (fuzzy)
context-free grammars. Then we formally define fuzzy context-free K-grammars and
the languages they generate.

Example 3.1. Consider
V = I: u { S } , I: = { [, ], (, ) }

the (ordinary) context-free grammar G = (V, I:,P , S ) with
and P consists of the rules S ➔ [ S ] S ( S ) S A, where A
denotes the empty word. The language L ( G ) is called the Dyck language over two types
of parentheses and it consists of all well-matched sequences over I:. So [ [ ] ( ) ] and
( 0 [ ] 0 ) are in L ( G ) , but [ 0 [ ] and [ ( ] ) are not. L ( G ) plays an important role in the
theory of context-free languages, since any context-free language L 0 can be obtained
from L ( G ) by the application of an appropriate non-deterministic finite-state transducer
T , i.e. L 0 = T (L (G )), where T depends on L 0 • As a nested FIN-substitution P looks
like P (S ) = { S , [ S ] S , ( S ) S , A } and P ( o) = { o} for each o in I:.
□

I
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I

Example 3.2. Let G 0 = (V, E, P 0 , S ) be the fuzzy context-free grammar that is equal to
G of Example 3. 1 except that P 0( S ) = P ( S ) u { [ S ) S , [ SS } , P 0( a) = { a} for each c, in
l:, µ( [ S ) S ; P 0( S )) = 0.9, µ( [ SS ; P 0 ( S )) = 0. 1, and µ equals 1.0 in all other cases. The
string [ S ) S gives rise to e.g. µ( [ O [ ) ]; L (G 0 )) = 0.9 which is a "tiny mistake" from
which it is easy to recover. However, the string [ SS causes much more serious prob
lems: we have µ( [ [ ] [ ] ; L (G 0 )) = 0. 1, but what is the corresponding correct string?
There are three possibilities: [ ] [ ] [ ] , [ [ ] ] [ ] and [ [ ] [ ] ]. So [ [ ] [ ] is considered to be a
"capital blunder", when we choose, for instance, 8 and /l equal to 0.2 (cf. § 1).
□
The next step is that we will allow for an infinite number of ways to make gram
matical errors, for which we need grammars with an infinite number of rules.
Example 3.3. Consider the fuzzy context-free grammar G 1 = (V , E, P i , S ) that is equal
n
to G 0 of Example 3.2 except that P 1 ( S ) = P ( S ) u { [ S t S l n � l } u { [ SS } with
µ( [n S t S ; P 1( S )) = 0.9 for all n � l. It is straightforward to show that L (G 1 ) = L (G 0 ),
i.e. µ( x ;L (G 0 )) = µ( x :L (G 1 )) for all x in 1:*.
□
Crisp grammars with an infinite number of rules have been considered previously;
e.g. grammars in extended BNF and the grammatical devices in [ 16, 2, 3]. In the next
definition we generalize the fuzzy context-free grammars from [ 14].
Definition 3.4. Let K be a family of fuzzy languages. A fuzzy context-free K -grammar
G = (V , E, P , S ) consists of
•
an alphabet V (the alphabet of G );
•
a subset l: of V (the terminal alphabet of G );
•
a special nonterminal symbol S ( the initial or start symbol of G );
•
a nested fuzzy K-substitution P over V , i.e. , a mapping P : V ➔ K satisfying: for
each symbol a. in V , P (a.) is a fuzzy language over the alphabet V from the family
K with µ(a.;P (a.)) = 1.
The fuzzy language generated by G is the fuzzy set L (G ) defined by L (G ) = P*(S ) n 1:*.
The family of fuzzy languages generated by fuzzy context-free K -grammars is denoted
by Ar (K ). The corresponding family of crisp languages is denoted by c ( Ar (K)), i.e. ,
c ( Ar ( K )) = { c (L ) I L e Ar (K) } .
□
Comparing Definition 3.4 with the concept of fuzzy context-free grammar from [ 14]
yields the following differences:
( 1) Following 3.4 it is allowed to rewrite terminal symbols.
(2) In 3.4 L ( G ) is defined in terms of the operations union, intersection, concatenation
and (iterated) function application rather than in terms of derivations.
(3) In 3.4 there is an infinite number of rules in P .
Now ( 1) happens to b e a minor point (cf. §4), (2) i s just a reformulation, but (3) i s the
main point. With respect to (2), the language L (G ) can also be defined using deriva
tions; cf. [ 14]. A string x over l: belongs to . L (G ) if and only if there exist strings
w0 , w 1 , • • · , Wn over V such that S = w0 ⇒ w 1 ⇒ w2 · · · ⇒ Wn = x . If Ai ➔ '\jfi (0 � i < n )
are the respective rules used in this derivation, then
µ( x ; L ( G ) )

= max { min { µ('\jfi ; P ( Ai ) ) I 0 � i < n }

I

S = w0 ⇒ * Wn = x } ,

( 6)

i.e., the maximum is taken over all possible derivations of x from S. If such a deriva
tion is viewed as a chain link of rule applications, its total "strength" equals the strength
of its weakest link; hence the min-operation. And µ( x ; L ( G )) is the strength of the
strongest derivation chain from S to x ; cf. [ 14].
Example 3.5. According to the grammar

G 1 of Example 3.3 we have the derivation

S ⇒ [S]S ⇒ [ [[S))S]S ⇒ [ [[))S]S ⇒ [ [ [))]S ⇒ [ [ [))]
2

2

and µ( [ [ [ ) ) ] ; L (G 1 )) = 0.9 since in the second step we used µ( [ S ) S ; P 1 ( S )) = 0�9 while
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□
in all other steps µ has the value 1.0.
Example 3.6. Ar (FINr ) = CFr , i.e., the family of fuzzy context-free languages from
[ 14]. Hence, c (Ar (FINr )) = CF, the family of (ordinary or crisp) context-free languages.
Note that Ar (SYMBOLr ) = c ( Ar (SYMBOL)) = { 0 }, since S ⇒ S is the only possible
derivation for the corresponding grammars. But Ar (ALPHAr ) = ALPHAr , and similarly
c ( Ar (ALPHAr )) = Ar (ALPHA) = ALPHA as only sentential forms of length 1 occur in
each derivation of the corresponding grammars.
□
4. Properties of Fuzzy Context-Free K-languages
Throughout this section we restrict our attention to those families K satisfying some
minor conditions, collected in
Assumption 4.1. Henceforth, K is a family of fuzzy languages that satisfies:
( 1) K contains all crisp SYMBOL-languages ( K � SYMBOL);
(2) K is closed under union with SYMBOL-languages, i.e. for each L from K and each
crisp { a.} from SYMBOL, the fuzzy language L u { a.} also belongs to K ;
(3) K is closed under isomorphism ("renaming of symbols"), i.e. for each L over I:
from K and for each bijective mapping i : I: ➔ I: 1 - extended to words and to
languages in the usual way - we have that the language i (L ) belongs to K .
□
Note that the family ALPHAr is the smallest family satisfying these properties.
Our first result deals with the generating power of fuzzy context-free K -grammars.
Theorem 4.2. Under assumption 4. 1, we have Ar (Ar (K)) = Ar (K).
Proof (sketch): The inclusion Ar (K) � Ar (Ar (K)) is easy to establish. Viz. for each L 0 in
Ar (K ) with fuzzy context-free K -grammar G = (V , I:, P , S ) and L ( G ) = L 0 , there is a
fuzzy context-free Ar (K)-grammar G 0 = (V 0 , :E, P 0 , S 0 ) with V O = :E u { S 0} , P 0(8 0 ) =
{ S 0 } u L (G ), and P 0(o) = {o} for all o in I:. Then for each x in I:*, we have µ( x ; L (G 0)) =
µ( x ; L (G )) = µ( x ; L 0 ) .
To show the converse inclusion, let G = (V, I:, P , S ) be a fuzzy context-free Ar (K)
grammar. So P is a nested fuzzy Ar (K)-substitution over the alphabet V . For each a.
in V , let G a = (Va, V , P a , S a) be a fuzzy context-free K -grammar - i.e. each P a is a
nested fuzzy K -substitution over Va - such that L (Ga) = P ( a.). We assume that all
nonterminal alphabets Va - V are mutually disjoint. The proof that L ( G ) e Ar (K) con
sists of the following three parts:
(a) Using 4. 1.(3) we modify each grammar G a ( a.eV) in such a way that
P aC J3) = { J3} holds for each terminal symbol J3 in V .
(b) For each nested fuzzy K -substitution P a over Vm we define a corresponding
nested fuzzy K -substitution Q a by
iff J3 E V a - V
Q aC J3) = P aC J3)
a(
iff � e V
Q �) = { �' S 13}
iff J3 E V 1 - Va
Q aC J3) = { J3}
with V 1 = U{ Ya l a. e V }. Now we have that L (G ) = { Q a l a.eV }* n I:*.
(c) Finally, using 4. 1.( 1)-(3) we reduce the finite set { Q a I a.e V } of nested fuzzy
K-substitutions over V 1 to an equivalent, single nested fuzzy K -substitution P O over an
extension VO of V 1 .
Then for G 0 = (V0 , I:, P 0 , S8 ), we have µ( x ; L (G 0 )) = µ( x ;L (G )). Thus, L (G 0 ) =
L (G ), and L (G ) eAr (K), i.e., Ar (Ar (K)) � Ar (K).
□
For a complete constructive proof of 4.2 we refer to [6, 7]. Though from a
mathematical point of view 4.2 is quite appealing, we turn to the special case K = FIN1
in order to resume our discussion on errors and fuzzy context-free grammars.
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Corollary 4.3. Ar (Ar (FIN, )) = Ar (CFr ) = Ar (FINr ) = CF, .

□

Corollary 4.3 provides us the limit of deriving grammatical errors within the
framework of fuzzy context-free grammars. Viz. we may extend the sets P ( a) (for each
a in the alphabet V ) to infinite sets, as long as the resulting sets P ( a) still constitute
fuzzy context-free languages over V . Only in this way we are able to model the case of
an infinite number of possible grammatical errors. Of course, during each derivation
only a finite choice out of this infinity of possible errors will be made.
Though the construction in (second part of) the proof of 4.2 is applicable to each
fuzzy context-free Ar ( K), sometimes an ad hoe construction may result in a simpler
grammar.
Example 4.4. Consider the fuzzy context-free Ar (FINr )-grammar or fuzzy context-free
CFrgrammar G 1 of Example 3.3. We will construct an equivalent fuzzy context-free
FINrgrammar G 2 = (V 2 , I:, P 2 , S ). Let V2 = { A } u V i , P 2 ( S ) = P ( S ) u { [ SS , AS },
P 2 (A ) = { A , [A ) , [ S ) } , µ(AS ; P 2 ( S )) = µ( [A ); P 2(A )) = µ( [ S ); P 2(A )) = 0.9 and every
thing else is as in Example 3.3. Then µ( x ; L (G 2 )) = µ( x ; L (G 1 )) for all x in 1:*, i.e.,
L ( G 2 ) = L ( G 1 ).
□
We conclude this section with some mathematical consequences of 4.2 and 4.3 for
which we need the following fuzzy analogue to the notion of full super-AFL [ 10].
Definition 4.5. A nontrivial family K of fuzzy languages is called a full super-AFFL
(i.e., full super-Abstract Family of Fuzzy Languages) if K is closed under
•
finite fuzzy substitution (i.e. FINf -substitution);
•
intersection with fuzzy regular languages;
•
iterated nested fuzzy substitution.
□
From closure under these three operations, closure under many other operations
well known in formal language theory follows: closure under union, concatenation,
Kleene *, homomorphism, inverse homomorphism, substitution, nondeterministic finite
state transductions, and so on; cf. [ 10, 2, 4] ·and also [ 17].
Theorem 4.6. [7]
( 1) Let K be a nontrivial family of fuzzy languages closed under finite fuzzy substitu
tion and under intersection with fuzzy regular languages. Then Ar ( K ) is a full
super-AFFL, and, in particular, it is the smallest full super-AFFL that includes the
family K.
(2) Each full super-AFFL includes the family CFr of fuzzy context-free languages.
(3) The family CFf is the smallest full super-AFFL.
□
The proof of 4.6 heavily relies on Theorem 4.2 and Corollary 4.3; cf. [7]. Comparing
4.6 with results in [ 10, 2, 4] yields that the family of fuzzy context-free languages
possesses closure properties very similar to those of the (ordinary or crisp) context-free
languages.

5. Recognizing Fuzzy Context-Free Languages
In this section we give a few algorithms for recognizing fuzzy context-free languages.
When a fuzzy context-free language has been specified by a fuzzy context-free CFf grammar (Corollary 4.3), we must first transform that grammar into an equivalent fuzzy
context-free FINr -grammar by means of the construction in the proof of Theorem 4.2.
Next we must transform the resulting grammar into Chomsky or Greibach Normal
Form, using results from [14], before we can apply the algorithms from this section.
The first algorithm is a modification of Cocke-Younger-Kasami's algorithm (or
CYK-algorithm for short); cf. Algorithm 5.2 below. In e.g. [ 1, 1 1, 12] the CYK-algorithm
is given in terms of nested for-loops that fill an upper-triangular matrix. Here we start
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from an alternative functional version from [5] which has some interesting features: it
omits implementation details like the data structure, reference to the indices· of matrix
entries and to the length of the input string ; cf., e.g. , Algorithm 12.4. 1 in [ 1 1] and Algo
rithm 5. 1 below.
Algorithm. 5.1. Let G = (V, l:, P , S ) be a A-free context-free grammar in Chomsky Nor
mal Form and let w be in :t'. Define functions f : l:+ ➔ P(N+) and g : P(N+) ➔ P(N ) by:
+
• For each w in l: the function f is defined as· the finite substitution generated by
( 7)
f ( a ) = { A I a e P (A ) }
and extended to words over l: by
f ( w ) = f (a 1 )f (a 2 ) · • · f (an ) if w = a 1a 2 • · · an ( ak e l:, l $ k :5 n ).
(8)
+
• For each A in N we define g (A ) = { A } and for each w in N with I w I � 2 we have
+
(9)
g (w) = U { g (x ) ®g (ri ) I X , 1'1 eN , w = xri }
where for each X and Y in P(N ) the binary operation ® is defined by
X ® Y = { A I BC e P (A ), with B eX and C eY } .
( 10)
• For each (finite) language M over N, g ( M ) is defined by
g ( M ) = U { g (w) I w eM }.
( 1 1)
Finally, compute g (f ( w )) and determine whether S belongs to g (f ( w )).
Clearly, we have w e L (G ) if and only if S e g ( f ( w )).
□
From this functional version of the CYK-algorithm it is easy to derive an algorithm
for recognizing fuzzy context-free languages.
Algorithm 5.2. Let G = (V, l:, P , S ) be a A-free fuzzy context-free grammar in Chomsky
Normal Form and let w be in l:+. Extend (7)-( 1 1) in Algorithm 5. 1 with
µ( A ; f ( a ) ) = µ( a ; P ( A ) ) ,
( 7')
. (9')
µ( A ;X ® Y) = min { µ( BC ; P (A )) , µ( B ;X), µ( C ; Y) } ,
+
( 10')
µ(A ;g (w)) = max { µ(A ;g ( x) ®g (ri )) I X , 1'1 eN , w = xri } ,
whereas corresponding equalities for (8) and ( 1 1) follow from the definitions of concate
nation and finite union, respectively ; cf. §2. Finally, compute µ( S ; g (f ( w ))) .
Then, we have µ( w ; L (G )) = µ( S ;g (f ( w ))).
□
Example 5.3. Consider the fuzzy context-free grammar G 3 = (V3 , l:, P 3 , S ) with
V3 = l: u { S ,A , B , C , D , E , F }, P 3 consists of the rules

s

➔ SS I AC I BC I DF I EF I AF I BF I BS I [ '
A ➔ BS ,
B ➔ [,
C ➔ J,
D ➔ ES ,
E ➔ (,
F ➔ ),
where µ(AF ; Pa( S )) = µ(BF ; P 3( S )) = 0.9, µ( BS ; P 3( S )) = µ( [ ; P 3( S )) = 0. 1 and µ has
value 1.0 in all other cases. The grammar G 3 is A-free, in Chomsky Normal Form, and
equivalent (modulo the empty word A) to G O from Example 3.2.
Applying Algorithm 5.2 with, e.g., input equal to [ ] ( ), yields
µ( [ ] 0 ; L (G 3 )) = µ( S ;g (f ( [ ] 0 ))) = µ( S ;g ( { B , S }CEF )) = µ( S ;g ( { B , S }) ®g ( CEF ) u
u g ( { B , S }C ) ®g ( EF ) u g ( { B , S }CE ) ®g ( F )) = · · · = µ( S ; S ) = 1.0
where we write, as usual, X for a singleton set {X} . Similarly, for input equal to [ [ ] ),
we get
µ( [ [ ] ) ; L (G 3)) = µ( S ;g ( f ([ [ ] ) ))) = µ( S ;g ( {B , S } { B , S }CF )) =
= µ( S ;g ( { B , S }) ®g ( { B , S }CF ) u g ( { B , S }{ B , S }) ®g ( CF ) u
u g ( { B , S } { B , S }C ) ®g ( F )) = · · · = 0.9
□
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Algorithms 5 . 1 and 5.2 are bottom-up algorithms for recognizing A-free (fuzzy)
context-free languages in Chomsky Normal Form. Functional versions of top-down
("recursive descent") algorithms for crisp context-free languages have been introduced in
[5], from which we recall Definition 5.4 and Algorithm 5.5. In Algorithm 5.6 we give a
modification of 5.5 which results in a recursive descent recognizer for fuzzy context-free
languages in Chomsky Normal Form.

Definition 5.4. For each context-free grammar

G = (V, :E, P , S ) with N = V - :E, the set
T (:E, N ) of terms over (:E, N ) is the smallest set defined by
(a) A is a term in T (:E, N ) and each a (a E l:) is a term in T(:E, N ).
(b) For each A in N and each term t in T (:E,N ), A ( t ) is a term in T(:E,N).
If t 1 and t 2 are in T (l:, N ), then their concatenation t 1 t 2 is a term in T(:E, N ) too. □
(c)
Note that for any two sets of terms S 1 and S 2 (S i, S 2 s;;; T (:E, N )) the set
by S 1 S 2 = { t 1 t 2 I t 1 eS i, t 2 ES 2 } , is also a set of terms over (:E, N ).

S 1 S 2,

defined

Algorithm 5.5. Let G = (V , :E, P , S ) be a A-free context-free grammar in Chomsky Nor
mal Form and let w be a string in t'. Each nonterminal symbol A in N is considered
as a function from :E* u { 1- } to P(T(:E, N)) defined as follows. (The symbol 1- will be used
to denote "undefined".) First, A (1-) = 0 and A (A) = { A } for each A in N . If the argu
ment x of A is a word of length 1 (i.e. x is in :E) then

A ( x ) = { A l x eP ( A ) }

( x e:E)

( 12)

Ix I of the word x is 2 or more, then
( 13)
A ( x ) = U { B ( y ) C ( z ) I BC EP (A ), y , z E:E+ , x = yz }.
Finally, we compute S ( w ) and determine whether A belongs to S ( w ).
It is straightforward to show that w EL ( G ) if and only if A ES (w ).
□
Algorithm 5.6. Let G = (V, :E, P , S ) be a A-free fuzzy context-free grammar in Chomsky
+
Normal Form and · 1et w be a string in :E . For all A in N , µ( A;A ( A)) = 1 and
µ( t ;A (1-)) = 0 for each t in P(T (:E, N)). Extend ( 12)-( 13) in Algorithm 5.5 with
and in case the length

µ( A;A ( x )) = µ( x ; P (A ))

( x E:E),

µ( A;A ( x )) = max { min { µ( BC ; P ( A )), µ( A; B ( y )), µ( A; C ( z )) } I

BC e P (A ), y , z E :E , x = yz }.
Finally, we compute µ( A; S ( w )). Then we have µ( w ;L (G )) = µ( A; S ( w )).

( 12')
( 13')

+

□

Example 5.7. Applying Algorithm 5.6 to the fuzzy context-free grammar G 3 of Exam
ple 5.3 results in

µ( 0 [ ] ; L ( G 3 )) = µ( A ; S ( 0 [ ] ) ) =

= µ( A; S ( ( ) [ ) S ( ] ) u

S( ())S( []) u S( ()S() [ ]) u

A ( O [ )C( ] ) u A( 0 )C( [ ] ) u A ( ( ) C( ) [] ) u
B ( ( ) [ ) C ( J ) u B ( ( ) ) .C ( [ ] ) u B ( ( ) C ( ) [ J ) u

D ( ( ) [ ) F ( ] ) u D ( ( ) ) F ( [ ] ) u D ( ( ) F ( ) [ ] )) u
E ( ( ) [ ) F ( ] ) u E ( ( ) ) F ( [ ] ) u E ( ( ) F ( ) [ ] )) =

µ( ( ] ) ; L ( G 3 )) = µ( A; S ( ( ] ) )) = · · ·
µ( [ ( ) ; L (G 3 )) = µ( A; S ( [ ( ) )) = · · ·

= 0. 1

= 0

= 1 ·

□

Finally, we give analogues of Algorithms 5.5 and 5.6 based on Greibach 2-form (viz.
Algorithms 5.8 and 5.9) which are slightly more efficient then 5.5 and 5.6, respectively.
Recall that a A-free context-free grammar is in Greibach 2-form if its rules possess one
of the forms: A ➔ aBC , A ➔ aB and A ➔ a ( a e:E, A , B , C EN ).

Algorithm 5.8. Let G = (V, :E, P , S ) be a A-free context-free grammar in Greibach 2+
form and let w be a string in :E . The algorithm is as Algorithm 5.5 except that ( 13) is
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replaced by
( 14)
A ( x ) = U { B (y ) C (z ) I aBC eP (A ) , y , z e:E+, x = ayz } u
+
U { B (y ) I aB eP (A ), y e:E , x = ay }.
Still we have that w eL (G ) if and only if A eS ( w ).
□
Algorithm 5.9. Let G = (V , :E, P , S ) be a A-free fuzzy context-free grammar in Greibach
2-form and let w be a string in :E+. For all A in N , µ( A;A ( A)) = 1 and µ( t ;A (l.)) = 0 for
each t in P(T(:E, N )). Extend ( 14) in Algorithm 7.5 with
µ( A;A ( x )) = µ( A;A '( x ) u A "( x ))
with
( 14')
( 14')
µ( A;A '( x )) = max { min { µ( aBC ; P ( A )), µ( A; B (y )), µ( A; C ( z )) } I
aBC e P (A ) , y , z e t', x = ayz },
( 14')
µ( A;A "(_x )) = max { min { µ( aB ; P ( A )), µ( A; B (y )) } I
aB e P (A ), y e t', x = ay }.
Finally, compute µ( A; S ( w )). Then µ( w ; L (G )) = µ( A; S ( w )).
□
Example 5.10. Let G 4 = (V 4, :E,P 4, S ) be the fuzzy context-free grammar with
V = :E u {S , C , F }, and P 4 consists of rules which are displayed with their degree of
membership in the following table.
elements
set
Pi S ) - S , [ SCS , ( SFS , [ CS , ( FS , [ SC , ( SF , [ C , (F
[ SFS , [ FS , [ SF , [ F
[ SS , [ S , [
Pi C ) C , ]
Pi F ) F , )

degree
1.0
0.9
0. 1
1.0
1.0

Applying Algorithm 5.9 yields µ( A; C ( ] )) = µ( A; F( ) )) = 1.0, µ( A; S ( [ )) = 0. 1, and
S ( w ) = U { S ( x ) C ( y ) S ( z ) I w = [ xyz } u U { C ( x ) S (y ) I w = [ xy } u
U { S C-x ) F(y ) S ( z ) I w = (xyz } u U { F ( x ) S (y ) I w = (xy } u
U { S ( x ) C (y ) I w = [ xy } u U { S ( x ) F. (y ) I w = (xy } u
U { S ( x ) F (y ) S ( z ) I w = [ xyz } u U { F ( x ) S (y ) I w = [ xy } u
U { S ( x ) F (y ) I w = [ xy } u U { S ( x ) S (y ) I w = [ xy } u
u C ( [ \ w ) u F( ( \ w ) u F( [ \ w ) u S ( [ \ w )
where x ,y and z are nonempty strings over :E, and u \ v = w if v = uw , and l. other
wise (u , v , w e:E*). Then we have
µ( A; S ( [ 0 ] )) = µ( A; · · · u S ( 0 ) C ( ] ) u · · · ) =
= µ( A; · · · u S ( 0 ) u · · · ) = µ( A; · · · u F ( ) ) u · · · ) = 1. 0
where numerous non-productive terms have been omitted. Similarly,
µ( A; S ( [ [ ] ) ) = µ( A; · · · u S ( [ ) C ( ] ) u S ( [ \ [ [ ] ) u · · · ) = 0. 1
□
Of course, the Greibach 2-form is by no means essential; the transformation to this
normal form gives rise to numerous additional rules and less transparent algorithms.
For instance, a A-free version of G O from Example 3.2 will result in an algorithm that is
simpler than 5. 10.

6. Concluding Remarks
We showed that using fuzzy context-free K -grammars we are able to model the case in
which at each derivation step a choice from an infinity of possible grammatical errors is
made. From Theorem 4.2 and Corollary 4.3 it followed that in order to stay within the
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framework of fuzzy context-free language generation this choice should be limited to a
fuzzy context-free language. However, to apply the recognition algorithms from §5,
these fuzzy context-free CF1 -grammars should be transformed into equivalent fuzzy
context-free FIN1 -grammars. These recognition algorithms, which are straightforward
modifications of existing ones, are robust in a very primitive sense; viz. since they com
pute the membership function, they can distinguish between "tiny mistakes" and "capi
tal blunders".
Our approach in describing grammatical errors has a global character: a right
hand side w of a grammar rule may be replaced erroneously by a completely different
string w'. In [ 15] an alternative way of describing errors - using fuzzy context-free
grammars too - is given. Here w' is restricted to those strings that are obtainable by
simple edit operations (deletion, insertion, and substitution of symbols) from w, and
these operations are performed on nonterminal symbols only. In a companion paper [ 13]
this approach is extended to context-sensitive grammars as well, but both papers are
restricted to the discussion of simple examples rather than proving general results.
The definition of fuzzy context-free K -grammar can be slightly generalized: viz.
instead of a single nested fuzzy K -substitutions we may allow a finite number of such
substitutions [7]. Under assumption 4. 1 it is possible to reduce this finite number to an
equivalent single nested fuzzy K -substitution ; cf. the last part of the proof of 4.2.
Of much more practical interest is another modification / generalization. From a
certain point of view the model discussed in this paper is rather trivial: to each grammar
rule we associate a real number in between O and 1 , and these numbers are propagated
by means of the min-operation (of course, without any alternation) to a string derived by
the fuzzy context-free grammar. So making the very same error twice is as bad as mak
ing it a single time. Intuitively, one would prefer that the degree of membership in the
first case is strictly lower than the one due to the single error. This can be achieved by
deviating from the original definition of fuzzy grammar from [ 14]. When we replace the
min-operation in (2)-(5) and, consequently, in (6), (9'), ( 13') and ( 14') - but not in ( 1) by the multiplication operation, we are able to model this accumulation process of errors.
Example 6.1. When we replace the min-operation by multiplication at the appropriate
places, Algorithm 5.2 applied to the grammar G 3 of Example 5.3 yields, for instance,
µ( [ [ ) [ ] ) ; L ( G 3 )) = · · · = 0.8 1, µ( [ [ ) [ ) ) ; L ( G 3 )) = · · · = 0. 729, µ( [ [ ) [ ] ; L ( G 3 )) = · · · =
0.08 and µ( [ [ ) [ ; L ( G 3 )) = · · · = 0.008.
D
In this way the occurrence of many "tiny mistakes" may result in the end in some
thing that resembles a "capital blunder".

Acknowledgements. I am indebted to Rieks op den Akker and Anton Nijholt for their
critical remarks.
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Abstract
We present a new technique for parsing grammar formalisms that express non-immediate dominance
relations by 'dominance-links' . Dominance links have been introduced in various formalisms such as
extensions to CFG and TAG in order to capture long-distance dependencies in free-word order languages
( Becker et al. , 1 99 1 ; Rambow, 1 994 ) .
We show how the addition of 'link counters' to standard parsing algorithms such as CKY- and Earley
based methods for TAG results in a polynomial time complexity algorithm for parsing lexicalized V
TAG, a multi-component version of TAGs defined in ( Rambow, 1 994 ) . A variant of this method has
previously been applied to context-free grammar based formalisms such as UVG-DL.

1

Linguistic Data

Scrambling is the permutation of arguments of a verb in languages such as Finnish , German ,
Korean , J ap anese, Hindi , and Russian . If there are embedded clauses, certain matrix verbs
allow scrambling of elements out of the embedded clauses ( "long-distance" scrambling) . In
German, scrambling is quite free. 1 There is no bound on the number of clause boundaries over
which an element can scramble. Furthermore, more than one constituent can scramble in the
same sentence ( "iterability of scrambling" ) , and an elenient scrambled (long-distance or not)
from one clause does not preclude an element from another clause from being scrambled .

( 1 ) . . . daB [dem Kunden]i [den Kiihlschrank] j

bisher noch niemand ti
. . . that [the client] oAT [the refrigerator] A cc so far as yet no-one N oM
[[tj zu reparieren] zu versuchen] versprochen hat
to repair
to try
promised has
. . . that so far , no-one yet has promised the client to repair the refrigerator

We conclude that scrambling in German (and other languages) is "doubly unbounded" in the
sense that there is no bound on the distance over which each element can scramble ( unbound
edness of scrambling) , and there is no bound on the number of elements that can scramble in
one sentence ( iterability of scrambling) . This generalization should not be taken to mean that
all sentences in which "doubly unbounded" scrambling has occurred will be judged equally ac
ceptable. Clearly, scrambling is constrained by pragmatic and processing factors, and perhaps
also by semantic factors. For example, processing load appears to increase with an increasing
number of scrambled elements. However, we do not have any reason to define a p articular
"cut-off point" beyond which all orders are ungrammatical . (This argument is similar to the
argument in favor of allowing unlimited recursion in the competence grammar.)
Finally, we observe that scrambling does not preclude long-distance topicalization ( a separate
linguistic phenomenon also found in English , in which a single element moves into sentence
initial position) :
* We would like t o thank Aravind Joshi, Ron Kaplan, Martin Kay, John Maxwell, Giorgio Satta, K . Vijay
Shanker, and D avid Weir for helpful comments and discussions. This work was partially performed while the
authors were at the U niversity of Pennsylvania under grants ARO DAAL 03-89-C-0031 ; DARPA N00014�90-J1 863; NSF IRI 90- 1 6.592; and Ben Franklin 9 1 S ;3078C- l .
1 In German, scrambling can never proceed out of tensed clauses. I t is widely assumed that embedded
infinitival clauses undergo "clause union" . If clause union takes place, then in fact there is no long-distance
scrambling in German because no clause boundary is crossed. However, throughout this paper we will use the
term "long-distance scrambling" in a more descriptive way. We will take the term to mean that an argument of
a verb appears to the left of an argument of a less deeply embedded verb .
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(2) [Dieses Buch]i
[this boo k] A cc
versucht .
tried

hat [den Kindern] j
has [the children] oAT

bisher ,noch niemand
so far yet [no-one] NoM

[PRO ti t i zu geben]
to give

So far, no-one has tried to give this book to the children.

We conclude that doubly unbounded non-local dependencies occur in natural language, that
they co-occur with other unbounded dependency constructions (such as topicalization) and that
there is a need to account for such constructions, both formally and computationally.

2

V-TAG

Tree Adjoining Grammar (TAG , see (Joshi , 1987) for an introduction) is a tree rewriting system .
A TAG consists of a set of elementary trees which are combined by the adjoining operation ,
which may insert one tree into the center of another. TAGs are more powerful than context
free grammars but they are only mildly context-sensitive since they generate only semi-linear
languages and are polynomially parsable. Their extended domain of locality allows the factoring
of recursion and the statement of linguistic dependencies within the elementary structures of
the grammar.
However, in ( Becker et al. , 1 99 1 ) , we argue that scrambling is beyond the formal power of TAG
by assuming that elementary trees express a complete predicate-argument structure. (Becker
et al . , 199 1 ) proposes two variants of the TAG formalism which can derive scrambling while
still preserving most of the desirable properties of TAGs (in particular, an extended domain
of locality and the factoring of recursion) . One of them, FO-TAG , is based on relaxing LP
constraints, and we do not discuss it here. The other approach is based on relaxing immediate
dominance. This has the effect of creating several "chunks" of the tree which are related by (not
necessarily immediate) dominance edges or dominance links. Dominance links are essential for
encoding structural relations ( c...: command) between related linguistic elements, such as a head
and its arguments. 2 The resulting formalism is called Multi-Component TAG with Dominance
Links (MC-TAG-DL) .
In defining MC-TAG-DL, several options are available for the definition of the derivation
relation. In V-TAG ( Rambow, 1994 ) , there are no ·restrictions on adj unction sites. Trees from
one tree set can be adjoined anywhere in the derived tree, and they need not be adjoined
simultaneously or in a fixed order. Furthermore, trees in the tree sets are equipped with
dominance links. A dominance link can relate the foot node of a tree to any node in any tree
of the same set . The dominance links provide a constraint on possible derivations: after a
derivation is completed , each dominance link must hold in the derived tree .
We give a V-TAG derivation for sentence (2) . Scrambling will be modeled by multi-component
adjunction, while Topicalization is derived by standard adjunction. The grammar is a set of tree
sets . Each tree set contains a head (e.g. , a verb) and its projections, and slots for its arguments.
Two examples are shown in Figure 1 . We use IP ( = S) and CP ( = S') as projections of the
verb . In the set for the geben 'to give' embedded clause, one nominal argument is in a separate
auxiliary tree, reflecting the fact that it may be scrambled , and the other nominal argument is
included in the verbal projection tree, reflecting the fact that it is (long-distance) topicalized.
The dotted line represents the dominance link. In the set for the versuchen 'to try ' matrix
clause, the only nominal argument is in a separate auxiliary tree. Its clausal subcategorization
requirement is indicated by the fact that the verb is in an auxiliary tree (rooted in C') , forcing
adj unction into an embedded clause.
The derivation now proceeds by first adjoining the matrix clause into the embedded clause
at the C' node, yielding the structure on the left in Figure 2. This adjunction implements the
long-distance topicalization of the embedded direct argument. We are left with two auxiliary
trees that still need to be adjoined, representing the scrambled arguments. We first adj oin the
2 Without being formally defined, dominance links have been used previously in linguistic work, for example
(Kroch, 1989) .
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Figure 1 : Initial tree set for versuchen matrix clause and geben embedded clause

matrix subj ect into its own clause, and then adjoin the embedded indirect object j ust above
the matrix subj ect . The result is shown in Figure 2 on the right .
O bserve that the tree sets given in Figure 1 have the property that they each represent a
verb . I n linguistic applications of TAG and related formalisms such as V-TAG , it is useful to
associate each elementary structure ( tree set in the case of V-TAG) with at least one lexical
item ( i . e . , terminal symbol ) . Such a grammar is called "lexicalized" . This h as an important
consequence , namely that derivations in a lexicalized gramm ar are always bounded in length
by a linear function of the length of the derived sentence. In the following discussion of a p arser
for V-TAG , we will make crucial use of this property.

3

Parsing V-TAG

Both p arsing algorithms presented in this paper deal only with adj unct.ion , the core operation in
TAG and in V-TAG . We ignore the substitution operation as well as constraints on adj unct.ion
which can easily be added and do not contribute to the complexity of the parsing algorithms.
In this section , we use an extension of the CYK-type parser for TAG defined by Vijay-Shan ker
( 1 987, p . 1 10 ) to give a polynomial time parser for a large subset of the V-TAG languages. We
first describe Vijay-Shanker 's parser for simple TAG , and then describe the extensions necessary
for V-TAG .
The m ai n idea of Vij ay-Shan ker 's parser is the introduction of a 4-dimensional matrix T , i n
which a n entry o f a node TJ from a n elementary tree T a t T[i, j, k , l] represents the fact that
either
(i ) there is some derived tree r' such that TJ is its root node and TJ dominates the substring
ai+ l · · · aj T}1 ak · · · a, where TJ1 is the ( label of the) foot node of T or
(ii) there is some derived tree r' such that TJ is its root node and T/ dominates the substring
ai+ 1 · · - a1 and j
k.
The p arser fills the matrix T bottom-u p , starting from entries fo r the leaves . (We assume that
the gramm ar is in extended two form , i.e . , in every tree every node has at most two ch ildren . )
I n the p resentation here, we split every node into a top and a bottom version , similar to the
definition of "top" and "bottom" features in a feature-based TA G ( Vij ay-Shanker, 1 987 ) . If TJ
is a node in some tree of some set of a V-TAG , then TJT denotes the top version of that node,
and TJ B the b ottom version . There are six cases which fall into two basic categories:
( i ) Cases 1 to 4 and correspond to context-free expansions within one elementary tree. In Cases
1 to 3, two top versions of sibling nodes TJ1 and TJ2 are combined and t he bottom version of their
parent T/ is added to T if we know that T/1 and T/2 cover a contiguous string ( poss ibly interrupted
only by the foot node ) . In Case 1 the footnote is dominated by 171 , in Case 2 i t is dominated
by ry2 and in Case 3 it is not dominated by ei ther . Case 4 deals with nodes without siblings .
Figure 3 shows Case 1 .
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Figure 2 : After adjoining matrix clause into subordinate clause (left) and final derived tree
(right)
(ii) Cases 5a, 5b, and 6 deal with adj unction. Cases 5a and 5b correspond to adj unction ( either
at a node which dominates the foot node (5a) or not (5b )) . The top version of the node is added
to the matrix to reflect the string covered after adj unction at that node has taken place, as
illustrated in Figure 3 for Case 5a. Case 6 corresponds to no adj unctiori : the top version of a
node is added if the bottom version is already present in the same cell of the matrix.
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Figure 3 : Cases 1 and 5a.
We now turn to the extensions necessary to handle V-TAG . We first introduce some additional
terminology. If two nodes 17 1 and 172 are linked by a dominance link such that 1] 1 dominates
172 , then we will say that 171 has a required bottom and that 1]2 has a required top. If the tree
of which 17 1 ( 112 ) i s a node has been adjoined during a derivation , but the tree of which 1]2 ( 111 )
is a node has not , the requirement (top or bottom) will be called unfulfilled. The multiset of
unfulfilled required tops of a node 17 will be denoted by T(ry) , and the multiset of all required
bottoms will be denoted by _i(17) . We extend this notation to derived trees in the obvious way.
Observe that a (partial) derived initial tree (i .e. , a tree without a foot node on its frontier )
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cannot have any unfulfilled required bottoms if it is to be part of a successful derivation .
Clearly, in a lexicalized V-TAG , in every derivation I T (r) I and J ..L(r) I are always linear with
respect to the length of the input string. Note that a V-TAG such that I T( r) I and I .l ( r) I are
always bounded by a constant c in every derivation is equivalent to a TAG .
I n order t o keep track o f unfulfilled dominance requirements, we add t o each entry i n the
m atrix two link-counters which record the number and type of required tops and bottoms,
respectively, which still need to be fulfilled . A link-counter , is an array whose elements are
indexed on the dominance links of G, and whose values are integers . 3 The sum of two counters
is defined component-wise, the norm I , I is defined as the sum of the values of all components.
We will denote by , T the required tops counter , by .1 the required bottoms counter , and by
0 t he counter all of whose values are 0.
The need for maintaining two link counters - one for required tops and one for required
bottoms - arises from the fact that entries in the four-dimensional parse matrix do not span
a contiguous substring of the input string. Thus a (partial) derivation of a (derived) auxiliary
tree may have required bottoms as well as required tops which will only be fulfilled once this
structure is adjoined into another structure.
Vie now spell out what happens to the link counters in the cases 1 and 5a. The other cases

,

are analogous. In the following, a ...:. b is defined to be a - b if a � b, and O otherwise.
Case 1 : 77 1 dominates the foot node ( see Figure 3 ) . If there is ( 77f , , f , ! ) E T[ i , j, k , m] and
(77'J , 0 , ,I ) E T [m , p, p , l] , i ::; j ::; k s; m � p s; l , then add (77 B , Arf , , i + ,J + T (77) ) to

,

Case 5a: 77 1 dominates the foot node. If there is ( 11P , , f , , ! ) E T[m, j, k , p] and ( 77'J , 'Yi , ,I )
E T[i, m , p , l] where 772 is the root node of an auxiliary tree with the same symbol as 77 1 , then

T [i, j, k, !] .

,

,

a d d ( 77'[ , ( Afi ...:_ ,! ) + ,f , (,"[ ...:_ 'Yi ) + ,I ) to T [i , j , k, l] .
In all six cases, after calculating the new .1 and , T , the entry is discarded if I .1 + 1 T I � c · n ,
where c is the maximal number of links in a tree set of the grammar. The recognition of a string
a 1 • • · a n is successful if for some j, 0 ::; j ::; n, and some 77, a root node of an initial tree, we
ha:ve ( 77T , 0 , 0) E T[0 , j, j , n] .
I n cas� 1 (see figure 3 ) 77'[ represents a partial derivation of a ( derived) auxiliary tree where 77 1
dominates the foot node . The required bottoms link-counter
represents links that go down
from some nodes in the partially derived tree. These nodes must be on the spine of the tree and
they can only be fulfilled after the tree is adjoined into another tree. Therefore, these links must
'go through ' the foot node. For the node 77 dominating 77 1 the required bottom counter is simply
copied . (Recall that only foot nodes can be at the top end of a link . ) 772 cannot contribute any
required bottoms since the substring underneath 772 is already completely derived and no nodes
will added underneath 772 · The required tops however are simply added from ,i , Afi and T( 77)
since they can be fulfilled by nodes which are added later above 77.
In case ,5 a 77p represents a partial derivation of a ( derived) auxiliary tree where 77 1 dominates
the foot node. All of its required bottoms ( Aff ) must be added to the new required bottoms
link-counter . However , some of the required bottoms of the adjoined auxiliary tree ( ,d- ) migh�

,r

have been fulfilled by required tops at node 771 , so only 'Yi ...:. Af "[ many are added to the new
requi red bottoms link-counter . For the same reason , not all required tops of 171 are added to

the new required tops link-counter, but only Af i ...:. Atf many. However , all required tops of 77 2 ,
i .e. ,J are added to the new required tops link-cou nter .
The core of the algorithm is a loop through indices i, j , k , l E { 0 . . n } , i ::; j ::; k ::; l, applying
Cases 1 through 6 until the matrix is unchanged .
Using back pointers (e.g. , for every ( 77, Af .l , 1 T ) which is added to T, poi nters to the contributing
nodes 77 1 ( and 772 ) in their respective positions are added ) ,_ the matrix T can be augmented to

3 Link-counters are used for an extension to CFG (called UVG-DL) in ( Rambow , 1 994 ) , and for a different
CFG-based system w i t h dominance l i nks ( called D-Tree Grammar) in ( Rambow et al . , 1 99.5b ) . The present paper
is simi lar to (Ram bow et al . , 1 995b) i n that it it is concerned with a formal system t.hat includes dominance l inks.
In both papers, these are parsed using mul tisets, and the parsers are polynomial for t.he same reason . However,
the fact that V-TAG i s a tree rewriting system which includes adj unction provides much of the conceptual
complexity of the algori t hms presented here.
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represent a parse forest from which all derivations of an accepted string can be constructed .
Theorem: A lexicalized V-TAG is parsable in deterministic polynomial time.
The correctness of the recognition algorithm for TAG is proven by Vij ay-Shanker ( 1 987) . It can
easily be seen by induction on the number of dominance links that the link-counters correctly
impose the dominance constraints.
The time complexity of the algorithm is that of Vijay-Shanker 's algorithm , 0(n 6 ) , multiplied
by a factor representing the maximal number of elements of each cell of matrix T. Since
I ..1. I , I , T I are in 0(n) , we have that the number of possible pairs of link-counters is bounded
by 0 ( n 2 1 L I ) ( where I L i is the total number of links in G) , and the the time complexity of the
algorit hm is in 0 ( I G l n 4 1 L l + 6 ) .
While fo r a linguistic grammar with significant coverage IL i may b e quite large, i n practice
the time complexity of the parser will be much lower. This is because in general, the number
of different link-counters associated with the same node in any square of the parse matrix will
be low . Several factors contribute to this fact .
First , recall that we are using multicomponent adj unction only for scrambling ( and perhaps
certain forms of "long" topicalization out of picture NPs) , and not for raising and standard
topicalization . These syntactic phenomena are still derived by simple adj unction , which does
not contribute to the link counters .
Second , since CKY is a pure bottom-up parser, we need not actually distinguish between
required top links which have the same tree at their top end . In fact , in scrambling languages
such as German , the set of trees at the top end of dominance links is quite limited : it consists of
substitution structures for nominal and clausal arguments, perhaps one for each case or verbal
form . Thus I L i in fact is a small number (say, four to six) rather than the large number one
obtains if one counts the dominance links in the elementary structures for every single verb in
the language.
Finally, observe that if we choose a constant c and fix the number of open dominance links at
any point in the derivation to be less than or equal to c, then we obtain a parser that simply
runs in time 0(n 6 ) . This is because the numbers of possible entries in the square of the parse
matrix is again bounded by a grammar constant , part of which is c. In this case, we can view
the formalism and the parser as a dynamic implementation of "slash" categories. Since in fact
multiple scrambling is quite rare in real text , we can choose such a constant - say, c = 3 - and
obtain a 0 ( n 6 ) parser for all but a tiny percentage of the sentences of the language in question .
Determining the proper number may require empirical investigations.
The data structures which are built up in our parsing algorithms also yield themselves to an
iterative algorithm if we gradually increase the maximum link constant c. The steps of such an
iterative algorithm all have time complexity 0( n 6 ) . Careful bookkeeping minimizes overhead
with respect to a non-iterative approach . An iterative strategy will find "unscrambled" parses
earlier than "scrambled" parses. In particular , we can continue the iteration process only if
the "unscrambled" parses do not meet semantic or pragmatic conditions. This approach avoids
many false ambiguities that arise when the parser postulates multiple scrambling, when in fact
none has occurred .

,

4

An Earley-Type Parsing Algorit hm

We now briefly describe an extension of the Earley-based TAG parsing algorithm of (Schabes,
1 990) which results in a practical parsing algorithm for V-TAG . Again, we use link counters to
keep track of unfulfilled dominance requirements. We will only give an informal review of the
original parsing algorithm . For full details , we refer the reader to (Schabes , 1 990) . However,
some detail is necessary to explain our extensions .
The basic data structure is a 'dotted tree'. A dotted tree is an elementary tree, usually an
auxiliary tree, with a dot marking a node in this tree, together with two intervals (i.e. four
indices) which represent the recognized strings underneath the marked node; one to the left
and one to the right of the foot node. For a dot on a node, there are four possible positions: it
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is either to the left (prediction phase) or the right ( completion phase) and independent of this
it is either above or below the node .
The parser proceeds in. a mixed fashion with top-down prediction steps and a bottom-up
completion steps. Begin ning with an initial tree and the dot in the left-above position on the
root node, the dot is propagated in a depth-first left-to-right fas hion through the entire tree
until it returns to the root node ( to the right-above position ) . Dotted trees a.re collected in
states sets Si which contain all dotted trees that represent a partial derivation that covers the
input string up to position i.
In order to extend the algorithm to V-TAG, we again use ' link counters' to store the informa
tion about unfulfilled dominance constraints . Every dotted tree is extended by a link counter
that for ea. e h link in the grammar counts the number of required bottoms in the partial deriva
tion which is represented by the dotted tree. Since every state in the parsing algorithm is
reached through a sequence of top-down and bottom-up steps which begins with the root node
of t he initial tree , there is never a need to keep track of required tops . As long as the dot is on
the left , it moves downward , collecting required bottoms . If it hits required tops on a node, it
either subtracts from the list of required bottoms or, if there are none , it immediately signals
failure, since all nodes above a given node in a partial derivation h ave been visited already.
\Vhen the dot is on the right , the bottom-up steps always refer to already visited structures
( see especially the tests in the 'move dot up ' and 'right-prediction ' steps) .
Figure 4 shows the movements of the dot and
the corresponding link counters on one node 17 for
Yra
all relevant steps of the parsing algorithm. The
node 1J is shown twice, with the dots in the above
positions on the top of the figure, an auxiliary tree
that might adjoin is shown in the middle, and on
the bottom again the node 1J is shown with the
__//// P2
clots in the below positions.
�2
In the first step with the dot in the left-above
(µJ_
position of node 17 of a dotted tree /31 , the cor
responding link counter is ,1 - l a . It contains all
required bottoms in this partial derivation . Note
that for this partial derivation , the dot h as been
�
moved through all positions above and to the left
Figure 4 : Percolation of the link counter . of 17 . The left-prediction step creates an entry

�
M· :, �
( " r,)

7; 1�

for every auxiliary tree /3' that can be adjoined, with the dot in the left-above position on the
root nofle. The link counter '"'/ 1 - /a is copied and if the root node of /3'_ fulfills some required
bottoms , the
link counter is decremented accordingly. When moving the dot ha'3 proceeded
1
t hrough /3 to the left-below position of the foot node, a left-completion step for /3 1 can take
place . The link-counter '"'l; b is copied as '"'(lb · An alternative left-completion step assumes that
no adjunction has taken place on node TJ and '"'(la is copied as '"'(lb . If node T/ of /3 1 is itself a foot
node and introduces a required bottom , then the link-counter '"'(lb is in cremented accordingly.
The next move of the dot is the 'move dot down ' to the left-above posi tion of the leftmost
daughter of node T/· If this daughter node fulfills some required bottom , the link-counter is
dec remented accordingly .
Now the dot moves until i t reaches the right-below position of 17 . If the node r1 itself is a foot
node an d h as a required bottom , the relevant component of the li nk-counter '"'(lb is decremented .
If this is i m possi ble ( because the value is zero) , then the derivation fai ls . Then , the new link
cou nter '"'(r b must be compared with the old link-counter '"'lib . I f any com ponent of the link
cou nter i'r b is greater than '"'(lb , somethi ng has gone wrong and the dot is not moved . This can
only happen if new req u i red bottoms a.re added , but not fu lfilled below T/· S i n ce for t.his part ial
deri vat ion , the dot h as moved through the entire derived tree below r1, these req u i red bottoms
can never be fu l fil led . The old link-counter '"'(lb must be retrieved from the ap propriate set Si ,
The next step is t he ( r i ght- ) prediction of an adjunction at node TJ . If there is a dotted ( auxil
i a ry ) tree ,r/ covering an i mmediate preceding substring with the dot in the l eft- below oosition
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of the foot node, this dot is moved to the right-below position. The counter ir b is copied as
12 - r b
Again, there are two alternative right-completion steps. Assuming that no adjunction has
taken place, the dot is moved up to the right-above position. The new link-counter ira is
copied from ir b .
1
If there is a dotted ( auxiliary) tree /3 covering an immediate surrounding substring in which
the dot has moved all the way up to the right-above position of the root node, the adj unction
of this tree is assumed and the new link-counter ira is copied from ,2 - r a .
From there, the dot is moved up, either to the left-above position of the right sister node,
or, if there is no right sister, to the right-below position of the mother node. In the first case
the link-counter is copied without changes, in the second case the above mentioned test 1s
performed ,
Also, in the scanner steps, the link counter is copied without changes.
Note that the only point in which the comparison of new and old link-counters is necessary
is the arrival of the dot in a right-below position. In all moves, after calculating the new link
counter ; , the entry is discarded if I ; I � c · n, where c is the maximal number of links in a tree
set of the grammar. The recognition of a string a 1 • • • an is successful if [o, 0, ra , 0, -, - , n] is in
Sn with o an initial tree.
The core of the algorithm is a loop from i := 0 to n through the sets Si where the modified
steps of the Earley-style parser are applied until no more states can be added.
The correctness of the recognition algorithm for TAG is proven by Schabes ( 1990 ) . It can
easily be seen by induction on the number of dominance links that the link-counters correctly
impose the dominance constraints.
The time complexity of the algorithm is that of Schabes' algorithm, O(n 6 ) , multiplied by a
factor representing the maximal number of entries in the states sets Si which differ only in the
link counters ;. Since I , I :S en , we have that the number of possible link-counters is bounded
by O(n 2 x l L I ) (where IL i is the total number of links in G) , and the the time complexity of the
algorithm is in O( I Gln 2 X I L l n 6 ) .
Again , using back pointers, the entries in the states sets can be augmented to represent a
parse forest from which all derivations of an accepted string can be constructed. The discussion
about the relevance of the exponents and an iterative algorithm from section 3 also applies to
this Earley-style parsing algorithm.
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Abstract

Vijay-Shanker and Weir have shown in [ 1 7] that Tree Adjoining Grammars and Combinatory
Categorial Grammars can be transformed into equivalent Linear Indexed Grammars (LIGs) which can
be recognized in 0( n 6 ) time using a Cocke-Kasami-Younger style algorithm. This paper exhibits
another recognition· algorithm for LIGs, with the same upper-bound complexity, but whose average
case behaves much better. This algorithm works in two steps: first a general context-free parsing
algorithm (using the underlying context-free gra·mmar) builds a shared parse forest, and second, the
LIG properties are checked on this forest. This check is based upon the composition of simple relations
and does not require any computation of symbol stacks.
Keywords:

context-sensitive parsing, ambiguity, parse tree, shared parse forest.

1 Introduction
It is well known that natural language processing cannot be described by purely context-free grammars
(CFGs ) . On -the other hand, general context-sensitive formalisms are powerful enough but cannot be
parsed · in reasonable time. Therefore, various intermediate frameworks have been investigated, the
trade-off being between expressiveness power and computational tractability. One of these formalism
classes is the so-called mildly context-sensitive languages which can be described by several equivalent
grammar types. Among these types, Tree Adjoining Grammars (TAGs) are attractive because they can
express some natural language phenomena (see Abeille and Schabes [ 1 ]) and many systems are based
upon this framework ( see for example [10] and [6]). Formal properties of TAGs have been studied ( see
Vijay-Shanker and Joshi [16], and Vijay-Shanker [ 1 5] ) and a recognizer for TAGs ( see [ 1 7] ) , based upon
a Cocke-Kasami-Younger method ( [4] and [ 1 8] ) , works in O(n 6 ) worst time. Unfortunately, with this
algorithm, this complexity is always reached. More. practical methods, which are usually based upon
the Earley parsing algorithm [3], have also been investigated ( see for example Schabes [13] and Poller
[1 1] ). Though the 0( n 6 ) worst-case time is not improved, for some inputs, the actual complexity may
be much better. However, the design of a better worst-case recognizer remains an open problem.
In [ 1 7] , Vijay-Shanker and Weir have shown that mildly context- sensitive grammars have the same

formal power and that TAGs and Combinatory Categorial Grammars (CCGs) can be transformed into
equivalent Linear Indexed Grammars (LIGs).
An Indexed Grammar [2] is a CFG in which each object is a non-terminal associated with a stack of
symbols. The productions of this grammar class define on the one hand a derived relation in the usual
sense and, on the other hand, the way symbols are pushed or popped on top of the stacks which are
associated with each non-terminal. A restricted form of Indexed Grammar called LIG allows only for
the stack associated with the left-hand side (LHS) non-terminal of a given production to be associated
with at most one non-terminal in the right-hand side (RHS ).
This paper presents a new recognition algorithm for LIGs. It works in two main steps:
1 . a CF-parsing algorithm, working on the underlying CF-grammar, builds a shared parse forest;
2. the LIG conditions (see Section 3 ) are checked on that forest.
Since that second step does not depend on the way the shared parse forest is built, any general
CF-parsing algorithm can be used in the first step.· As previously mentioned, CKY or Earley parsing
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algorithms are candidates but others too. In particular, generalized LR parsing methods (see Lang [7],
Tomita [14), and Rekers [12)) are good challengers. In fact, the CF-parsing algorithm of our prototype
system upon which this paper ideas have been tested, implements a non-deterministic LR (or LC at will)
parsing algorithm using a graph-structured stack. Under certain conditions, for a given input string of
length n, the CF-parsing takes a time 0( n3 ) in the worst case and moreover the output shared parse
forest of size 0( n 3 ) (in the worst case) is such that each elementary tree can be seen as an occurrence
(after some non-terminal renaming) of a production in the underlying CFG. Following Lang [8], in
Section 2, we stress this analogy by defining a shared parse forest as a CFG.
Obviously, the checking of the LIG properties can be performed on a forest by computing the stacks
of symbols along paths, and in associating with each (shared) node a set of such stacks. As in [17), in
devising an elaborate sub-stack sharing mechanism, this check could be performed in 0( n6 ) time. In
Section 4, we take a different approach: this check is performed without the computation of any stack
of symbols (and hence without having to design any sub-stack sharing structure). Given a single tree
of the (unfolded) shared parse forest, we identify spines as being paths along which individual sta�k
of symbols are evaluated. The origin of such a spine corresponds to the birth of a stack which evolves
according the LIG stack schemas and which finally vanishes at the end of the spine. The checking of LIG
conditions relies on the simple observation that, for a given spine, the stack actions must be bracketed.
Each time a push or pop occurs at a node, there is a twin node where the opposite action, acting on the
same symbol at the same stack level, should take place. In a shared parse forest, different spines may
share nodes. In particular, a given couple of twin nodes may be shared among several spines, with the
corresponding check being done only once. In Section 5 we show that this check sharing, expressed
as relations between twin nodes, results in a worst case 0( n6 )-time LIG recognition. Our algorithm is
illustrated by an example in Section 6. Since TAGs or CCGs can be transformed into equivalent LIGs
[17), this complexity extends over mildly context-sensitive languages.

2 Parse Tree and Shared Parse Forest
The goal of this section is to set up the vocabulary and to define our vision of shared parse forests.
Let G = (VN , VT , P, S) be a CFG where:
• VN is a non-empty finite set of non-terminal symbols.

• VT is a finite set of terminal symbols; VN and VT are disjoint; V = VN U VT is the vocabulary.
• S is an element of VN called the start symbol.

• P � VN x V* is a finite set of productions. Each production is denoted by A � u or by
rp , 1 ::; p ::; I P I ; such a production is called an A-production.
We adopt the convention that A, B ,C denote non-terminals, a ,b ,c denote terminals, w ,x denote elements
of v; , X denotes elements of V, and /3, u denote elements of V*.
On V* we define IPI disjoint binary relations named right derive by B � /3 1 and denoted by B;;/
G
(or simply B�J3 when G is understood) as the set {(uBx, uf3x) I B � /3 E P}.
The relation derive denoted by ⇒ is defined by:

⇒

u

B -+/3EP

Let 0-1 , . . . , O"i , ui+1 , . . . , 0-1 be strings in V* such that Vi, 1 ::; i < I, 3rp E P, O"i

�

O"i+l then the

sequence of strings (0-1 , . . . , O"i , ui+ 1 , . . • , 0-1) is called a derivation. Conversely, since � and � are
disjoint when p and q are different, between any two consecutive strings O"i and ui+ 1 in a derivation, the
relation � whose (ui , ui+1 ) is an element is uniquely known.
1 In the sequel the qualifier right will disappear since only right derivations, right sentential forms, etc . . . are introduced.
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A u-derivation is a derivation starting with u. A u-derivation whose last element in the sequence is
is
/3 is called a u //3-derivation. The elements of a u�derivation are called a u-phrase. A u-phrase in
a u-sentence. On the other hand an S-phrase is a sentential form and an S-sentence is a sentence.
The language defined by G is the set of its sentences:

v;

£( G) = { x

Is�
x " x E v; }
G

In an S/ x-derivation, to accurately define the contribution of any symbol X (its X-sentence) to the
sentence x, we will define the notion of split of x by X.
A triple (x1 , x2, x3) is called 3-split (or more simply split) of x when x = x 1 x2x3. If n is the length
of x, such a triple can also be denoted by Xi .. j with O < i � j � n + 1, lx1 I = i - 1, lx2I = j - i, and
l x3 1 = n - j + 1 . Two splits of x, say (x� , x 2 , x 3 ) and (x�', x�, x 3) can be composed into one split iff
we have x� x 2 = x�'. In such a case the resulting split of x is ( x� , x 2 x1, x 3 ). Assume that Xi . .j denotes
( x� , X2 , X 3 ) and that X k . . l denotes (x�' , x�, xn, the previous condition simply means that j = k and that
the composed split is denoted by xu. We allow x itself to designate the split (c, x , c) = x1..1x l+ l ·
We call split of x by X the couple (X, (x1 , x2, x3)) i f there is an S/x-derivation S

<TX2X3 ⇒ ( X } x2x3

⇒ uXx3 ⇒

= X ) . This couple, when X is understood, could be denoted by (X]i if ( X } , x2, X3) =

Xi . .j

or even by [X] when the split of x is not necessary. This definition and notations extends from
symbols to strings.
Now we can define our vision of parse trees.

Definition 1 Let G = ( VN , Vr, P, S) be a CFG, x a sentence in .C(G), and dx an S/x-derivation. We
"'
"'
call parse tree (w. r.t. G and dX ) the CFG a d = (VN , v;, p d , sx ) where:
• VN

= { ( B , (x1 , x2, x3)) I B E VN I\ x = x 1 x2x3 }.

• v; = {(a , (x 1 , a, x3)) I a E Vr I\ x .
• s = [S] = ( S, (c, x, c)).

⇒

x1 ax3}.

=

x

:,:

I

B -+ X 1 . . . xk . . . Xp E P} and dx = S
uBx3 ⇒
k
k
• O'X 21 • . • X 2 . . . XP2 X3 ⇒
• O' 1 . . . k - I X 2 . . . Xp2 X3 ⇒
• X Wher_e: X
O'X 1 . . . Xk . . , p X3 ⇒
X 1 X2X3, x2 = x} . . . xr . . xi, [Xk ] = (Xk , (x 1 x1 . . . x � - 1 , xt x � + 1 . . . Xi x3)), and [B]
(B , (x1 , x2, x3)).

• p d = { [B] -+ (X i ] . . . [Xk ] . . . [Xp ]

-x·

x

x

Parse trees are trees in which the start symbol sx is the root, non-terminal symbols are the internal
"'
nodes while terminal symbols are the leaves. Obviously we have .C(Gd ) = { [x] } . In fact, for any two
l

L8l

consecutive strings u Bx3 and u/3x3 in dx , we have [u] [B] [x3] [B :;.
"'"'
G

[u] [,B] [x3] . It is easy to see that

this defi nition of a parse tree is a tree in the usual sense only when the derivation dx does not involve any
cycle ( i.e. ,llA, A � A ) . If there is a cycle, our definition denotes, by a single parse tree, the ambiguities
denoted by the unbounded number of (usual) trees when this cycle is taken 0, 1 , 2, . . . times. The whole
notion of ambiguity will be captured by the following definition of shared parse forest.
Definition 2 Let G = (VN , Vr , P, S) be a CFG, and x a sentence in £ ( G). The shared parse forestfor
px , sx ) where:
X (w. r.t. G) is the CFG, ex = (VN ,

v;'

= { (B , (x1 , x2, x3)) I B E VN I\ x = x 1 x2x3 }.
Vf = { ( a , (x1 , a, x3)) I B E Vr I\ x = x1 ax3}.

• VN
•

• sx = ( S, (c, x, c)) .

:,:

:,:

• px = u d:& E D :,: p d where nx is the set of all Six-derivations, and p d is the production set of
r
:,:
the parse tree Gd = ( VN '
pd ' sx ) associated with any derivation dx in nx .

v;'
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Any production rP = [B] � [X1 ] . . . [Xq] in p:r: is mapped by the unary operator - to its associated
production rp = B � X 1 • • • Xq in P.
This vision of a set of parse trees as a CFG has several formal and practical advantages (thanks to
[9]). It exhibits a particular case of a general result: the intersection of CF-languages (defined by G) and
regular languages (the input string x) are CF-languages (the resulting shared parse forest c:r: ). c:r: can
also be seen as a specialization of G (productions in c:r: are productions in G, up to some renaming),
which only defines (in all the same possible ways as G) the string x. This CFG allows to define an
unbounded number of derivations (when G is cyclic) in a finite way. A context sharing occurs when
there are several occurrences of the same non-terminal in RHSs, while a sub-tree sharing occurs when
there are several occurrences of the same non-terminal in LHSs. This sharing may even be considered
as optimal if we impose (as done here) that productions (elementary trees) in a parse tree, have the same
structure as their corresponding production in G.
Without any restriction on G, the size of p :r: is 0( n l+ 1 ) where l is the length of the longest RHS in
P. If G is unambiguous, (or if the parsing of x does not exhibit any ambiguity,) this size is linear in n.

3 Linear Indexed Grammars (LIGs)
An indexed grammar is a CFG in which stack of symbols are associated with non-terminals. The derive
relation, in addition to its usual meaning, handles these stacks of symbols. LIGs are a restricted form of
indexed grammars in which the stack associated with the non-terminal in the LHS of any production is
associated with at most one non-terminal in the RHS. Other non-terminals are associated with stacks of
bounded size.
In fact, in a production, it is not a stack which is associated with a non-terminal, but rather a stack
schema expressing a way to compute a stack. Let Vi denotes a finite set of (stack) symbols, a stack is an
element of V,* . A stack schema is an element of Vi x V,* where Vi = { £, . . } • The stack schema ( . . a)
where a· E V,* matches all the stacks whose prefix (bottom) part is left unspecified and whose suffix
(top) part is a. A stack may be considered as a stack schema whose first component (the element of Vi)
is £.
Following [ 17], we formally defined a LIG as follows:
Definition 3 A LIG, L is denoted by ( VN , VT , Vi , PL , S) where:
• VN is a non-emptyfinite set of non-terminal symbols.

• VT is afinite set of terminal symbols, VN and VT are disjoint. and V = VN U VT is the vocabulary.

• Vi is a finite set of stack symbols.

• PL, the production set, is afinite subset of ( VN x Vi x Vi* ) x ((VN x Vi x v,*) U VT)* .

• S E VN is the start symbol.

We adopt the convention that a will denote members of V,* , 1r elements of Vi, and 'Y elements of Vi .
A triple (A, e, o) in VN x Vi x V,* is called a secondary object and is denoted by A(a) while a
triple (A, . . , a) is called a primary object and is denoted by A( .. a). The disjoint sets of primary and
secondary objects are respectively denoted by Vt and VJ . The set of objects denoted Vo is vt U VJ.
The object A( 1ra ), whose non-terminal component part is A, is called an A-object. We use r to denote
strings in (Vo U VT )* . A( . . a) denotes an object whose stack suffix (stack top) is a and with an arbitrary
prefix (stack bottom). A() denotes that an empty stack schema is associated with the non-terminal A.
A( a) denotes that the stack a is associated with the non-terminal A. Each production in PL is denoted
by A(1m) � r or rp () 2 where 1 � p � IPL I The general form of a production i n a LIG is:

2The parentheses reminds us that we are in a LIG!
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If the LHS object A ( 1ra) is secondary (i.e. 1r = c:), we observe that all the objects (if any) in the RHS
should also be secondary, while if A ( 1ra) is primary (i.e. 1r = . . ), there must be exactly one primary
object in the RHS.
The above production is called an A-production. If this production is used, for any ri , r2 E
( Vo U Vr )* and a' E v,* , we define the binary relation derive by rp ( ) on LIGs by:

when 1r = . . V a ' = £.
We observe that the stack a ' a associated with the non-terminal A in the LHS and the stack a' a;
associated with the non-terminal Ai in the RHS have the same prefix a' .
Definition 4 We define the CF-backbone of a LJG as being its underlying CFG. Formally, if L
( VN , Vr , Vi , PL , S) is a LJG, its CF-backbone is the CFG, eL = ( VN , Vr , Pa , S), or simply e when
L is understood, where:
Pa = { A -+ w1A1 . . . wi- 1 Ai- 1 WiAi Wi+1 Ai+1 . . . wp Ap wp + l I A(1ra) --+
w1A1 (a 1 ) . . . Wi - t Ai- 1 (ai- 1 )wi Ai (1rai )Wi + 1 Ai+ 1 (ai+1 ) . . . wp Ap (ap )wp + l E PL }.
If there is a one to one mapping between PL and Pa th� LIG is said to be fair. It is not very difficult
to find an algorithm which transforms any LIG into an equivalent fair LIG. In the sequel we will only
consider fair LIGs.
Due to the one to one mapping between (fair) LIGs and their CF-backbones we assume that iff
rp () is a production in PL , then rp ·, with the same index p, denotes the corresponding production in its
CF-backbone Pa .
Let L = ( VN , Vr , Vi , PL , S) be a LIG, e = ( VN , Vr , Pc , S) its CF-backbone, x a string in .C(e),
and ex = ( VN , v;' Pa , sx ) its shared parse forest for X. Consider the LIG £X = ( VN , v;' Vi, Pf ' sx )
s.t. ex is its CF-backbone and each stack schema ( 1r1. a 1. ) associated with the non-terminal [A 1. ] ,
occurring at position k in production rp () E Pf is the stack schema of the object at position k in
rp () E PL , More formally we have:
Pf

= { rp () == [Ao] (1roao) --+ [wt] [A1](1r1 a 1 ) . . . [w1.] [A1. ] (1r1. a 1. ) . . . [wm + d

[wt ] [A1 J . . . [w 1. ] [A 1. ] . . . [wm + d E Pa I\ rp () = Ao(1roao) �
W f A1 (1r1 a 1 ) . . . w1. A1. (1r1. a 1. ) . . . Wm + l E PL }

I rp = [Ao] --+

Lx is called the LIGed forest for x.
By construction, any LIGed forest is fair and between a LIG L and its LIGed forest Lx for x, we
have x E .C(L) � x E .C(L x ) . (Recall that x can designate the split (c, x , c:)).
An object is said initial (resp. final) if it is secondary and occurs in the RHS (resp. LHS) of a
production. VJ (resp. VJ') denotes the set of initial (resp. final) objects.
Definition 5 For a given L/Ged forest for x, we call spine, any sequence of 2p ( I $ p) objects
(01 , 02 , . . . , 02i - t , 02i , 02i+ 1 , . . . , 02p ) such that:
• 01 ( resp. 02p ) is an initial (resp. final) object.

• Inside objects o; ( if any) (ij, 1 < j < 2p) are primary.

• Yi, 1 $ i $ p, two consecutive objects 02i- l = X1 (1r1 a1 ), and Dii = X (1ra) are such that
X1 = X, and 02i- t (resp. 02i ) occurs in the RHS (resp. LHS) of a Pf production.
This notion of spine is fundamental in LIG theory since it represents a path upon which stacks
of symbols are evaluated. For example, followed in the direct way (top-down), the spine ( o 1
X1 (a1 ) , 02 = X1 ( . . aD , . . . , 02i - t = Xi ( . . ai) , 02; = Xi ( . . aD , . . . , 02p = Xp (a� ) ) indicates that:
• a stack s is created and initialized with a 1 on the initial object o 1 ;
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• if o� is a suffix of s, then o� is popped from s on object 02 ;
• the string of symbols O i is pushed on s on object 02i- t ;
• if o� is a suffix of s, then o� is popped from s on object 02i ;
• on the final object o2p , if o� is a suffix of s, then o� is popped from s and the stack s is checked
for emptiness.
A spine is said to be valid if each check sketched above succeeds3 •

4

Our LIG Recognition Algorithm

In this paper we restrict our attention to LIGs with the following characteristics:
1 . the RHS of a production contains at most two symbols ;
2. the stack schema ( 1ra) of any object (primary or secondary) is such that O �

lol �

1.

Recall that our recognition algorithm works on shared parse forests. Therefore, it is assumed that
such a forest has been built by any general CF-parsing algorithm, working on the associated CF-backbone
grammar, with a string x as input.
The reason why we allow at most two symbols in the RHS of the CF-backbone is to build the forest
in time 0( n 3 ) . Moreover, in such a case, the parameters of the shared parse forest are kept within some
suitable upper bounds: in particular the number of productions is 0( n3 ) , the number of non-terminal
symbols is O(n2 ), the number of X-productions for any given 1 X = (A, xi . .i ) is O(n) and the number
of occurrences of such a non-terminal symbol X in the RHSs is also 0( n ).
The restriction on stack schemas, have been chosen only for pedagogic facilities. This restriction
does not change neither our algorithm principle nor its upper bound complexity. · Moreover, it is easy to
see that this form of LIG constitutes a normal form.
We will restrict our attention to non-cyclic CF-backbones. This restriction will guarantee that in
any parse (sub-)tree, internal nodes are different from the root node. Nevertheless, this restriction is
not mandatory and slight modifications of our algorithms allow to also handle cyclic grammars without
changing their complexities.
Contrary to the previous section where we saw that a stack of symbols can be evaluated along spines,
we choose not to compute stacks explicitly. The idea of our algorithm is based upon the remark that
each time a symbol ; is pushed on a stack at a given place, this very symbol should be popped at some
other place. The converse should also be true. The following will exhibit a mean by which this property
could be checked without explicitly computing neither stacks nor spines.
We could remark that we are not interested in finding all the valid spines between any pair of objects
( 01 , 02), but only if there is at least one such valid spine. As a first consequence we will only consider
abridged spines (a-spine for short) (01 , 02, 04, . . . , 02i , 02i+ 2, . . . , 02p ) which summarize all the spines
(01 , 02, 03 , 04, . . . , 02i , 02i+I , D2i+ 2, . . . , 02p ) where the RHSs (odd) objects (except the initial one) have
been erased. If the length of a spine is 2p, we see that the length of its a-spine is p + 1 .
The first purpose of our algorithm is to compute the relation valid spine denoted by � and which is
the set of all couples ( 01 , 02) s.t. 01 is an initial object, 02 is a final object, and there is at least one valid
spine between 0 1 and 02 .
I n order to reach this goal, fo r a given LIGed forest for x, we define o n its objects Vo, 2 1 ½ 1 + 1
binary relations noted (for some ; in ½) � ' ;_, and -❖.. . These relations between objects indicate the
evolution of an imaginary stack between the first and the second object.
3 Of course it is possible to adopt the dual vision and to evaluate stacks along spines in the opposite (bottom-up) way.

A stack
is created and initialized with a� on the final object 02p . Elements are pushed on LHS objects while they are checked and popped
on RHS objects, and finally a 1 is popped on o I and the stack is checked for emptiness.
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The element ( o1 , 02 ) of � (resp. :;. ) means that the stack associated with 02 is built by pushing 1
(resp. popping , if possible) on top of the stack associated with 01 . The element ( 01 , 02) of 4- means
that the stacks associated with o 1 and 02 are identical.
Let [X t ] ( 1r 1 01 ) - . . . [X2] (1r2 o 2 ) . . . and [X2] ( 1r202) - r be two productions in Pt, with [X2] =
[X2] . Moreover, assume that 0 1 , o2 , and 02 respectively denotes the objects [X1](1r1 0 1 ), [Xm1r2 o 2 ) ,
and [X2] ( 1r2o2 ) . The Table 1 indicates precisely the way these relations are defined. All other couples
of objects are non comparable.
7r J

1r'

any
any

€
€

any

€

2

1r2

Conditions

Relations

€

0 2 = 02
0 2 = 02

02 tx1 02
02 4- 02

any

0 2 = 'Y /\ 02 · = €
o 2 = 02

any

0 2 = 'Y /\ 02 = €

OJ --< 02

any

o 2 = c /\ 0 2 = 'Y

01

'"'(
0I2 --<
02
OJ -◊- 02

>- 02

Table 1: �' >-, and ❖ definitions.

Our algorithm will simply compose the previous relations in order to relate an object where a symbol
is pushed to the object(s) where this very symbol is popped in order to finally answer the question: is
there at least one valid spine between o 1 and o2 where o 1 is initial and o2 is final?
Formally the valid spine relation is defined by txl = { (01 , 02 ) I 0 1 E VJ I\ 02 E VJ' I\ 01 � 02 } where
the :::::::: relation is the smallest solution of the set of recursive equations ::::::::=4- and ::::::::=��:;. .
We will implement this computation as a limit of the composition of the � '
6

4-,

and :;. relations and

we will show that our algorithm has an 0( n )-time upper bound complexity.
The laws governing this composition are shown in Table 2 where o 1 and 03 are any sorts of objects
and 02 always designates a primary object4 .
These composition rules are applied until no more new element can be added to any of these relations.
01 �

01

VJ I\ 03 E VJ'
01 E vJ " 03 E vt
0 1 ft VJ V 03 ft V6
01 ft vJ v 03 ft vt

==> OJ tx1 03
==> OJ tx1 03
==> 0 1 --<>- 03
==> OJ --<>- 03

02

and

02 � 03

and

--< 02
OJ --<>- 02

and
and

02 >- 03
02 --<>- 03

and

0] --<

and

02 >- 03

and

and

02 -◊- 03

==>

OJ --< 03

and

02 >- 03

==>

>- 03

01

...,
...,

...,

OJ --<

01

02

02

-◊- 02

...,

...,

and

E

...,

01

Table 2: Valid Composition of relations.

4 If unrestricted stack schemas have been used, for example, the composition of O-<J and 02
>- would have led to three possibilities,

depending upon the stack suffixes o I and

02,

namely ❖ if o 1

= 02, -< if o 1 = 0 � 02, and >- if o� o 1 = 02.
a�

a�
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If an initial object o 1 and a final object 01, are such that o1 M 01,, this means that there is (at least)
one valid spine between these objects. Conversely if there are initial objects with no corresponding
final object (in M), or final objects with no initial object, this means that there is no valid spine starting
(or ending) at that object and that the productions where these objects occur are invalid w.r.t. the LIG
conditions and therefore should be erased. This erasing of productions in the UGed forest Lz: for x,
creates a new UG say Lz: .
The string x is an element of the initial LIG L iff the language of the CF-backbone for Lz: is non
empty.
In order to facilitate the evaluation of our algorithm complexity we will add a parameter k to the
previous relations �. �. and ;. The value k = 1 is assigned to the initial relations defined in Table 1,
and the k-relations are achieved by composing I-relations and ( k - 1 )-relations. In fact this value k
expresses the existence of sub-strings of length k + 1 in a-spines.
The procedure in Table 3 implements the definition of the level 1 relations given in Table 1 .
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5 )

(6)
(7)

procedure I-relations ()
vJHS = {o I O --+ r E Pl}
for each o' = [X](1r'o') in vJHS do
for each o --+ . • . [X]( 1r2 02 ) . . . in Pf U { S' () --+ sz: ()} do
if 1r2 = £ then o = [X]{ 1r202 ) end if
if 1r2 = £ and 1r' = £ then J = I U { o}, F = F U { o'}
else if 02 = o' then �=� U{ { o, o')}
l

l

= , and o' = £ then �=�
u{( o, o') }
l
1

(8)

else if 02

(9 )

else if 02 = £ and o' = , then ;=; U{(o, o') }

( 1 0)
(1 1)
( 1 2)
( 1 3)

end if
end do
end do
end procedure

1

1

Table 3: The 1-relations �' >-, and ❖•
I

I

I

Line (2) collects in VJH s the LHS objects. The loop at lines (3-12) examines each such LHS object
o' which is supposed to be an X-object. The embedded loop at lines (4-1 1 ) selects the productions
with an X-object in RHS. Note that we have added a new production S'() --+ sz () which introduces
a new initial object sz: () called the start object. This augmented UG and its start object allow us to
handle spines whose initial object non-terminal symbol is the UG start symbol. The first component
of a relation is an LHS object o, except when the RHS object [X]( 1r2a2) is secondary (and therefore
initial), this case is processed at line (5). The choice of the relations is governed by the relative values of
the stack schemas ( 1r2 o 2) and ( 1r' o'). Instead of building up the M relation, we choose to build I (resp.
F) which is the set of valid initial (resp. final) objects. At line (6), when o and o' are secondary (o is
initial and o' is final), they are respectively put into I and F.' Lines (7-9) select the appropriate valid
level 1 relation. The case where o = , , o' = ,', and , -f; ,' (push of , immediately followed by a pop
of ,') is erroneous.
The function in Table 4 describes the way the level k relations are computed from the level 1 and
level k - 1 relations. If a couple (01 , OJ) is a member of a level k relation, this means that there is at
least one string of length k + 1 , starting at o1 and ending at OJ, which is a valid sub-string of an a-spine.
The loop body at lines (2-31) is executed twice5. Complete valid a-spines may only be reached by
composing � and � relations at line (7) or by composing � and ; relations at line (23). All other
h

k-h

5only once when k = 2 .

1' - h

h
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valid compositions, as stated in Table 2, participate in the level k relations. A new couple of objects is
entered into its level k relation at lines (9, 13, 20, or 25) only if this element is not already a member of
the same relation at level h with h � k . Though this condition can only be seen here as an optimization,
it is mandatory when cyclic grammars are considered . This function returns true iff one of its level k
relation is not empty (i.e. there is sub-strings of length k + 1 which are not yet complete valid a-spines) .
(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)
(5)

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)
(24)

· (25)

(26)
(27)
(28)

' (29)
(30)
(31)
(32)
(33)

function k-relations (k) return boolean
for each h in { 1, k - 1} do
for each (OJ , 02) in ❖ do
if 02 in VJ' then
for each (02 , 03) in ❖ do
k -h
if OJ in VJ and 03 in VJ then
J = J U {OJ }, F = F U { 03 }
else
❖ = ❖ U{(o1 , 03) }
l:
l:
end if
end do
for each ; in Vi do
for each (02 , 03) in ; do ; = ; U{(oJ , 03) } end do
l: - h

l:

l:

l: - h

l:

l:

end do
end if
end do
for each ; in Vi do
for each (OJ , o2 ) in � do
h
if 02 in V6 then
'Y 'Y
for each ( 02 , 03) in ❖ do --<=--< U{ (OJ , 03) } end do
for each (o2 , o3 ) in ; do
k-h

if o 1 in VJ and o3 in VJ then
I = I.U {ot }, F = F U {03 }
else
❖ = ❖ u{(o1 , 03)}
l:
l:
end if
end do
end if
end do
end do
end do
return 'Y u 'Y >- u ❖ ;;p 0
l:
l:
l:
end function

u -<'Y u 'Y

Table 4: The k-relations �' ;._, and -❖.•
k

k

k

. The main function which describes our recognizing algori_thm is in Table 5 .
Its parameters are a LIG L and an input string x. At line (3 ), G denotes its CF-backbone. The shared
parse forest ex at line (4) is supposed to have been computed by any general CF-parsing algorithm . If
x (j .C( G), it will not be in .C( L) either (line (5)) . At line (6), £ X denotes the corresponding LIGed
forest. The sets I and F, which are going to hold the initial and final valid objects, are initialized to
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(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)
(7)
(8)

(9)

function recognize (L, x) return boolean
let L = (VN , VT , Vi , PL , S)
create e = (VN , VT , PG , S) I* its CF-backbone */
create ex = (VN ,
Pf; , sx ) I* its shared parse forest for X *I
x
if £( e ) = 0 then return false end if
create £ X = (VN ,
Vi , Pt, , sx ) I* its LIGed forest */
l=F=0

v;'

v;,

�=:2-=❖.= 0
I
I
I
k= 1

( 12)

call I -relations()
do
k=k+l

( 14)

while k-relations(k)

( 10)

(1 1)

( 13)

( 15)
( 1 6)

( 17)

( 1 8)
( 1 9)

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

�=:2-=-❖.= 0
k

k

k

if sx () not in I then return false end if
for each rp () = oo --+ . . . oh . . . in Pt, do
if oo in VJ and oo not in F or
oh in VJ and oh not in I then
erase rP in Pf;
end if
end do
return useless-symbol-elimination(Pf;) # 0
end function
Table S: The Recognition Algorithm.

the empty set at line (7), so are the collection of level 1 relations at line (8). The loop at lines ( 1 1-14)
computes all the level k relations. The ultimate goal is the computation of sets I and F. When the start
object sx () is not an element of I, this means that there is no valid spine starting at the root and therefore
the recognizer failed (line (15)).
Since ex is the CF-backbone of Lx , each time a production rp () in Pf contains a non valid initial or
final object, its corresponding production rp in Pf; is erased (see lines ( 16--21 )). At line (22) we assume
that a classical algorithm eliminates from Pf; all the useless symbols6 • If the resulting production set is
not empty, itcontains a production of the form (S, X 1 . .n+i ) --+ . . . which shows that x is a sentence of
that reduced production set and therefore that x is an element of Lx and hence an element of L.

5 Its Complexity
Objects in LIGed forest are of the form (A, Xi..j ) ( ,ro: ) . The maximum number of split Xi . .j is 0( n2 )
where I x ! = n. All other parameters (non-terminals and stack schemas) are constant for a given LIG L.
Therefore, the size of any set which contains objects has an O(n 2 ) upper bound, especially I, F, and
v:0LHS
5.1

Complexity of the I -relations procedure

In Table 3, we have:
line (2) A single pass over Pt, computes VJ HS , whose size is 0( n2 ), in time 0( n3 ) ;
6A

symbol X is useless if it does not appear in an y S/ x-derivation.
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lines (5-10) Each activation of this body is performed in constant time.
lines (4-11) For a given non-terminal [X] there are at most O(n) occurrences of [X] in the RHSs of
Pl, . Therefore, each activation of that block takes 0( n) time.

lines (3-12) The body of that loop is executed O(n 2 ) time so that block takes O(n 3 ) time.
lines (1-13) At the end the time complexity of the I -relations is 0( n 3 ).

Since the body part (lines (7-9 )) where the I-relations are computed is executed at most O(n 3 ) time,
the size of these relations is O(n 3 ) . We notice that in each such relation, for a given object, say o, there
are at most 0( n) pairs whose first member or second member is o .
. 5.2 Complexity of the k-relations function
When k > 1, the size of the level k relations, since they contain pair of objects is at most 0( n 4 ) .
I n Table 4 , we have:
lines (5-11), (13), (20), (21-27) For each intermediate primary object o2 , these loops are executed a
number of time which depends on the value of h since we refer to either level 1 relations or level
k - 1 relations. In the case where k - h > 1, these loops are executed O(n 2 ) time, else, when
k - h = 1, these loops are executed 0( n) time. Since their body sets individual relations in
constant time, the overall complexity is not changed.
lines (12-14) Since line (13) is executed a bounded (i.e l ½ I) number of times, the complexity of the
body extends to this loop.
lines (3-16), (18-29) For each activation of these loops, their body is executed 0( n3 ) time when h = 1
or 0( n4 ) when h > 1. We see that, in all cases, we get an execution time of 0( n 5 ) for each
activation.
Unes (17-30) The complexity of its body extends to this loop (i.e. 0( n 5 )).
lines (2-33) This loop is executed at most twice (when k

> 2), therefore this block takes 0( n5 ) .

line (34) This return condition may easily b e get as a side effect of the setting of the relations (is there
at least one element?), aild therefore does not change the overall complexity.
In the worst case, the time complexity of the k-relations function is 0( n5 ) .
5.3 Complexity of the Recognition Algorithm
In Table 5, we have:
line (4) Can take O(n 3 ) with the appropriate CF-parsing algorithm since the length of the longest RHS
is two.
line (6) The LIGed forest is almost simply a copy of the shared parse forest and therefore takes O(n 3 ) .
line (10) Takes 0( n 3 ) (see 5.1).
lines (11-14) In order to evaluate the complexity of that loop we should know the maximum value of k.
Recall that k + 1 is the length of valid sub-strings and therefore its maximum value corresponds
to the length of the longest a-spine. Since spines are specialized path in parse trees and the height
of parse trees (for non cyclic grammar) is 0( n ) , this loop is executed 0( n) times and since each
execution of the k-relations function takes 0( n5 ) (see 5.2), this loop takes at most 0( n 6 ) .
lines (16-21) Takes 0( n 3 ) .
line (23) The classical algorithm fo r the elimination o f useless symbol i s performed i n time linear with
the size of the grammar, so in our case it will take 0( n3 ) .
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So, in the worst case, for a non cyclic grammar, the time complexity of our recognition algorithm is
O(n 6 ) .
If the CF-backbone of a LIG i s unambiguous, the shared p arse forest can b e built i n time 0( n2 )
by an Earley or generalized LR parsing algorithm (see [51). In such a case, the shared parse forest is a
simple (parse) tree whose size is O(n). Therefore, the objects cannot be shared among spines, and the
cumulated length of all the spines is 0( n ) . With this hypothesis, the size of our k-relations for k � 1 is
O(n) and it can easily be seen that, for a given value k, their construction takes O(n) time, and that the
complete check could therefore be performed in O(n2 ) time7 . Therefore, for unambiguous grammars,
a total recognition time of 0( n2 ) is reached by our algorithm.
We can wonder whether intermediate values between 0( n2 ) · and 0( n6 ) are reached for some sub
classes of LIGs. W hen the number of non-terminal symbols is 0( n) in a shared parse forest it is not
difficult to see that our recognizer has an O(n4 ) worst time bound, but unfortunately we are not aware
of any grammatical characterization of such a sub-class !
It should be pointed out that our algorithm is valid, even without restricting the maximum length I �f
the RHSs. The only consequence is that the recognizing time can be increased since the CF-parsing time
(and the size of the shared parse forest) can be of the order 0( n 1+ 1 ) . Moreover, though the cardinalities
of the k-relations with k � 2 stay in O(n4 ), the cardinalities of the I-relations increase to O(n4 ) and
therefore induce a checking of the LIG conditions in time 0( n7 ). Finally, without restriction, a fair LIG
can be recognized by our algorithm in time max(O(n 1+ 1 ) , O(n7 )).

6 An Example
In this section, we illustrate our algorithm with a LIG L = ( {S, T} , { a, b, c} , {,a , 'Yb , ,c } , PL , S) where
PL contains the following productions:
S( . . ) - S( .. ,a )a

T( . . ,a ) - aT( . . )

S( .. ) - S( .. ,b )b S( . . ) - S( . . ,c )c S( . . ) - T( . . )
T( . . ,b) - bT( . . ) T( . . ,c ) - cT( . . ) T( ) - c

It is easy to see that its CF-backbone G, whose production set PG is:
S - Sa S - Sb S - Sc S - T
T - aT T - bT T - cT T - c
defines the language .C(G) = {wcw' I w, w' E {a, b, c}* } . We remark that the stacks of symbols in
L constrain the string w' to be equal to w and therefore the language £( L) is { wcw I w E { a, b, c}* } .

We can remark that in L the key part is played by the middle c, introduced by the last production
T() - c, and that this grammar is non ambiguous, while in G the symbol c, introduced by the last
production T - c, is only a separator between w and w' and that this grammar is ambiguous (any
occurrence of c may be this separator).
Let x = ccc be an input string, we wish to know whether x is an element of £(L).
Since x is an element of £( G), its shared parse forest ex is not empty. Its production set Pf; is:

( S, X 1 . .4) - ( S, x 1 . . 3)x3 _ _ 4
(S, x u ) - ( S, x 1 . .2)x2 . . 3
( S, X 1 . .2 ) - ( T, X 1 ..2 )
( T, X2 .. 4 ) - X 2 .. 3(T, X3 _ .4 )
(T, X 1 .. 3) - X 1 . .2( T, X 2 . . 3)
( T, x 1 ..2) - x 1 . .2

(S, X 1 ..4) - ( T, X 1 . .4 )
(S, X1 ..3) - ( T, X 1 .. 3)
( T, x 1 . .4) - x 1 . .2 (T, x2 . . 4)
( T, X J . .4 ) - X J .. 4
( T, X 2 .. 3) - X 2. . 3

We can observe that this shared parse forest denotes in fact three different parse trees. Each one
corresponding to a different cutting out of x = wcw' (i.e. w = € and w' = cc, or w = c and w' = c, or
w = cc and w' = €).
The corresponding LIGed forest whose start symbol is sx = (S, x 1 . .4 ) and production set Pl, is:
7 Remark that an obvious algorithm which evaluates stacks on this single parse tree will take 0( n ).
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(S, X 1 . .4 )( . . ) -+ (S, X 1 . .3)( • •"Yc ) X 3 . . 4
(S, x u ) ( . . ) -+ (S, x 1 . . 2)( . . ,c)x2 . . 3
(S, X 1 . . 2)( . . ) -+ (T, X 1 . . 2)( . . )
(T, x 2 . .4 ) ( . . "Yc ) -+ x 2 . . 3 (T, x 3 . . 4 ) ( . . )
(T, x u ) ( · · "Ye ) -+ x 1 . . 2(T, x2 . . 3)( . . )
(T, X 1 . . 2)() -+ X 1 . . 2

(S, X 1 . .4) ( . . ) -+ (T, X 1 . .4 ) ( . . )
(S, x u ) ( . . ) -+ (T, x u ) ( . . )
(T, X 1 . .4 ) ( . . ,c ) -+ X 1 . . 2(T, X 2 . . 4 ) ( . . )
(T, X 3 . , 4 ) ( ) -+ X 3 . . 4
(T, x 2 . . 3)() -+ x 2 . . 3

In this LIGed forest there are three a-spines which are shown below with their objects separated by
the appropriate level I relation:
(S, x 1 . .4 ) ( ) -◊- (S, x 1 . .4 ) ( .. )
I

(T, x 1 . . 2)()
2<I (S, x 1 . . 3)( . . ) 2<I (S, x 1 . .2)( .. ) -◊I
7c

7c

(S, X1 . . 4 )() -◊- (S, X 1 . .4 ) ( .. ) �- (S, x u )( . . ) >- (T, x 1 . . 3 ) ( .. ,c ) -◊- (T, X 2 . . 3) ( )
I
I
I
I

Tu

Tu

(S, X1 ..4 ) ( . . ) >- (T, X 1 . .4 ) ( . . ,c ) >- (T, X 2 . , 4 ) ( . . ,c ) -◊- (T, X 3 . , 4 ) ( )
(S, X J . . 4 )() -◊I
I
I
I
Though these a-spines are not computed by our algorithm, it is easier to see what happens directly on
them. In particular we can see that the first and last a-spine are not valid since there is � (or �) without
corresponding � (or �) and that only the middle a-spine is valid. In fact the algorithm computes the
level I relations (shown within the a-spines), the level 2 relations:
�c

(S, x 1 . . 3 ) ( . . ) � (T, x 1 . . 2)() (S, x 1 . . 4 ) ( . . ) -◊- (T, x 1 . . 3)( . . ,c )
2

the level 3 relations:

2

(T, x 1 . .3)( .. ,c )
(S, X 1 . .4) ( ) -◊3
F

7c

(S, X 1 . . 4 ) ( ) >- (T, X 1 . . 4 ) ( . . ,c )
2

(S, X 1 . .4 ) ( . . ) -◊- (T, x 2 . . 3)()
3

while the computing of the level 4 leads to empty relations with sets I

= { (T, X 2. . 3) ( ) } .

=

{ ( S, X 1 . .4 ) ( ) } and

Since the start object (S, x 1 . . 4 ) ( ) is in I, the execution of lines (16-21) in Table 5 leads to erase the
productions ( T, x 1 . .2) -+ x 1 . . 2, and (T, X 3 . . 4 ) -+ X 3 . . 4 in Pf; . The useless-symbol-elimination function
called at line (22) returns the following (non empty) production set:

(S, x 1 . .4 ) -+ (S, x 1 . . 3 ) x 3 .. 4
(T, xu ) -+ x 1 . . 2(T, x 2 . . 3)

( S, x 1 . . 3) -+ (T, x 1 . .3)
(T, x2 . . 3) -+ x 2 . . 3

which shows that ccc E £ ( L).
We can remark that, with that example, our recognition algorithm is in fact a parsing algorithm (i .e .
all resulting a-spines are valid). This is not always the case . Assume a LIGed forest with the following
four a-spines: s 1 = ( 0 1 , . . . , 03 ) , s2 = ( 01 , . . . , 04 ) , s3 = ( 02 , . . . , 03 ) , and s4 = ( 02 , . . . , 04 ) . Moreover
assume that the only valid a-spines are s 1 and s 4 , therefore, the algorithm will consider that o 1 and o2 are
valid initial objects and that 03 and 04 are valid final objects and that no production elimination should
take place. Therefore, the LIGed forest is left unchanged but could not be considered as a representation
of the shared parse forest for the initial LIG since there are a-spines s 2 and s3 which are not valid .

7

Conclusion

In this paper we have presented a new recognition algorithm which works for the class of mildly context
sensitive languages . Though its worst case complexity does not improve over previous ones (i .e . a 0( n 6 )
time is achieved), the recognizer behaves in practice much faster than its worst case .
The advantages of this algorithm can mainly be summarized as follows:
• parsing of the input string with the underlying CFG and checking of the LIG conditions are split
into separate phases;
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• LIG conditions checking relies upon a very simple principle which can be expressed by binary
relations;
• the recognition test is simply performed by composition of the previous relations;
• therefore, no symbol stack computation is needed;
• it can be applied to unrestricted fair LIGs (though the 0( n6 ) limit can then be exceeded).

We can wonder whether the first point is really an advantage since it can be retorted that illegal paths
should be aborted as soon as possible. Our argument is that it wastes time to compute symbol stacks in
0( n 6 ) along paths which can be discovered as syntactically illegal in 0( n3 ) .
This algorithm i s implemented i n a prototype system which i s part of an ongoing effort to get a set
of parsers for various NL formalisms.
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We describe an approach to robust domain-independent syntactic parsing of unrestricted
naturally-occurring (English) input. The technique involves parsing sequences of part-of
speech and punctuation labels using a unification-ba.5ed grammar coupled with a proba
bilistic LR parser. We describe the coverage of several corpora using this grammar and re
port the results of a parsing experiment using probabilities derived from bracketed training
data. We report the first substantial experiments to � the contribution of punctuation
to deriving an accurate syntactic analysis, by parsing identical texts both with and without
naturally-occurring punctuation marks.

1

Introduction

This work is part of an effort to develop a robust, domain-independent syntactic parser capable
of yielding the one correct analysis for unrestricted naturally-occurring input. Our goal is to
develop a system with performance comparable to extant part-of-speech taggers, returning a
syntactic analysis from which predicate-argument structure can be recovered, and which can
support semantic interpretation. The requirement for a domain-independent analyser favours
statistical techniques to resolve ambiguities, whilst the latter goal favours a more sophisticated
grammatical formalism than is typical in statistical approaches to robust analysis of corpus
material.
Briscoe and Carroll ( 1993) describe a probablistic parser using a wide-coverage unification
based grammar of English written in the Alvey Natural Language Tools (ANLT) metagrammat

ical formalism (Briscoe et al. , 1987) , generating around 800 rules in a syntactic variant of the
Definite Clause Grammar formalism (DCG, Pereira & Warren, 1980) extended with iterative
(Kleene) operators. The ANLT grammar is linked to a lexicon containing about 64K entries for
40K lexemes, including detailed subcategorisation information appropriate for the grammar,
built semi-automatically from a learners' dictionary (Carroll & Grover, 1 989) . The resulting
parser is efficient, capable of constructing a parse forest in what seems to be roughly quadratic
time, and efficiently returning the ranked n-most likely analyses (Carroll, 1993, 1994). The
probabilistic model is a refinement of probabilistic context-free grammar (PCFG) conditioning
CF ' backbone' rule application on LR state and lookahead item. Unification of the 'residue'
* Some of this work was carried out while the first author was visting Rank Xerox, Grenoble. The work
was also supported by DTI/SALT project 4 1/5808 'Integrated Language Database'. Geoff Nunberg provided
encouragement and much advice on the analysis of punctuation, and Greg Grefenstette undertook the original
tokenisation and segmentation of Susanne. Bernie Jones and Kiku Ribas made helpful comments on an earlier
draft. We are responsible for any mistakes.
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of features not incorporated into the backbone is performed at parse time in conjunction with
reduce operations. Unification failure results in the associated derivation being assigned a
probability of zero. Probabilities are assigned to transitions in the LALR( 1) action table via
a proc� of supervised training based on computing the frequency with which transitions are
traversed in a corpus of parse histories. The result is a probabilistic parser which, unlike a
PCFG, is capable of probabilistically discriminating derivations which differ only in terms of
order of application of the same set of CF backbone rules, due to the parse context defined by
the LR table.
Experiments with this system revealed three major problems which our current research is
addressing. Firstly, although the system is able to rank parses with a 75% chance that the
correct analysis will be the most highly ranked, further improvement will require a 'lexicalised'
system in which (minimally) probabilities are associated with alternative subcategorisation
possibilities of individual lexical items. Currently, the relative frequency of subcategorisation
possibilities for individual lexical items is not recorded in wide-coverage lexicons, such as ANLT
or COMLEX (Grishman et al., 1994). Secondly, removal of punctuation from the input ( after
segmentation int.o text sentences) worsens performance as punctuation both reduces syntactic
ambiguity (Jones, 1994) and signals non-syntactic ( discourse) relations between text units (Nun
berg, 1990) . Thirdly, the largest source of error on unseen input is the omission of appropriate
subcategorisation values for lexical items (mostly verbs ) , preventing the system from finding the
correct analysis. The current coverage of this system on a general corpus (e.g. Brown or LOB)
is estimated to be around 20% by Briscoe (1994) . We have developed a variant probabilistic
LR parser which does not rely on subcategorisation and uses punctuation to reduce ambiguity.
The analyses produced by this parser could be utilised for phrase-finding applications, recovery
of subcategorisation frames, and other 'intermediate' level parsing problems.

2

Part-of-speech Tag Sequence Grammar

Several robust parsing systems exploit the comparative success of part-of-speech (PoS) taggers,
such as Fidditch (Hindle, 1989) or MITFP (de · Marcken, 1990) , by reducing the input to a
determinate sequence of extended PoS labels of the type which can be practically disambiguated
in context using a (H)MM PoS tagger (e.g. Church, 1988) . Such approaches, by definition,
cannot exploit subcategorisation, and probably achieve some of their robustness as a result.
However, such parsers typically also employ heuristic rules, such as 'low' attachment of PPs
to produce unique 'canonical' analyses. This latter step complicates the recovery of predicate
argument structure and does not integrate with a probabilistic approach to parsing.
We utilised the ANLT metagrammatical formalism to develop a feature-based, declara
tive description of PoS label sequences for English. This grammar compiles into a DCG-like
grammar of approximately 400 rules. It has been designed to enumerate possible valencies for
predicates (verbs, adjectives and nouns) by including separate rules for each pattern of possible
complementation in English. The distinction between arguments and adjuncts is expressed,
following X-bar theory (e.g. Jackendoff, 1977 ) , by Chomsky-adjunction of adjuncts to maximal
projections {XP � XP Adjunct) as opposed to government of arguments (i.e. arguments are
sisters within Xl projections; XI � XO Argl. . . ArgN) . Although the grammar enumerates
complementation possibilities and checks for global sentential well-formedness, it is best de
scribed as 'intermediate' as it does not attempt to associate 'displaced' constituents with their
canonical position / grammatical role.
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The other difference between this grammar and a more conventional one is that it incor
porates some rules specifically designed to overcome limitations or idiosyncrasies of the PoS
tagging process. For example, past particles functioning adjectivally, as in The disembodied
head, are frequently tagged as past participles (VVN) i.e. The_A T disembodied_ VVN head_NNJ,
so the grammar incorporates a rule . which parses past participles as adjectival premodifiers in
this context. Similar idiosyncratic rules are incorporated for dealing with gerunds, adjective
noun conversions, idiom sequences, and so forth.
This grammar was developed and refined in a corpus-based fashion (e.g. see Black, 1 993) by
testing against sentences from the Susanne corpus (Sampson, 1 994) , a 138K word treebanked
and balanced subset of the Brown corpus 1 .

3

Text Grammar and Punctuation

Nunberg ( 1 990) develops a partial 'text' grammar for English which incorporates -many con
straints that (ultimately) restrict syntactic and semantic interpretation. For example, textual
adjunct clauses introduced by colons scope over following punctuation, as ( l a) illustrates; whilst
textual adjuncts introduced by dashes cannot intervene between a bracketed adjunct and the
textual unit to which it attaches, as in (lb).
( 1 ) a *He told them his reason: he would not renegotiate his contract, but he did not explain
to the team owners. ( vs. but would stay)
b *She left - who could blame her - (during the chainsaw scene) and went home .

We have developed a declarative grammar in the ANLT metagrannnatical formalism, based
on Nunberg's procedural description. This grammar captures the bulk of the text-sentential
constraints described by Nunberg with _ a · grammar which compiles into 26 DCG-like rules.
Text grammar analyses are useful because they demarcate some of the syntactic boundaries
in the text sentence and thus reduce · ambiguity, and because they identify the units for which
a syntactic analysis should, in principle, be found; for example, in (2), the absence of dashes
would mislead a parser into seeking. a syntactic relationship between three and the following
names, whilst in fact there is only a discourse relation of elaboration between this text adjunct
and pronominal three.
(2) The three - Miles J . Cooperman, Sheldon Teller, and Richard Austin - and eight other
defendants were charged in six indictments with conspiracy to violate federal narcotic
law.
The rules of the text grammar divide into three groups: · those introducing -text-sentences,
those defining text adjunct introduction and those defining text adjuncts (Nunberg, 1 990) . An
example of each type of rule is given in (3a-c) .
(3) a T /txt-scl : TxtS -+ ( Tu[+sc] ) * Tu [-sc] ( +pex l +pqu)
b Ta/dash- : Tu[�sc] -+ T[.::sc, -cl, -da] Ta[+da, da-]
c T /Ua-da-_t : Ta[+da, da:..] -+ +pda Tu[-sc, -da]

1 The grammar currently covers more than 75% of the sentences. Many of the remaining failures for shorter
text sentences are a consequence of the root S node requirement, since they represent elliptical noun or prepo
sitional phrases in dialogue. Other failures on sentences are a consequence of incorporation of complementation
constraints for auxiliary verbs into the grammar but the lack of any treatment of unbounded dependencies.
Nevertheless, we tolerate these 'deficiencies', since they have the effect of limiting the number of analyses recov
ered in other cases, and will not, for example, affect unduly the recovery of subcategorisation frames from the
·
resulting analyses.
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These rules are phrase structure schemata employing iterative operators, optionality and dis
junction, preceded by a mnemonic name. Non-terminal categories are text sentences, units
or adjuncts which carry features mostly representing the punctuation marks which occur as
daughters in the rules ( e.g. +sc represents presence of a semi-colon marker) , whilst terminal
punctuation is represented as +pxx (e.g. +pda, dash) . .(3a) states that a text sentence can
contain zero or more text units with a semi-colon at their right boundary followed by a text
unit optionally followed by a question or exclamation mark. (3b) states that a text unit not
containing a semi-colon can consist of a text unit or adjunct not containing dashes, colons or
semi-colons followed by a text adjunct introduced by a dash. This type of 'unbalanced' adjunct
can only be expanded by (3c) which states that it consists of a single opening dash followed by
a text unit which does not itself contain dashes or semi-colons. The features on the first daugh
ter of (3b) force dash adjuncts to have lower precedence and narrower scope than colons ?r
semi-colons, blocking interpretations of multiple dashes as sequences of 'unbalanced' adjuncts.
Nunberg ( 1 990) invokes rules of (point) absorption which delete punctuation marks (inserted
according to a simple context-free text grammar) when adjacent to other 'stronger' punctuation
marks. For instance, he treats all dash interpolated text adjuncts as underlyingly balanced,
but allows a rule of point absorption to convert (4a) into (4b) .
( 4) a * Max fell - John had kicked him -.
b Max fell - John had kicked him.
The various rules of absorption introduce procedurality into the grammatical framework and
require the positing of underlying forms which are not attested in text. For this reason, 'ab
sorption' effects are captured through propagation of featural constraints in parse trees. For
instance, ( 4a) is blocked by including distinct rules for the introduction of balanced and unbal
anced text adjuncts and only licensing the latter text sentence finally.
The text grammar has been tested on Susanne and covers 99.8% of sentences. (The failures
are mostly text segmentation problems) . The number of analyses varies from one (71 %) to the
thousands (0 . 1 % ) . Just over 50% of Susanne sentences contain some punctuation, so around
20% of the singleton parses are punctuated. The major source of ambiguity in the analysis of
punctuation concerns the function of commas and their relative scope as a result of a decision to
distinguish delimiters and separators (N unberg 1990:36) . Therefore, a text sentence containing
eight commas (and no other punctuation) will have 3170 analyses. The multiple uses of commas
cannot be resolved without access to ( at least) the syntactic context of occurrence.

4

The Integrated Grammar

Despite Nunberg's observation that text grammar is distinct from syntax, text grammatical
ambiguity favours interleaved application of text grammatical and syntactic constraints. The
integration of text and PoS sequence grammars is straightforward and remains modular, in that
the text grammar is 'folded into' the PoS sequence grammar, by treating text and syntactic
categories as overlapping and dealing with the properties of each using disjoint sets of features,
principles of feature propagation, and so forth. The text grammar rules are represented as
left or right branching rules of 'Chomsky-adjunction' to lexical or phrasal constituents. For
example, the simplified rule for combining NP appositional or parenthetical text adjuncts is
N2[+ta] --+ H2 Ta[+bal] which states that a NP containing a textual adjunct consists of a head
NP followed by a textual adjunct with balanced delimiters (dashes, brackets or commas) . Rules
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of this form ensure that -syntactic and textual analysis are mutually 'transparent' and orthogonal
so, for example, any rules of semantic interpretation associated with syntactic rules continue
to function unmodified. Such rules attach text adjuncts to the constituents over which they
semantically scope, so it would be possible, in principle, to develop a semantics for them. In
addition to the core text grammatical rules which carry over unchanged from the stand-alone
text grammar, 44 syntactic rules (of pre- and post- posing, and coordination) now include (often
optional) comma markers corresponding to the purely 'syntactic' uses of punctuation.
The approach to text grammar taken here is in many ways similar to that of Jones (1994) .
However, he opts to treat punctuation marks as clitics on words which introduce additional
featural information into standard syntactic rules. Thus, his grammar is thoroughly integrated
and it would be harder to extract an independent text grammar or build a modular semantics.
The coverage of the integrated version of the text grammar is described in more detail in Briscoe
& Carroll ( 1994) .

5

Parsing the Susanne and SEC Corpora

The integrated grammar has been used to parse Susanne and the quite distinct SEC Corpus
(Taylor & Knowles, 1988) , a 50K word treebanked corpus of transcribed British radio pro
grammes punctuated by the corpus compilers. Both corpora were retagged with determinate
punctuation and PoS labelling using _the Acquilex HMM tagger (Elworthy, 1993, 1994) trained
on text tagged with a slightly modified version of CLAWS-II labels (Garside et al. , 1987) .
5.1

Coverage and Average Ambiguity

To examine the efficiency and coverage of the grammar we applied it to our retagged versions of
Susanne and SEC. We used the ANLT chart parser (Carroll, 1 993) , but modified just to count
th_e number of possible parses in the parse forests (Billot & Lang, 1989) rather than actually ·
unpacking them. We also imposed a per-sentence time-out of 30 seconds CPU time, running
in Franz· Allegro Common Lisp 4.2 on an HP PA-RISC 715/100 workstation with 96 Mbytes of
physical memory.
\Ve define the 'coverage' of the grammar to be the inverse of the proportion of sentences for
which no analysis was found-a weak measure since discovery of one or more global analyses
does not entail that the correct analysis i� recovered. For both corpora, the majority of sentences
analysed successfully received under 100 parses, although there is a long tail in the distribution.
:t\.fonitoring this distribution is helpful during grammar development to ensure that coverage
is increasing but the ambiguity rate is not. A more succinct though less intuitive measure of
ambiguity rate for a given corpus is what we call the average parse base (APB ) , defined as
the geometric mean over all sentences in the corpus of
where n is the number of words in
a sentence, and p, the number of parses for that sentence2 • Thus, given a sentence n tokens
long, the APB raised to the nth power gives the number of analyses that the grammar can be
expected to assigned to a sentence of that length in the corpus. Table 1 gives these measures
for all of the sentences in Susanne and in SEC.
As the grammar w� developed solely with reference to Susanne, coverage of SEC is quite
robust. The two corpora differ considerably since the former is drawn from American written

::yp,

2 Black et al. ( 1993: 13) define an apparently similar measure, parse base, as the "geometric mean of the number
of parses per word for the entire corpus" , but in the immediately following sentence talk about raising it to the
power of the number of words in a sentence, which . is inappropriate for a simple ratio.
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Parse fails
1-9 parses
1 0-99 parses
1 00-999 parses
1K-9.9K parses
10K-99K parses
lO0K+ parses
Time-outs
Number of sentences
Mean sentence length (MSL)
MSL - fails
MSL - time-outs
Average Parse Base

Susanne
1745
1566
1306
893
61 1
413
475
5
7014
20. 1
21.7
67.2
� . 256

24.9%
22.3%
18.6%
12.7%
8.7%
5.9%
6.8%
0.07%

SEC
898
607
418
299
197
108
189
1
2717
22.6
27.6
· 79.0
1 .239

33. 1 %
22.3%
15.4%
11 .0%
7.3%
4.0%
7.0%
0.04%

Table 1 : Grammar coverage on Susanne and SEC
text whilst the latter represents British transcribed spoken material. The corpora overall con
tain material drawn from widely disparate genres / registers, and are more complex than those
used in DARPA ATIS tests and more diverse than those used in MUC. The APBs for Susanne
and SEC of 1 .256 and 1 .239 respectively indicate that sentences of average length in each cor
pus could be expected to be assigned of the order of 97 and 126 analyses (i.e. 1 .25620 · 1 and
1 .23922 ·6 ) . Black et al. (1993: 156) quote a parse base of 1.35 fo r the IBM grammar fo r computer
manuals applied to sentences 1-1 7 words long. Although, as mentioned above, Black's measure
may not be exactly the same as our APB measure, it is probable that the IBM grammar assigns
more analyses than ours for sentences of the same length. Black achieves a coverage of around
95%, as opposed to our coverage rate of 67-74% on much more heterogeneous data and longer
sentences.
The parser throughput on these tests, for sentences successfully analysed, is around 45
words per CPU second on an HP PA-RISC 715/100. Sentences of up to 30 tokens (words
plus punctuation) are parsed in an average under 0.6 seconds each, whilst those around 60
tokens take on average 4.5 seconds. Nevertheless, the relationship between sentence length and
processing time is fitted well by a quadratic function, supporting the findings of Carroll (1994)
that in practice NL grammars do not evince worst-case parsing complexity.
Coverage, Ambi guity and Punctuation

We have also run experiments to evaluate the degree to which punctuation is contributing use
ful information. Intuitively, we would expect the exploitation of text grammatical constraints
to both reduce ambiguity and extend coverage (where punctuation cues discourse rather than
syntactic relations between constituents) . Jones (1994) reports a preliminary experiment eval
uating reduction of ambiguity by punctuation. However, the grammar he uses was developed
only to cover the test sentences, drawn entirely from the SEC corpus which was punctuated
post hoe by the corpus developers (Taylor and Knowles, 1988) .
We took all in-coverage sentences from Susanne of length 8-40 words inclusive containing
internal punctuation; a total of 2449 sentences. The APB for this set was 1 .273, mean length
22.5 words, giving an expected number of analyses for an average sentence of 225. We then re-
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moved all sentence-internal punctuation from this set and re-parsed it. Around 8% of sentences
now failed to receive an analysis. For those that did (mean length 20.7 words) , the APB was
now 1 . 320, so an average sentence would be assigned 310 analyses, 38% more than before. On
closer inspection, the increase in ambiguity is due to two factors: a) a significant proportion
of sentences that previously received 1 ...:..9 analyses now receive more, and b) there is a much
more substantial tail in the distribution of sentence length vs. number of parses, due to some
longer sentences being assigned many more parses. Manual examination of 100 depunctuated
examples revealed that in around a third of cases, although the system returned global analyses,
the correct one was not in this set (Briscoe & Carroll, 1994) . With a more constrained (sub
categorised) syntactic grammar, many of these examples would not have received any global
syntactic analysis.
5.2

Parse Selection

A probabilistic LR parser was trained with the integrated grammar by exploiting the Susanne
treebank bracketing. An LR parser (Briscoe and Carroll, 1993) was applied to unlabelled brack
eted sentences from the Susanne treebank, and a new treebank of 1758 correct and complete
analyses with respect to the integrated grammar was constructed semi-automatically by manu
ally · resolving the remaining ambiguities . 250 sentences from the new treebank were kept back
for testing . The remainder, together with a further set of analyses from 2285 treebank sentences
that were not checked manually, were used to train a probabilistic version of the LR parser,
using Good-Turing smoothing to estimate the probability of unseen transitions in the LALR( 1 )
table (Briscoe and Carroll, 1993; Carroll, 1993). The probabilistic parser can then return a
ranking of all possible analyses for a sentence, or efficiently return just the n-most probable
(Carroll, 1 993 ) .
The probabilistic parser was tested o n the 250 sentences held out from the manually-created
treebank (with mean length 18 . 2 tokens, mean number of parses per sentence 977, and APB
1. 25 2) ; in this test 85 sentences ( 34 % ). had the correct analysis ranked in the top three3 • This
figure rose to 51 % for sentences of less than 20 words. Considering just the highest ranked anal
ysis for each sentence, in Sampson, Haigh & Atwell's (1989) measure of correct rule application
the parser scored a mean of 83.5% correct over all 250 sentences. Table 2 shows the results
of this test-with respect to the original Susanne bracketings-using the Grammar �valuation
Interest Group scheme (GEIG, see e.g. Harrison et al. , 1991 ) . This compares unlabelled brack
etings derived from corpus treebanks with those derived from parses for the same sentences by
computing recall, the ratio of matched brackets over all brackets in the treebank; precision, the
ratio of matched brackets over all brackets found by the parser; 'crossing ' brackets, the number
of times a bracketed sequence output by the parser overlaps with one from the treebank but
neither is properly contained in the other; and minC, the number of sentences for which all
of the analyses had one or more crossings. The table also gives an indication of the best and
worst possible performance of the disambiguation component of the system, showing the results
obtained when parse selection is replaced by a simple random choice, and the results of eval
uating the manually-created treebank against the corresponding Susanne bracketings. In this
latter figure, the mean number of crossings is greater than zero mainly because of compound
noun bracketing ambiguity which our grammar does not attempt to resolve, always returning
3 This is a strong measure, since it not only accounts for structural identity between trees, but also correct
rule application at every node.
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Probabilistic parser analyses
Top-ranked 3 analyses, weighted =
Random 3 analyses, weighted =
Manually-disambiguated analyses
Single analysis

minC

Crossings

Recall (%)

Precision ( % )

150
155

2.62
3.87

76.47
67.05

42.35
37.40

91

0.88

91 .51

50. 73

Table 2: GEIG evaluation metrics for test set of 250 unseen sentences (lengths 3-56 words,
mean length 18.2 )

a right-branching binary analysis.
Black ( 1 993:7) uses the crossing brackets measure to define a notion of structural consistency,
where the structural consistency rate for the grammar is defined as the proportion of sentences
for which at least one analysis contains no crossing brackets, and reports a rate of around 95%
for the IBM grammar tested on the computer manual corpus. The problem with the GEIG
scheme and with structural consistency is that both are still weak measures ( designed to avoid
problems of parser/treebank representational compatibility) which lead to unintuitive numbers
whose significance still depends heavily on details of the relationship between the representations
compared (c.f. the compound noun issue mentioned above) .
Schabes et al. (1993) and Magerman (1995) report results using the GEIG evaluation scheme
which are numerically superior to ours. However, their experiments are not strictly compati
ble because they both utilise more homogeneous and probably simpler corpora. In addition,
Schabes et al. do not recover tree labelling,, whilst Magerman has developed a parser designed
to produce identical analyses to those used in the Penn 'Ireebank, removing the problem of
spurious errors due to grammatical incompatibility. Both these approaches achieve better cov
erage by constructing the grammar fully automatically. No one has yet shown that any robust
parser is practical and useful for some NLP task. However, it seems likely that say rule-to-rule
semantic interpretation will be easier with hand-constructed grammars with an explicit, de
terminate ruleset. A more meaningful comparison will require application of different parsers
to an identical and extended test suite and utllisation of a more stringent standard evaluation
procedure sensitive to node labellings.
Parse Selection and Punctuation

In order to assess the contribution of punctuation to the selection of the correct analysis, w�
applied the same trained version of the integrated grammar to the 106 sentences from the test
set which contain internal punctuation, both with and without the punctuation marks in the
input. A comparison of the GEIG evaluation metrics for this set of sentences punctuated and
unpunctuated gives a measure of the contribution of punctuation to parse selection on this
data. (The results for the unpunctuated set were computed against a version of the Susanne
treebank from which punctuation had also been �emoved.) As table 3 shows, recall declines
by 10%, precision by 5% and there are an average of 1 .27 more crossing brackets per sentence.
These results indicate clearly that punctuation and text grammatical constraints can play an
important role in parse selection.
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With punctuation
Top-ranked 3 analyses, weighted
Punctuation removed
Top-ranked 3 analyses, weighted

minC

Crossings

Recall (%)

Precision (%)

=

78

3.25

74.38

40.78

=

82

4.52

65.54

35.95

Table 3: GEIG evaluation metrics for test set of 106 unseen punctuated sentences (mean length
with punctuation 21.4 words; without, 19.6)

6

Conclusions

Briscoe and Carroll (1993) and Carroll (1 993) showed that the LR model, combined with a gram
mar exploiting subcategorisation constraints, could achieve good parse selection accuracy bu�
at the expense of poor coverage of free text. The results reported here suggest that improved
coverage of heterogeneous text can be achieved by exploiting textual and grammatical con
straints on PoS and punctuation sequences. The experiments show that grammatical coverage
can be greatly increased by relaxing subcategorisation constraints, and that text grammatical
or punctuation-cued constraints can reduce ambiguity and increase coverage during parsing.
To our knowledge these are the first experiments which objectively demonstrate the utility
of punctuation for resolving syntactic ambiguity and improving parser coverage. They extend
work by Jones ( 1994) and Briscoe and Carroll (1994) by applying a wide-coverage text grammar
to substantial quantities of naturally-punctuated text and by quantifying the contribution of
punctuation to ambiguity resolution in a well-defined probabilistic parse selection model.
Accurate enough parse selection for practical applications will require a more lexic.alised
system. Magerman's ( 1995) parser is an extension of the history-based parsing approach devel
oped at IBM (e.g. Black, 1993) in which rules are conditioned on lexical and other (essentially
arbitrary) information available in the parse history. In future work, we intend to explore a
more restricted and semantically-driven version of this approach in which, firstly, probabilities
are associated with different subcategorisation possibilities, and secondly, alternative predicate
argument structures derived from the grammar are ranked probabilistically. However, the mas
sively increased coverage obtained here by relaxing subcategorisation constraints underlines the

need to acquire accurate and complet� subcategorisation frames in a corpus-driven fashion,

before such constraints can be exploited robustly and effectively with free text.
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Abstract
A direct abstract machine implementation of the core attribute-value logic operations is shown to
decrease the number of operations and conserve the amount of storage required when compared to
interpreters or indirect compilers. In this paper, we describe the fundamental data structures and
compilation techniques that we have employed to develop a unification and constraint-resolution engine
capable of performance rivaling that of directly compiled Prolog terms while greatly exceeding Prolog
in flexibility, expressiveness and modularity.
In this paper, we will discuss the core architecture of our machine. We begin with a survey of
the data structures supporting the small set of attribute-value logic instructions. These instructions
manipulate feature structures by means of features, equality, and typing, and manipulate the program
state by search and sequencing operations. We further show how these core operations can be integrated
with a broad range of standard parsing techniques.
Feature structures improve upon Prolog terms by allowing data to be organized by feature rather
than by position. This encourages modular program development through the use of sparse structural
descriptions which can be logically conjoined into larger units and directly executed. Standard linguistic
representations, even of relatively simple local syntactic and semantic structures, typically run to
hundreds of substructures. The type discipline we impose organizes information in an object-oriented
manner by the multiple inheritance of classes and their associated features and type value constraints.
In practice, this allows the construction of large-scale grammars in a relatively short period of time.
At run-time, eager copying and structure-sharing is replaced with lazy, incremental, and localized
branch and write operations. In order to allow for applications with parallel search, incremental
backtracking can be localized to disjunctive choice points within the description of a single structure,
thus supporting the kind of conditional mutual consistency checks used in modern grammatical theories
such as HPSG, GB, and LFG. Further attention is paid to the byte-coding of instructions and their
efficient indexing and subsequent retrieval, all of which is keyed on type information.

1 Motivation
Modern attribute-value constraint-based grammars share their primary operational structure
with logic programs. In the past decade, Prolog compilers, such as Warren 's Abstract Machine
( A1t-Kaci 1990) , have supplanted interpreters as the execution method of choice for logic pro
grams. This is in large part due to a 50-fold speed up in execution times and a reduction by
an order of magnitude in terms of space required. In addition to efficiency, compilation also
brings the opportunity for static error detection.
The vast majority of the time and space used by traditional unification-based grammar
interpreters is spent on copying and unifying feature structures. For example, in a bottom-up
chart parser , the standard process would be first to build a feature structure for a lexical entry,
then to build the feature structures for the relevant rules, and then to unify the matching
structures. The principal drawback to this, approach is that complete feature f structures have
to be constructed, even though unification may result in failure. In the case of ailure, this can
amount to a substantial amount of wasted time and space. By adopting an incremental compiled
approach, a description is compiled into a set of abstract machine instructions. At run-time a
description is evaluated incrementally, one instruction at a time. In this way, conflicts can be
detected as early as possible, before any irrelevant structure has been introduced. In practice,
this often means that the inconsistency of a rule with a category can often b e detected very
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soon into the evaluation of its left corner (the leftmost daughter) or head . The reason that
descriptions are compiled rather than entire representations is for the same reason
terms are
compiled into low-level abstract machine instructions in the WAM , namely that it ( 1 ) allows
unification to be replaced by the much faster abstract machine operations, and (2) it simplifies
backtracking in the face of local non-determinism , which is the primary bottleneck for most
unification-based parsers.
Compilation also allows static typing mechanisms to be exploited to reduce the amount of
space used by a structure and to detect conceptual errors in user type declarations. For instance,
as pointed out by Carpenter and Penn ( 1995) , declaring the features appropriate for a given
typ e of structure allows record-like structures to be used rather than lists of attribute-value
pairs , resulting in a three-fold decrease in memory used per structure , as well as great savings
in managing allocation and deallocation . In addition to the savings in space , t he positions of
the features are also known at compile time which eliminates the need to compare features
·and construct structure on the fly, another area which occupies a significant amount of time in
interpreters . With type unification determined statically, type information can be incorporated
by means of table look up ) which often avoids the need for more complex structural unification .
Errors such as undefined features, inappropriate types, inconsistent pairings of features , and so
on can be easily detected at compile time .

as

2 Abstract Machine Architecture
There is more than a passing similarity between the structure and execution of logic programs
and that of "unification-based" grammars; (Carpenter 1 992) shows that the resolution model
of Prolog execution can be generalized to grammars based on typed attribute-value logics.
Our architecture is based on a typed , breadth-first extension of Warren 's Abstract M achine
for compiling Prolog ( Ait-Kaci 199 1 ) . The WAM defines a mapping betwe�n logical rules · ex
pressed as Horn clauses, and the execution of a sequential machine machine (von Roy 1 990) .
The development of the WAM has brought Prolog into the mainstream as an efficient program
ming language for industrial strength tasks. Similar gains were made by Lisp and ML when
adequate compilers were developed for those functional languages.
A first pass an abstract machine architecture for grammars based on typed attribute-value
logic was used for the ALE system (Carpenter and Penn 1 994, 1995) . ALE compiled typed
attribute-value logic grammars down to Prolog clauses, which were then compiled using the
WAM . The problem with Prolog as a target language is the lack of true random access, destruc
tive memory operations, and pointers , all of which are necessary to generate efficient compiled
code. On the other han d , Prolog is a handy intermediary because of its built-in han dling of
search and simple pattern matching. The architecture we describ e here is the result of cutting
out the middle man in the compilation of ALE, while retaining the efficiencies arising from the
WAM .
Following ALE, categories are expressed using attribute-value logic descriptions . These
descriptions contain feature information , type information , and equality information, logically
structured by conj unction (sequencing) and disj unction (non-deterministic choice) . In this
paper, we show how these descriptions are incrementally executed . A description is decomposed
to a numb er of operations which are then applied one by one to a feature structure; at each
stage of execution , either the information is successfully added to the structure , or a failure flag
is raised and backtracking ensues.
Various parsing mechanisms, such as the chart parser built into ALE or a left-corner parser
can then be run off the basic description resolution mechanism . Any choice or copy p oints in
the parser can simply be interleaved with the choice points for the descriptions in the rules or
lexical entries.
Ait- Kaci and Di Cosmo ( 1 993) developed a com piler for sorted terms that are similar to
ours , but without any type declarations for feature appropriateness. Their representation of
structures is based on lists of feature/value pairs , which consumes around three times as much
memory space as our encoding, and prevents the precompilation of unifications (see Carpenter
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Registers:
CB

(low)
Code Area
Featrure Symbol
Table
Type Symbol Table
Type lnsb'UCtion
Table

Static

Feature Instruction
Table
Feature Structure
Unification Table

x I: first variable
xn: nth variable
HB: heap pointer
TR: trail pointer

HB

JITO

Choice Point Frame:

CB: prev. choice pt

V

STACK
x 1 :first
variable
- · · ·····
· ·· · · · ···········-·xn: nth variable
Dynamic

STO

V
TRAIL

TR

V
PDL
(high)

Figure 1 : Abstract Machine Memory Layout and Registers
and Penn 1995 ) . Wintner and Francez ( 1994) present a representation of feature structures
based in large part on our approach ( Qu 1994; Carpenter and Penn 1994 ) . But their grammars
are given in terms of A1t-Kaci's -rp-terms, which are suboptimal in terms of their control over
choice points and "anonymous" variables; they are currently working to integrate disjunction
into their architecture in a manner similar to ours (Wintner p.c. ) .
In the rest of this section, we describe the memory layout, instruction set, and execution
mechanism of our system.
2.1 Memory areas
In this section, we describe the allocation of memory in the machine. Memory is divided into
two major logical areas (Figure 1 ) : static and dynamic. The static memory holds the program
and its associated type declarations. This includes the symbol tables, type unification and
type inference information, as well as the instructions associated with lexical entries and phrase
structure schemata.
The dynamic memory holds the program execution state. Its primary areas include the
heap, which contains the representations of feature structures, the stack, which keeps track of
the local bindings of arguments, variables and structures (a stack provides a natural (though
not the most economical ) method for handling the allocation and deallocation of space for
nested feature values; the values of variables reside at the bottom of the stack ) , the trail,
which keeps track of information that needs to be restored on backtracking (pairs of addresses
and their previous values) , the choice point stack, which holds information about variable
and stack bindings, an indicator of where to resume control, how far to unwind the trail, as
well as information on recovery point in the heap and the latest choice point, and finally, the
push down list , another stack structure which is used to store sequences of feature structures
remaining to be unified for the unification algorithm.
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% Type S ignature

% Lexicon

bot sub [t , s] .
t sub [t 1 , t2]
intro [h : bot] .
t 1 sub [t3]
intro [f : bot] .
t 2 sub [t3]
intro [g : bot] .
t3 sub []
intro [j : bot] .
s sub [s 1 , s2] .
s1 sub [] .
s2 sub [] .

wordl
word2
word3
word4
word5

--->
--->
--->
--->
--->

tl .
f:t.
t 1 , f : (t2 , g : t 2 ) , h : t3 .
t 1 , f : ( X , g : t2 ) , h : X .
t1 ; t2 .

% Grammar
rule1 rule
(s)

==>

cat> ( t 1 , f : X ) ,
cat > (t2 , g : X) .

Figure 2: An Example Grammar in ALE Format

t3
J : bot

./

t1
F : bot

"'

"'

t2
G : bot

t /
H : bot
�

bot

"'
/
s1

s2
s/

Figure 3 : An Example Type Hierarchy
2.2 Representation of feature structures
In this section , we define an internal representation for feature structures in the abstract ma
chine. The global block storage for representing feature structures is an addressable heap . The
heap is an array of data · cells, and is managed as a stack.
We distinguish three kinds of terms for representing feature structures: a variable, a struc
ture, and a pointer. As in the WAM , we use explicit tags as part of the format of some heap
cells to discriminate between these three sorts of heap data. The tags for the three types of
data are STR, VAR , and PTR.
Recall that a feature structure Fs consists of two components: a type and a list of n feature
values, v 1 , . . . , Vn , each of which is itself a feature structure. Such a structure is represented
on the heap by means of n + 1 contiguous cells. The type value is represented as a cell tagged
by STR, as denoted as <STR , ,> , where , is the value for the feature structure Fs. The n
other cells contain references to the n appropriate features (in alphabetical order in the current
compiler) . The n heap cells representing the values will typically contain pointers to other
structures, of_ the form <PTR , p> , where p is the index of another heap cell. Alternatively, if the
value is a structure with no features, it can fit into one cell, and will thus not need to employ a
level of indirection through the pointers. Similarly, we use a variable structure, where <VAR , ,>
represents a structure of type , whose feature values are unknown . By using variable structures
of this kind , we are able to postpone some of the eager type inference that is automatically
performed in ALE; if nothing is known about a structure's feature's values, we can leave them as
variables, thus conserving space and time in the short run ( these areas may be later overwritten
with actual values and consume space on backtracking) . For example , suppose we have a type
h ierarchy specification as in Figure 2. The diagram in Figure 3 displays the type signature in
Figure 2 graphically. Figure 4 shows a heap representation for a feature structure satisfying
the description t 1 , f : ( t2 , g : t 2 ) , h : t3 starts at heap address 1 1 . Note that the value for
feature F is represented at heap address 12 as a PTR to a STR cell at address 14 because the
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11

12
13
14
15
16

STR

PTR
VAR
STR

VAR

VAR

t1

h

14

t2
t2
bot

Figure 4: Example Heap Representation
HTOP

STOP
p
CB
HB

TR
X 1 , x2 , • . • , Xn

Top of the heap
Top of the stack
Program counter
Continuation code counter
Heap pointer
Trail pointer
Registers for argument passing and temporary storage

Figure 5 : Execution State
feature value for feature G of type t2 is explicitly specified. Unspecified information on the
type appropriateness of feature H of type t2 is automatically recovered at address 16 with the
default type bot , which is taken to be the most general type in the hierarchy. The value for
feature H of type t1 is represented as a VAR cell at address 13 rather than a STR cell, as no
explicit feature information is specified for the structure of type t3.
2.3 Execl.ltion state
A description of the information stored to represent a given execution state of the machine is
given in Figure 5 .
2.4 The Instruction set
Figure 6 contains the instruction set for the abstract machine with a brief description of what
each instruction does. The registers and arguments following some instructions are left out in
the table. For details of these instructions, see (Qu 1994) .

3 Compiling
In this section, we discuss how the typed feature structure logic can be compiled using the
abstract machine. The syntactic representation form we adopt here follows the ALE format
as described in (Carpenter and Penn 1994) . "'1e will first describe how type definitions are
compiled, then we will explain how the descriptio;ns are compiled, and lastly, we will discuss
1·
how the grammar rules are compiled.
3.1 Compiling type definitions
The first component of a grammar is a type definition. Type definitions include types for feature
structures and declarations of appropriate features for each type. Enforcing · an inheritance
based type discipline on feature structures yields the following characteristics for type and
feature structure interaction:

• Constraint Inheritance: Type constraints on more general types are inherited by their
more specific subtypes.
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Instructions for adding a type
BIND
Bind a new feature cell to an old feature cell
FRESH
Create a new feature cell
Instructions for getting a feature from a type
GET
Give the position of the feature for a feature structure
ADD
Create a new feature structure with the type as value
Instructions for procedural control
Allocate a new environment on the stack
ALLOCATE
Deallocate an environment on the stack
DEALLOCATE
Jump to labeled clause and continue execution
JUMP
Instructions for unification- of feature structures
Skip one heap cell for feature structure one
SKIPl
Skip one heap cell for feature structure two
SKIP2
Unify two heap cells
UNIFY
Copy the heap cell of structure one
COPYl
Copy the heap cell of structure two
COPY2
Choice instructions
Allocate a new choice point
TRY
Unwind heap and try _next alternative (branch)
RETRY
Unwind heap and try last alternative ( tail recursive)
LASTTRY
Unifying instructions
Add a new type onto the heap
ADDNEW
Push the feature value to the stack
PUSH
Pop a value off stack
POP
Update the binding of variables
UNIFY _VAR

Figure 6: Abstract Machine Instructions
• Feature Appropriateness: Each type must specify -which features it can be defined for,
and which types of value the features mu_st take. The feature appropriateness is inherited
along the type hierarchy in two ways.
Feature restrictions are inherited. That is, if ·a feature is appropriate for .a type , then
it is appropriate for all of the subtypes of the type.

Type restrictions on feature values are inherited. That is, if a type is the appropriate
value for a feature, then all of its subtypes are appropriate values for the feature.

For example, consider the type inheritance relations in Figure 2, which are represented as a
graph in Figure 3 . The type t introduces one feature H and appropriate value constraints . The
subtype t l of t inherits the feature H and introduces a new feature F .
Compiling signatures involves the compilation o f the type hierarchy and appropriateness
conditions. The fi ve global static storage areas are associated with this compilation: the symbol
tables for types and features, the table for feature structure unification instructions, the table
for type instructions, and the table for feature-value instructions. These instructions are all
byte coded.
The feature structure unification table is indexed on pairs of types, and indicates first
whether the types are consistent , and if so, what the value type is and how the features match
up for further unifi cation and type inference. The type instructions are also indexed on pairs
of types, and indicate how to add a type's information to another structure and perform the
relevant type inferences. The feature instru�tions are indexed by a feature and a type and
indicate how to take the feature's value at the type, including any necessary type ·coercions.
All instructions might also indicate failure.
3.2

Compiling descriptions

The compilation of descriptions follows the fi ve clauses in the recursive definition of descriptions
for types, features, variables, conjunction , and disjunction. Figure 7 shows the BNF grammar
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( desc ) ::= ( type )
I ( variable )
I ( ( feature ) : ( desc ) )
I ( ( desc ) , ( desc ) ) ; ; conjunc,tion
I ( ( desc ) ; ( desc ) ) ;; disjunction

Figure 7: BNF Grammar for Descriptions in ALE
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

STR · t 2
VAR t 2
bot
VAR
STR
VAR
PTR
PTR
VAR

t3
bot

15
16

bot

Figure 8 : Adding a Type to Heap
for a description. A description is always evaluated by adding its information to the structure
indicated by the top of the stack, which will point into the heap .
Compiling a type
The abstract machine instruction for adding a type to a feature structure is ADD NEW . This
instruction adds the information associated with the type to a structure located at a specific
heap address heapaddr. After dereferencing the structure by following PTR values, the result
may be either a VAR cell or a STR cell. If the result is a VAR cell, we can j ust look up the result
of unification in a table and update the variable structure's type (trailing if it is new ) , and
backtrack if unification fails. Otherwise, assuming the type b eing added is T and the resulting
structure cell represents a feature structure of type r' , we need to consider four possibilities. If
r and r' can 't unify, we simply backtrack . If the new type T is subsumed by the type r' of the
structure in the heap , nothing needs to be done and the command merely succeeds. Otherwise,
we need to create a new structure on the heap for the result of the unification if r' subsumes T
or if T and r' unify to a new type.
For example , suppose type t 1 is to be added to heap address 1 4 in Figure 8. From the type
hierarchy in Figure 3, we know that t1 and t2 unify to a new type t3. Thus a new structure
has to be created at heap address 17 and the old structure must be redirected to it by means
of a PTR cell replacing the old value at 14 (which must be recorded on the trail if it might be
needed for backtracking) . Then we look up the precompiled instructions for adding a type r' to
a structure of type T, which might involve creating new features with their most general values
(which can be represented as VAR cells ) . The sequence of instructions for adding type t1 to a
structure of type t2 is: FRESH ( creating a new feature F for type t3 ) , BIND (binding to previous
value for feature H ) , BIND (binding to previous value for feature G ) , and FRESH ( creating a new
feature J for type t3 ) ; recall that the features are in alphabetic order. In general, the FRESH
commands will indicate the appropriate type of the variable structure to be created.
Compiling feature/value pairs
To add a description of the form of <t eat> : <desc> to a structure at a given heap address, we
need to first find the value of the feature and then apply the description to the resulting value.
If the structure is a variable cell, it must first have its appropriate features added with variable
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values of the appropriate type. Next , if the feature is absent from the structure, the structure
is coerced to one that is appropriate for the type by adding the most general type appropriate
for the feature, which may result in failure and backtracking. Finally, we PUSH the value of
the feature that is now guaranteed to exist onto the top of the stack and recursively add the
description . After all of the information in a description is added to a feature value, we can
P O P the value from the stack . Note that if we do not need to reuse the structure currently at
the top of the stack , we can overwrite the current stack position rather than pushing a new
value.
Compiling variables
A variable occurring in two locations in a description has the same interpretation as in Prolog
- the structures must be identical . For example , the variable X in the description ( t 1 , f : ( X ,
g : t 2 ) , h : X) indicates that feature h and feature f share the same value (see Figure 9, which
represents the most general structure that satisfies this description) .
I n the abstract machine, space is allocated at the bottom of the stack for all of the local
variables in a description . When the first instance of a variable is encountered, the variable 's
position on the stack is bound to the current structure on the top of the stack ( a more clever
compiler for variables, such as that found in the WAM , could avoid some of this duplication
of represen tations on the stack ) . Any later attempts to add the same variable will simply
unify the curren t structure wi th the value of the variable. A variable's lifespan is the entire
phrase structure rule in which it occurs, which allows sharing across daughter and mother
categories . Note that live variables ( those whose last occurrence has not been encountered )
must be maintained as part of the information in a choice point . The value of a variable need
not be stored beyond i ts last occu rrence in a clause.
The instruction U N I FY _VAR deals with a variable; note that it takes an argument that
indicates the position of the variable in the stack to allow random access . The "unification" of
a variable either sets the value of the variable on first encounter , or unifies the current structure
with the previously established value of the variable. As can be seen with descriptions such as
(f : X ; g : Y ) , h : X, the fi rst use of a variable cannot he predicted statically ; if the first branch
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of the disj unct ion is taken, then X is set to the value of f , and then the value of h is unified
with the value set by f , but if the second branch of the disjunction is taken, the value of X
must be set by h. Note that a reasonable compiler can reuse the space allocated for a variable
after its last instance is encountered . For instance , in the description f : X , g : X , h : Y , j : Y, the
variables X and Y can use the same space, as long as it is reset to null after the last occurrence
of X.
The instructions for the description t 1 , f : (X, g : t2 ) , h : X are given in Figure l O(a) . The
resulting heap representation after their execution is shown in Figure lO(b ) . l :UN I FY _VAR( l )
sets the binding of X , and 2 :U NIFY _VAR( l ) unifies the current structure with the structure
previously bound to X.
C ompiling unification
It is significant to note that shared variables are the only instructions that call the unification
operation. All other structural manipulation is carried out by the other primitive instructions.
Instructions for unifying two feature structures at two different heap addresses are stored in
a table, which can be represen ted as a (sparse) two dimensional array. There are a number
of cases depending on whether the structures are variables or not , and whether they fail to
unify, unify to a new type, or unify to one of their existing types. If one of the structures is
a variable, it is simply up dated as a pointer pointing to the other structure, and its type is
added to the other structure. If one of the structures has a type subsuming the other, the more
general structure is made to point to the more specific structure, and the features that need
to be unified are read out of the table entry for the two types. These are indicated in terms
of UNIFY and SKIP instructions , indicating whether the features in the more specific structure
should be unified with the next feature in the more general structure or skipped. Finally, if
. the two structures unify to a new type of structure, a new structure must be allocated of the
appropriate typ e and both previous structures are made to point to it. Then the new values
are constructed as either pointers to a value in one of the existing structures or by creating
a fresh variable cell. If both structures have a feature, these values must be pushed onto the
unification stack so that their values are eventually unified . The instruction used is COPY( n)
if the value is simply pointing to the value in the first or second structure (indicated by n) ,
UNIFY if the value is determined by unifying the next value in both structures, or FRESH ( r) if
a new variable structure of type T should be created . As usual, any up dates are trailed , and
any failures cause backtracking.
C ompiling conjunctions of descriptions
Conjunction amounts to simple sequencing of operations, which is the standard method by
which the program pointer moves through the code area. The way in which information is
packaged through conjunction and backtracking has a significant impact on run-time efficiency.
Different descriptions may be logically equivalent , but vary in .performance, as do -the ex

amples in Figure 1 1 (a) , al� of which generate the structure in Figure 1 1 (b ) . The shortest form
( 1 ) is the most efficient while the longest description (3 ) is the least efficient . This can be seen
from the size of the code in Figure l l (a) for each description . From the size of instructions,
we can see that (2 ) and (3 ) involve more steps to represent the same feature structure. This
ability to use concise descriptions is one significant way in which attribute-value logic descrip
tions provide finer control over term evaluation than Prolog terms; the order and amount of
information added can be controlled by the programmer in a logically transparent fashion .
C ompiling disjunctions of descriptions
When disjunction exists in descriptions, a failure of unification no longer yields irrevocable
abortion of execution . Like the WAM, the execution of a description is left to right , and depth
first. When encountering a failure or a call for additional solutions , execution returns to the last
considered choice point , restores information about variable binding, and continues execution.
Unlike the WAM , which only has one representation on the heap at any execution time,
many parsing strategies rely on the dynamic programming technique of storing intermediate
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Figure 1 1 : Different Descriptions, Same Feature Structure
results . To accommodate this behavior, we have built in mechanisms for copying structures
and reusing them - our memory architecture is not sensitive to the memory area into which a
feature structure pointer is directed . In addition , the trail allows such "permanent" memory to
be modified incrementally and copied later, thus avoiding one of the major time sinks of ALE
(Carpenter and Penn 1 995 ) .
vVe now consider how disjunction executes. First , when a disjunct is evaluated, it may create
side effects on the stack and heap by updating the variable binding on the stack and changing
the feature structure values of the heap . These effects must be undone when considering an
alternative. The data area TRAIL is used to keep track of all the heap cells that h ave been
updated for the chosen disjunct and that need to be restored for another disj unct. TRAIL(a) ,
which is the operation on heap address a , allocates two TRAIL cells to record the heap address
and its current value.
Only conditional bindings, those affecting a variable existing before creation of the current
choice point , need to be trailed . In our case, a conditional binding is one affecting the content
of the heap cell before creation of the current choice point . To determi ne this, we use a global
register HB to contain value of HT0P set at the time of latest choice point .
Like the WAM , we use a choice point frame to remember all the necessary states for restoring
and continuing execution upon backtracking . Every choice point frame is initially pushed on
the top of the choice point stack . The following information need to be stored i n a choice poi nt
frame:
• The next clause (value of register C B ) : the next clause to try upon b acktracking.

• The current trail pointer (value of register TR) : the boundary where to unwind the trail
upon alternative definition building.

• The current top of heap (value of register HB ): the point before which the copying algo
rithm should consider . Heap cells after this point are created by the current choice point
and need not to be copied.

• Varia ble bin dings x 1 , . . . , Xn , where n is the number of variables in this description, in
cluding the implicit values created by feature values. If Xi is bound after the choice point ,
it is updated by the current heap address to which it is bound.

There are four instructions related to compiling disjunctions: TRY , RETRY , LASTTRY and
J U M P . Descriptions of these instructions can be found in Figure 6. Consider how these instruc
tions are used for compiling description ( t 1 ; t2 ; t 3 ) , h : t , the instructions for which are given
in Figure 1 2 . TRY allocates a choice point frame on the stack, then continues execution with the
following instructions. JUMP directs the execution to the labeled instruction. RETRY resets all
necessary information after backtracking , allocate a new choice point , then continues execution
of the following instructions . LASTTRY is like TRY, but it indicates that variables need no longer
be trailed because there are no more backtracking alternatives.
In evaluating disjunctions, two alternatives are possible. First , disjunctions can be h andled
by backtracking as in the WAM , using the structures for choice points we have described .
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In this case, a choice point is recorded before the first alternative is considered . The second
alternative is to eagerly copy, which allows chart-like memoization, thus avoiding the need for
recording a choice point. The copying algorithm is not trivial, as a feature structure may be
dispensed among different areas of heap spaces, and we need to constant looking up the trail to
see whether a particular heap cell has been changed by the previous alternative or not. Details
of how copying is done can be found in (Qu 1994) .

4 Compiling a Parser
The architecture we have outlined for the processing of descriptions, with its features of in
cremental ex;ecution and efficient backtracking, make it an ideal candidate for integration with
either a parser or a definite clause grammar system, or both, as found in ALE .
A s described b y Carpenter and Penn (1995), grammar rules can b e compiled s o as t o have
their own choice points interleaved with those of their embedded descriptions. In general, choice
will be a matter of which grammar rule to apply, and which category to apply it to. In a simple
chart parsing regime, the only matter that needs to be attended to is that of how the indexing
will be done. For instance, in a bottom-up left-to-right chart-parser, after an edge is completed,
all active edges immediately preceding it must be found and tested against it. To resume parsing
an active edge, all that is needed is a pointer into the program space and a record of all of the
variable instantiations. In testing the application of a grammar rule against a new completed
edge, we must start by executing the first daughter description on the complete category. Thus
choice points arising between different edges and between rules can be naturally accommodated
in either a breadth-first ( queue) or depth-first (stack) control strategy.
Memoizing parsers are not the only pos_sibility for our description compilation scheme. Built
into the model are the kind of management of non-determinism via a trail that lead to efficient
implementations of backtracking parsers; for instance, LR or left-corner varieties. In the same
way, definite clauses can be naturally integrated into our grammars and our control strategy,
as demonstrated by Carpenter and Penn ( 1995).

5 Conclusion
We demonstrated how an abstract machine can be constructed for typed attribute-value logics
along the lines of the Warren Abstract Machine for Prolog. By directly implementing the
appropriate data structures, indexing mechanisms, and search engines, a parser can he built for
feature structures that is as fast as the execution of a Prolog compiler. This greatly improves
on the current state of the art , which is represented by either direct interpreted grammars or
ones which are indirectly compiled by means of a detour through Prolog.
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Abstract

Parsing is often seen as a combinatorial problem. It is not due to the properties of the natural
languages, but due to the parsing strategies. This paper investigates a Constrained Grammar
extracted from a Treebank and applies it in a non-combinatorial partial parser. This parser is a
simpler version of a chunking-and-raising parser. The chunking and raising actions can be done in
linear time. The short-term goal of this research is to help the development of a partially bracketed
corpus, i.e. , a simpler version of a treebank. The long-term goal is to provide high level linguistic
constraints for many natural language applications.

1 Introduction

Recently, many parsers [ 1-1 O] have been proposed. Of these, some [ 1-7] belong to full parsers and
some [8-10] partial parsers. Because the polycategory of a word and the use of the formal grammar,
parsing is often seen as a combinatorial problem [ 1 1]. A feasible way to treat this problem is to
separate the work of category determination from a parser and adopt a new parsing scheme. That is,
automatic part-of-speech tagging serves as preprocessing of the parser. The tagging problem has
been investigated by many researchers [12-18] , and many interesting results have been demonstrated.
Thus the remaining problem is how to construct a new non-combinatorial parser to increase the
parsing efficiency and decrease the parsing ambiguity. This paper will propose a chunking-and
raising partial parser for such a goal. Section 2 introduces the framework of this parser. Section 3
specifies the training corpus - Lancaster Parsed Corpus, and Section 4 touches on how to extract
Constrained Grammar from this corpus. Section 5 presents a simplified parsing algorithm based on
Constrained Grammar. Before concluding the experimental results and the related works are shown.

2 Framework of a Chunking-and-Raising Parser

P'

Chunking-and-Raising
Parser

Partial) Parsed Sentence

Fig. 1. The Chunking-and-Raising Scheme
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In this scheme, parsing can be regarded as a sequence of actions of chunking and raising. Fig. 1
shows the configuration. An input sentence W is input to a part-of-speech tagger and a (lexical) tag
sequence P is produced. The output of the tagger is the input of the parser. . The chunking model of
the parser groups some tags into chunks. The raising model assigns a (syntactic) tag to each chunk
and generates a new tag sequence P'. The chunking and raising actions are repeated until no new
chunking sequence is generated.
Consider an example. Let the input sentence be "Mr. Macleod went on with the conference at
Lancaster House despite the crisis which had blown up . ". The corresponding part-of-speech
sequence is shown as follows.
NPT NP VBD RP IN ATI NN IN NP NPL IN ATI NN WDT HVD VBN RP .
The chunking model produces a chunking sequence shown below.
[ NPT NP ] [ VBD ] [ RP ] IN ATI NN IN [ NP NPL ] IN ATI NN [ WDT ]
[ HVD VBN ] [ RP ] .
Seven parts-of-speech which cannot be formed into chunks at this step remain in the sequence. The
raising model then generates the following chunking-and-raising sequence.
[ N -NPT NP N ] [ V VBD V ] [ R RP R ] IN ATI NN IN [ N NP NPL N ] IN ATI
NN [ Nq WDT Nq ] [ V HVD VBN V ] [ R RP R ] .
[ N NPT NP N ] denotes that the chunk [ NPT NP ] is raised to N. - Similarly, the chunks [ VBD ],
[ RP ], [ NP NPL ], [ WDT ], [ HVD VBN ] and [ RP ] _are raised to V, R, N, Nq, V and R,
respectively. The seven syntactic tags and the remaining lexical tags form a new tag sequence and it
is sent to the next chunking-and-raising cycle. If the word information is put back into the sequence,
a partial parsed sentence is generated as follows.
[ N Mr._NPT Macleod_NP N ] [ V went_ VBD V ] [ R on_RP R ] with_IN the_ATI
conference_NN at_IN [ N Lancaster_NP House_NPL N ] despite_IN the_ATI
crisis NN [ Nq which_WDT Nq ] [ V had_HVD blown.:...VBN V ] [ R up_RP R ] ._.

After one more chunking-and-raising cycle. the partial parsed sentence is generated as follows.
[ N Mr._NPT Macleod_NP N ] [ V went_VBD V ] [ R on_RP R ] with_IN the_ATI
conference_NN [ P at_IN [ N Lancaster_NP House_NPL N ] P ] despite_IN
the_ATI crisis_NN [ Fr [ Nq which_WDT Nq ] [ V had_HVD blown_VBN V ]
[ R up RP R ] Fr ] .

In other words, a new tag sequence "N V R IN ATI NN P IN .ATI NN Fr . " is generated. We repeat
these two actions until no more chunking sequence is generated.
A Constrained Grammar is extracted from a Treebank and is applied in a simpler version of
chunking-and-raising parser. The chunking and raising actions are applied only once in this parser.
Thus it only produces a linear chunking-and-raising sequence, not a hierarchical annotated tree.
The experimental framework is shown in Fig. 2.
Lancaster Parsed
Corpus

p

T

T
Chunking-and-Raising
Partial Parser

T

�--1I:llr..:!I .
P'

T

Fig. 2. The Experimental Framework

In this experiment, the Lancaster Parsed Corpus is adopted to· train the chunking and raising models.
Besides, it is also used in the performance evaluation.
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3 Lancaster Parsed Corpus

The Lancaster Parsed Corpus is a modified and a condensed version of Lancaster-Oslo/Bergen (LOB)
Corpus. It only cbntains one sixth of LOB Corpus, but involves more information than LOB Corpus.
The corpus consists of fifteen kinds of texts (about 1 50,000 words). Each category corresponds to
one file. The tagging set of Lancaster Parsed Corpus is extended and modified from LOB Corpus.
The following shows a snapshot of Lancaster Parsed Corpus.
AOl 1
[S[P by_IN [N Trevor_NP Williams_NP N]P] ._. S]
AOl 2
[S[N a_AT move_NN [Ti[Vi to_TO stop_VB Vi][N \0Mr_NPT Gaitskell_NP N] [P
from_IN [Tg[Vg nominating_VBG . Vg] [N any_DTI more_AP· labour_NN life_NN
peers_NNS N]Tg]P]Ti]N][V is_BEZ V] [Ti[Vi to_TO be_BE made_VBN Vi][P at_IN [N
a_AT meeting_NN [Po of_INO [N labour_NN \0MPs_NPTS N]Po]N]P] [N tomorrow_NR
N]Ti] ._. S]
AOl 3
[S&[N \0Mr_NPT Michael_NP Foot_NP N][V has_HVZ put_VBN V][R down_RP R][N
a_AT resolution_:_NN [P on_IN [N the_ATI subject_NN N]P]N] [S+ and_CC [Na he_PP3A
Na][V is_BEZ V][Ti[Vi to_TO be_BE backed_VBN 1 Vi][P by_IN [N \0Mr_NPT Will_NP
Griffiths_NP ,_, [N \0MP_NPT [P for_IN [N Manchester_NP Exchange_NP
N]P]N]N]P]Ti]S+] ._. S&]
AOl 4
[S[Fa though_CS [Na they_PP3AS Na] [V may_MD gather_VB V] [N some_DTI left
wing_JJB support_NN N]Fa] ,_, [N a_AT large_JJ majority_NN [Po of_INO [N
labour_NN \0MPs_NPTS N]Po]N] [V are_BER V][J likely_JJ J][Ti[Vi to_TO tum_VB
Vi][R down_RP R][N the_ATI Foot-Griffiths_NP resolution_NN N]Ti] ._. S]
AOl 5
* '_ *' [S[V abolish_VB V][N Lords_NPTS N] **'_**' ._. S]

These are extracted from the first five sentences of category A. Before each sentence, a unique
reference number, e.g., "A0 l l ", denotes its source. Each word is appended with a lexical tag, e.g.,
"by_IN", "Trevor_NP". The syntactic tag is shown by opening and closing brackets.
To indicate that phrases or clauses are coordinated, the symbols "&", "-" or "+" will be used at
the end of a phrase or a clause tag. An example is listed as follows.
[ N& mothers_NNS ,_, [ N- children_NNS N- ] [ N+ and_CC sick_JJ people_NNS N+ ]
N& ]
The first coordinated phrase is not labeled any tag. The second and the third coordinated phrases are
labeled N- and N+, respectively. This is because N- or N+ tends to include ellipsis. Table 1 gives an
overview of the Lancaster Parsed Corpus. In our experiment, those parsed sentences that don't begin
with "[S" and end with "S]" are removed from the training corpus. Thus "A0l 5 " is deleted.
Category
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

Tabie 1 . The 0vervaew of Lancaster P arse d Corpus

# of Sentences
3403
3648
2870
3534
2990
2962
2 185
2266

# of Words
9410
9999
8225
lOl l 0
9356
8562
6813
6524

Category
J
K
L
M
N
p
R
Total

13

# of Sentences
27 13
5065
5541
3434
5944
6209
3398
56 162

# of Words
8336
13587
1 5556
9 179
1 575 1
16766
9443
1 5761 7

4 The Constrained Grammar

A Constrained Grammar is extracted from the Lancaster Parsed Corpus. Because the chunking and
raising actions are applied only once in the preliminary experiment, only those rules that appear on
the lowest level of the parsing trees form a Constrained Grammar.
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Fig. 3. The Parsing Tree

\the.federatiod

Consider a sentence "Northern Rhodesia is a member the federation . ". Its parsing tree is shown in
Fig. 3 . Three constrained rules shown below are extracted from this parsing tree.
( *) NP NP (BEZ) -> N
(NP) BEZ (ATI) -> V
(INO) ATI NN (.) -> N
Two constraints enclosed in parentheses, i.e., the left and the right constraints, are added into each
constrained rule. For example. the constrained rule, (NP) BEZ (ATI) -> V, has the left constraint
NP and the right constraint ATI. It means that chunk [ BEZ ] can be raised to V when its left tag is
NP and its right tag is ATI. The other two rules have the similar interpretations. The asterisk marks
the beginning of the sentence. A more complicated example is given as follows:
[S[N a_AT move_NN [Ti[Vi to_TO stop_VB Vi] [N \0Mr_NPT Gaitskell_NP N] [P
from_lN [Tg[Vg nominating_VBG Vg] [N any_DTI more_AP labour_NN life_NN
peers_NNS N]Tg]P]Ti]N] [V is_BEZ V] [Ti[Vi to_TO be_BE made_VBN Vi] [P at_IN [N
a_AT meeting_NN [Po of_INO [N labour_NN \0:MPs_NPTS N]Po]N]P][N tomorrow_NR
N]Ti] . . S]
The ·following constrained rules are extracted from this example:
(VB) NPT NP (IN) -> N
(NN) TO VB (NPT) -> Vi
(VBG) DTI AP NN NN NNS (BEZ) -> N
( IN) VBG (DTI) -> Vg
(NNS ) BEZ (TO) -> V
(BEZ) TO BE VBN (IN) -> Vi
(NPTS) NR (. ) -> N
(INO) NN NPTS (NR) -> N
Furthermore, the same constrained rules are grouped into one. Under this way, total 20,002
constrained rules are extracted from the Lancaster Parsed Corpus. All the constrained rules are
examined and 2 1 9 conflict rules are found. The conflicts result from the inconsistent annotations in
the corpus. Some conflict rules are listed below. The number enclosed in the parentheses denotes
the frequency of the rule.
( NNS ) VB ( IN ) -> V (24), Yr ( 1 )
( NNS ) VB ( ATI ) -> V (6), Yr (1 )
( NNS ) VBN ( IN ) -> Vn (54), V ( 3 )
( NNS ) VBN ( . ) -> Vn ( 10 ) , Yr (1 )
( NNS ) VBN { RB ) -> Vn (4), V ( 1)
In the above samples, ( NNS ) VB ( ATI ) -> V (6 ) , Yr ( 1), means that VB can be raised to V (Vr)
with frequency 6 ( 1 ). To avoid this inconsistency, some rules having lower frequencies are deleted.
Finally, a decision tree is used to model the remaining unconflict rules. Fig. 4 shows the decision
tree for the following rules:
( OT ) BEDZ ( WDT ) -> V ( DT ) BEDZ ( WRB ) -> V ( DT ) BEG ( PN ) -> Vg
( DT ) BEZ ( ABN ) -> V
( DT ) BEZ ( , ) -> V
( DT ) BEZ ( ABL ) -> V
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Fig. 4. The Decision Tree

A rule can be applied when its left constraints; chunks and its right constraints are satisfied. That is,
a path is found in the decision tree.

5 The Partial Parsing Algorithm

The partial parsing algorithm based on Constrained Grammar is proposed below.
Partial_Parser(Tag_Sequence)
Begin
C_Position= 1 ;
While C_Position<=N Do
Begin
Find=0;
For Chunk_Length=8, ... , 1 Do
Begin
H (C_Position+Chunk_Length-l ) <=N Then
Begin
H Search Decision Tree for
Tag_Sequence[C_Position-1 ] as Left Constraint,
Tag_Sequence[C_Position---{C_Position+Chunk_Length-1)] as Chunk and
Tag_Sequence[ C_Position+J] as Right Constraint
Is Successful Then
Begin
Output " [";
Output Raised Tag;
For Position=C_Position, ... , (C_Position+Chunk_Length-1 ) Do
Output Tag_Sequence[Position];
Output Raised Tag;
Output "]";
Find= ! ;
Goto Done;
End
End
End
Done:
End

End

H Find= 1 Then C_Position=C_Position+Chunk_Length-I ;
Else Output Tag_Sequence[ C_Position];
C_Position=C_Position+ 1 ;

Variable Find denotes whether a chunk is found in the decision tree or not and Variable C Position
means current position. Assume that the input sentence contains N words, and the symbol * is added
to the beginning position (0) and the ending position (N+ 1) to facilitate the process. The processes
for N=6, C_Position= l and Chunk_Length=8 (7 and 6 ) are shown in Fig. 5. ·
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Fig. 5. The Processes

Because the length of the largest chunk in the training corpus is 8 and the larger chunks are
preferred, the algorithm checks the chunks from length 8 to 1 .

6 The Experimental Results

The performance evaluation model compares the chunking-and-raising result P' with the
corresponding syntactic structure T. The evaluation criterion is to count how many tags are assigned
correctly. For example. there is a parsing tree - say, [ A [ B [ C Wl_Pl W2_P2 C ] W3_P3 [ D
W4_P4 D ] B ] [ E W5_P5 W6_P6 E ] A ]. If the parsing result is [ F Wl_Pl W2_P2 F ] [ G
W3_P3 G ] W4_P4 [ E W5_P5 W6_P6 E ], then 2 tags, i.e., PS and P6, are assigned correctly. The
tags Pl and P2 are wrong because the raised tag is wrong, i.e., it must be C. The tag P3 is wrong
because P3 cannot be a chunk. Similarly, the tag P4 is wrong because it must be chunked and raised
to D. According to this criterion, the experimental results are shown in Table 2.
Tabie 2. The Expenmenta resuI ts fior Ins1"de Test
Category
Correct
Wrong
Total
Correct Rate (%)
A
7792
492
8284
94.06%
883 9
B
553
9392
94. 1 1%
7 183
555
7738
C
92.83%
9 1 37
D
611
9748
93.73%
8658
E
614
9272
93 .38%
F
78 10
562
8372
93 .29%
G
5794
472
6266
92.47%
H
5872
652
6524
90.0 1%
7600
711
83 1 1
J
91.45%
10338
463
K
1080 1
95.7 1%
1 1 394
L
596
1 1 990
95.03%
6958
369
7327
M
94.96%
1 1 147
506
N
1 1653
95.66%
p
1 1549
12097
548
95.47%
7878
8380
R
502
94.01%
127949
136 155
93 .97%
8206
Total
If the inconsistency problem of the corpus does not occur. the performance can be better. When we
remove one file from training corpus and use this file as the testing corpus, the experimental results
are listed in Table 3 .
Ta bi e 3. The Expenmen taI resuIts fior OUtSI"de Test
Correct Rate (%)
Total
Correct
Wrong
Category
1080 1
8324
77.07%
2477
K
9366
12097
p
77.42%
273 1
78.66%
2487
1 1653
N
9 166
In these experiments, K, P or N are removed from training corpus. The performance is decreased. It
reveals that the training corpus is still not large enough. Structure Mapping between different
treebanks ( 1 9) provides a feasible way to obtain a larger corpus. In this way, much more reliable
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statistic information can be trained from the large-scale treebanks, so that the feasibility of the parser
is assured.

7 Related Works

Chen and Chen [20) propose a probabilistic chunker to; decide the implicit boundaries of constituents
and utilize the linguistic knowledge to extract the noun phrases by a finite state mechanism. Rather
than using a treebank as a training corpus, Chen and Lee [2 1] also propose a probabilistic chunker
based on parts-of-speech information only. However, the evaluation adopted in these two papers is
not very strict. Consider the following parsed sentence, which is extracted from Susanne Corpus.
[ S [ Nns:s The_ATI [ Nns Fulton_NP County_NPL Nns ] Grand_JJ Jury_NN Nns:s ] [ Vd
said_VBD Vd ] [Nns:t Friday_NR Nns:t ] [ Fn:o [ Ns:s an_AT investigation_NN [ Po of_IN
[ Ns [ G Atlanta's_NP$ G ] recent_JJ primary_JJ election_NN Ns ] Po ] Ns:s ] [ Vd
produced_VBD Vd ] [ Ns:o +no_ATI evidence_NN [ Fn that_CS [ Np:s any_DTI
irregularities_NNS Np:s ] [ Vd took_VBD Vd ] [Ns:o place_NPL Ns:o ] Fn ] Ns:o ] Fn:o ]
S]
By the method proposed by Chen and Chen [20], the result is shown as follows.
[ The_ATI Fulton_NP County_NPL ] [ Grand_JJ Jury_NN ] [ said_VBD ] [ Friday_NR ]
[ an_AT investigation_NN ] [ of_IN Atlanta's_NP$ ] [ recent_JJ primary_JJ election_NN ]
[ produced_VBD ] [ +no_ATI evidence_NN ] [ that_CS any_DTI irregularities_NNS ]
[ took_VBD ] [ place_NPL ]
By their evaluation criterion, only chunk [ of_IN Atlanta's_NP$ ] is wrong. But, it is clear that some
chunks are wrong. By our criterion, the correct output should be:
The_ATI [ Nns Fulton_NP County_NPL Nns ] Grand_JJ Jury_NN [ Vd said_VBD Vd ]
[ Nns:t Friday_NR Nns:t ] an_AT investigation_NN of_IN [ G Atlanta's_NP$ G ] recent_JJ
primary_JJ election_NN [ Vd produced_VBD Vd ] +no_ATI evidence_NN that_CS [ Np:s
any DTI irregularities NNS Np:s ] [ Vd took VBD Vd ] [ Ns:o place NPL.Ns:o ]
The key issue is: when the chunked results are erroneous on the lowest level, the effects will be
propagated to the upper level. Besides, the interpretation of chunks is another problem. Consider a
sequence of chunks, i.e., [ A ] [ B C ] [ D ]. There may be at least two possible interpretations shown
in Figs. 6 and 7. That makes the chunker difficult to scale up to a full parser.

1"T

"

A B C D

Fig. 6. Interpretation 1

A B C D

Fig. 7. Interpretation 2

8 Concluding Remarks

This paper proposes a linear-time partial parser. It is a simple version of a chunking-and-raising
parser, but it can be extended to a full parser easily by performing more chunking and raising actions.
Basically, the Constrained Grammar is provided to each level of the chunking-and-raising parser.
Because each rule in the Constrained Grammar has left and right constraints, the grammar is
different from the LL(k) grammar although they have the similar concepts, i.e., left to right scanning
and lookahead. In contrast to the Inside-Outside optimization algorithm (5] which is very
computationally intensive, this kind of parser is very simple but effective. The short-term goal of
this research is to help the development of a partially bracketed corpus, i.e., a simpler version of a
treebank. The long-term goal is to provide high level linguistic constraints for many natural
language applications.
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1

Introduction

A fundamental concept of Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG: (PS87, PS94] ) _is
the notion of a SIGN. A SIGN is a structure integrating information from all levels of linguistic
analysis such as phonology, syntax and semantics. This structure also specifies interactions
between these levels by means of coreferences which indicate the sharing of information and
how the levels constrain each other mutually. Such a concept of linguistic description is attractive
for several reasons:
• it supports the use of common formalisms and data structures on all levels of linguistics
• it provides declarative and reversible interface specifications between the levels
• all information is available simultaneously
• no procedural interaction between linguistic modules needs to be set up
Similar approaches especially for the syntax-semantics interface have been suggested for all
major unification-based theories of grammar, such as LFG or CUG. For these theories and their
underlying formalisms it was shown how to provide at least partial and underspecified sem.antic
descriptions in parallel to syntax. (HK88) call such approaches codescriptive in contrast to the
approach of description by analysis which is closely related to sequential architectures where
linguistic levels correspond to components which operate on the basis of the (complete) analysis
results of lower levels.
Unification-based theories of grammar are expressed in feature-structure formalisms by equa
tional constraints. Semantic descriptions are expressed there by additional constraints.
Though theoretically very attractive, codescription has its price: The grammar is difficult to
modularize and there is a computational overhead when parsers use the complete descriptions.
Problems of these kinds which were already noted by (Shi85) motivated the research described
here. The goal is to develop more flexible ways of using codescriptive grammars than having
them applied by a parser with full informational power. The underlying observation is that
constraints in such grammars can play different roles:
• "genuine" constraints which take effect as filters on the input. These relate directly to
the grammaticality (wellformedness) of the input. Typically, these are the syntactic con
straints.
• "spurious" constraints which basically build . representational structures. These are less
concerned with wellformedness of the input but rather of the output for other components
in the overall system. Much of semantic descriptions is of this kind.
* This work was funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education, Science, Research and Technology
(BMBF) in the framework of the Verbmobil Project under Grant 01 IV 1 01 K/1 . The responsibility for the
contents of this study lies with the authors. We are grateful to three anonymous IWPT referees.
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If the parser generated from such a grammar specification treats all constraints on a par it
cannot distinguish between the structure building and the analytical constraints. Since unifi
cation based formalisms are monotonic, large structures are built up and have to undergo all
the steps of unification, copying and undoing in the processor. The cost of these operations (in
time and space) increase exponentially with the size of the structures.
In the VERBMOBIL project ([Wah93, KGN94]) the grammar parser is used in the context of
a speech translation system. The parser input consists of word lattices of hypotheses from
speech recognition. The parser has to identify those paths in the lattice which represent a
grammatically acceptable utterance. Parser and recognizer are incremental and interactively
running in parallel. Even for short utterances the lattices can contain several hundred of word
hypotheses and paths most of which are not acceptable grammatically.
The basic idea presented here is to distribute the labour of evaluating the constraints in the
grammar on several processes. Important considerations in the design of the system were:
• increase in performance
• maintenance of an incremental and interactive architecture of the system 1
• minimize the overhead in communication between the processors
Several problems must be solved for such a system. First, it must be able to work with partial
(incomplete) analyses. Also, synchronization of the processors for the exchange of information
about success and failure in analysis is necessary.
In the following sections we will discuss these constraints in more detail. After that we will
describe the communication protocol between the parsing processes. Then several options for
creating subgrammars from the complete grammar will be discussed. The subgrammars repre
sent the distribution of information across the parsers. Finally, some experimental results will
be reported.
We used a mid-size German grammar written in the typed-feature formalism TDC ([KS94])
which covers dialogs collected in VERBMOBIL. In this system principles of HPSG are defined as
types which are inherited by the grammar rules. The grammar cospecifies syntax and seman
tics in the attributes SYN and SEM. To facilitate experimentation with distributed processing a
slightly unconventional SIGN-structure was chosen. Additionally to the SYN- and SEM attributes
for syntactic/semantic descriptions some features such as SUBCAT were singled out as control
structures for the derivation processes which are shared by the subgrammars. Furthermore,
unique identifiers for grammar rules and lexical entries had to be provided for the communica
tion between the parsers, as will be explained below.

2

The Architecture

The most important aspect for the distribution of analysis and for defining modes of interaction
between the analysis processes (parsers) was that one of the processes was to work as a filter
on the word lattices reducing the search space. The other component then would work only
with successful analysis results of the other one. This means that the two parsers would not
run really in parallel on the input word lattices. Rather one parser would be in control over
the second one which would not be exposed directly to the word lattices. For reasons which
will become obvious below we will call the first of these parsers the SYN -parser, the second one
controlled by the SYN-parser, the SEM-parser.
Another consideration to be taken into account is that the analysis should be incremental and
time-synchronous. For the interaction of the parsers this implied that the SYN-parser must not
send its results only when it is completely finished with its analysis, forcing the SEM-parser to
wait. 2
1 The system alluded to here and below which provided the context of this work, was the INTARC-II-prototype
of VERBMOBIL which was officially presented in April 1995.
2 Another problem in incremental processing is that it is not known in advance when the utterance is finished
or a new utterance starts. To deal with this, prosodic information is taken into account. ·This will not discussed
here.
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Interactivity is another aspect we had to consider. The SEM-parser must be able to report
back to the SYN-parser at least when its hypotheses failed. This would not be possible when
the SEM-parser has to wait till the SYN-parser is finished. This requirement also constraints the
exchange of messages.
Incrementality and interactivity imply a steady exchange of messages between the parsers. An
important consideration then is that the overhead for this communication does not outweigh
the gains of distributed processing. This consideration rules out that the parsers should com
municate by exchanging their analysis results in terms of resulting feature structures. There are
no good ways of communicating feature structures across distinct processes except as (large)
strings. This means that the parsers would need the possibility to build strings from feature
structures and parse strings into feature struct�res. Also, on each communication event the
parsers would have to analyze the structures to detect changes, whether a structure is part of
other already known structures etc. It is hard to see how this kind of communication can be
interleaved with normal parsing activity in efficient ways.
In contrast to this, our approach allows to exploit the fact that the grammars employed by
the parsers are derived from the same grammar and thereby similar in structure. This makes
it possible to restrict the communication between the parsers to information about what rules
were successfully or unsuccessfully applied. Each parser then can reconstruct on his side the
state the other parser is in: how its chart or analysis tree looks like. Both parsers try to maintain
or arrive at isomorphic charts.
The approach allows that the parsers never need to exchange analysis results in terms of
structures as the parsers should always be able to reconstruct these if necessary. On the other
hand, this reconstructibility poses constraints on how the codescriptive grammar can be split
up in subgrammars.
The requirements of incrementality, interactivity and efficient communication show that our
approach does not emulate the description by analysis-methodology in syntax-semantics inter
faces on the basis of codescriptive grammars.

3

The Parsers

The SYN-parser and the SEM-parser are agenda driven chart parsers. For speech parsing the
nodes represent points of times and edges represent word hypotheses and paths in the word
lattice.
The parsers communicate by exchanging hypotheses, bottom-up hypotheses from syntax to
semantics . and top-down hypotheses from semantics to syntax.
• Bottom-up hypotheses are emitted by the SYN-parser and sent to the SEM-parser. They
undergo verification at the semantic level. A bottom-up hypothesis describes a passive edge
( complete subtree) constructed by the syntax parser and consists of the identifier of the
rule instantiation that represents the edge and the completion history of the constructed
passive edge. Having passive status is a necessary but not sufficient condition for an edge
to be sent as hypothesis. Whe�her a hypothesis is sent depends also on other criteria such
as its score. In the actual system the SYN-parser is a probabilistic chart parser using a
statistic language model as additional knowledge source ([HW94]).
• Top-Down hypotheses result from activities of SEM-parser trying to verify bottom-up
hypotheses. To keep the communication efforts low only failures are reported back to the
SYN-parser by sending simply the hypothesis' identifier. This should start a chart. revision
process on the SYN-parser's side. 3
The central data structure by which synchronization and communication between the parsers is
achieved is that of a completion history containing a record on how a subtree was completed.
Basically it tells us for each edge in the chart which other edges are spanned.
The nodes in the chart correspond to points in time and edges to time intervals spanned.
In contrast to standard chart parsing gaps may occur between two consecutive edges. The
relaxation of this constraint helps to reduce the number of bottom-up-hypotheses.
3 This revision process is currently under investigation.
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edge_id := " E" INTEGER
rule_id := " R" INTEGER
node_id := " N " INTEGER
edgeJist := rule_id ( (rule_id node_id node_id) I edge_id)*
completion..history := (edgeJist M)*

Completion histories are described by the following BNF:

E , R, N and M are delimiters and INTEGER is an integer used as identifier. E marks an identifier
for a subtree which has already been sent as hypothesis (hypothesis' identifier) to SEM-parser,
R an identifier for the rule used to build the subtree, N the nodes in the subtree and M delimits
a list of edges representing the completion history of a completed part of the current edge. The
following example illustrates a complex completion history:
R 1

R4
R 2

R O

R
R
R
R

1 0052 N 0 N 1 R 10032
1 02 75 N 2 N 3 R 103 1 1
l N 0 N 2 R4 N 2 N 4
2 N 0 N 4 E 1 M

N
N

M

1
3

N
N

••

2
4

M
M

·!;- .:-:
•

#

. This protocol allows the parsers efficiently to exchange information a�out the structure of
their chart without having to deal, with explicit analysis results as feature structures.
Since the SEM-parser does not work directly on linguisiic input but is fed by · the SYN-parser
there are some differences to ordinary chart-parsing. The SEM-parser uses a two-level agenda
mechanism. The low-level agenda manages the bottom-up hypotheses from the syntax. It is
currently a queue, that is, hypotheses are treated in a FIFO manner. The high-level_ agenda
is an agenda as known from chart parsers with scanning, prediction and combination tasks.
What is special here is that the structure of the high-level-agenda is guided mainly_ by the
low-level-agenda. Since the SEM-parser is controlled by the SYN-parser there are two parsing
modes:
• non-autonomous parsing: The parsing process consists mainly of constructing the tree
described by the completion history by using the semantic counterparts of the rules which
led to the syntactic hypothesis. If this fails because of semantic constraints this is reported
back to the SYN-parser.
• quasi-autonomous parsing: If no syntactic hypotheses are present the parser extends the
chart on its own using its rules by completion and prediction steps. Obviously, this is
only possible after some initial information by the SYN-parser, since the SEM-parser is not
directly connected to the input utterance.
We ignore here that SYN-parser and SEM-parser also receive hypotheses from prosody about
phrase boundaries and utterance mood which . also influence the parsing process.

4

Compilation of Subgrammars

In the following sections we discuss possible options and problems for the · distribution of in
formation in a cospecifying grammar. In our· approach the question arises in the form that we
have to specify which of the parsers uses what information. This set of information is what we
call a subgrammar. These subgrammars are generated from a common source grammar.

4. 1

Reducing Representational Overhead by Separation of Syntax
and Semantics

An obvious choice for splitting up the grammar was to separate the linguistic levels (strata) ,
such as syntax and semantics. This choice was also motivated by the observation that typically
the most important constraints on grammaticality of the input are in the syntactic part while
most of the semantics was purely representational. 4 A straightforward way to achieve this is
4 This must be taken cum grano salis as it depends on how a specific gram�ar draws the line between syntax
and semantics: selectional constraints; e.g. for ·verb arguments, typically are part of semantics and are true
constraints. Also, semantic constraints would have a much larger impact if, for instance, agreement constraints
would be considered as semantic, too, as [PS94] suggest .
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by manipulating grammar rules and lexicon entries: for the SYN-parser, we delete recursively
the information under the SEM attributes and similarly cle� the SYN attributes to obtain the
subgrammar for the SEM-parser. We abbreviate these subgrammars by G syn and G sem and the
original grammar by G.
This methodology reduces the size of the structures for the SYN,- parser for lexical entries
to about 30% of the complete structure. One disadvantage of this simple approach is that
coreferences between the linguistic levels syntax and semantics-which will be referred to as
the core/erence skeleton-disappear. This might lead to several problems which we address in
Section 4.2. Sections 4.3 then discusses possible solutions.
Another, more sophisticated way to keep the structures small is due to the type expansion
mechanism in TD£ ([KS95] ) . Instead of destructively modifying the feature structures before
hand, we can employ type expansion to let SYN or SEM unexpanded. This has the desired effect
that we do not lose the coreference constraints and furthermore are free to expand parts of the
feature structure afterwards. We will discuss this feature in Section 4.4. In the actual system this
option was not available as its SYN-parser ( (HW94] ) employed a simpler formalism which does
not provide type expansion. Therefore the TD£ (sub-)grammar had to be expanded beforehand
in order to transform the structures to that formalism.

4.2

Problems

Obviously, the biggest advantage of our method is that unification and copying becomes faster
during processing, due to the smaller structures. We can even estimate the speed-up in the best
case, viz., quasi-linear w.r.t. input structure if only conjunctive structures are used. Clearly, if
many disjunctions are involved, the speed-up might even be exponential.
However, the most important disadvantage of the compilation method is that it no longer
guarantees correctness , that is, the subgrammar(s ) might accept utterances which are ruled out
by the full grammar. This is due to the simple fact that certain constraints are neglected in the
subgrammars. If at least one such constraint is a filtering constraint, we automatically enlarge
the language accepted by this subgrammar w.r.t. complete grammar. Clearly, completeness is
not affected, since we do not add further constraints to the subgrammars.
At this point, let us focus on the estimation above, since it is only a best-case forecast. Sure,
the structures become smaller; however, due to the possible decrease of filter constraints, we
must expect an increase of hypotheses in the parser. And in fact, our experimental results in
Section 5 show that our approach has a different impact on the SYN-parser and the SEM-parser
(see Figure 1) . Our hope here, however, is that the increase of non-determinism inside the parser
is compensated by the processing of smaller structures (see [MK91) for more arguments on this
theme).
In general, even the intersection of the languages accepted by G syn and G s em does not yield
the language accepted by G, but only the weaker relation £(G) C £(G syn ) n £(G sem ) holds.
This behaviour is an outcome of our compilation schema, namely, cutting reentrancy points.
Thus, even if an utterance S is accepted by G with analysis f s (feature structure) , we can
be sure that the unification of the corresponding results for G syn and G syn will subsume f s:
f S :5 f Ssyn I\ f S sem
- Let us mention further problems. First, termination properties might change in case of the
subgrammars. Consider a subgrammar which contains empty productions or unary rules. As
sume that such rules were previously "controlled" by constraints that are no longer present.
Obviously, if a parser is not restricted through additional, non-grammatical constraints, the
iterated application of these rules could lead to an infinite computation, i.e., a loop. This was
sometimes the case during our experiments.
Second, recursive rules could introduce infinitely many solutions for a given utterance. Theo
retically, this might not pose a problem, since the intersection of two infinite sets of parse trees
might be finite. However in practice this problem is hard to avoid.

4.3

Solutions

In this section, we will discuss three solution to the problems mentioned in the last section.
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Feedback Loop. Although semantics construction is driven by the speech parser, the use of
different subgrammars suggest that the speech parser should also be guided by the SEM-parser.
This can be achieved by sending back falsified hypotheses. Because hypotheses are uniquely
identified in our framework, we must only send the integer that identifies the falsified chart
edge. How�ver, such an approach presumes that the SYN-parser is able to revise its chart ( cf.
[Wir92] ) . This idea is currently under implementation.
Coref Skeleton. In order to guarantee correctness of the analysis, we might unify the results
of both parsers with the corresponding coref skeletons at the end. This strategy will not be
pursued here since it introduces an additional processing step during parsing. It would be better
to employ type expansion here in order to let SYN or SEM unexpanded so that coreferences can
be preserved. Exactly this treatment will be investigated in the next section.
Full-Size Grammar The most straightforward way to guarantee correctness is simply by
employing the full-size grammar in one of the two parsers. This might sound strange, but recall
that we process speech input so that even a s·mall grammar constrains possible word hypotheses.
We suggest that the SEM-parser should operate on the full-size grammar since the speech parser
directly communicates with the word recognizer and must process an order of magnitude more
hypotheses than the SEM-parser. Because the SEM-parser passes its analysis on to the semantic
evaluation module, it makes further sense to guarantee correctness here. This has been the final
set-up during our experiments.

4.4

Improvements

This section investigates several improvements of our compilation approach which solve the
problems mentioned before.
Identifying Functional Strata Manually. Normally, the grammarian "knows" which in
formati9n needs to be made explicit. Hence, instead of differentiating between the linguistic
strata SYN and SEM, we let the linguist identify which constraints filter and which only serve as
a means for representation (cf. [Shi85]) . In contrast to the separation along linguistic levels this
approach adopts a functional view cutting across linguistic strata. On this view, the syntactic
constraints together with e.g. semantic selection constraints would constitute a subgramniar.
Bookkeeping Unifications. A semi-automatic way to determine true constraints w.r.t. a
training corpus is simply by bookkeeping feature unification. Features that occur only once on
top of the input feature structures do not specialize the information in the resulting structure
( actually the values of these features ) . Furthermore, features typed to T (top; = [ ]) do not
constrain the result. For instance

This unification indicates that only the path A needs to be made explicit, since its value is
more specific than the corresponding input values: s A v � s and s A v � v.
Partial Evaluation. Partial evaluation, as known from logic programming ([War92] ) , is a
method of carrying out part of the computation at compile time that would otherwise normally
be done at run time, hence improving run time performance of logic programs. Analogous to
partial evaluation of definite clauses, we can partially evaluate annotated grammar rules, since
they drive the derivation. Take for instance · the following grammar rule in TD.C:
np-det-rule : =
max-head- 1-rule --> < det-cat-type , n-bar-cat-type > .
max-head- 1 -rule, det- cat -type, and n-bar- cat -type are types which participate in type
inheritance and abbreviate complex typed feature structure. Partial evaluation means here to
substitute type symbols through their expanded definitions.
Because a grammar contains finitely many rules of the above form and because the daughters
(the right hand side of the rule) are type symbols (a:nd there are only finitely many of them) ,
this partial evaluation process can be performed off-line. Now, only those features are made
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number of sentences: 56
average length: 7.6
SynSem

run time:
#readings:
#hypotheses:
#chart edges:

30.6
1.7
53.0
192.0

Syn

15:2
2.1
58. 1
215.0

%

50
123
1 10
112

Sem

45.8
1.8
81.3
301 . 1

· Sem-1

%

51.8
4.2
*4.2
361 . 7

150
105
153
156

%

169
247
188

SynSem-1

32. 1
3.8
*4.6
227.7

%

105
224
1 19

Figure 1 : Experimental results of SYN/SEM separation. The two last columns indicate the per
formance in incremental mode. * indicates the number of top-down hypotheses which are sent
back by the feedback loop to the SYN-parser (see Section 4.3) . The percentage values are relative
to SynSem.
explicit which actively participate in unification during partial evaluation. In contrast to the
previous method, partial evaluation is corpus-independent.
Type Expansion. We have indicated earlier that type expansion can be fruitfully employed
to preserve the coref skeleton. Type expansion can also be chosen to expand parts of a feature
structure on the fly at run time.
The general idea here is as follows. Guaranteeing that the . lexkon entries and the rules are
consistent, we let everything unexpanded unless we are enforced to make structure explicit . As
was the case for the previous two strategies, this is only necessary if a path is introduced in the
resulting structure which value is more specific than the value(s) in the input structure(s) .
The biggest advantage of this approach is obvious-only those constraints must be touched
which are involved in restricting the set of possible solutions. Clearly, such a test should be
done every time the chart is extended. The cost of such tests and the on-line type expansions
need further investigation.

5

Experimental Results

This section presents experimental results (Fig. 1 ) of our compilation method which indicate
that the simple SYN / SEM separation does not match the distinction between true and spurious
constraints. The measurements have been obtained w.r.t. a corpus of 56 sentences from 4 dialogs.
For the measurements we used as SYN-parser a simple bottom-up chart-parser. Also, no language
model was used, nor other information from acoustics.
The column Syn shows that parsing with syntax only takes 50% of the time of parsing with
the complete grammar (SynSem) . The number of readings, hypotheses, and chart edges only
slightly increase here. Surprisingly however, by employing G sem only, run time efficiency de
creases massively (Sem: 150%) , due to the increase in the number of hypotheses (153%) . This
indicates that most of the filtering constraints are specified in the syntax. Consequently, the
incremental version of semantics construction (Sem-1) is in total even more worse, due to the
incremental behaviour of the SEM-parser, namely, to create readings as early as possible and
to pass these results immediately on. SynSem-1 depicts the measurements for the incremental
version of the SEM-parser with the full-size grammar G.
The apparent increase in the number of readings in the incremental mode is a bit misleading.
S ince in absence of information about the length of the utterance in incremental mode the
parser used as sole criterion for a reading that there is an edge from the start to the current
point of time which represents a maximal, saturated sign. This means for instance that it will
always emit the sentence topic in verb-second sentences as a separate reading. Also, if a sentence
ends with a sequence of free adjuncts, the parser will assume as many readings as there are
adjuncts. So a sentence like I have a meeting on monday with John in incremental mode will
get the following sequence of partial pseudo- "readings" : J, I have a meeting, I have a meeting
on monday, I have a meeting on monday with John . In general, there is only a small overhead
in incremental mode because we are operating over a chart which allows to reuse the parts
already analyzed.
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In the context of the INTARC-II system with word lattice parsing the combination of running
the SYN-parser with the syntactic part of the grammar on the word lattices and running the
SEM-parser with the full grammar (Synsem-1) proved to be quite efficient. That the SEM-parser
has to deal with larger analysis structures in this setup was by far made up for by the fact that
it had much lesser hypotheses to evaluate than the SYN-parser on the word lattice.

6

Conclusions

Linguistic theories like HPSG provide an integrated view on linguistic objects by providing
a framework with a uniform formalism for all levels of linguistic analysis. All information is
integrated in a single information structure, the SIGN . Though attractive from a theoretical
point of view, it raises questions of computational tractability. We subscribe to that integrated
view on the level of linguistic descriptions and specifications. On the other hand, from a com
putational view, we think that for special tasks not all that information is useful or required,
at least not all at the same time.
In this paper we described first attempts to make a more flexible use of integrated linguistic
descriptions by splitting them up into subpackages that ·are handled by special processors.
We also devised an efficient protocol for communication between such processors. First results
have been encouraging. On the other hand, we addressed a number of problems and possible
solutions. Only further research can show which one to prefer.
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In our institute, a student project aiming at the construction of a prototypical natural language
processing (NLP) system is being carried out . Its fundamental goal is the modular design
and implementation of a simple but complete NLP SY,stem which is able to work incrementally
and interactively. Due to its pedagogic character, particular attention is paid to a clear and
transparent design of all modules in order to demonstrate the basic algorithms, even if this is
not sufficient to achieve a high run time efficiency and a very broad linguistic coverage. The
system, which is completely implemented in Scheme (SCM) , is able to analyze short paragraphs
of texts and to answer questions about it with a processing time of a few seconds per sentence.
The text sort we chose are logical puzzles taken from the weekly published German newspaper
"Die Zeit" .
We present an approach for semantic construction and resolution based on an active chart-parser
which analyzes syntax and semantics of natural language sentences incrementally. The parser
consists of a syntactic component using a unification grammar formalism, an augmented variant
of PATR-11, and a semantic component on the basis of Discourse Representation Theory (DRT)
[Kamp, Reyle 1993) . In order to provide intersentential anaphora resolution, our incremental
construction procedure builds discourse representations in which representations of consecutive
sentences are embedded.
Central Desi gn Goals. The design of our parsing system was governed· by two main goals:
On the one hand syntactic and semantic representations should be constructed in parallel, on
the other hand input text should be analyzed incrementally , which is also extended to anaphora
resolution. \Ve chose a co-descriptive approach using a different formalism for each level.
Incrementality. A problem of any compositional semantics construction is that the order of
construction steps may be disadvantageous for anaphora resolution, because, e.g . , the construc
tion for a supposed intrasentential antecedent would have been completed before the anaphoric
NP is considered (c.f. [Johnson 1986) ) . Due to the incrementality of the parsing process it is
guaranteed that information progresses from left to right .
.,\-DRT. For the semantic formalism a combination of .,\-calculus and DRT as developed by
[Reyle 1986] , [Asher 1993] and [Bos et al . 1994) was used. We adopted the last version, where
DRSs are represented as feature structures. A D RS consists of a A-list, the DRS and a special
feature BDR whose value is a list of bindable discourse referents containing discourse referents of
unsolved anaphora. Furthermore, we added features which are required for anaphora resolution:
An ANCHOR list , an AGRM list , CONTEXT , and W E I G HT (see below) . Functional composition
of DRSs is realized by unifying parts of the functor and argument feature structures. But in
contrast to Pinkal , where for functional composition only one element of the argument 's .,\-list
is satisfied, we abandoned this restriction.
We redesigned the semantic formalism such that a parallel construction of syntactic and seman
tic structures can be achieved - structures on both levels are built concurrently .as opposed to
its sequential use in the VERBMOBIL project . There are two generic operators for semantic con
struction, identity (one-place) and compose (two-place) which are applied during the execution
of the fundamental rule: Since in our case chart edges are annotated by categories, syntactic
feature structures and A-DRSs, the applicability of functional composition on the semantic level
is an additional condition for the introduction of new edges.
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Within this framework : different linguistic phenomena of German have been investigated : · pro
cessing of proper names , tense (in the style of Reichenbach) , negation; verbs as verb valency
fillers , scope ambiguities with two newly introduced D RS-operators, plural, and prepositional
phrases and other adjuncts .
Resolution of Anaphora. For inter- and intrasentential anaphora resolution , personal_ pro
nouns , reflexive pronouns and definite NPs are being considered , for which indefinite NPs and
proper names are admissible antecedents. There are basically two means to achieve resolution:
restrictions and preference weights ( c.f. [Carbonell , Brown 1 988] ) .
M any coreferences of anaphors and antecedents can b e excluded by strict linguistic restrictions
like gender-number agreement (using AGRM ) , binding principles, intersentential D RS accessi
bility constraints and semantic type constraints . In general, only antecedents within the local
syntactic domain are candidates for a coreference of reflexive pronouns. For intersentential
anaphors, DRS accessibility constraints are modeled by considering only the atomic conditions
on the topmost D RS level of the DRSs of the past discourse as possible antecedents.
In establishing reference, anaphors are checked for simple semantic type consistency as soon as
the semantic construction has been proceeded so far that it is obvious which valency slot of a
verb will be filled by the NP under consideration .
Antecedents obeying those constraints are being scored by preferences , the calculation of which
comprises the recency of anaphor and antecedent , syntactic parallelism in coordinated clauses,
a simple focus mechanism , and topicalization preference.
References are resolved incrementally by considering inactive chart edges which correspond to
anaphoric NPs. Inactive edges are suitable for insertion because they correspond to syntactically
completely analyzed parts of the sentence. In the case of unresolved coreferences the respective
discourse reference are inserted into the BDR list . If suitable antecedents can be found , for
each of them a new inactive edge with a corresponding coreference entry, an empty BDR list ,
and a WEIG H T entry with the calculated scoring is built . In order to limit the growth of the
number of edges, the next steps of the construction procedure are checking for violations (binding
principles, semantic type consistency) which could not be recognized before.
Referential ambiguity is handled in the following way : The context entry of the structure from
which the antecedent has been taken is inserted into the C O N TEXT edge list of the intersentential
anaphoric A-DRSs. A new edge will not be generated if the functional composition of two
A-DRSs, which have been uniquely assigned as the discourse context , fails for the re�on of
incompatible C ONTEXT entries .
Due to its incremental realization , the results of reference resolution are already available before
the completion of semantic construction . By multiplying the WEIGHT entries, only the best
scored results on the sentence level are used in the following steps.
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1

Introduction

I explore in t his paper a variety of approaches to Prolog term encoding typed feature structure
grammars. As in Carpenter [3] , the signature for such grammars consists of a bounded complete
partial order of types under subsumption (;J) along with a partial function Approp : Type x
Feat _._ Type. The appropriateness specification is subject to the constraint that feature-value
specifications for subtypes are at least as specific as those for supertypes: if Approp(t , F) = s
and t subsumes t', then Approp( t', F) = s' for-<some s' subsumed by s . 1
Previous approaches to term encoding of typed feature structures ( [1] , [2] , [7] ) , have assumed
a similar signature plus additional restrictio�s such as: limitations on multiple inheritance, or
exclusion of more specific feature-value declarations on subtypes. The encoding presented here
is subject to no such restrictions. The encoding will ensure that every feature structure is well
typed (Carpenter [3] ) , i.e . , for every feature F on a node with type t, the value of this feature
must be subsumed by Approp(t , F) . And furthermore, the encoding will ensure, as required
by HP S G , that every feature structure is extendible to a maximally specific well-type feature
structure. 2
Previous approaches, discussed in §2, have adopted a technique from Mellish [18] [19] in
which each type is encoded as an open-ended data structure representing the path taken through
the type hierarchy to reach that type. Or, in other words, a type t is represented as a sequence
of types, starting at the most general type bele>w T and ending at t, in which each consecutive
pair consists of supertype followed by immediate subtype. By bundling features together with
the types that introduce them, it is then possible to allow the number of features on a type to
increase as the type is further instantiated. The disadvantage of this representation, though, is
that there is no unique path leading to a multiply-inherited type or any of its subtypes. While
a grammar with multiple-inheritance cannot generally be represented in this approach, it is still
possible, as explained in §2. 1 , to compile the multiple inheritance out of the type hierarchy and
then term-encode a semantically equivalent g:,ammar. In this approach, multiple inheritance
exists as a convenience to the grammar writer, but is not actually used at run time.
1 Other more complex constraints can be compiled out [13) .

So a system that only uses appropriateness

conditions is more general than it might first appear.
2 See Pollard & Sag [20], p. 21
. . . a feature structure can be taken as a partial description of any of the well-typed (or totally
well-typed, or totally well-typed and sort-resolved) feature structures that it subsumes. We choose
to eliminate this possible source of confusion bymsing only totally well-typed sort-resolved feature
structures as (total) models of linguistic entities and AVM diagrams (not feature structures) as
descriptions.
It follows from this, that for an AVM to describe something, it must be extendible to a totally well-typed sort
resolved (or type-re3 0 /ved) feature structure. As is standard in computational linguistics, I use the term feature
3tructure to mean what Pollard and Sag mean by AVM. It turns out that for computational purposes, we will
never be interested in Pollard & Sag's notion of a feature structure. For computational purposes, we want more
compact feature structures, which can provably be e:ictended to (totally) well-typed and type-resolved feature
structures. See [1 1] [16] for details.
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The encoding presented here will in some instances require the introduction of disj unctions
in order to ensure satisfiability of feature structures, i.e., to ensure that feature structures are ex
tendible to maximally specific well-typed feature structures. 3 This introduction of disj unctions
may, in the worst case , exponentially increase the size of the grammar. Practical experience
with H P S G grammars on the Troll system ( (9] , (15) ) has shown, however , that feature structure
compaction techniques can be used to keep this increase reasonably small. In § 3 , I discuss
how these techniques can be incorporated into a term unification approach . In §3. 1 , I discuss
the technique of unextension, which involves replacing disjunctions of feature structures with
maximally specific types on their nodes by smaller disjunctions of feature structures in which
the nodes are labelled by more general types. In §3.2, I discuss the use of unfilling to remove
uninformative feature-value pairs. I show how this technique can be used not only to make
feature structures smaller, but also to eliminate disjunctions. Then , in §3.3, I show how the
remaining disjunctions can sometimes be efficiently encoded as distributed ( or named) disj unc
tion . Distributed disjunctions have been discussed elsewhere in the literature, but not in the
context of term encoded feature structures . Finally in §4, I summarize the approach taken in
this paper and discuss directions of future research .

2

Types-as-Paths Encoding

The types-as-paths encoding, introduced by Mel_l ish (18] , uses an open-ended data structure
representing the path taken through the type hierarchy to reach that type. For simplicity,
let us first consider how to represent types that do not take any features, such as the types
subsumed by a in fig. 1 .

a
�
a2
al

�
a3
a4

/----_:

b [ F:
d [ F:

a ]

al ] e [ :

C

:

Figure 1 : A Simple Type Hierarchy and Appropriateness Specification
type

encoding

al
a2
a3
a4

a ( a2 ( _) )
a ( a2 ( a3 ) )
a ( a2 ( a4 ( _) ) )

, a

a ( _)
a ( a1 ( _) )

It is clear that the encodings for a, a2 and a4 will all unify, whereas the encodings for a2 and
al will not unify. 4 While, in general , the encoding employs open data structures, the example

3 1 am simplifying here for the sake of exposition. The notion of "satisfiable feature structure" is treated in
full in King [16) .
4 The encoding used in ALE [4) i s similar except that the paths may be gappy. Thus, a4 could b e encoded
as any of the f�llowirig: _-a4-a2-a, _-a4-a, _-a4-a2 or _-a4. _ In this example, the path reflects the derivational
history of how the a4 got to be an a4. This same principle is used in the implementation of updateable arrays
in the Quintus Prolog library. Since the encoding is not unique, a special purpose unifier must be used, which
dereferences each type before unifying. Thus this gappy representation is not applicable for the goal of this
paper, which is to use ordinary (Prolog-style) term unification.
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shows that a3 , since it is maximally specific, can be encoded as a ground term. If, however,
we wish to be able to distinguish in a feature structure between reentrant and non-reentrant
instances of a3 , then we would need encode a3 also as an open term : a ( a2 ( a3 ( _) ) ) . 5
This encoding allows a particularly convenient encoding of feature information . If a type
introduces n features, then we simply add n additional argument slots to that type in each
path. For example, consider the encodings of b and e: .
type
b
e

encoding

b ( _, ...F ) )
b ( e ( _, _G ) , ...F) )

As can be seen from this example, there is essentially no difference between the encoding
of a simple type t and the encoding of a feature structure of type t. The encoding of each
type has slots in it where all of the feature value information can be included . The encoding
for e is particularly instructive. As can be seen , e takes two features, which are introduced <;1,t
two different p oints along the path. Furthermore, e is a subtype of b, which has only a single
argument position for the feature F. It is clear then that the number of slots for features can
increase as a type is further instantiated .
The idea of bundling feature information along with the type that introduces that feature is
certainly elegant. However, there is a drawback when not all of the information about a feature
is located on a single type. For example, the type d inherits a feature F from the supertype
b, but then adds a more specific value specification for this feature. Consider what happens
when the feature structure b [F : a] (encoded : b ( _ , a ( _) ) ) ) unifies with the feature structure d
(encoded: b ( d , ...F) ) ) . The unification of these two encodings is b (d , a ( _) ) ) , i.e. , d[F : a] , which
is not well-typed. This, however, is not really a problem specific to the types-as-paths encoding .
Any typed feature structure approach with appropriateness specifications needs to incorporate
type inferencing. As discussed in § 2 .2 (see also [1 1] ) , one way to maintain appropriateness is
to multiply out disj unctive possibilities. For example, b[F : a] should be multiplied out to:
{ d[F : a l] , e [F : a] } . As seen in the next section , handling multiple inheritance will also involve
introducing disj unctions. So the problem of efficiently representing such disjunction ( discussed
in § 3 ) will be of crucial importance.

2.1

Compiling Out Multiple Inheritance

Multiple inheritance is a genuine problem for the types-as-paths representation . The problem
is that if a type can be reached by multiple paths through the type hierarchy, then there is no
longer a unique representation for that type. A partial solution to this to use multi- dimensional
inheritance as in Erbach [7] and Mellish [18] . This idea involves encoding types as a set of
paths rather than as a single path. The intuition is supposed to be that each path in this set
represents a different dimension in the inheritance hierarchy.
Consider, for example, the commonly used type hierarchy for lists in fig. 2. The types

--------r----._
list

ne_list
neJist...sign

ne_lisLquant

eJist

Figure 2: Multiple inheritance in type hierarchy for lists
ne-1ist, list ..sign and lisLquant are not mutually exclusive, so it seems reasonable to represent

5 This idea is used, for example, in the ProFIT system [7] in order to distinguish between intensional and
extensional types (see Carpenter [3] for this distinction). This distinction is certainly important. However, as it
is a side issue for this paper, 'i will ignore it.
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these types by a set of paths . ne-1ist, for example, could be represented as list (ne...list , _, _)
and ne-1isLquant as li st (ne...list , -, list_quant ) . This seems to work fine except that there
would be no way to rule out the unification of the encodings for ne-1ist:_quant and ne-1ist ....sign.
These two types unify to give the non-existent type list (ne...list , list_s ign , list....quant ) .
So the restriction on this encoding is the following: if types t and t' have a subtype in common ,
then every subtype of t must be subsumed by t'. In the list example, ne-1ist and list....sign
have a subtype in common (ne.Jist ....sign) . However , list ....sign also subsumes e-1ist, which is
not subsumed by ne.Jist. So while this approach may work for some special cases of multiple
inheritance, it is not a general solution to the problem . 6
Given the problems with representing multiple inheritance, it is reasonable to ask how
important multiple inheritance is. In fact , given some reasonable closed world assumptions
as discussed in the next section , it is possible to compile out all multiple inheritance. To see
this , consider what happens when we remove from the list hierarchy the types list....sign and
lisLquant . As seen in fig. 3 , removing these two types is sufficient to eliminate all multiple
list
ne_list
�
neJisLsign
. neJisLquant

e_list

Figure :3 : Type hierarchy for lists with multiple inheritance compiled out
inheritance. In order to legitimize removing types from the type hierarchy, two further steps
are needed . First , some disj unctive appropriateness specifications must be introduced. For
example, for any type t and feature F with Approp(t , F) list ....sign, the new appropriateness
conditions should include the disj unctive specification Approp(t , F)
{ne.Jist ....sign, e-1ist} . 7
And second , any feature structure containing the type list....si gn on a node must be compiled
into two feature structures: one with ne-1ist....sign and one with e-1ist. So some lexical entries
or rules may have to be compiled out into multiple instances. The question of how to deal with
this introduced disjunction is treated in § 3 .

=

2.2

=

Closed World Assumptions

So far, we have seen that a closed world interpretation of the type hierarchy will allow us to
compile out multiple inheritance at the cost of introducing some disjunctions into the grammar .
But the closed world assumption is not a condition that is imposed solely for the purpose of
term encoding . As shown in Gerdemann & King [10] [1 1] , the closed world assumption is needed
if types are to be used to encode any kind of feature cooccurrence restrictions. As noted by
Copestake et al . [5] this deficiency of open-world type systems leads to serious problems for
expressing any kind of linguistic constraints .
While the closed world assumption is clearly needed , it is also the case that there is a price to
be paid for maintaining this condition . In particular, Gerdemann & King [ 1 0] [1 1] showed that
maintaining this condition will sometimes involve multiplying out disjunctive possibilities. For
example, consider the type hierarchy in fig . 4. Every feature structure of type a must ultimately
be resolved to either a feature structure of type a' or of type a" . So the feature structure
a [F : bool , G : boo/] really represents the set of resolvants { a' [F : + , a : -] , a" [F : - , G : +] } and
the feature structure a [F : [D, G : [D ] really represents the empty set of feature structures. 8 To
make our terminology precise, let us call feature structures such as a' [F : +] , a' [F : -] , a" [F : +]
6 A second problem with the approach is that it provides no way to attach features to multiply inherited
types. So if ne-1ist_quant has some features which are not inherited from either ne-1ist or lisLquant, then
there is no position in either path of types to which these features can be attached .
7 Such disjunctive appropriateness specifications are allowed, at least internally, in the Troll system [9] .
8 Note that this last feature structure would be considered "well-typed" in ALE. For ALE, one must assume
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Figure 4 : Type hierarchy requiring type resolution
and a" [F : -] extensions of the feature structure a [F : boo /] . So a feature structure a can be
extended by replacing the type on each node by a species subsumed by that type. The set of
resolvants is then the set of extensions which also satisfy the appropriateness conditions : in
this case { a' (F : +] , a"[F : -] } . Note that the resol�ants of a feature structure need not b e
totally well typed in the sense o f Carptenter [3] , i .e . , there can be appropriate features such
as G which are not in the resolvant . 9 This fact will .be of great importance when we consider
efficient representations for sets of resolvants in the next section .
So if our term representation for typed feature structures is to maintain the constraints
imposed by the appropriateness specification, it looks as if we will again have to expand feature
structures out into multiple instances . In fact , as discussed in § 3 , there are methods both for
reducing the need for disj unctions and for compactly representing those disj unctions that can 't
b e eliminated. But before considering these methods, let us first consider one very desirable
property of resolved feature structures , namely that the resolved feature structures are closed
under unification .
If we use a specialized feature structure unifier , then there exists the possibility of building
in type inferencing as part of unification . If all unification is simply term unification , however ,
then we don 't have this option . We need all type inferencing to be static, i . e . , applied at compile
time . 1 0 So when two feature structures which satisfy appropriateness conditions unify, the result
of this unification must also satisfy appropriateness conditions . As shown in Gerdemann & King
[1 1] and King [ 1 6] , this is indeed the case for resolved feature structures . Intuitively, the reason
for this is quite simple . Type inferencing in a system like ALE has the effect of increasing the
specificity of types on certain nodes in a feature structure. If all of these types are already
maximally specific, then ALE-style type inferencing could only apply vacuously.

3

Minimizing Disj unctions

We have now seen two instances in which feature structures may need to be multiplied out into
disj unctive possibilities . First , this may arise as a result of eliminating multiple inheritance
from the type hierarchy. And second, as a result of the type resolution which is needed in
order to ensure static typing . Now in this section , I discuss how the need for this disj unction
can be reduced by the technique of unextension § 3 . l and by unfilling § 3 . 2 . And then in § 3 . 3 , I
show how the remaining disj unctions can at least sometimes be efficiently represented by using
distributed disj unctions.

3.1

U nextension

First , consider the disjunction that is introduced by type resolution . Most of this disj unction
can be eliminated by using the technique of unextension. Recall that in § 2 . 2 , I defined the
an open world semantics in which an object described by a [F : [TI, G: [TI ) is neither of type a' nor of type a".
9 In fact , in general resolved feature structures cannot be totally well typed since total-well typing creates
more nodes in a feature structure which would then need to be resolved and then total-well typed again. The
result is an infinite loop [1 1] .
1 0 Note, for the sake of comparison, that type inferencing is not static in ALE. The unification of well-typed
feature structures is not guaranteed to be well-typed. It is, in fact , not even guaranteed to be well-typable.
Thus, the ALE unifier must do type inferencing at run time.
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extension of a feature structure a to be a feature structure in which the type on each node of
a has been replaced by a species subsumed by that type. Now, let us define the extensions
of a set of feature structures S as the set of all extensions of the members of S . And then
define the unextension of a set of feature structures S as the minimal cardinality set of feature
structures S' such that extensions(S' ) = S . 1 1 So whenever a feature structure is resolved to a
large disjunction of feature structures S, we can normally compact this disjunction back down
to a much smaller unextended set S' . Since the extensions of S and S' are the same, it is clear
that these two sets of feature structures represent the same information .
As a simple-but extremely commonly occurring-example, consider a feature structure F ,
all o f whose extensions are well-typed . I n this case, the set o f resolvants o f F i s exactly the
set of extensions of F. So the unextended set of resolvants of F is simply { F} . 1 2 So resolving
and then unextending F appears at first to accomplish nothing. But , in fact, there is a gain.
Initially, with the feature structure F we had no guarantee that static typing would be safe.
But with the resolved-unextended set { F } , we now know that there are no non-well typed
extensions, so there will never be a need for run-time type inferencing.
As another example, consider the set of resolvants that H P S G allows for:
head-st ruc[HEAD-DTR : sign,

COMP -DTRS :

elist]

Since the only subtype of head-struc for which elist is an appropriate value on comp-dtrs is
head-comp-_s truc, we get the following set of resolvants:

{ head-comp-struc[HEAD-DTR : word,

COMP-DTRS : elist] ,
COMP-DTRS : elist] } .

head-comp-struc[HEAD-DTR : phrase,

This two element set corresponds exactly to the set of extensions for the following one element
unextended set :

{ head-comp-st ruc[HEAD-DT R : sign,

COMP-DTRS :

elist] }

So the combination of resolving and unextending simply has the effect of bumping the top
level _t ype from head-struc to head-comp-struc. This then rules out the malformed feature
structure that might have been obtained , for example, by unification with a feature structure
of type head-filler-struc.
Consider now the disjunctions that are introduced by compiling out multiple inheritance.
- Recall that this technique involves eliminating intermediate types from the hierarchy. It does not
remove any species from the hierarchy. Thus, regardless of whether or not multiple inheritance
has been compiled out, the resolvants of a feature structure F will be exactly the same. Since,
unextension involves replacing species on nodes with intermediate types, the possibilities for
unextending a set of feature structures will be reduced when some intermediate types have been
removed , So it turns out that compiling out multiple inheritance actually introduces disj unction
in a rather indirect manner.

3.2

Unfilling

Another operation that can be used to reduce the need for disjunction is unfilling, which is
the reverse of Carpenter's [3] fill operation . In general, the purpose of unfilling is to keep
1 1 The normal form result of Gotz [1 2] shows, albeit rather indirectly, that there is a unique unextension for the
set of resolvants of a feature structure-assuming there are no unary branches in the type hierarchy. For Gotz,
unextension is an implicit part of his function for resolving feature structures. I have abstracted unextension out
as a separate operation purely for expository reasons. In an actual implementation (such as Troll [91 ) it makes
more sense to follow Gotz ' s approach since it is not very efficient for the compiler to expand feature structures
out into huge sets that then have to be collapsed back down. ·
1 2 There is, however, one complication, namely, if there are unary branches in the type hierarchy, then a feature
structure might be resolved and then unextended back to a slightly different, but semantically identical feature
structure (see Carpenter [3] , chap. 9) . For our purposes here, it doesn't matter if the unextension of a set of
feature structures is not unique.
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feature structures small. If a feature in a feature structure has a value which is no more specific
than the appropriateness specification would require, then-assuming no reentrancies would be
eliminated and no dangling parts of the feature structure would be created-that feature and
its value may be removed . So, in HPSG for example, if the AUX feature in a feature structure of
type verb has the value boolean, then this AUX feature can be removed.
Unfilling is most important, however, when it turns out that eliminating features allows us
to further apply unextension to eliminate disjunctions. For example, given the type hierarchy
and appropriateness specification in fig. 4 above, the feature structure a [F : boo/ , G : boo/]
is resolved to {a'[F : +, G : -] , a"[F : - , G : +]}. However, both of the features F and G
have uninformative values, i.e. , values which tell us nothing more than we already know from
the appropriateness specification. In fact , this is true both in the unresolved feature structure
and in each of the resolvants. So these two features can be unfilled to give us the new set of
resolvants {a' , a" } . This new set of resolvants can now be unextended to the set {a } .
There is clearly a great deal more that can be said about unfilling and about the class
of unfilled feature structures. The issues, however, are not specific to the problem of term
encoding. So I will simply refer the reader to the discussion in Gerdemann & King [1 1] and
Gotz [12] .

3.3

Distributed Disjunctions

U nextension and unfilling can be used to eliminate quite a lot of disjunctions. Unfortunately,
not all disj unctions can be eliminated with these techniques. But still, as noted in Gerdemann
& King [10] [1 1] , the remaining disjunctions, have a rather special property. All of the resolvants
of a feature structure have the same shape. They differ only in the types labelling the nodes.
In a graph-unification based approach, this property can be used to allow the use of a relatively
simple version of distributed ( or named) disjunction . This device can be used to push top level
disj unctions down to local, interacting disjunctions as in this example: 13
neJisLquant
(1 ndisLsign ndisLquant)
ne_/isLsign
] , [ HEAD : quant
] } ⇒ [ H,EAD : ( 1 sign quant)
]
{ [ HEAD : sign
TAI L : lisLsign
TAIL: lisLquant
TAI L : ( 1 lisLsign lisLquant)

The idea is that if the nth alternative is chosen for a disjunction of a particular name, then
then nth alternative has to be chosen uniformly for all other instances of disjunction with the
same name.
Distributed disjunctions have been discussed in a fair amount of recent literature ( [1 7] , [6] ,
[8] , [14] ) . This version of distributed disj unction , however, is particularly simple since only the
type labels are involved. It is not at all difficult to modify a graph unification algorithm in
order to handle such disjunctions. Such a modified unification algorithm is used, for example,
in the Troll system [9] .
For term-represented feature structures, however, it will not be possible to directly encode
such distributed disjunctions. 14 So rather than encoding distributed disjunctions in a feature
1 3 The example is a little unrealistic since the features HEAD and TAIL could be unfilled. To make the example
more realistic, imagine the feature structures embedded in a larger feature structure and imagine that the values
of HEAD and TAIL are reentrant with other parts of this feature structure, so that these features could not be
unfilled without breaking these reentrancies.
14 Actually there is an alternative representation for types that would allow a limited amount of direct encoding
of distributed disjunctions. Following the basic idea of Mellish [18] , one could represent each type as a set of
species encoded as a vset, where a vset is a term vset(Xo , X1 , . . . , XN ), with the conditions that:

=0
XN = 1

• Xo
•

• Xi

=

Xi- 1 if the i'th possible element is not in the set

With this types-as-vsets representation, some dependencies can be represented as variable sharing across vsets.
This idea is elaborated upon in an earlier (and longer) version of the present paper.
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structure, we must encode them as definite clause attachments to the feature structure. The
idea is fairly simple , to efficiently represent a set of feature structures S, we factor S into first
term-represented feature structure, US, expressing the commonalities across all of the members
of S , and second , a set of definite clause attachments expressing all of the allowable further
extensions. There is, however, one hitch; namely, how do we know that US will be expressible
as a Prolog term? If US is well typed, then there is no problem. But if US contains a node
labeled with t with a with an inappropriate feature F, then the types-as-paths representation
simply provides no argument position for this inappropriate feature.
A solution to this problem can be found by imposing the feature introduction condition of
Carpenter [3] . Thi� condition requires that for each feature F , there is a unique most general type
Int ro( F ) for which this feature is appropriate. Or, the other way around , if F is appropriate
for t and .t' , then it will also be appropriate for t U t". It is straightforward to see, then ,
that given the feature introduction condition, if the feature structures F S and F S' contain no
inappropriate features, then F S U FS' will also contain no inappropriate features.
As an example, consider again the type hierarchy in fig. 1 . Suppose that we want to efficiently
represent the set : 1 5
{ d[F : a l ) , e [F : a] }
The generalization of these two feature structures is then term encodable as follows:
b [F : a] = b ( X , a ( Y ) )
Suppose now, that we want to use this feature structure as the · lexical entry for the word w.
For this simple example , we can encode this with j ust one definite clause attachment: 1 6 .
l ex ( w , b ( X , a ( Y ) ) ) : p (X , Y ) .
p ( d , a1 ( _ ) ) .
p(e(_) ' _) .

One should note here the similarity to distributed disjunctions. The term b ( X , a ( Y ) ) rep
resents the underlying shape of the feature structure and the defining clauses for p encode
dependencies between types. It is, in fact , rather surprising that this division is even possible.
One of the features of the types-as-paths encoding is that the features are bundled· together
with the types that introduce them. So one might not have expected to see these two types of
information unbundled in this manner.

4

Conclusions

Some previous approaches to term encoding of typed feature structures have enforced restric
tions against multiple inheritance and against having having more specific feature-value dec
larations on subtypes. But such restrictions make typing virtually useless for encoding any
meaningful constraints . The only restriction imposed in the present approach is the feature
introduction condition , which is also imposed in A L E ( [4] ) . In fact , even this minor restriction
could be eliminated if we were to allow somewhat less efficient definite clause attachments.
We have seen that in order to enforce constraints encoded in the appropriateness specifica
tions , it will sometimes be necessary to use definite clause attachments to encode disj unctive
possibilities . Practical experience with the Troll system suggests that not many such attach
ments will be needed . Nevertheless, they will arise and will therefore need to be processed
15 Again,

this is an unrealistic example (see footnote 13). One would not normally need distributed disjunctions
for such a simple case .
. 1 6 Multiple attachments wouid correspond to named disjunctions with different names.
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efficiently. Certainly options such as delaying these goals or otherwise treating them as con
straints can be explored. In fact, one of the main advantages of having a term encoding is that
so many options are available from all of the literature on efficient processing of logic programs.
So the approach to term encoding presented here should really be viewed as j ust the first step
in the direction of efficient processing of typed feature structure grammars.
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Abstract

We present a metagrammatical formalism, generic rules, to give a default interpretation
to grammar rules. Our formalism introduces a process of dynamic binding interfacing the
level of pure grammatical knowledge representation and the parsing level. We present an
approach to non-constituent coordination within categorial grammars, and reformulate it as
a generic rule. This reformulation is context-free parsable and reduces drastically the search
space associated to the parsing task for such phenomena.

1 Introduction
Grammatical theories always make a distinction between unmarked and marked phenomena.
The general case is to use certain mechanisms which are likely to deal with regular behaviour.
More complex mechanisms should be available when exceptional behaviour is present. However,
this difference is not formally expressed in most grammar accounts of complex phenomena. The
need to restrict licensing of additional grammar resources is commonly asserted outside of the
formal framework used. As exceptional rules involve a higher computational cost, parsing
processes associated to such formalisms become computationally intractable.
Non-constituent coordination treatments show this pattern. In general, a conjunction com
bines constituents. But .there are cases where the conjunction coordinates linguistic elements
which do not form a constituent. For instance, consider ' John went to Alabama in summer and
to Spain in fall', The conjunction ' and' is coordinating ' to Alabama in summer' with ' to Spain
in /arr, which do not form constituents. The solutions displayed in the literature incorporate
additional grammatical resources to deal with such data. We would expect a high restriction
on the use of the rules associated to this phenomena, but all we have is informal comments
about when to apply them. That makes parsing time of the grammar exponential in the length
of the string.
Though there is a general concern on the need to make explicit some process of rule licensing,
no formal framework has been proposed, to our knowledge, to regulate the interaction between
regular and exceptional grammatical resources. In this paper we propose a metagrammatical
formalism, generic rules, to give a different degree of specificity to each grammatical rule. We
present an approach to parse non-constituent coordination within categorial grammars that can
be parsed in polynomial time when reformulated as a generic rule.
The essential idea is to introduce a process of dynamic binding interfacing the level of pure
grammatical representation and the parsing processes. When the parsing process calls the
grammar to combine linguistic objects, the dynamic binding process inspects the applicable
grammatical resources, considers their different priority and returns an effective rule, or set of
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rules, to be applied on such linguistic objects. This approach is inspired in the object-oriented
programming paradigm, where polymorphism is exploited in order to get default and specific
behaviour.
In order to make dynamic binding a meaningful process, we will view generic and specific
behaviour as object-oriented functions that map daughters information into mother features. A
set of such functions will be called a generic rule. Precedence between them will be established
according to the specificity of the type constraints on the daughters.
This paper is structured as follows: first, we outline the main ideas behind our approach.
Next, we make a more formal presentation of generic rules. Then, we turn to the linguistic
problem of non-constituent coordination, and give a linguistic explanation within categorial
grammar that uses the tuple operation in_t roduced in [Solias, 1993, Morrill and Solias, 1993).
Recognition with that grammar is NP-hard, as it is with most extensions of Lambek Calculus.
We present , then, a reformulation of that grammar as a generic rule. The representational
facilities of generic rules allow the specification of each grammatical resource at an appropriate
level of specificity, drastically constraining the search space for the parsing task.

2 Generic Rules
2 . 1 Underlying Ideas

Consider a context-free grammar - possibly augmented with functional restrictions attached to
each rule - that includes the hierarchy VP ➔ VP 1 I VP2 I VP 3 I VP 4 I VPi and the rule S ➔ NP VP.
If we decide to write down a new rule that specifies a different, more specific behaviour for
VPi when combining with a NP, we could think of adding a new rule as: S i ➔ NP VPi . If our aim
is to state this rule as the rule to be used when the VP belongs to the more specific subclass VPi ,
we want the production S ⇒ NP VPi to be valid, but not the production S ⇒ NP VP ⇒ NP VPi .
Just adding Si ➔ NP VPi to the _C FG does not capture the exceptional sense of the rule; in a
CFG , both derivations are equally possible.
We have two options to get the desired behaviour from the CFG. The first one is to keep
S ➔ NP VP and rewrite the specific r1:1le Si ➔ NP VPi into the following set of rules:
S -+ NP VP1 I NP VP 2 I NP VP3 I NP VP4
(1)
The second one is t o rewrite the hierarchy, in order t o keep the number of rules invariant:
S ➔ NP VPt
VP ➔ VPi I VPt
(2)
VPt -+ VP 1 I VP 2 I VP3 I VP4
Si ➔ NP VPi
None of these options is an incremental way of capturing exceptions in a grammar. The in
troduction of 'an exception forces the revision of previously described lexical types and grammar
rules.
This naive-example exemplifies a problem that becomes significant when an operation or rule
carries on most of the information-combining task. This is a standard situation in lexicalist
approaches to grammar. For instance, [Dowty, 1988) proposes a distinction between a basic
categorial grammar, which only includes forward and backward application, and an extended
grammar that also includes type raising and functional composition. The basic grammar is used
for most of the analysis, whereas the extended one should only be used in specific · situations
such as non-constituent coordination� It is suggested that this rules should be licensed only
when functional application fails to parse a string. However, no formalization of the different
status of such rules is offered.
We propose a formalism to express and handle default and exceptional rules within a phrase
structure approach that permits this kind of representations . Our formalism describes rules as
object-oriented functions that map daughters information into mother features. As in object
oriented programming, precedence between rules is not given statically iri the linguistic signa
ture, but it is dynamically established upon the types of the input structures of the composi
tional process. When combining two constituents, a metagrammatical mechanism establishes
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a partial order for the candidate rules and selects the IDibst appropriate rule ( or set o f rules) to
be applied.
I
Before defining such framework, let us introduce the proposal with a generic rule repre
sentation for the naive example above. The generic, rule having the desired behaviour for rule
S ➔ NP VP and rule Si ➔ NP VPi has this aspect:
SYN NP® VP ( x , y ) = S
SYN - {
SYNNP® VP i ( x , y ) = S i

(3)

Equation 3 describes a generic rule, SYN, that returns a type for the composition of two
linguistic objects. SYNNP ® VP ( x , y ) = S is a partial rule applicable when the arguments :z: , y
belong to the types NP , VP , in that order. SYN NP® VP i ( x , y ) = S i is applicable when the
arguments belong to the types NP , VP i .
A bottom-up parsing process may call SYN when i t tries t o combine two objects with types
x , y . The applicable partial rules will be { SYN a ® b I a ::; x , b ::; y } . The natural way to
establish precedence between rules is attending to the specificity of the type constraints o f their
arguments: SYN a ® b will be more specific than SYN c ®d i f a ::; c , b ::; d .
Some examples of the application of SYN would be:
SYN (NP , VP ) = S
SYN ( VP 2 , NP ) =1-

SYN (NP , VP 2 )
SYN (NP , VP i)

In each case, the following partial rules have been applied:
SYN (NP , VP ) =} SYN NP® VP
SYN ( VP 2 , NP ) -<===> 1- ( no applicable rule)

=S
= Si

SYN (NP , VP 2 ) -<===> SYN NP® VP
SYN (NP , VP i) -<===> SYNNP® VP

(4)

( 5)

In that way, we have the ability to express default rules, and rules with different degrees o f
specificity in an incremental way, without a need to give them different formal status. Also,
only minor changes have to be made to a CFG parsing algorithm in order to work with generic
rules.
2.2 Definition of a Generic Rule
Consider a partially ordered set (poset) ( ::; , T) · and a domain of linguistic objects O typed
with ( � , T) (i.e. , there is a function type:O ➔ T) . Consider also an informational domain �
associated to O by means of a function <f>:O ➔ � (perhaps multivaluated) that associates at
least one element in � to every object of 0.
A generic rule G over the tuple ( ( ::; , T) , O, �) is another tuple ( ( j , T* ) , F, Q ) , where:
• F is a set of functions, that will be called partial rules, of the form:

where t 1 , t 2 E T, and the following condition holds on the set of partial rules:
Vf t 1 ®t 2 , f q 1 ®q 2 E F , t 1 = q l A t 2 = q 2 -<===> f t 1 ®t 2 = f q 1 ®q 2 .

• ( j , T* ) is a partially ordered poset defined over F as follows:

T* = { t 1 ®t 2 1 f t i®t 2 E F}
V:z: 1 ®:z: 2 , y 1 0y 2 E T* x 1 ®:z: 2 j y 1 0y 2 -<===> x 1 ::; y 1 an d :z: 2 ::; y 2

We call cartesian poset ( j , T* ) over a poset ( ::; , T) to any subset of T x T equipped with
the partial ordering relation j .
We call cartesian type of a partial rule f t 1 ®t 2 • to the type specification t 1 ®t 2 .
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( =s , T* U { her® e arri ng s } )

---------------
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noun
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c oun t -noun

I

I
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Figure 1 : vVhen the generic rule associated to T* is invoked to compose h er and e arri ngs , a cartesian
type h e r®e arr i ngs is dynamically considered, but it has more than one direct supertype; therefore,
there is not a single most specific rule to be applied on that constituents .
• V x 1 , x 2 E T, 9 ( x 1 , x 2 )

= f t @t 2

such that t 1 ® t 2 is the lowest upper bound of
1
x 1 ®x 2 in T* U { x 1 ®x 2 } .

9 is called t he dynamic binding function for G. It interfaces parsing processes with the
grammar, selecting the most specific partial rule in F given two arguments of types x 1 , x 2 •
Note that T* is a subset of the cartesian product T x T, and that the partial ordering
relation =s is deduced from the relation � that holds between the elements of T. By means
of the definition of cartesian poset, we have managed to axiomatize precedence issues between
partial rules: turning the dynamic binding process into a simple order checking over the elements
of a poset.
The function 9 provides the interface of the generic rule, as a system of object-oriented
functions, with the parsing process that calls it. In particular, the dynamic binding function
provides the default interpretation for partial rules. Given a pair of arguments of types x 1 , x 2 ,
a dynamic extension T* U { :z: 1 ®x 2 } of the original cartesian poset ( =s , T* ) that includes the
cartesian type x 1 0:z: 2 is considered . In virtue of the definition of the partial ordering relation
=s , the new type x 1 ©:z: 2 takes its place in the hierarchy. Its supertypes denote all the applicable
rules to compose the pair of arguments, and the partial ordering between this supertypes denotes
precedence between t hem. The action of the generic rule G over a couple of linguistic objects
with types x 1 , x 2 and associated expressions cp 1 , cp2 is given by Q(:z: 1 , x 2 ) (cp 1 , cp2 ) .
In our definition, precedence is used to keep the most specific rule and override the rest.
Hmvever, more sophisticated binding processes could be considered. For instance, if the partial
rules were unification constraints, some default version of unification could be performed on the
applicable rules, taking their relative precedence into account .
We have adopted the restriction of binary branching (binary rules) to take full advantage
of the concept of dynamic binding with the minimum effort. However, this is not a serious
limitation: most linguistically significant rules are binary, and those which are not can be easily
converted in binary rules.
2 . 3 Well-formedness

Given the definition of the preceding section, there can be situations where precedence conflicts
cannot be solved. \Vhen the cartesian type that represents the arguments of a call to the
generic rule has more than one direct supertype, there is not a single "most specific rule" (see
the example in Figure 1 ) .
I f this indeterminacy is possible fo r a given generic rule, we say that the Cartesian Poset
( =s , T* ) is not well-formed:
A Cartesian Poset ( =s , T* ) is well-formed iff
V x1 ®X:2 , y 1 ®y2 E ( j , T* ) not ordered, such that m1 = x1 /\ y1 E ( � , T) and "'2 = :z:.i I\ y2 E
( � , T) , it holds that m1 ®""2 E ( j , T* ) 1
1 This definition assumes that the original poset is bounded complete, i.e., each pair of types have at most
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This kind of indeterminacy appears also when dealing with multiple default inheritance
[Daelemans et al. , 1992] or default unification over feature structures with structure-sharing
[Bouma, 1992, Carpenter, 1 993] , and can only be solved adding extra ordering information or
forbidding such situations. Our well-formedness condition adopts the first solution. The main
reason is that the cartesian hierarchies are not defined by the user, but arranged by the system.
Such conflicts are potentially dangerous, as the grammar writer is not necessarily aware of
them. An advantage of the definition of well-formedness is that it can detect inconsistencies at
compile-time and signal them for correction.
2 . 4 Parsing with Generic Rules

A generic rule may interact with a phrase-structure grammar to perform the composition of
some informational field. In [Gonzalo, 1995) , for instance, we propose generic rules as a well
suited mechanism to perform categorial semantic interpretation as a modular process that
interacts with a phrase-structure grammar. On the other hand, a grammar could be made up
exclusively of generic rules, adequately combined to perform parsing. We will present a simple
account of each of these possibilities.
We will adopt here the deductive parsing approach described in [Shieber et al. , 1 994] ; it
provides a neat account of parsing systems, simplifying our presentation. We will start from
a bottom-up shift reduce algorithm as presented in [Shieber et al. , 1994] . We will gradually
adopt this algorithm to capture generic rule parsing.
W 1 · · · W n - In
Let a be a string of terminals Wi - Let [a • , j] stand for O'.Wj+i · · · W n
[Shieber et al. , 1 994] a shift-reduce bottom-up deductive parsing system is expressed as the
following calculus:

⇒

Inference Rules:
Axiom: [ • , O]
Goal: [S • , n]

Shift
Reduce

[a • , j]
[ awi+l • , j + 1]
[a, • , j]
B➔
[aB • , j]
'

This parser can be augmented to do semantic interpretation. If each rule has an associated
function that related the meanings of the elements in the rhs with the meaning of the lhs
element , the basic tuples are [a • , j , </)] . The reduce rule carries on semantic composition: 2
Reduce

[a, • ' j ' <P < <P1 . . . <PbI > ]
[aB • , j , <P < f ( <P 1 · · · <P 1,1 ) > ]

B ➔ ,, f

where f is the semantic composition function associated to the rule B ➔ ,.
We can augment the shift-reduce parser in a similar way to represent the interaction between
a generic rule and a phrase-structure grammar. We have to take account of two differences
between generic rule parsing and the syntactic-semantic parser above:
1 . The action of the generic rule has to be specified through the dynamic binding function.
There is not a partial rule associated to each context-free rule.

2. The interpretation of the context-free rules has to be slightly modified to take into account
the hierarchization of non-terminals. A hierarchy is equivalent, in context-free terms, to
a set of unary rules in which every inmediate-ordering relation is expressed writing a type
as a left-hand side of a rule, and its subtype as the right-hand side. Being these rules
"compiled" into the hierarchy, a context-free rule as T ➔ T1 T2 , has to be interpreted as
T ➔ X1 X2 such that X1 :'.S Ti , X2 :'.S T2 .

one common subtype.
2 The other rules are modified trivially.
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The basic element in the logic that represents the parsing algorithm is the same as in the
preceding case: [a • , j, 4>] . Now, 4> is an expression that belongs to the informational domain
associated to a generic rule G.
The reduce rule that takes account of the interaction of a generic rule with a context-free
grammar is
Reduce

[Q X l X 2 • , j , 4> < </J 1 </J2 > ]

A ➔ BC, X 1 � B, X 2 � C
9 ( x 1 , x 2 ) (</> 1 , </>2 ) /..l

(6)

The interaction with the generic rule is expressed in the term 9 ( x 1 , x 2 ) ( </> 1 , </>2 ) . The left
part, 9 ( x 1 , x 2 ) , performs dynamic binding, returning the effective rule that will be applied on
X 1 , X 2.

The side conditions on this rule are: one, that exists an applicable syntactic rule A ➔
BC, X l � B, X 2 � C. And two, that the generic function, applied over </> 1 , </>2 , returns a
positive result . Note that it could be the case that there is an appropriate syntactic rule, but
the additional restrictions imposed by the generic rule do not hold 3 •
It is interesting to remark that the dynamic binding process depends on the particular
objects in the Reduce rule, not only on the conditions of the context-free rule. That makes
impossible to pre-attach an "effective partial rule" to each context-free rule at compilation time,
such that the binding process could be performed off-line. This fact is reflected in the term
9 ( x 1 , x 2 ) . If it \Vere 9 (B , C ) , binding could be done at compile time. Though this behaviour
introduces and additional complexity factor in generic rule parsing, it allows the specification
of semantic and syntactic processes as independent mechanisms that interact modularly.
A particular case of generic rule is that in which the combination functions simply return
a type, as in our first example. In such a rule, the role of every partial rule is similar to that
of a context-free rule, and the generic rule works as a context-free grammar in which rules has
a default interpretation. For this kind of generic rules, that combine syntactic information,
it is senseless to consider their interaction with a context-free grammar, as they are _parsable
by themselves. Such parsing does not differ substantially from context-free parsing. The main
restriction is that, due to the functional interpretation of partial rules, bottom-up algorithms are
best suited that top-down mechanisms, that would require the definition of inverse functiqns.
The reduce rule that takes account of syntactic parsing with a generic rule can be described
as follows:
Reduce

[ax 1 x 2 • , j]
[aSYN(x 1 , x 2 ) ( x 1 , x 2 ) • , j]

( 7)

The expression SYJV ( x 1 , x 2 ) ( x 1 , x 2 ) , with both arguments repeated, may seem confusing.
Note, however, that each couple of arguments plays very different roles. The first couple are the
arguments of the dynamic binding function, from which an effective partial rnle is obtained.
Such partial rule is then applied to the · second set of arguments.

They are related to the

informational domain associated to the generic rule, which is, in this case, the type information
associated to the linguistic objects.
The side condition, in this case, is precisely the one that licenses the syntactic combining
operation. If SYN( x 1 , x 2 ) ( :z: 1 , x 2 ) does not return a positive result, then we cannot build a
phrase out of the arguments x 1 , :z: 2 .
The computational cost of parsing processes associated to this kind of generic rules carrying
on syntactic information is obviously the same as the cost of parsing a context-free grammar.
The only difference between both processes is the way to select the appropriate rule when the
Reduce step is called. In context-free parsing, this step involves looking up the available rules
and matching the objects involved with the right-hand side of the rules. In the worst case,
this process introduces a factor G in the overall complexity of parsing, being G the size· of the
3 This wot_1ld be the case of semantic disambiguation.
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grammar. For a generic rule, the reduce rule involves introducing a new type in the hierarchy
of rules. Again, this implies a factor G in the overall complexity, being G the number of partial
rules associated to the generic rule. The dependence with the length of the string is obviously
the same, as the surface behaviour of a context-free grammar and a generic rule is exactly the
same for bottom-up parsing.
Another interesting case is when we have a generic rule to specify syntactic restrictions, and
another one to perform semantic interpretation. It is easy to specify an algorithm to parse such
grammars from the preceding cases. Now the elements of the logic have the form [a • , j , <I>] ,
and the parser includes the following reduce rule:
Reduce

[a :z: 1 :z: 2 • , j , <I> 4>1 <P2 ]
SYN ( :z: 1 , :z: 2 ) ( :z: 1 , :z: 2 ) t..1
[aSYN ( :z: 1 , :z: 2 ) ( :z: 1 , :z: 2 ) • , j , S£M ( :z: 1 , :z: 2 ) ( 4>1 , 4>2 )] S£M ( :z: 1 , :z: 2 ) ( 4> 1 , </>2 ) i ..l

(8)

Let u s see a (linguistically weird ) example. Consider the grammar made u p of the following
generic rules:
SYN - {

SYNNP® VP (X ,

Y)

=S
= Si

SYNNP® VP i (X , Y)

_
SEM NP® VP (X , Y ) = sem(X ) (sem( Y ) )
SEM - {
SEMproper-Notm® VP (X , Y ) = sem( Y) (sem (X ) ) I\ (.\P.P(Pete) ) (s em ( Y) )

(9)
( lO)

The syntactic rule has already been considered i n section 2 . 1. We assume the same hierarchy
of that example, augmented with a new type p rop er-noun :::; NP . The semantic generic rule
takes account of a very special semantic issue, namely that Pete has a weak personality and
imitates his friends in everything they do. If we consider the phrases
•

Be t ty

: .\P.P(Betty) ;

•

g o t +angry

:

Be t ty

.\x.A N GRY (x)

;

s;

p rop e r-noun

go t +angry

:::;

VP i

the application of the deductive system above to the string 'Betty got angry' would be as
follows:
1. [•, O, ]
2 . [Be t ty • , 1 , .\P.P (Betty)] ( Shift )
3 . [Be t ty

go t +angry • , 2, .XP.P(Betty) , .\x.ANGRY ( x)]

( Shift )

4. [S i • , 2, ANGRY(Betty) /\ ANGRY(Pete)] (Reduce)

SYN(Be t ty , g o t +angry ) (Be t ty , got +angry ) SYNNP0VP i (Be t ty , go t +angry ) = S i
S£M (Be t ty , g o t+angry ) (,\P.P(Betty, ,\x .ANGRY(x)) =
SEMProp er -No un 0VP (AP.P(Betty, Ax .ANGRY(x) ) = ANGRY(Betty ) A ANGRY(Pete)

In the only application of the reduce rule, the following terms were used:

=

This example illustrates the point, stated before, that it is not possible to attach a semantic
rule to each syntactic rule at compile time. It is, essentially, a dynamic binding process.
A phrase-structure grammar with a one-to-one correspondence between syntactic and se
mantic rules would need 12 pairs of rules to get the same behaviour as the two generic rules
above. The incrementality and modularity of the generic rule approach is evident in this case.
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3 Non-Constituent Coordination and Categorial Grammar
The general scheme for coordination corresponds to the conjunction of constituents belonging
to the same type: 'Nothing is certain, except death and taxes ' , ' Take the money and run' , ' the
long and winding road: . Within the categorial grammar framework, such cases are solved using
the basic function application rules ( corresponding to the non-associative Lambek calculus in
a sequent calculus presentation). Nevertheless, there are cases of the so-called non-constituent
coordination, where the conjoined expressions are not constituents in the classical sense: ' John
met Jane yesterday and Chris today' , ' John read a book about linguistics on Mon day and a jour
nal about computers on Tuesday ' (Left-node raising) , ' John made and Peter.painted a wooden
chair ( Right-node raising). The most common solution is to postulate extra-grammatical levels
of representation and/ or special purpose parsing algorithms.
There have been a number of proposals within the categorial framework, however, that deal
with such phenomena at a grammatical level, extending the number of rules or the set of basic
operators. The combinatory rules of type raising and functional composition [Steedman, 1 985] ,
for instance, introduce associativity in the structural resources of the grammar. [Dowty, 1988]
uses these rules to assign a category to the coordinated conjuncts. With the exception of
[Wittenburg and Wall, 1990] , that proposes a (less intuitive) normal form for such rules that
avoid spurious ambiguity, all the proposals suffer from intractability of the parsing task. Signif
icantly, none of them includes, to our knowledge, a formal differentiation between default and
exceptional rules.
We will consider here a particularly simple account for non-constituent coordination phe
nomena based on the sequence product operator introduced in [Solias, 1993]. Its reformulation
as a generic rule will show the advantages of expressing default and exceptional grammar rules.
. In the non-constituent coordination examples above, we may consider ' Jane yesterday', ' a
book about linguistics o n Tuesday' , etc, as being tuples of expressions belonging t o the tuple
product. 4 • In this case the conjunction scheme type (x \ x ) /x would substitute a sequence
product by the variable x.
In order to introduce this operator we need to extend the basic string algebra of types by
adding a tuple operation. Thus the algebra would be ( L * , + , (., .) ) , being + the concatenative
and associative operation and (., .) the operation of tuple formation.
The model-theoretic definition for the sequence product is• as follows:
D ( (A, B) )

= { < x 1 , x2 > : X 1 E D ( A ) , x2 E D ( B ) }

(11)

The sequent rules corresponding to 1 1 are:

r⇒A
r, �

�⇒B
R
⇒ (A, B) ()

r, A , B , � ⇒ C
L
r, (A, B) , � ⇒ C ()

( 12)

Examples with more than two elements in the sequence product will need a generalization
of the tuple operation. This generalization is straightforward using the standard definition of
n-tuple: < x 1 , . . . , X n > = < < x 1 , . . . , X n - l > Xn >. Now we are able to account for a sentence
like ' John read a book about linguistics on Monday and a journal about computers on Tuesday'
by usirig a 3-tuple (np, pp, (np \ s) \ (np \ s)). Right-node raising examples proceed in a similar
way.
This approach avoids using type-raising (a rule that can be applied on any category at
any time) , but still suffers from intractability, as it is available for every combination of types.
Again, the problem relies on the exceptional status that should be given to the rules that deal
with non-canonical phenomena.
4 For these simplest cases of Non-constituent coordination we may also use Lambek's associative product.
However the introduction of the sequence product brings advantages in more intricate examples of coordination
like the ones considered in [Solias, 1993] . Therefore we will use the sequence product in consideration of further
extensions of this work.
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4 A Generic Rule to Parse Non- Constituent Coordination
The framework of generic rules offers a natural way to express the grammar to deal with non
constituent coordination as an arrangement of default rules, where each combination of types
is performed according to the most specific rule available.
The essential rules we want to express are:
• By default, two types are combined using functional application and, if functional appli
cation is not applicable, they cannot be combined.
• When we try to combine two or more verbal complements and there is a conjunction
inmediately preceding them, a sequence product can be formed with them.
• When we try to combine a noun phrase and a verb followed by a conjunction, a sequence
product can be formed with them.

"Verbal complement" , for our present purposes, stands for a np , a vm or, in turn, a sequence
product 5 .
Such rules would guarantee that a sequence product is formed only in the relevant cases. We
only need an additional rule to scan optimally the elements that match the sequence product
on the left-side of the coordination.
The formalism of generic rules allows for a direct specification of such set of - still very
informal - rules. Once turned into a generic rule, they can be parsed with any bottom-up
context-free recognition algorithm (reformulated as the shift-reduce parsing in section 2.4) .
The first step is to express the operations related to the grammar as binary rules:
fa : X/ Y Y ➔ X
ha : Y Y\ X ➔ X
scan : Xn

I < - · ·) : canj X Y ➔ canj ( X , Y)
D ( · · ·) : ( X1 · · · Xn) ➔ X1 · · · Xn

( 13)

( (X1 · · · Xn - 1 ) Xn) \ ( X1 · · · Xm ) ➔ ( X1 · · · Xn - 1 ) \ (X1 · · · Xm )

fa and ha are the usual forward and backward application rules. I ( · · ·) is the rule to introduce
a sequence product. As stated, it seems a context-sensitive rule: The formation of a sequence
product is only possible when a conjunction is present to the left of the elements that form a
sequence product 6 • However, this context-sensitivity does not overcome context-free grammar
parsing, as the licensipg element is a lexical item, a terminal, and its presence can be checked
in constant time. I ( · ··) rule implements the stepped application of rules L/ and R() in the
cancellation of type ( (A, B) \ (A, B) ) / (A, B) A, B. scan matches elements to the left of
the conjunction with the items in the tuple built to the right. This reformulation is intended
to a) keep the binary rules arrangement to allow easy formulation of the generic rule, and
b) take into account the asymmetry between the formation process for the right and the left
coordinated conjuncts 7 • The necessity of bulding a tuple is given by the right conjunct, and
the left conjunct is built only to match the right one. scan is implementing the consecutive
application of L\ and R(). D ( ···) is the rule to eliminate the tuple operator and it implements
the L() rule.
The crucial point to write a generic rule based upon the rules above is to determine the types
of the arguments associated to each operation. By default, any combination of categories is
driven by functional application rules: forward application (fa) and backward application (ha) .
Therefore, the first partial rule would be licensed on arguments of the most general type T.
This rule will try to apply fa or ha , and will return ..l if both fail, forbidding that combination.
5 We use vm as an abbreviation for ( np \ s ) \ ( np \ s ) . In this application we are only taken under consideration
the possibility of having types np and vm as verbal complements. This set should be extended if some other
kind of complementation were considered.
6 As [Solias, 1992] pointed out, the conjunction licenses type sequences. Therefore, sequence product can
appear in coordination environments, whereas other categories do not.
7 The stepped cancellation of the right and the left conjuncts has well-known linguistic motivation, first stated
in [Ross, 1967] .
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The second partial rule is the rule of tuple formation. The type conditions over the ar
guments of such a rule arise in a . natural way from the informal specification made at the
beginning of this section: both tupled elements have to be verb complements (in the case of
left-node raising) or an np followed by a verb (in the case of right-node raising) . We need two
partial rules to establish both type specifications. · We will consider a type C that has np and vm
as direct subclasses. Another possibility is that one of the tupled members is, in turn, a tuple.
Therefore, the tuple has to be introduced as a direct subclass of C as well. That dependency
provides the possibility of building n-tuples.
Finally, we need a scan rule to match objects at the left of the conjunction once the right
tuple has been combined with the conjunction (by means of simple forward application). There
fore, the type constraint on right elements is type C again. The second one has to be a coor
dination of tuples missing some elements to its right. We will denote this type as c () . This
rule has to act in coordination with D ( · · · ) , which will be applied only after the last conjoined
element in the right coordinated conjunct has been cancelled.
To establish the interaction between the rules of 13 and the partial rules, we will use the
following operations of composition, disjunction and optionality:

= r(p(x , y))
r (x , y ) if r(x ,y ) # 1- ,p (x ,y ) =1• r V p(x , y) = { p(x , y ) if p(x ,y ) #1- , r (x , y ) =11- if p(x , y ) = 1- , r (x , y ) =1-

• r o p(x , y)

•

[T ]( X ) =
- {

r (x) if r (x) #1-

I
X l.f T ( X ) = ...L

That is the fragment of hierarchy that we need for our present purposes:

-------------T

word

p hras e
'

�
···

c0

C

np

vm

r---__
verb

c onj

�

t up l e

The type C represents verb complements, as introduced above. The type c o represents the
combination of a conjunction with a tuple as its right coordinated conjunct. It is needed to
sp.ecify the scan rule over the appropriate kind of objects. The type tup l e is included as a
verb complement, to allow formation and coordination of n-tuples.
Given that hierarchy, we propose the following generic rule to parse sentences including
non-constituent coordination:
SYN T® :r ( X , Y) = (fa V ba) (X , Y)
SYNc@c ( X , Y) = I ( · ··) ( X , Y)
SYN = { SYN np ®v ( � , Y) = I (···) ( X , Y)
SYN C® c ( X , Y) = (D ( · · · ) o s c an) (X , Y)
()

( 1 4)

Note, again, that no precedence has to be defined by the grammar writer to control the
interaction of the rules. An easy, natural analysis of the suitable arguments for each rule has
implicitly defined a partial ordering between them.
The Hasse diagram of the cartesian poset associated to that generic rule is:
SYN T®T
_____-----r---_
SYN C®C SYN np®v SYN C@c
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O

John

np

met

( np\s)/ np

Jane

np

yesterday

vp\vp

and
' (x\x ) /x

Chris

np

today

vp\vp

� C©C

<np, vp\vp >

SYN r@ T

<np , vp\vp > \ <np, vp\vp>

r---

< n p > \ <np, vp\vp>

np

SYNC®c 0

vp\vp

SYN T®T
SYN r@T

(np\s)

SYN r@T

Figure 2: Analysis of " John met Jane yesterday and Chris today" according to SYN .

This rule can be parsed with the algorithm in 7. The only novelty is that some word indexing
has to be kept so that the presence of a conjunction inmediately to the right of the arguments
can be checked in order to apply SYN C®C and SYN np ®v .
The Figure 2 shows how dynamic binding works to get an analysis of ' John met Jane
yesterday and Chris today' . We have annotated each step of the analysis with the partial rule
effectively applied on the constituents being combined. That partial rule is signalled by the
dynamic binding function as the most specific to combine the types involved in the combination
process.
A context-free parser with the modifications shown in section 2.4 for the reduce step can
produce this analysis at a context-free cost in time, both in the length of the string and the
size of the grammar. Compared with the calculus presented in section 3, the generic rule does
not suffer from intractability and can be parsed with well-known, general parsing techniques.
A parser with heuristics or daemons to control coordination processes could achieve a similar
efficiency. The clear advantage of a generic rule is that the knowledge that reduces the search
space is declaratively introduced at the grammar level, and controlled at an intermediate level
between the grammar and the parser (by means of dynamic binding). This enhances linguistic
motivation, modularity and incrementality (both to extend the grammar and to control the
parsing processes) .

5 Conclusions
The possibility of formally stating grammar rules with a default interpretation has some ad
vantages from a parsing perspective and from the point of view of knowledge representation.
On one side, it provides a declarative and modular way to reduce the search space of parsing
processes without altering parsing algorithms with heuristic recipes. On the other side, it pro
vides a linguistically motivated account of exceptional behaviour that is particularly appealing
for lexicalized grammar formalisms where the lexicon is the repository of most of the linguistic
information, and there are only a few, very general rules that govern linguistic phenomena.
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Our account of non-constituent coordination illustrates the advantages of such default ar
rangements for grammar rules. We have presented a categorial account of non-constituent
coordination in which incombinable constituents on both sides of conjunction are treated as
tuples of elements by the introduction of a sequence type in the conjunction type. Once we
have formed a single tuple constituent, we can combine it with the remaining elements. This
approach of non-constituent coordination within Categorial Grammar needs some rules of in
troduction and elimination of the sequence operator which are not commonly needed for other
simpler linguistic phenomena, and that makes the parsing process intractable in its original
Lambek-style formulation . When reformulated as a generic rule, the type conditions on the
arguments for each rule are used by the dynamic binding process to fire the most appropriate
grammar rule at every parsing step. The process turns to be context-free parsable, and exhibits
a highly restricted search space.
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Abstract
In this paper we present a robust parsing algorithm based on the link grammar formalism for parsing natural
languages. Our algorithm is a natural extension of the original dynamic programming recognition algorithm which

recursively counts the number of linkages between two words in the input sentence. The modified algorithm uses

the notion of a null link in order to allow a connection between any pair of adjacent words, regardless of their
dictionary definitions. The algorithm proceeds by making three dynamic programming passes. In the first pass,

the input is parsed using the original algorithm which enforces the constraints on links to ensure grammaticality.

In the second pass, the total cost of each substring of words is computed, where cost is determined by the number

of null links necessary to .parse the substring. The final pass counts the total number of parses with minimal cost.

All of the original pruning techniques have natural counterparts in the robust algorithm. When used together with
memoization, these techniques enable the algorithm to run efficiently with cubic worst-case complexity.
We have implemented these ideas and tested them by parsing the Switchboard corpus of conversational English.

This corpus is comprised of approximately three million words of text, corresponding to more than 150 hours of
transcribed speech collected from telephone conversations restricted to 70 different topics. Although only a small

fraction of the sentences in this corpus are "grammatical" by standard criteria, the robust link grammar parser is
able to extract relevant structure for a large portion of the sentences. We present the results of our experiments using
this system, including the analyses of selected and random sentences from the corpus.
We placed a version of the robust parser on the Word Wide Web for experimentation. It can be reached at URL

http : / /www . cs . emu . edu/afs / e s . emu . edu/proj ee t / l ink /www/ robust . html. In this version
there are some limitations such as the maximum length of a sentence in words and the maximum amount of memory
the parser can use.

1 Introduction
In this paper we present a robust parsing algorithm for the link grammar formalism introduced in [5].
Using a simple extension of the original formalism we develop efficient parsing and pruning algorithms
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for extracting structure from unrestricted natural language.
Our approach to robust parsing is purely algorithmic; no modification to the underlying grammar is
necessary. We begin by making a generalized definition of what is allowed as a parse. We then assign a
non-negative cost to each generalized parse in such a way that the cost of a parse which is grammatical
with respect to the underlying grammar is zero. The goal of the robust parsing algorithm is then to
enumerate all parses of a given sentence that have minimal cost. While this approach to robust parsing
is certainly not new, it has a particularly simple and effective realization for link grammar that takes
advantage of the formalism's unique properties. In particular, all of the pruning techniques that make
link grammar parsing efficient for large natural language grammars either remain unchanged or have
natural extensions in the robust parsing algorithm.
The robust algorithm uses the notion of a null link to allow a connection between any pair of adjacent
·words, regardless of their dictionary definitions. The algorithm proceeds by making three dynamic
programming passes through the sentence. In the first pass, the input is parsed using the original
algorithm which enforces the constraints on links to ensure grammaticality. In the second pass, the
total cost of each substring of words is computed, where cost is determined by the number of null links
necessary to parse the substring. The final pass counts the total number of parses with minimal cost.
Memoization together with pruning techniques enable the algorithm to run efficiently, with theoretic
time complexity of O ( n3 ) for an input of n words.
We have implemented these ideas and tested them by parsing the Switchboard corpus of conversa
tional English [ 1] . This corpus is comprised of approximately three million words of text, corresponding
to more than 150 hours of transcribed speech collected from telephone conversations restricted to 70
different topics. Although only a small fraction of the sentences in this corpus are "grammatical" by
standard criteria, the robust link grammar parser is able to extract relevant structure for a large portion of
the sentences. We present here the results of our experiments using this system, including the analyses
of selected and random sentences from the corpus, and the statistics of a typical parsing session.
There is a wide body of literature related to robust parsing. This can be seen immediately by the
200( !) references given by S. Abney in a tutorial titled "Partial Parsing" at the 4th Conference on
Applied Natural Language Processing in 1994. While some robust parsing methods depend on specific
domains and use semantics as their guide, in this paper we investigate a purely syntactic technique. The
advantages of using syntactic techniques include the ability to use the robust parser in varied domains
and applications, the ability to use existing grammars with little or no change� and the ability to base
techniques on parsing technologies whose characteristics are well understood.
There has been work by a number of researchers on least-errors recognition for context-free gram
mars. In 1974, Lyon [4] proposed a dynamic programming algorithm for finding the least number of
mutations, insertions, and deletions of terminal symbols necessary to parse a sentence. Recently, Lee
et al. [3] extended this work by allowing errors in non-terminals. In [2] Lavie and Tomita describe a
modification of the Generalized LR Parser. Their GLR* algorithm is designed to determine the maximal
subsets of the input that are parsable by skipping words. While not guaranteed to have cubic running
time, a beam search is used to prune parsing options that are unlikely to produce a maximal parse. With
pruning, the system is no longer guaranteed to produce the best solution, but the authors report that the
beam search works well in practice.
In the following section we briefly review the relevant concepts from link grammar that are necessary
for presenting the robust parsing algorithm. In Section 3 we give two definitions of cost. The first is
given in terms of the edit distance of a generalized parse and it is analogous to least-errors recognition.
The second definition introduces the concept of a null link. Using this definition our approach bears
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similarity to the work in [2]. While the edit distance is perhaps a more general and intuitive concept, it
does not lead us to efficient parsing algorithms. In Section 4 we give the details of the robust parsing
algorithm using a cost function defined in terms of null links. In Section 5 we explain how the pruning
techniques of [5] can be extended to accommodate null links. Finally, in Section 6 we present the results
of our experiments with the robust parser on the Switchboard corpus.

2 Link Grammar Concepts and Notation
In this section we briefly summarize the relevant concepts and notation of link grammar. The figure
below represents one of the parses produced by a link grammar parser on the input sentence "Despite
newspaper reports to the contrary, Mary handles herself with extreme confidence." The labelled arcs
connecting words to other words on their left or right are called links. A valid parse is called a linkage.

��

l tss�
�A�

Despite newspaper reports to the contrary , Mary handles herself with extreme confidence
In this figure we see that confidence is linked on the left to the adjective extreme with a
link labelled A, denoting an adjective. (We can also say that extreme is linked on the right to
confidence . ) Words can have multiple links; for example, The word handles has a singular noun
(Ss) link to its left and object (0) and prepositional phrase (EVp) links to its right .
A link grammar is defined by a dictionary comprising a vocabulary and definitions of the vocabulary
words. These definitions describe how the words can be used in linkages. A word's definition can be
thought of as a list of disjuncts. Each disjunct d is represented by two ordered lists, written as
d = ( ( l1 , l2 , . . . , lm ) (rn , rn - J , . . . , ri ) )
where li are left connectors and ri are right connectors. (Connector names typically begin with one or
more upper case letters followed by sequences of lower case letters and *'s.) For example, from the
above linkage we can see that one of the disjuncts in the dictionary definition of handles must be
( (Ss) (EVp, a) ).
A word W with disjunct d = ( (/1 , l2 , . . . , lm ) (rn , rn - 1 , . . . , r i ) ) can be linked to other words by
connecting each li to right connectors of words on W's left and also connecting each rj to left connectors
of words on W 's right. Links are only permitted between matching connectors.
A linkage is specified by choosing a disjunct for each word in the sentence from the word's definition
and linking every connector in the disjunct with a connector of a different word's disjunct. A linkage is
valid if and only if it meets the following criteria:
Connectivity: The graph of links and words is connected.
Planarity: When drawn above the sentence, the links do not cross.
Ordering: For disjunct d = ( (l1 , l2 , . . . , lm ) ( rn , rn - I , · · • , r1 ) ) ofword W, li and rj
are linked to words whose distances from W are monotonically increasing in
i and j.
Exclusion: No two links connect the same pair of words.
While the use of disjuncts simplifies the mathematical analysis and parsing algorithms for link
grammars, it is cumbersome to express actual grammars in these terms . For this reason the linking
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requirements of a word are often expressed as a logical formula involving connectors and the operators
& and or. A s a simple example, the formula
( D- & ( 0- or S + ) )
represents the two disjuncts ( (D) (s) ) and ( (D , 0) () ). The links attached to each word in a linkage
must satisfy that word's formula. That is, the connectors must make the logical expression represented
by the formula true, with the or operator understood to be exclusive.
A convenient data structure for storing and manipulating a link grammar dictionary represents a
formula as an expression tree, with each node in the tree being either an or-node, an &-node, or a leaf
representing a connector. To prepare for parsing a sentence, the expression tree for each word in the
sentence is first pruned to eliminate connectors that cannot possibly participate in any linkage. The
pruned expression tree is then expanded into a list of disjuncts before power pruning is carried out to
eliminate disjuncts that necessarily violate one or more of the structural constraints that a valid linkage
must obey. A fter pruning, the parsing algorithm itself is carried out. In Sections 4 and 5 we give the
details on the parsing and pruning algorithms that are needed to explain the robust algorithm. In [5] the
relationship between link grammar and other grammatical formalisms is discussed.

3 The Cost of a Linkage
The approach that we take to robust parsing uses the notion of cost. Informally, the idea is to define a set
of generalized parse trees with respect to the grammar and the assignment of a number cost(P I S) � 0
to each generalized parse P of a sentence S . The task of the robust parsing algorithm is to find all
generalized parses having minimum cost. This, of course, is not a new idea; many approaches to robust
parsing can be viewed in these terms. Some algorithms minimize the number of ungrammatical "islands,"
while statistical parsing algorithms for unrestricted text generally use the cost function cost( P I S) =
- log Pr( P I S) where Pr( P I S) is given by a probabilistic model. It is important to note that the objective
of minimizing a cost function is only a heuristic. For any cost function there are likely to be examples
for which "optimal" parses have non-minimal cost.
In this section we discuss two definitions of cost for link grammars. The first is called edit distance.
The second, which introduces null links, is more restricted in the generalized parses it allows. We have
been unable to devise a practical robust parsing algorithm for the edit distance, and thus we only mention
it briefly as motivation. We have, however, been successful in designing an efficient algorithm using the
more restricted definition of cost.

3.1 Edit Distance
To define a cost function, we first need to define the set of generalized parses that are allowed. The
definition of a linkage given in Section 2 requires that the links obey the planarity, connectivity, ordering,
and exclusion properties. A set of links that obeys all of these conditions will b� called structurally
sound. If, in addition, the links satisfy the formula of each word in the sentence, the linkage will be
called legal. We will assign a cost to any structurally sound linkage.
The edit distance of a structurally sound linkage is the minimum number of links and words that
need to be added, deleted, or renamed in order to create a collection of one or more legal linkages. The
edit distance of a string of words is defined to be the smallest edit distance of all structurally sound
linkages connecting those words.
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To illustrate these definitions, suppose that the following linkage is legal:

,srr�
Mary liked the new movie

Then the edit distance of the string "liked the new movie" is no more than two, since the linkage above
can be constructed from the following structurally sound linkage by adding a word and a link:

(7�

liked the new movie
Similarly, the string "Mary liked the Fellini movie" has edit 'distance no greater than one if the word
"Fellini" is not in the dictionary. The string "Mary liked the new movie John liked the new movie" also
has edit distance no greater than one since the structurally sound linkage
s

s

r U� «�

Mary liked the new movie John liked the new movie
can be reduced to two legal linkages by removing a single link. In general, the edit distance of a string
of n words is no more than 2n - 1. This is because the linkage obtained by linking only adjacent words
can be disassembled into the empty linkage by deleting n - 1 links and all n words.
Using the original link grammar parsing methods, it is not too difficult to design an algorithm that
takes 0( n 3 ) steps to calculate the edit distance of a string of n words. However, we have been unable
to find such an algorithm that will run efficiently for a significantly large grammar. The primary reason
is that the pruning methods that allow the standard link grammar parsing algorithm to run efficiently do
not have natural counterparts to prune the space of structurally sound linkages. However, by using a
more restricted notion of edit distance we can design an efficient robust parsing algorithm.
3.2 Null Links
A null link is an unlabeled link connecting adjacent words. The following linkage has two null links,
drawn as dashed arcs.

,sU�-- - - ,V�-- - ,

Mary liked the new movie John liked the new movie too
If both of these null links are deleted, then we obtain two legal linkages together with the disconnected
word "too." If a structurally sound linkage has the property that removing its null links results in a

collection of one or more legal linkages together with zero or more isolated words, we say that the
linkage is chained. We define a cost to each chained linkage equal to the number of null links it contains.
The cost of a string of words is defined to be the minimum cost of all chained linkages connecting those
words. By this measure, the cost of a string of n words can be no greater than n - 1, and it is zero only
if the string is grammatical. (We do not include a dependence on the number of isolated words since
there is no a priori reason to favor one chained linkage over another, if they have the same number of
null links, simply because it has fewer isolated words when disassembled.)
The set of chained linkages is the same as the set of legal linkages in an extended grammar. To
construct this grammar we create a special connector name NL that does not appear in the original
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dictionary. For each disjunct
d = ( ( l1 , l2 , . . . , lm ) ( rn , rn - 1 , · · · , ri ) )
in the original dictionary 'D we construct the following three disjuncts in the extended dictionary:
d'
d"
d"'

=

( ( l1 , l2 , . . . , lm ) (rn , rn - l , · · · , rl , NL) )
( (NL, l 1 , l2, . . . , lm ) ( rn , Tn- l , · · · , rl ) )
( (NL , l1 , l2 , . . . , lm) (rn , Tn - l , · · · , rl , NL} ) .

In addition, we add the following three disjuncts to the definitions of each word:

( ( NL) ( ) ), ( ( ) (NL) ) , and ( (NL) (NL) ) .
This defines the extended dictionary V' . Each link labeled NL in a linkage of the extended grammar
corresponds to a null link. Tp.e removal of such links results in one or more legal linkages in the original
grammar, together with zero or more disconnected words .
There are several advantages to using the restricted definition of cost d�bed above. As we will
show in the next two sections, there are natural extensions of the original parsing and pruning algorithms
that accommodate null links. These extensions are easily implemented, and they lead to a robust
parsing algorithm that is efficient and practical. Moreover, there is no need to explicitly construct the
extended grammar just described; in fact, the grammar does not need to be modified in any way. Thus,
null links represent virtual rather than physical links. Most importantly, as we indicate in Section 6,
experimentation with the robust parser using null links has shown that it is capable of extracting relevant
grammatical structure even in ungrammatical text such as transcriptions of spontaneous speech.

4 The Robust Parsing Algorithm
In this section we describe an algorithm for calculati!}g the cost of a sentence. The algorithm determines
the minimum number of null links necessary to parse the sentence by making three dynamic programming
passes. In the first pass the input is parsed using the original algorithm which counts the number of legal
linkages . If the sentence is grammatical then this is the only pass that is carried out. If not, a second
pass is made to calculate the minimum number of null links necessary to parse each substring. Since the
results of th� first pass are memoized, only regions of the input sentence that are not grammatical need
to be explored in this pass. The final pass counts the total number of parses with minimal cost.
The robust parsing algorithm is most easily understood by first considering the problem of counting
all chained linkages, not just those with the fewest possible null links. To explain how'this calculation is
carried out we need to review the original link grammar parsing algorithm, which proceeds by recursively
counting parses in a top-down fashion. Consider the situation after a link has been proposed between a
connector l' on word L and a connector r' on word R. For convenience, we define l and r to be next[l1
and next[r'] respectively.
In order to attach the words of the region (L, . . . , R) strictly between L and R to the rest of the
sentence, there must be at least one link either from L to some word in this region, or from R to some
word in this region (since no word in this region can link to a word outside of the [L, . . . , R] range, and
something must connect these words -to the rest of the sentence). Since the connector l' has already been
used in the solution being constructed, this solution must use the rest of the connectors of the disjunct in
which l ' resides. The same holds for r' . The only connectors of these disjuncts that can be involved in
the ( L , . . . , R) region are those in the lists beginning with.I and_ r. (The use of any other connector on
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these disjuncts in this region would violate the ordering requirement.) In fact, all of the connectors of
these lists must be used in this region in order to have a satisfactory solution.
Suppose that l is not NIL. We know that this connector must link to some disjunct on some word in
the region ( L , . . . , R) . The algorithm tries all possible words and disjuncts. Suppose it finds a word W
and a disjunct d on W such that the connector l matches left[d] . We can now add this link to our partial
solution. The situation is shown in the following diagram.

L

w

R

Here the square box above L represents the data structure node corresponding to the word L . This points
to a list of disjuncts, each of which is shown as a rectangular box above the word. The disjunct in turn
points to two linked lists of connectors, shown here as small square boxes.
The algorithm determines if this partial solution can be extended to a full solution by solving two
problems similar to the original problem. In particular, the word range (L, . . . , W ) is extended using
the connector lists beginning with next[l] and next[left[d]] . In addition, the word range (W, . . . , R ) is
extended using the connector lists beginning with right[d] and r. The case where l = NIL is similar.
To explain the robust algorithm it will be helpful to repeat a fragment of the pseudocode representing
the original algorithm as given in [5] . The function COUNT takes as input indices of two words L and
R, where the words are numbered from O to N - 1 , and pair of connector lists l and r. COUNT returns
the number of different ways to draw links among the connectors on the words strictly between L and
R, and among the connectors in lists l and r.
PARSE

1 t t- 0
2 for each disjunct d of word 0
3
do if left[d] = NIL
4
then t t- t + COUNT(O, N, right[d] , NIL)
5 return t

COUNT( L , R, l , r)

1 if R = L + l
2
then if l = NIL and r = NIL
3
then return 1
else return 0
4
5 else total t- 0
6
for W t- L + 1 to R - 1
7
do for each disjunct d of word W
8
The algorithm counts all linkages by recursively counting smaller and smaller regions. Lines 1-4 of
the COUNT procedure handle the boundary conditions. If word R is adjacent to L then there is no solution
unless l = r = NIL. This ensures that all of the connectors are used for every disjunct that participates
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in a linkage. If L and R are not neighboring words then the algorithm examines each intervening word
W , beginning at line 6.
To explain how null links are introduced we need to first closely examine the situation where l = NIL
and r # NIL. In this case, to extend the linkage into the region ( L , . . . , R) , a word W must be chosen to
link with r. This leads to a test of whether the region ( L, . . . , W) can be extended using the connector
lists NIL for L and left [d) for some disjunct d of W. Assuming a leftmost derivation, this process
continues until either left[d] = NIL or W = L + I. If left[d] = NIL then there is no solution in the
original algorithm except when the boundary condition W = L + I holds. In the robust algorithm,
however, there is always a way of continuing.
Note that in case l = NIL when parsing with respect to the original dictionary V, we can always
replace l by NL for the extended grammar V'. Since NL connectors can only link adjacent words, this
means that L could only be connected to W = L + 1 with a disjunct d whose connector left [d]. is NL in
the extended grammar. The robust algorithm makes such links "virtually," without actually parsing the
extended grammar. If R > L + I and l = r = NIL, the algorithm considers each disjunct d of W = L + I
having the property that left [d] = NIL. For each such disjunct, a null link is made between L and W and
then the region ( W, . . .. , R ) is parsed using the connector list beginning with right[d] for W. Another
way of proceeding is to make a null link between L and W and parse the region ( W, . . . , R) using
the connector NIL for W. This corresponds to using the disjunct ( {NL) (NL) ) for W in the extended
grammar.
The counting algorithm just outlined is given more formally in the pseudocode below. The code
after line 12 is identical to that of the original algorithm.

PARSE

I t f- 0
2 for each disjunct d of word 0
3
do if left[d] = NIL
then t f- t + COUNT(O, N , right[d] , NIL)
4
5 t f- t + COUNT(O, N , NIL, NIL) .
6 return t
COUNT(L , R, l, r )
1 il R = L + I
2
then if l = NIL and r = NIL
then return 1
3
4
else return 0
5 elseif l = NIL and r = NIL
then total f- 0
6
for each disjunct d of word L + I
7
do if left [d] = NIL
8
then total f- total + COUNT(L + 1 , R, right[d] , NIL)
9
total f- total + COUNT(L + 1 , R , NIL, NIL)
10
11
return total
12 else . . .
Note that the boundary conditions in lines 1-4 are identical to those of the original algorithm. In the
case where l = r = NIL and R > L + 1 the original counting procedure returns 0. This is where null
links are introduced in the robust algorithm.
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This algorithm returns a number that is, in general, less than the number of legal linkages in the
extended grammar; that is, it only counts a subset of all chained linkages. The reason is that the extended
grammar introduces NL links symmetrically, and this symmetry is not "broken" by the parsing algorithm.
For example, if one of the following linkages is legal in the extended grammar then all three of them are:

�7

a

b

c

,�

�
�
c
a
b

a

b

c

In the algorithm given above, however, a null link can be introduced in this case only as follows:

F�7

a

b

c

This inconsistency is easily remedied. The algorithms will return the same number of chained linkages
if the original parsing algorithm for the extended grammar is modified so that in the case where l = NL
and r = NL, a connection is only allowed to l.
Knowing the total number of chained linkages is of limited use. This collection of parses includes
· many that have little or no structural information, such as the linkage that joins each word with its
immediate neighbors by null links. Using the ideas just described, however, we can count the number
of linkages that have the minimal number of null links. We first modify the algorithm to compute the
cost of each span. To do this, the increment operations are replaced by "min" operations. The following
pseudocode demonstrates how this is carried out.
CALCCOST

1 C f- 00
2 for each disjunct d of word 0
do if left[d] = NIL
3
then c +- MIN{c, COST{O, N, right[d] , NIL) )
4
5 c +- MIN{c ,COST{O, N, NIL, NIL) )
6 return t
COST(L, R, l , r)

1

2

3

4
5

6

7
8
9
10
11
12

if R = L + l

then if l = NIL and r = NIL
then return 0
else return oo
elseif l = NIL and r = NIL
then cost +- oo
for each disjunct d of word L + 1
. do if left [d] = NIL
then cost +- MIN{ cost , COST( L + 1, R, right[d] , NIL) + 1)
cost +- MIN{ cost , COST(L + 1 , R, NIL, NIL) + 1)
return cost
else . . .

Note that while the cost is initialized to be infinite on line 1 of CALCOST and line 6 of COST, the cost of
a string of n words can be no greater than n - 1. The code after line 12 is modified from the original
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code in the obvious way. If a region (L, . . . , R) with connector lists l and � is grammatical, this fact
will have been recorded (memoized) during the first pass which carries out the standard algorithm. In
this case the cost is zero, and there is no need to carry out the second pass on the span. Thus, the second
pass only needs to explore those regions that are ungrammatical.
In the third pass, the number of chained linkages with minimal cost is calculated in a manner similar
. to the way in which the second pass is carried out. However, rather using than a "min" operation, a
count is incremented if a given span has minimum cost. The details are omitted.

S Pruning Techniques
The original link grammar parsing algorithm is made practical by means of several pruning techniques,
including expression pruning, the fast-match data structure, power pruning, and conjunction pruning.
This section shows how each of these techniques has a simple and natural extension to the robust parsing
algorithm.
5.1 Pruning
Suppose that a word W has a disjunct d with a connector C in its list of right connectors. In order for
d to. be used for W in a linkage of a given sentence, some word to the right of W must have a disjunct
with a connector that i:11atches C in its left list. This simple observation is the basis for an algorithm to
prune the set of disjuncts that are considered by the parsing algorithm.
The pruning algorithm alternately makes sequential left-to-right and right-to-left passes through the
words in the sentence. In a left-to-right pass, a set of right connectors is maintained, and is initially
empty. The pruning step for word W consists of examining each disjunct d of W that has survived
previous pruning passes. If a left connector of d does not mat�h any connector in the set, then d is
discarded. Otherwise, the connectors in the right list of d are added to the set. After all disjuncts of
W have been processed in this way, the algorithm advances to the next word. The right-t<rleft pass is
analogous.
Pruning can be carried out more efficiently when applied to the entire expression tree representing the
formula of a word. In a left-to-right expression pruning pass, each left connector in a word's expression
tree is checked to see if it has a match in the set of right connectors. If not, the connector and those
nodes that depend on it through & relations are pruned from the tree.
When parsing with null links, the pruning algorithm can be used without modification. Viewing null
links in terms of the extended grammar, it can be seen that a disjunct will never be pruned because of the
lack of a matching NL connector (excepting boundary cases where there is no word to the left or right).
In other words, applying pruning to the original grammar and then extending the surviving disjuncts
with NL connectors results in the same set of disjuncts as applying the pruning algorithm to the extended
grammar.
5.2 The Fast-Match Data Structure
The fast-match data structure is used in the parsing algorithm to quickly determine which disjuncts of a
word might possibly match a given left or right connector. The data structure uses two hash tables for
each word in the sentence. The disjuncts that survive pruning are hashed, and disjuncts that hash to the
same location are maintained in a linked list. The left table for a word uses a hash function that depends
only on the first connector on the left list of the disjunct. The right table has an analogous hash function.
When parsing a span ( L, .· . . , R) by attempting to link the connector lists l and-r to an intermediate word
W, the fast-match data structure alJows a list of candidate disjuncts for W ·10 be quickly obtained by
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forming the union of the lists obtained from the left table of W by hashing I and the right table of W by
hashing r.
A simple modification to the fast-match data structure can be made to accommodate null links. As
discussed in the previous section, when null links are constructed "virtually" rather than by explicitly
parsing the extended grammar, a null link is only made in the case where the region ( L , . . . , R) is
extended using connector lists I and r which are both NIL. In this case, the only disjuncts of word
W = L + I that are considered are those with empty left connector lists. Thus, to modify the fast-match
data structure it is only necessary to maintain, for each word, a list of disjuncts d for which left[d] = NIL.
5.3 Power Pruning
After expression pruning is carried out, each word's pruned expression tree is expanded into a list of
disjuncts. At this point power pruning is carried out in an attempt to enforce the structural constrai�ts
imposed on valid linkages, including the ordering, connectivity, planarity, and exclusion properties. As
with pruning, power pruning is carried out by making alternating left-to-right and right-to-left passes
through the sentence; the details are given in [5] .
The power pruning algorithm eliminates some disjuncts by observing that in order for a linkage to
be connected, it is necessary that any two connectors between non-neighboring words cannot both be
the last connectors of their respective lists. This condition is relaxed when parsing with null links. In
fact, a null link is only formed after two non-neighboring words are connected using the last connectors
in their lists. All of the other conditions that power pruning checks remain valid. Thus, it is a simple
matter to modify the power pruning algorithm to allow for the possibility of null links.
In the case where the sentence contains a conjunction, a variation of the power pruning algorithm
enables pruning of disjuncts before fat connectors are built [5] . This variation uses the notion of a
deletable region. A substring of words is said to be a deletable region if its removal would result in a
grammatical sentence. For example, in the sentence the dog and cat ran, both dog and and and cat are
deletable regions. In essence, conjunction pruning proceeds by parsing the sentence but allowing for the
excision of one or more deletable regions. Each disjunct that participates in such a parse is marked; all
unmarked disjuncts can be pruned away. This strategy is again easily extended to the situation where
we allow null links. This is done by simply using the robust parsing algorithm when marking disjuncts,
and allowing any region of words to be deletable.

6 Experimental Results
The Switchboard corpus was created to allow standard evaluations and provide a stable research envi
ronment for large vocabulary continuous speech recognition. The corpus contains an abundance of phe
nomena associated with conversational language: non-standard words, false starts, stutters, interruptions
by other speakers, partial words, grammatical errors, changes in grammatical structure mid-sentence,
hesitation sounds, and non-speech sounds.
This section describes the results of an experiment in which we applied our robust parser to a
randomly chosen subset of the Switchboard corpus. Our purpose in doing this experiment was two
fold. First, we wanted to determine whether the robust parsing algorithm, built upon a grammar that
attempts to describe "correct" English, would be able to glean useful structure from such "incorrect"
text. Secondly, we wanted to measure the time efficiency of the parser. It was not our purpose to give
an objective measure of the quality of the grammar, or to make a direct comparison with other robust
parsing methods.
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sentences

words
linkages
time

# not skipped
# skipped (too short)
# grammatical
# with unknown words
# not skipped
# skipped (too short)
Average # per sentence
Average #. of nul l links
Total wall time (seconds)
Maximum for one sentence

909 (56%)
706 (44%)
202 (22%)
115 (13%)
12047 (89%)
1452 (11 %)
114
1 .99
3143
273

Other than the entries listing the number of sentences and words skipped, skipped sentences do not participate in
the calculation of the other entries. The total wall time is the elapsed time needed to compute and sort all linkages
for each sentence on a DEC AXP 3000/600 Alpha workstation.

Table I : The results of the robust parser on Switchboard data
. Before parsing the text, we removed all punctuation and case information. We also combined some
commonly occuring word pairs (such as "you know") into single words; however, the dictionary was not
modified to account for these new words. These changes make the problem of parsing the Switchboard
corpus closer to that of analyzing speech.
One problem that emerged in trying to apply the parser to this corpus was the lack of sentence
boundaries. The parser expects its input to be broken into "sentence size" blocks. A natural approach is
to use changes of speaker identity lo partition the input. We wil l call such a block of text an utterance.
Some utterances are very long, and require a lot of time and memory .to parse if fed to the parser as a
single sentence. We explored two ways to deal with this problem. The first (reported below) is merely
to split long utterances into shorter groups of words (that we wil l call sentences) that can be parsed
using reasonabJe resources. This loses some grammatical information. But with even an unsophisticated
splitting algorithm the parser still seems to discover useful structure. Another method to alleviate the
high cost of parsing long sentences is to limit the length of the longest link permitted.
In the experiment reported here, we chose 1500 utterances at random from the Switchboard corpus.
Each utterance was split into pieces no longer than 25 tokens each. (The number of words in an
sentence after the splitting can still be greater than 25 because the parser considers some tokens, such as
possessives, to be more than one .word.) We &}so skipped all sentences with fewer than four words. The
result� of applying the robust parser to this data are summarized in Table 1.
Somewhat surprisingly, given that only 22� of the corpus's sentences were found to be grammatical,
only two null links were needed on average to parse the corpus. In order to better understand this
statistic we randomly permuted the 1 3,499 words in the 1617 sentences we previously used, preserving
the lengths of the sentences. Of these randomly generated sentences, only 8 (0.89%) were grammatical,
and on average, 6 null links were needed to parse them.
Perhaps the most conspicuous feature that distinguishes the utterances in the Switchboard data from
more grammatical text is the frequent occurrence of repeated words. The following example contains
two repeats of th� word WE' VE, in addition to a false start. (A description of the connectors used is
given in an appendix.) The robust parser successfully ignores the false start by enforcing the constraint
of subject-verb agreement. The three occurrences of WE' VE are interchangeable, and this results in three
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equivalent parses for every use of this word.
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I'VE WE'VE WE'VE WE'VE KIND OF BEEN IBE TYPES IBAT WILL SAY IBIS IS WHAT WE INTEND TO SPEND

It is also common in this data for an utterance to include an embedded phrase that is grammatical in
isolation but not with respect to the larger utterance. As the following example demonstrates, the robust
parser can handle this by connecting the embedded phrase to the larger utterance with a null link. There
were 5 other li?kages of this utterance that are essentially equivalent to the one shown below.

(w�(�� - - - - --;--: )roy:rywy1,

/Ill/

BUT I I IT'S INTERESTING UH I LIKE TO LOOK AT AIRPLANES

In many cases the utterance is ungrammatical, yet by minimizing the number of null links the parser is
able to recover the relevant structure. The following example fails to be grammatical because of false
starts and the sequence of words INSTEAD OF THE PROSECUTING.

,- - -�� 0A��--

WELL I'VE HEARD 1HIS ONE THEORY IBAT IF IBAT I F A KID COMMITS A CRIME
o

o
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IBAT UH INSTEAD OF IBE PROSECUTING IBE KID IBEY PROSECUTE THE PARENT

6.1 Random Sentences
We now present parses of ten randomly chosen sentences from the corpus.
1 . UH I HAVEN' T BEEN TO ANY TORONTO GAMES YET
There are 6 parses for this sentence having a single null link.

:ys��

UH I HAVEN'T BEEN TO ANY TORONTO GAMES YEf

The word TORONTO is not in the dictionary. When a word is not defined, the parser assigns a default list
of disjuncts to the word. In this case the context is used to correctly determine that the unknown word
functions as an adjective.
2. WELL IT' S IT IT YEAH IT' S A UTILE BIT LIKE ANY OTHER SPORT YOUJ(NOW
This sentence has six linkages with four null links.

rCLffr--h-��
��---------.

WELL IT ' S IT IT YEAH IT 'S A LITTLE BIT LIKE ANY OTHER SPORT YOU-KNOW

3 . UH ARE YOU PRESENTLY LOOKING UH FOR A USED CAR
One linkage with two null links.
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///// UH ARE YOU PRESENlLY LOOKING UH FOR A USED CAR

4. WHEN I WAS IN I USED TO LIVE IN CALIFORNIA
One linkage with no null links.

5. IS IS THE KMART THERE
Two linkages differing only in which instance of IS is used.

��7

//Ill

IS IS IBE KMART THERE

The word KMART is not in the dictionary, but the unknown word mechanism takes advantage of the
context to choose an appropriate disjunct.
6. WELL I THINK UH ONE THING THAT WE'LL SEE IS THAT WE WON'T BE EDUCATING EVERYBODY
One linkage with two null links.
(cys{-7 ,4=cY��-- --,,syxya x�
L

WELL I IBINK UH ONE IBING THAT WE'LL SEE IS IBAT WE WON'T BE EDUCATING EVERYBODY

The parser incorrectly splits this sentence into WELL I

THINK ONE THING THAT WE'LL SEE IS THAT

and

WE WON'T BE EDUCATING EVERYBODY.

7. AND THEY DON'T KNOW A LOT ABOUT THAT <NOISE>
Five linkages with one null link. They differ in whether ABOUT modifies A LOT or KNOW, whether A LOT
is an object or an adverb and whether or not to treat A LOT as an idiom. The correct linkage is shown
below.

(wycxy--syxfi�y-- - - - -,,

/JIii AND IBEY DON'T . KNOW A LOT ABOUT IBAT <NOISE>
8. LMEAN BUT IT WOULD TO BE AN EMERGENCY TYPE THING

One linkage with two null links.

,----,tvs��{ �
f�

I_MEAN BUT IT WOULD TO BE AN EMERGENCY TYPE IBING

9. RIGHT KIND OF LIKE UH UH BAREFOOT CRUISES TYPE OF THING YEAH UH-HUH
Five similar linkages with nine null links.
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RIGHT KIND OF ukE u'H u·H BAREFOOT CRUISES TYPE OF rniNG YEAH uH_HUH
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10. I DON ' T HAVE ANY EITHER AND I ' VE BEEN A MARRIED FOR ELEVEN YEARS SO
Two linkages with two null links. The following linkage treats AND as a conjunction.

z

(8y �]
I DON'T HA VE ANY EITHER AND I'VE BEEN A MARRIED FOR ELEVEN YEARS SO

��v�zvr�-- ---,

I DON'T HAVE ANY EITHER AND I'VE BEEN A MARRIED FOR ELEVEN YEARS SO

6.2 Analysis

The mixed-case version of the parser treats words beginning with uppercase characters as proper nou�s.
However, since there is no case information available in our data most proper nouns must be treated
as unknown words. The use of a generic definition for unknown words often interprets these words
correctly, taking clues from the surrounding context.
Minimizing the number of null links in a linkage, while a fairly good heuristic to produce good
parses, is not foolproof. For example, we might interpret example 4 as a false start of WHEN I WAS IN
followed by I USED TO LIVE IN CALIFORNIA. The parser cannot mimic this interpretation because to do
so would require more than the minimum number of null links. Example 6 demonstrates a deficiency
of the grammar, and suggests that a learning algorithm would be useful to infer new word usages and
grammatical relations. Similarly, example 8 shows that the parser can not infer missing words. We
would like the parser to realize that HAVE should be inserted between WOULD and TO. As we see from
example 9, the parser can utterly fail at producing useful structure.
The robust parser has limitations on the input it can· parse. For the Switchboard domain, splitting
long sentences into shorter ones does not seem to cause significant problems but on other domains it
might. Limiting the length of the longest link permitted can allow the system to parse long utterances in
reasonable time, with realistic memory limitations. While the resulting linkages might not be as good as
ones produced without any limitation, the tradeoff of time and space versus accuracy may be worthwhile
for many applications.
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Abstract . This paper describes current results achieved during the work on parsing of
a free-word-order natural language (Czech) . It contains theoretical base for a new class
of grammars - CFG extended for dependecies and non-projectivities - and also the
description of the implementation of a parser and grammar-checker. The paper also de
scribes some typical problems of parsing of free-word-order languages and their solutions
( or discusssion of those problems) , which are still subject of investigation.
The implementation described here serves currently as a testing tool for the development
of a large scale grammar of Czech. Some of the quantitative data from a processing of
test sentences are also included .

.1

Intro duction

All practically oriented linguistically based systems of natural language processing have to solve,
to a certain extent , the problem of complex, linguistically adequate, correct , robust , fast and
effective parsing of a particular language. Some of these requirements are contradictive - the
more complex, correct , robust and linguistically adequate the system, the slower and ineffective
it is.
It is quite clear that most of the interpreters of current linguistic formalisms are not effective
enough to be used in a practical application, which requires "real time" processing of large
quantities of texts. On the other hand , the means used in the parsing of formal languages
(especially context-free languages) are effective enough, but are not prepared to deal with
certain features of natural languages adequately, as for example long distance dependencies ,
syntactic and morphemic ambiguities etc.
During our work on the pivot implementation of a grammar checker of Czech we have tried to
develop a formalism linguistically adequate and also effective enough . Our task was complicated
by the nature of the language under consideration - Czech is a language with highly free word
order .
* The work on this paper is a part of the joint research project PECO 2824 "Language Technologies for
Slavic Languages" supported by EC and of the project " Automatic checking of grammatical errors
in Czech" supported by a grant of the Grant Agency of the Czech Republic No.0475/94.
The authors are also grateful to Karel Oliva and Vladimir Petkevic for several stimuli given to us
in the course of our work on the issues elaborated in the paper.
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2

Non-projective Context-free Dependency Grammars

The standard CF grammars, as used for the description of formal languages, can not describe
some constructions containing relations between non-neighbouring symbols. In the framework
of the dependency theory these constructions are called non-projective constructions. In this
chapter we introduce a class of formal grammars capable to describe these syntactic construc
tions.

2.1

Definition of NCFD G

In the following definition we have chosen a certain normal form of the grammar. The reason
for this is the shape of the input of our parser. Two special symbols, called sentinels, are added
to every original sentence, one from the left and the other from the right. Let us note that in our
application we consider the categories computed by the morpholexical analysis as terminals. ·

Definition 1. Non-projective context-free dependency grammar (NCFDG) is a quadruple
(N, T, S, P) , where N, T are sets of nonterminals and terminals, S E N is a starting symbol
and P is a set of rewriting rules of the form A ➔L BC or A ➔R BC, A E N, B , C E V where
V = N U T.
The relation of immediate derivation ⇒ is defined as:
rAst ⇒ rBsCt , if (A ➔L BC) E P
rsAt ⇒ rBsCt , if ( A ➔R BC) E P,
where
A E N, B , C E V, r, s , t E V*
The relation of derivation is the transitive and reflexive closure of the relation ⇒ .
NCFD gram mar G defines language L (G ) a s a .set of all words t E T* that can b e derived
from the starting symbol S. We say that L (G) is recognized (generated) by G.

Remark 2. We can impose certain limitations on the defined language by minor changes of the
definition of the relation ⇒ . For example, the condition s = EmptyString reduces the relation
⇒ to derivation without nonprojectivities - i. e. the same as in the standard CFGs.
We work with fixed restrictions on the form of the rules. Variations of the type of languages
are then obtained only through different types of derivation.

Definition 3. A Tree of a word a1 a2 . . . a n E T* dominated by the symbol X E V , created by
NCFDG G is a binary branching tree Tr fullfilling the following conditions
a) a node of Tr is a triad [A, i, j] , where A E V and i, j E 1 . . ; = n . The number i is the
horizontal index of the node and j is the vertical index.
b) a node [A, i , m] of Tr has daughters [B , j, p], [C, k , r] only if
1} j < k, m = p + 1 , j = i and (A ➔L BC) E P or
2) j < k, m = r + 1, k = i and (A ➔R BC) E P
C) a root of Tr is such a node of Tr which has no mother.
We can see that the root has a form [X, i, m] for some i, m E 1 . . . n .
d} leaves of Tr are exactly all nodes [a; , i, 1] , i E 1 . . . n .

Remark 4 . For the sake of simplicity we are going to use in the following text the simple term
Tree instead of the term Tree dominated by the symbol S {where S is a starting symbol).
There are two differences between Tree and a standard parsing (derivation) tree of CFG .
The first one is that a (complete) subtree of Tree may cover non-continuous subset of the input
sentence. Second difference is that Trees contain enough information for building dependency
trees. The basic type of the output of our parser is the dependency tree. Some constraints for
our grammar-checker are introduced with the help of trees .
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Definition 5. Let Tr be a Tree of a word a1 a2 . . . a n E T* created by a NCFDG G. The
dependency tree Dep(Tr) to Tr is defined as follows: The set of nodes of Dep(Tr) is the set
{ [a, i] ; there is a leaf of Tr of the form[a, i, l] } .
The set of edges of Dep(Tr) is the set of pairs

( [a , i] , [b , j] ) ,

so that [a, i, l] , [b , j, 1] are two different leaves of Tr and there is an edge ( [A , i, p] , [B , j, r]) of
Tr for some A , B , p, r.
Observation 6. The language
L

= { w E ( a, b, c) * ; the

nt.1mber of the symbols a, b, c contained in w is equal}

may be recognized by a NCFDG G 1 and is not context-free. G 1
N = {T, S} , P = {S -+L aTITa l SS, T -+L bclcb}

= (N, T, S, P) , T = { a , b, c},

[S, �

[S, 1, 2)

[a, 1 , 1)
a

[S,2,2)

[a, 2, 1)
a

[T,3,2)

[T,4,2)

[b ,3, 1)
b

[b,4, 1)
b

[c, 5 , 1)

[c,6, 1)

C

C

Fi g . 1 . A tree generated by the grammar G 1

2.2

A lgorithms of recognition and parsing

From our point of view it is interesting to find out how it would be possible to compute for
given words a 1 a 2 . . , a n one or all Trees constructed according to a given NCFDG G.
The algorithms described in the following paragraphs are based on a similar process of
construction of items as for example the CYK algorithm. Those items are represented by six
tuples
[symbol , position , coverage , ls, rs, rule]
containing enough information necessary for both the reconstruction of the parsing process and
for the creation of a Trees representing the structures of the parsed sentence .
The decision which information will be taken into account by the algorithm is then influenced
by the fact . whether we are trying to do only the recognition or a full parsing of a particular .
sentence .
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[a, S, l]

[a,
�
[b,T,3]

[b,T,4]

[c,c,5]

[c,c,6]

Fi g . 2. Dependency tree corresponding to the tree from Fig 1 .

Algorithm 7 (parsing) . This algorithm works with a list D of items
Di

= [symbol , position , coverage , ls, rs, rule]

where every item corresponds to some derivations of a subsequence of the word a 1 a2 . . , an
according to a grammar G starting with the symbol symbol.
symbol represents the root symbol of the Tree .corresponding to the derivation ,
position is its horizontal index,
coverage represents the set of horizontal indices of its leaves (yield) ,
ls, rs are indices of items D1 8 , Dr 8 containing the left and right daughter of the root of the
particular Tree and
rule means the serial number of the rule according to which the item was created.
The basic idea of the algorithm is to add new items to the list as long as possible.
The list D is initialized so that for each word a i (the word from the input sentence) we
create an item

[a i , i, { i} , 0 , 0 , 0]

Let I D I be the leghth of the list D, D[i] denotes the i-th item of D.
The derivation i s then performed by gradual comparison of all pairs i, j, 1 <= i, j <= I D I
and by investigating whether i t would b e possible t o apply some rule A ➔ x BC ( x i s either L
or R) , which would derive the left-hand side from the right-hand side. If this is possible, a new
item is created , which inherits the position either from D[i] or from D[j] , according to whether
X was L or R. The new coverage is a union of both coverages.
Two items may c reate a third one only if their coverages are disjoint. The difference between
this algorithm and CYK is in the way how the coverage is handled by both algorithms. In CYK ,
the coverage is a continuous interval from-to and since the new, derived item also has to have
a continuous coverage, the rule is applied only in case that j 's "from" follows i 's "to" .
Our approach , which allows to deal with non-projective constructions, replaces this con
straint by the constraint on the disjointness of both coverages. The coverage of the result is the
same in both cases - the union of original individual coverages.
Let us suppose that a[l . .n] is the array containing the analyzed sentence .
Step 1 . (initialization)

f or i : = 1 to n do
D [i] : = [a [i] , i , {i} , 0 , 0 , 0] ;
NumberOfitems : =n ;
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Step 2 . ( derivation)
i : =2 ;
while i <= NumberOf items do
for j : = 1 to i-1 do
if D [i] . coverage • D [j ] . coverage = {} then
for rule : = 1 to NumberOfRules do
begin
Try ( D [i] , D [j] , rule )
Try ( D [j ] , D [il, rule )
end ;
where the procedure Try( Item l , Item2 , NoOfRule ) tries to apply a rule with the number
NoOfRule to items Item l and Item2.

Algorithm 8 (recognition) . This algorithm is the same as Algorithm 7 with only one differ
ence : adding of a derived item to the list D is limited only to those cases, in which D does not
yet contain an item equal to the new item in the fields [symbol , - , coverage , - , - , - , -] .
2.3

O ne gap

The algorithm described above has, despite of its similarity to CYK , greater computational
complexity because it is extended to non-projective constructions. We introduce a contraint
which may be imposed on n�n-projectivity and therefore may improve the complexity of the
algorithm.
We say that a relation ⇒ is derivation with one gap if for every item Item derived by ⇒
there are some
i, j, k, l E 1 . . . n, i � i � j � k � l � n
so that

Item.cove rage

= { i . . . j} U { k . . . l }

Unfortunately upper bound of the complexity of recognition by Algorithm 2 according to
a general NCFDG is exponential. On the other hand , -time and space complexity of the recog
nition with one gap is polynomial to the length of the sentence and to the size of the grammar,
too .
In the sequel, the derivation will always mean the derivation with one gap.

3

The Treatment of Ambiguities of Word Forms

We have already mentioned one important property of natural languages - the ambiguity of
word forms . It means that the same word form can belong to two or more different syntactic
categories.
Our algorithm, in· the same vein as CYK and other tree-based algorithms, allows to solve this
problem in a strikingly simple way, changing only the initialization step of the above described
algorithm from
Step 1 . (initialization)
for i : = 1 to n do
D [i] : = [a [i] , i , {i} , 0 , 0 , 0] ;
NumberOf items : =n ;
to
Step 1 . (initialization)
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Number0fltems : = 0 ;
for i : = 1 to n do
for j : = 1 to No0fAmbiguity [i] do
begin
Inc ( Number0fitems ) ;
D [Number0f ltems] : = [a [i , j ] , i , {i} , 0 , 0 , 0] ;
end ;
where a[i j] is the j-th syntactic meaning of the word a[i] .
After this first step the algorithm continues as described above, without changes, as if all
input words were unambiguous.

4

Data Structures

The data structures used in our implemetation are similar to a substantially simplified form of
feature structu res . Our data structure is a set of attributes and their values - the value of an
attribute may be only an atomic value or a list of d�ta structures containing only attributes
with atomic values. This means that the recursive use; of data structures as values of attributes
is limited to one recursion only.
This form of d ata is suitable as a intermediate step
between the feature structure based
I
formalism, in which the data are described in the main morphosyntactic lexicon of the system
and the inner representation the of data.
!
5

Rules

The rules of the formal grammar in our system are the rules of NCFDG . If we look at the rules
of our grammar from the strictly theoretical point of view, we may notice that , compared to
grammar rules of a grammar of a typical programing language, there is one substantial difference
between these two. The difference lies in the size of the alphabet. While the programming
languages typically do not exceed the size of hunderds of symbols in the alphabet , formal
description of n atural languages must count with hundreds of thousands.
On the other hand lots of words of a particular natural language have very similar syntactic
properties. Therefore it would be natural to use for the description of natural language grammar
certain meta-rules , which will describe the syntactic properties and interactions of whole classes
of words.
For example a meta-rule describing a modification of a noun by an adjective standing im
mediatelly on the left hand side of the noun is applicable for those word forms, where the first
(left) one has a value of an attribute syntactic class - syntcl equal to adjective - adj and
second (right) one has the value of the same attribute equal to noun - n.
This simplified meta-rule is obviously applicable to a whole set of pairs of word-forms and
therefore it may substitute all rules for every corresponding pair.
In contrast to other formalisms, the form of the description of meta-rules does not only
declare constraints on the applicability of a particular rule (symbol A in case of A ➔ x BC
rule) , but also explicitly defines the order of applying the constraints together with forming the
resulting data structure (symbol A) from B or from C (with respect to whether the symbol x
is equal to L or to R ) .
5.1

A formalism of meta-rules

For the description of meta-rules, we have developed a simple formalism and interpreter of this
formalism. Both were designed in order to simplify the process of development of a large scale
grammar of Czech for the purpose of grammar checking of Czech texts. The formalism and the
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interpreter serve for the pivot implementation of the grammar checker. They can also serve as
tools for testing and debugging a grammar in the process of its development .
The current version of the interpreter works with three kinds of objects:
Input items: data structures A,B
Temporary item: data structure P
Output item: data structure X
Every meta-rule is described by means of a sequence of elementary instructions; some of the
instructions are used in the following example:
Example :
Rule 20 - Noun in genit ive
f illing the valency frame of a preceding noun
PROJECT
IF A . SYNTCL = n THEN
IF B . SYNTCL = n THEN
IF B . CASE = gen THEN
ELSE FAIL ENDIF
ELSE FAIL ENDIF
ELSE FAIL END IF
ENDIF
A . RIGHTGEN = yes
unf illed_frame
B . CYCLE ? yes
P in A . FRAMESET
P . PREP = 0
B . CASE ? P . CASE case_disagr_in_the_frame
X : =A
\ P from X . FRAMESET
IF I X . FRAMESET l = O THEN X . CYCLE : =yes ELSE ENDIF
no
X . rightgen
OK

END_P
This rule is applied to a combination of two nouns, where the second noun is in genitive.
The set of constraints (starting with A . RIGHTGEN = yes and ending with IF . . ENDIF)
contains two different kinds of constraints - soft constraints (operator ? ) and hard constraints
( operator = ) . In case that it is necessary to apply the constraint relaxation technique (part
of an extended grammar) , soft · constraints are those constraints which may be relaxed. If all
constraints are fulfilled , the rule causes a change of a value of the attribute RIGHTGEN in the
resulting structure from " yes" to " no" .
5.2

Head of a meta-rule

Any of the two parameters P ROJECT and NEGATIVE may precede all commands and con
straints in a particular meta-rule.
P ROJ ECT means that the rule may be applied only in a projective way - it is in principle
same as a rule of a standard CFG .
NEGATIVE means that the rule is taken into account only in an extended grammar (the
explanation follows ) .
The handling of :meta-rules is more or less procedural - they are performed from top to
bottom with respect to the order of. constraints and commands . A typical meta-rule of our
formalism is introduced in the following example:
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6

The Architecture of the Grammar Checker

Our parser is being developed for the purpose of a pivot implementation of a grammar checker
for Czech . The acceptable result of the work of a grammar checker is not only the message
whether the sentence of a particular language belongs to the set of well-formed sentences of
that language. It is also supposed that it should find and mark the location of syntactic errors .
The location of some errors may however be determined only on the base of extralinguistic
knowledge. For this reason we will talk about a grammar checker as about the program able
to locate syntactic inconsistencies rather than errors. The error is usually considered as an
attribute of a particular word , the syntactic inconsistency is a relation between two or more
words.
Our grammar consists of two different sets of rules, a set of positive rules (without constraint
relaxation) and an extended set , which contains the rules with relaxed constraints and also some
special error-handling rules [6] . These rules are called negative rules. They describe typical
(known) incorrect constructions and also some general rules, which are supposed to be able to
handle even some unknown types of errors and therefore to make the whole system robust . The
extended grammar is a proper superset of the positive grammar.
Those two sets of rules may be applied in the parser with the following three types of results :
The sentence is recognized using positive grammar - it is correct
The sentence was recognized using at least one negative rule - the sentence contains at
least one syntactic incosistency
The sentence was not recognized - the grammar is too weak ; the system does not know
anything about the sentence
In order to increase the reliability of messages about syntactic inconsistencies and also to
increase the performance of the system we may apply additional constraints to the application
of negative rules. For example , in our implementation we impose a constraint that Tree cannot
contain two immediately following negative edges (this corresponds to the application of two
negative rules immediately following each other) .
The flow of the grammal" checking is the following : The program first tries to recognize
the input sentence with the positive grammar without non-projectivities . When the recognition
fails , the NCFDG recognition with the positive grammar or CFG analysis with the extended
grammar (projective or non-projective) may be tried .
We speak about the recognition , because the recognition is sufficient for marking the sentence
as being correct or incorrect . On the other hand , if a particular sentence is not recognized with
the positive grammar, it is necessary to provide full parsing with the extended grammar in
order to obtain all possible syntactic inconsistencies.
Let us mention one very important remark. Even after the full parsing using the extended
grammar it is not possible to provide the user with an error message. The message for the user
should be created by a separate module following the parser , which will have an access to all
results of parsing in case that the parser runs more than once.
At the moment our system offers four main variants of recognition or parsing:
1.
2.
3.
4.
7

recognition (parsing) , positive, projective
recognition (parsing) , positive, non-projective
parsing, extended , projective
parsing, extended , non-projective
Implementation

The implementation of the parser described in this section was created in 1 994 and was presented
to the public in February 1 995 at the review meeting of the PECO 2824 JEP in Prague. It
consists of app. 4000 lines of source code written in Borland Pascal.
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7. 1

Sample results

It seems that the derivation does not create too many new items during the processing. It means
that in most derivations by rules A ---+L BC or A ---+R BC, A is described by the same data
structure as item B or C. For example, ·a noun modified by an adjective has usually the same
syntactic data as the noun which is not modified (this holds of course only for the unambiguous
structures ; the morphological ambiguity of nouns is on the other hand very often solved if the
noun is modified by an adjective) . This results in the fact that the final number of all derivable
items does not substantially exceed the number of items describing the original input sentence .
The storage requirements of all items grow linearly with the length of the sentence.
For the space requirements, the number of derived items (the six-tuples from the description
of the algorithms) is more important . In this section we present some examples of recognition
and analysis of some sentences which may illustrate the performance of the intepreter with
respect to the correctness , projectivity and length of the sentences.
Examples show number of initial items / derived items / filtered out items / Trees and
memory (in bytes) / time (in seconds) requirements.
The parser was tested on IBM PC 486 DX/2 66MHz with the grammar of twenty six meta
rules .
1) I<tere devcata chtela koupit ovoce ?

(Lit . : Which girls wanted [to) buy fruits?)

This sentence allows also two readings, depending whether the pronoun "ktere" (which)
depends on "girls" or on "fruits" . In the first case there is a syntactic inconsistency in the
sentence (the pronoun and the subject (girls) do not agree in case) , in the second case there is
a long-distance dependency between the pronoun and the object (fruits) . This sentence clearly
illustrates the advantages of our multi-way approach : it is · very difficult, if not impossible , to
provide both results in• a single-way mode. In the single-way mode the system usually prefers one
of the possible solutions. This sentence and its two possible readings also provide an evidence
for our claim that the parser has to be followed by an evaluating module, which will create the
message for the user.
Items

45 29 6 0
positive projective recognition
negative projective parsing 45/467/270/ 1
positive non-projective parsing 45/146/40/1

S ace Time

3 . 201 ytes
9.080 bytes
5 .982 bytes

0 , 33s
2 , 15s
3 , 18s

2) I<DS nepfedpoklada spolupraci se stranou pana Sladka a neni pravdou, ie pfedseda kfesfan
skych demokratu pan Benda prosadil v telefonickem rozhovoru s Petrem Pithartem ing. Dejmala
do funkce ministra iivotniho prostfedi.

(Lit . : CDP [does] not suppose cooperation with party [of] mister Sladek and it isn't true ,
that chairman [of] Christian democrats mister Benda enforced in telephonic discussion with
Petr Pithart ing . Dej mal to function [of) minister [of) environment .)

This is a real , correct and projective sentence from newspapers -,- it serves as an example
that. the greatest problem of the current version of the interpreter are complex sentences. If
no constraints are imposed on the interaction of words from different clauses in one meta-rule ,
the number of derived items grows dramatically. The investigations concerning the type of
constraints necessary are in progress.
positive projective recognition

S ace Time

Items

2 18 1998 1248 1

positive projective parsing 2 1 8/4207/2 125/1 6

34 . 8 1 6 ytes 19 ,66s

147.284 bytes 53 ,06s
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8

Conclusion

The main goal of this implementation of the parser was to test two basic ideas:
whether it is possible to substitute depth-first search ( backtracking) [3] with the width-first
search , which may, thanks to the pruning, give better results with respect to time, but usually
has much bigger memory requirements, and ,
whether it is possible to solve the unambiguity of word forms by creating a larger number
of unambiguous items from the original ambiguous ones.
The results of the testing of our parser document that both ideas are acceptable and that
much bigger role in the overall effectivity of the parsing process is played by the size of the
grammar.
In the future, we are going to concetrate on the modification of our approach in order to
handle efficiently complicated sentences containing many clauses, including some changes in the
formalism for the description of meta rules and also in the program itself.
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Abstruct

\Ve present a met hod of identifying coordin ate structure scopes and determining us
ages of commas in sentences at the same time . All possible interpretations concerning
comma usages and coordinate struct ure scopes are ranked by taking advantage of par
allelism between conjoined phrases/clauses/sentences and calculating their similarity
scores. We evaluated this method through experiments ori held-out test sentences
and obtained promising results: both the success ratio of interpreting commas and
t hat of detect ing CS scopes were about 80% .

1

Introduction

It is commonly recognized that coordinate structures ( CSs ) present both linguistic and practi
cal difficulties [Steedman , 1 990. Agarwal and Boggess , 1 992, Okumura and Muraki , 1 994] . The
practical difficult ies are especially serious because not only do CSs themselves have complex
scope ambiguity, but also sentences with CSs tend to be long and the combination of scope am
biguity and t he int rinsic syntactic ambiguity in long sentences can easily cause combinatorial
explosion .
We first not iced t he importance of solving this problem in the analysis of J apanese sentences ,
and developed a unique , efficient met hod of resolving CS scope ambiguities [Kurohashi and N a
gao, 1 992] . The underlying a�sumption of this method is that conjoined phrases/clauses/sentences
exhibit parallelism, that is , they have a certain similarity in the sequence of words and their
grammatical struct ures as a whole . Ba�ed on this assumption , we devised an algorithm which
determines conjuncts by finding the two most similar word-sequences on the left and the right
of a conjunction ( this method is called simila rity- based CS analysis) . By incorporating this
method into a conventional syntactic parser, we developed a reasonably good parsing system
which can work on real world texts [Kurohashi and N agao, 1994] .
Since we expec ted that the analysis ·based on this assumption would also work well for
English CSs , we slightly modified our system to handle E nglish sentences and tested it against
a certain amount of text . We found that it works well on simple cases, like sentences containing
only one conjunction . but it does not always work well on real sentences. In J apanese, it is
morphologically clear what kind of expressions indicate the existence of CSs and whether a CS
consist s of noun phrases or verb phrases. Therefore , even if two or more CSs exist in a J apanese
sentence, it is not so hard to order their scopes and to get a totally consistent structure . In
• This work was done at Institute for Research in Cognitive Science, University 'of Pennsylvania. We would like
to thank Prof. Aravind K . .Joshi, Prof. Mitchell P. Marcus, B Srinivas, and Dania Egedi for helpful comments
and advice.
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English , however, it is not morphologically clear and so the analysis of many CSs in an English
sentence is much harder . In particular, commas cause serious problems since they have a variety
of usages: some of them indicate CSs , some surround parenthetical expressions , and others just
indicate constituent boundaries .
To solve this problem, we have developed the following method:
1. enumerate all possible interpretations concerning usages of commas and hierarchical struc
tures between CSs (this interpretation is called gen eral stru cture (GS) ) ,
2. for each G S , detect the most plausible scopes of the CSs using the similarity-based CS
analysis (here , each CS is given a score expressing the similarity between its conjuncts) ,
3 . rank the GSs roughly according to the sum of the similarity scores for the CSs in each
GS. This results in the final analysis.
Another possible solution is to parse a sentence and then check parallelism of parsed possible
CSs . This method has advantages in that the structural information in the CSs is available and
checking syntactically impossible scopes can be avoided. In practice, however, it is very difficult
to employ this method because sentences containing CSs tend to be long and an unacceptably
large number of parses are often produced for such long sentences. 1 Our method presented
here also produces an unacceptably large number of GSs for some sentences , however , the
combinatorial explosion of GSs is much slower than that of straight parsing, so most sentences
containing CSs can be handled .
Although some of the recent work on English CSs has taken their parallelism into account
[Okumura and Muraki, 1994) , there is no work that we are aware of which resolves the inherent
problems of handling CSs - the dual problems of handling many CSs in a sentence and of
interpreting commas.
We start by introducing the similarity-based CS analysis in Section 2. Then we clarify the
necessity of enumerating possible GSs, and present our algorithm in Section 3 . Finally we
discuss the experimental evaluation in Section 4.

2

Similarity-Based CS Analysis

First of all , we describe the core engine of our method , similarity-based CS analysis, which
takes advantage of parallelism between conjoined phrases/clauses/sentences . This method tries
to find the two most similar word-sequences on the left and the right of a conjunction , and then
considers them conjuncts.
The following explains the definition of a similarity measure between two word sequences
and how to calculate it (Figure 3 to 5 are concrete examples, and the adjusted parameters used
in our experiment are shown in the Appendix) .
• An input sentence should be in the following form:

where Wi is a word other than and, or, but , comma( , ) , POSi is one or more possible parts
of-speech ( POS) of Wi , ki is a sequence of zero or more and , or, but , comma( , ) . Hereafter ,
the possible values of ki , such as "," , " and" , ", and" , are called key expressions.
1 Furthermore, part-of-speech tagging near conjunctions is not very reliable and C Ss s�metimes contain gaps,
so it is intrinsically difficult to parse sentences containing C Ss.
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• A triangular matrix, A. = ( a ( i , j )) , is c01;nposed for an input sentence, where the i-th
diagonal element is ki wi , and another element a( i, j) (i < j) is the similarity value between
words Wi and Wj . A similarity value between two words is calculated according to POS
matching, exact word matching , and their closeness in a thesaurus tree ( WordNet is
currently being used [Beckwith et al. , 1991] ) .
• I n detecting a C S scope concerning k n , a path is defined as follows , which basically shows
correspondences between words in candidate pre- and post-conjuncts :

where q1

=

n , Pi < Pi+ l , q i < qi + l , Pr

=

n - l.

• A path score is defined by the following five criteria which indicate the similarity between
two word sequences on the left side of the path and under the path.
sum of each element 's points on the path ,
penalty points when the path extends non-diagonally (which causes unbalanced
lengths of conjuncts ) ,
penalty points if the path contains symbols indicating a constituent boundary, such
as a comma.
bonus points on expressions signaling the beginning or ending of a CS, such as both ,

normalizing the total score of the above four criteria by the n-th power (0 � n. � 1 )
of the number of words covered by the path ( Wp 1 • • • wq J -

3

• \Vhen the path with the maximum path score concerning the key expression , kn , is de
tected , t wo word sequences on the left side of the path and under the path are considered
. to be the _two most similar word sequences , that is , to be the conjuncts concerning kn .
Calculation of path scores and selection of the path with the maximum path score are
done using a dynamic programmmg method (see [Kurohashi and Nagao, 1 992] for the
details) .

3.1

Enhanced Similarity-Based C S Analysis

Necessity o f Enumerating Possible General Structures

The similarity-based CS analysis just described can identify a CS scope for two conjuncts on the
left and the right of a key expression . However, in real sentences there often exist CSs consisting
of three or more conjuncts, such as "A _. B, a n d C" , and some sentences may contain two or
more CSs ( which can be hierarchical ) . In order to handle these cases , the original method for
J apanese sentences consisted of the following steps:
1 . for all key expressions in a sentence, detect their CS scop es ,
2 . by checking overlapping relations .in all pairs of detected CS scopes ,
• combine CSs into one CS whenever they consecutively overlap each other (i.e . , "A ,
B, and C;' is first detected as " A , B" and "B and C" ) ,
• recognize a hierarchical relation between two CSs whenever one of them includes the
other entirely.
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GS1

�
...... , ...................... , .................... and
Parenthetical
expression

c�

, ...., .............. and ....... ,...... • ..... ..

�

GS2

GS3

Parenthetical
expression

CS�

........... and .............. ...... and .......................... ..

�s�

................. , ........... ........ an� ........... ...
Delimiter
,

c�
/"'v

. .. and ...

Figure 1 : Examples of general structures .
In English, however , this method of processing complex CSs does not always work well . For
example, a sentence like " . . . , . . . , . . . and . . . a n d . . . " has a number of possible general
structures ( GSs) , that is , a number of possible interpretations concerning usages of commas
and hierarchical structures between the CSs. Some of these are shown in Figure 1 . Suppose the
first GS in Figure 1 is correct. When the similarity scores between two word sequences around
the first a n d are calculated on the original sentence , it is possible that correct conjuncts do not
have the maximum similarity score . Instead , an incorrect scope , like the second GS in Figure
1 , may have a larger similarity score and thus be selected .
In order to give a reasonably large similarity score to the correct conjuncts, the following
steps are necessary : 1 ) postulate that the first GS is correct , that is, the two commas surround
a parenthetical expression and the CS concerning the first a n d contains the CS concerning the
second and , 2) assume a reduced sentence in which the parenthetical expression and either
conjunct of the latter CS are removed, and 3) perform the similarity-based CS analysis on the
reduced sentence. Of course, since we do not know which GS is correct, this test must be
performed on all possible GSs.
3.2

Enhanced Similarity- Based C S Analysis

Based on the considerations detailed in the previous section , we have developed an enhanced
CS analysis method to process English sentences with complex CSs. The steps of this enhanced
method are presented in detail below .
Step 1 . Enumerating Possible GSs

The main problem in CS analysis is the ambiguity of commas . A comma may b e used in any
of the following ways.
Strong con n ector - followed by and or or, resulting in a CS with three or more conjuncts ,
Weak con n ector - not followed by and or or but resulting a CS,
Parenth esizor - surrounding a parenthetical expression with another comma,
Delimiter - indicating a certain constituent boundary.
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Figure 2 : Examples of parse trees of key expressions.
Possible GSs are created by combining these interpretat ions of commas with p atterns of
hierarchical st ruct ures among CSs and parenthetical expressions . We constructed a set of
phrase struct ure rules which regards key expressions2 as terminal symbols and translates a
sequence of key expressions to possible GSs . Some parse trees resulting from the sequence of
key expressions , ·' . . . 1 • • • � • • • a n d . . . a n d . . . " , and corresponding to the GSs in Figure 1
are shown in Figure 2 . This sequence of key expressions has 135 possible parses ( GSs) in total.
Step 2. Detecting Plausible C S Scopes for each GS
Then , for each GS, CSs are analyzed , starting with the innermost CS in the GS and working
out war d . For each CS , its possible scope is limited to retain the G S , and the scope with the
maximum similarity score within the limits is detected by the similarity-based CS analysis . For
example, in the ca<,e of the first GS in Figure 1 , a CS scope for the right a n d is first detected on
the condition that its starting point is restricted not to go over the left a n d . Then a CS scope
for the left and is detected within the range of its p ost-conjunct including the left entire CS.
Once t he scope of a CS is det ected, .its conjunc ts other than the first one are removed . In
the case of a parenthetical expression , its content is removed after analyzing all CSs within it.
By this process of reducing a sentence, the similarity-based CS analysis for an upper level CS
in a GS which contains CSs and/or parenthetical expressions can be done more precisely and
its proper scope is likely to be detected.
2 While handling only commas as a punctuation symbol now , we intend t o extend our system t o handle other
symbols, such as hyphen( -) , colon( ; ) , semicolon( : ) .
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Step 3. Ranking Possible GSs
Scores are given to key expressions according to their usage . For conj unctions and connectors
( commas) of CSs, the scores are based on the similarity score between their conj uncts, while
for delimiters and parenthesizors, they a.re based · on the expressions around them. As a final
result , we rank all the possible GSs according to the sum of scores for all key expressions in
each GS.
To give decreasing priority to the evaluation of a CS indicated by a conj unction , a strong
connector, and a weak connector, the similarity scores of their CSs are weighted by Wconj u n c t i on ,
Ws _con n e ctor , Ww _con n e ctor respectively , where Wconj u n ction > Ws_conn ector > Ww _con n e ctor ·
When a key expression is a comma interpreted as a delimiter or a parenthesizor , a larger
score is given if it appears with an expression being considered to be parenthetical or calling
for a delimiter . If not , a smaller score is given. For example, when the commas in a sentence,
" . . . , followed by . . . , . . . " , are interpreted as a parenthesizor, they are given larger scores.
4

Experiments and Discussion

V\/e report the experimental results to illustrate the effectiveness of our present method . From
the beginning of our work on English CSs, we have used an article from Brown Corpus to test the
original method , to develop the enhanced similarity-based CS analysis method , and to adjust
the various parameters in the method ( the adj usted parameters a.re shown in the Appendix) . 3
Then we randomly chose six more articles from Brown Corpus , and analyzed them using the
method with the adj usted parameters .
4. 1

Experimental Evaluation

Table 1 shows the statistics of sentences with key expressions and the average number of their
possible GSs. Out of 709 sentences of the six test articles, 424 sentences contain commas and/or
conjunctions and need this kind of analysis. Among them, 14 sentences which contained six or
more key expressions and would produce an unacceptably large number of GSs (underlined in
Table 1 ) were excluded from the experimentation . 4
An input to our method is a POS tagged sentence. The following four types of test sets
were prepared:
Type 1

Type 2

Type 3

Type 4

manually tagged ( revised) sentences found in Penn Treebank (Marcus et al. , 1 993] ,

one-best tagged sentences by Brill ' s tagger (Brill, 1 994] ,
n-best tagged sentences by Brill 's tagger,

combination of the one-best and n-best tagged sentences ( n-best tags were given only
to words adjoining key expressions ) .

3 The parameters used in this paper were adjusted manually through experimentation. A s for automatic
parameter tuning, we are currently working on a project , getting promising results . This issue will be published
in the near future.
4 In sentences containing six or more key expressions, some of the key expressions often compose very simple
CSs, like " . . . houses, hotels, clubs, ships, and theaters . . . " or " . . . red, green, or blue . . . " . By constructing
heuristic rules for such simple C Ss and applying them to input sentences first, the number of possible GSs
would be reduced so that our method can handle sentences with many key expressions. Implementation of such
mechanism will be a target of our future work.
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Table 1 : Statistics of key expressions and GSs.
# of a n d ,
o r, b ut
0
1
2
3
4
;)

0

1

285 ( - )
1 37 ( 1 )
32 ( 3 )
5 ( 12 )
0
(-)
0
(-)

59 (2)
64
( 5)
18 ( 18)
6 ( 82 )
2 (416)
0
(-)

29
25
9
4

l
2

# of commas
3
4
( 8 ) 6 ( 44) 3 ( 284)
( 29 ) 5 ( 1 82 ) 1 ( 1 529)
( 1 1 9 ) 3 ( 932) J
(?)
( 574 ) l ( ? ) l
(?)
( ?) 0 (-) 0
(-)
( ?) 0 ( - ) 0
(-)
2

5

2

2 ( 2004)

(?)
(-)
(?)
(-)
(-)

0

l
0
0

6

l (?)
0
0
0
0
0

( -)
( -)
( -)
(-)
( -)

7
0 ( -)

l (?)
0 ( -)

l (?)
0 ( -)
0 (-)

a : # of sen tences occurring in the test articles ,
b : average # of GSs .

Table 2 : Analysis results of interpreting commas and detecting CS scopes.
Type
Type
Type
Type

1
2
3
4

( with
( with
( with
( with

Penn Treebank tags )
one-best tags)
n-best tags )
combined tags )

Comma interpretation
83 .8%
82.6%
72 . 9%
83.2%

CS scope detection
8 1 .0%
79.0%
67.7%
77.6%

Table 3 : Analysis results of interpreting commas .
Detected interpretation

Correct interpretation

Strong connectors

Weak connectors

Parenthesizors
or delimiters

Strong connectors
35
11
8
5
·weak connectors
6
28
Parenthesizors or delimiters
6
23
229
The total success ratio was 8 3 . 2% ( ( 35+28+229 ) / ( 35+ 1 1 +8+5+ 28+6+6+ 23+ 229 ) )

Table 4: Analysis results of detecting C S scopes .
Types of
key expressions
# of correct analysis
# of occurrence

'

,• '

' ' '

17
22

4

2

2
3

and
or
b-u t
286
3-56

, and
, or

, , and
, , or

, , , and
, , , or

Total

26
40

8

3

1
1

337 ( 77 .6% )
434
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We analyzed these test sets by our method and checked the results as follows :
Interpretation of commas
We checked whether commas were interpreted correctly or not ( the left-hand side of
Table 2 ) .
Detection of CS scopes
We also checked whether the detection of a CS scope was correct or not by automatically

comparing the analysis results with the parsed sentences in the Penn Treebank 5 (the
right-hand side of Table 2 ) . Since the aim of our method is to get rough information
on CS scopes ( mentioned in the next section in detail) , we regarded a detected scope as
correct when the detected CS scope contains at least the head words of all conjuncts and,
if any, at most one extra constituent of determiner or preposition .

The success ratios both for the comma interpretation and for the CS scope detection we�e
around 80%, for the test sets of type 1 , 2 and 4. We concluded that they were fairly goo d , com
paring the results of p revious work [Agarwal and Boggess , 1992, Okumura and Muraki, 1994)
and considering that our method handles the comma interpretation as well as the CS scope
detection . Table 3 and 4 show the details of our evaluation for the combined-tag test set
( type 4) .
4.2

Discussion

Goal of Our Method

Here , we would like to make the aim of our method clear . Our goal is to get a general information
on sentences containing commas and/or CSs, including the interpretation of comma usages
and the scopes of CSs. Although the CS scopes obtained by our method are only rough
approximations, to get such rough approximations is the first and most critical task . Later
stages can be used to determine their exact scopes .
For example , suppose there i s an input sentence whose P O S sequence i s "N 1 N2 Vi N3 N4 and
N5 Vi N6 N/', . The aim of our method is to determine whether the and conjoins two sentences
or two noun phrases. If our method estimates that the two sentences are conjoined, the detected
scope might not contain border nouns , such as N1 and N7 . But they would be easily included
in the CS scope at a subsequent syntactic analysis stage . On the other hand, when our method
estimates the noun phrase coordination , it might not return the precise scope, either. The two
possibilities, "(N3 ( N4 and N5 ) )" or " ( ( N3 N4 ) and N5 )" , would need to be distinguished at a
semantic analysis stage .
P O S Tagging and C S Analysis

Since POS tagging near conjunctions is not very reliable , n-best tagged sentences , rather
than one-best tagged sentences , are considered to be a better input to a CS analysis system,
simulating its real application . The current n-best tagger , however , assigns too many tags to
the words . As a result, it causes a troublesome side-effect , giving inappropriate similarity scores
to many pairs of words , and the success ratio of CS scope detection for n-best tagged sentences
becomes very low as shown in Table 2 .
5 Since CSs by weak connectors were not explicitly indicated in the Penn Treebank, they were checked
manually.
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Figure 3 : An example of detect ing CS scopes and interpreting comma usages ( 1 ) .
One compromise we haYe done is t hat we combined the results by the one-best tagger and
t hat by t he n-best t agger, as in our test set , type 4. For this test set , the success ratio was as
good as the one-best t agged set , and some CSs which could not be detected correctly because
of t he errors of t he one-best t agger. were detected correctly by using the combined tags ( Figure
3 shows an example of such CSs ) .
This result is Yery promising since i t shows that our method c an handle two very difficult
problems : POS ambiguity and CS scope ambiguity, simultaneously in a sense . ( Note that

gett ing the correct CS scope direct ly leads to the resolution of POS ambiguity aroun d the key
expression . )
Examples of C orrect Analysis

In t he ca5e of t he example in Figure 3: the verb phra5e coordination wa5 analyzed correctly.
The detected scope of t he CS wa5 regarded as correct since the two head verbs are included ,
alt hough t he ending words are not . In this example , when the one-best tagger wa5 used , the
incorrect tag, NN ( :\' ou n ) , wa5 given to the head verb of the pre-conj unct ( '�experiment" ) and
so the CS could not be analyzed correctly. On the other hand, the use of the n-best tags
assignment to t he word , NN ( Noun ) , VB ( Verb , base form) , and VBP ( Verb 1 non-3rd person ,
si ngular, present ) led to the correct analysis : as shown in Figure 3 .
In t he case of the example sentence in Figure 4 : the two comma5 were correctly interpreted
as surrounding a parent hetical expression , an.cl the verb phrase coordination was analyzed cor
rect ly.
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Figure 4: An example of detecting CS scopes and interpreting comma usages (2) .

In the example in Figure 5, the sentential coordination containing a gap and indicated
by a weak connector was analyzed correctly. The former comma is correctly interpreted as a
delimiter; the latter as a weak connector.
Types of Incorrect Analysis

Finally, we can classify the types of incorrect analyses produced by our method .
• Some types of CSs are extremely hard to handle. The following CS from a test sentence
consists of a prepositional phrase and wh-phrase , and it cannot be detected on a parallel
basis ( angle brackets are inserted to indicate the correct CS scope) :
. . . but anyone ( with a wide acquaintance in both groups ) and ( who has sat
through the many round tables ) will recognize . . .
Such expressions are, however, very rare in actual texts.
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Figure ,:> : An example of detecting CS scopes and interpreting comma usages (3) .
• Some idiomatic expressions were not analyzed correctly, for example , ·' m ay a n d m ore
likely m a y n of' . '· . . . o r n oth in g at a ll" . There seems to be no solution but to prepare a
set of specific rules for such expressions. Since parsed corpora are now widely available,
we believe t hat it will not be difficult to collect such expressions.
• As for t he int erpretation of commas, it was difficult to discriminate weak connectors
from ot hers . The comma in t he following sentence ,vas incorrectly interpreted as a weak
connect or ( angle brackets indicate t he incorrectly detected CS scope ) :
Outputs of t he two systems are ( measured by a pulse-ti ming circ u it and a
resist ance bridge ) , ( followed by a. simple analogue computer which feeds a
mult ichannel recorder . )
\Ye need to est ablish more prec ise detection methods for weak connectors.

5

Conclusion

We have proposed a. method of detec ting valuable information from real sentences which contain
commas and/or CSs , including t he interpretat ion of comma usages and the scopes of CSs . The
core engine of our method is a way of identifying conj uncts by checking their parallelism. Using
t his engine , we have developed a met hod of enumerating possible general structures of a sentence

and ranking them based on similarity scores for their CSs .
The informat ion obtained by t his method can be used to guide a syntactic parser to obtain
p arses for ac t u al , long se n t e n ces . I n t egrat i n g t h is met hod with an existing parsing sys tem will
be our next t arget.
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Appendix : Parameters
Similarity value between two words
POS matching of content words
POS matching of functional words
Exact word matching of content words
Exact word matching of functional words
Semantic similarity by WordNet
Path Score
penalty on non-diagonal path extension
causing to skip a content word
causing to skip a functional word
Penalty on containing a comma b eing a delimiter
Bonus point on CS starting expressions
between , both (- and)
either, neither wh ether( +-- or)
not only ( +-- but also)
The power of normalization
GS ranking
Weights for key expressions of CSs
Wconj u n c t i o n
Ws _c o n n e ctor
Ww _con n e c t o r

Score for a parenthesizor
Score for a delimiter

3
1
4
1
( 8 - two words ' distance in WordNet)/2

-2
-1
-4
3
3
10
2/3
1 .5
1 .0
0.5
1 .8 or 0 .6
( depending on neighbor expressions )
1 .79 or 0.59
( depending on neighbor expressions)
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1 . Introduction

Experience has shown that traditional models of language analysis as used in interfaces are
not suitable to analyze texts, as in many cases they tend to visit the entire search space,
pursuing every possible solution; moreover when a failure occurs they tend to hypothesize some
exotic linguistic phenomena instead of a lack in their own coverage. As a consequence when
confronted with complex inputs such as texts, a standard analyzer has to face a huge search
space, with consequent excessive w�te of computational resources, as well as reduced coverage.
In particular coverage has shown to be the crucial aspect : on one hand it is well-known that
parsers can not be expected to find full parses for every sentence; on the other hand coverage
can increase the combinatorics of parsing and the likelihood of incorrect results. A linguistic
analyzer has therefore to be controlled to pursue efficiency and robustness, especially when
extensive linguistic resources are provided to reach broad coverage. Efficiency means visiting
the search space looking for the most probable solutions, delaying or pruning other p ossibilities.
Robustness means being able to gracefully cope with gaps in the system's knowledge.
In this paper we propose a control strategy for reducing the inefficiency of a broad coverage
parser. It uses scores coming from extra-linguistic criteria, e.g text segmentation information,
domain-specific heuristics, and the frequency of linguistic phenomena. The analyzer is also
able to produce partial results when it is not possible to derive a global analysis, or its search
becomes too expensive.

2 . Parsing Control Strategies
The main component of the system's linguistic analyzer is an agenda-based bottom-up bidirec
tional chart parser [4] , coupled with an agenda management mechanism which sorts tasks and
rules to be applied , so to focus the analysis on the most promising solutions.
The keystone of the adopted control mechanism is a preliminary preprocessing phase based
on shallow linguistic techniques. This phase is divided in two steps: text segmentation and
text classification . Sentence segmentation is a typical technique used in text analysis [3] : i.n our
approach segments represent basic constituents (such as simple nominal, verbal, prepositional
phrases, etc. ) and are detected via pattern matching. During text classification the current
text is assigned to classes through statistical hierarchical pattern matching; the result of text
classification is a set of templates to be filled in by the linguistic processor. During linguis
tic analysis the agenda management uses the preprocessor results to control the parser: the
segmentation results are used to split the sentence analysis in two steps (i.e. segment p arsing
and segment combination) , whereas information about the templates is used, among others, as
heuristics to sort the tasks in the agenda [l] .
During segment parsing the segments produced by the preprocessor are analyzed, producing
basic constituents such as simple NPs, PPs, and so on. This means that the combination of
edges crossing the boundaries of segments is prevented (i.e. delayed until segment combination)
by an appropriate setting of the control strategy. At this level no other control mechanism is
applied, as the number of edges generated by such basic constituents is quite small .
During segment combination the syntactic analysis is completed considering all the tasks in
the agenda (included those that cross the boundaries of segments) . This is the very moment
when the control mechanism is necessary. The analyzer is controlled through the sorting of the
tasks in the agenda; four different . criteria are employed to contribute the scores used in task
ranking:

• Segmentation: the tasks generated by edges spanning a whole segment are given an extra
score. This criterion introduces some kind of top-down control on the parser actions. It is
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useful for example to avoid some phenomena similar to garden paths that are easily followed
by an uncontrolled parser.
• Rule Score: more frequent rules are applied first ; this is particularly important in a free word
order language like Italian , where the number of rules seldom applied tends to be very high.
• Template Filling: solutions providing information for target template(s) are given an extra
score, favoring the most interesting solutions from an applicative point of view.
• Width: tasks combining edges spanning wider parts of the input are preferred .
Each criterion produces a numerical score; these four scores are weighted and summed up .
The effectiveness of the control strategy relies therefor� on the weights given to the different
scores. We are currently experimenting different criteria of composition [2] . Some preliminary
results seem to indicate that segmentation is to be given the maximum weight , followed by
template filling, rule score and width. This strategy seems to be appealing from an intuitive
point of view too, as the main role is played by the top-down control for avoiding garden paths,
followed by the goal-driven strategy (i.e. template filling) ; the rule score weight is still to be
determined precisely.
At the end of parsing the (possible) different (complete or partial) solutions produced by
the linguistic analyzer can be evaluated according to the same four criteria (i.e. segmentation,
template filling, rule score and width) . In this case the most important one will be of course
the template filling criterion.
The strategy mentioned above allows the parser to focus on the most promising solutions.
Nevertheless focusing is not enough for efficiency, unless coupled with a process of reduction
of the search space; in our case that reduction means pruning some tasks from the agenda.
Unfortunately, pruning is dangerous, as it can prevent the parser from finding the correct solu
tion . In our approach the agenda is pruned of some low score tasks when at least a "satisfying"
solution has been found. Some experiments have been carried out to determine a criterion for
considering a solution as "satisfying" ; currently the following minimal criterion is used: when
an edge spanning all the sentence has been found that has maximum segmentation score and an
acceptable template score, the tasks with lower segmentation scores are pruned. This strategy
also allows to overcome possible segmentation errors [2] .

3 . Parser at Work
The modules described so far have been integrated in a system for text understanding currently
under development at IRST [1] . The system has been implemented in Common Lisp . As for the
linguistic modules of the system , both syntactic and semantic information are encoded using a
formalism based on Typed Feature Structures.
We have been experimenting on a corpus composed of short news ( average 70 words) taken
from the Italian financial newspaper "IL SOLE 24 Ore" . Up to now, we have carried on only
some preliminary experiments that seem to show a certain reduction in the amount of edges
built by the parser, i .e. between 10% and 40% . The computational cost of the application of
the control strategies is negligible.
In the near future we plan to do more extensive experiments to find the most effective way
of combining the four criteria and to consider additional criteria. An evolution of the agenda
pruning strategy using also rule scores is under study.
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The working assumption is that cognitive modeling of NLP and engineering solutions to free
text parsing can converge to optimal parsing. The claim of the paper is that the methodology to
achieve such a result is to develop a concrete environment with a flexible parser, that allows the
testing of various psycholinguistic strategies on real texts. In this paper we outline a flexible
parser based on a dependency grammar.

Cognitive modeling of human parsing and engineering solutions to text parsing are usually far
apart. The goal of this research is to test whether the two fields can converge to optimal parsing.
Efficiency in NLP is mostly obtained by separating the two phases of parsing and interpretation: an
active chart parser can produce an annotated compact representation of the exponential number of
syntactic trees in cubic time; the interpreter reads out the syntactic trees and builds a semantic
representation for each valid one. The annotation corresponds to associate a disjunction of tuples with
an edge. The interpretation process is theoretically exponential, and various authors have tried to
reduce the computation time by means of devices that extend the disjoint representation to feature
constraints application (Maxwell, Kaplan 1 993) and to the semantic interpretation (Rim et al. 1990),
or annotate the nodes of a shared-packed forest with the calls to the interpretation routines, that are
"lazily" executed only when needed (Harper 1 994).
Interleaving syntax -and semantics has been proposed mostly in cognitive approaches (Schubert
1984) (Crain, Steedman 1985) (Hirst 1 987). Since it is unreasonable to think that the human being
carries on the exponential number of alternative paths that arise during the parsing process, many
authors have proposed that many ambiguities are solved with the contribution of other sources, like
semantics and context. Incremental interpretation, as this approach is usually referred to, involves an
interleaving of the modules that can he implemented at various degrees. Interleaving requires the
distinction of the several paths during the parsing process: only a limited number of paths is allowed
for continuation (active paths), while many others are abandoned (inactive paths). The whole process
is theoretically exponential, and we cannot isolate a part that can be executed in a polynomial time.
The approach followed in this paper is to give up the polynomiality of parsing, by providing a method
to factorize the paths in an efficient way and to easily switch between active and inactive paths when
a recovery phase is required. We have implemented a flexible parser for testing various
psycholinguistic hypotheses on the human parsing mechanism and we have equipped the parser with
a recovery mechanism that allows an intelligent backtracking (Lombardo 1 995). Currently we are
testing the practical validity of a number of heuristics on an Italian corpus.
The syntactic representation is a dependency graph, that compacts all the dependency trees
associated with a sentence. The dependency graph in the upper part fig. 1 is associated with the
sentence "I saw a tall old man in the park with a telescope".
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Figure 1 . Toe dependency graph for the sentence "I saw a tall old man in the park with a telescope"

Various paths are identified by labelling some parts of the dependency graph with indices during
the parsing process. An index is a pair of natural numbers h.k. Two indices, h 1 .k 1 and h 2 .k2 , are
compatible iff either h 1 -:t= h2 or h t = h2 & k l = k2. A path is a set of indices compatible with each
other. For each dependency tree T of a sentence there exists one and only one path P in G such that
the tree consisting of all the vertices and edges reachable through P from a root vertex is equal to T.
The bottom of fig. 1 shows the two dependency trees associated with the paths { 1.1, 2.2 } , { 1.2, 2.4}.
The parser combines top-down predictions with bottom-up filtering. In case of ambiguity the
parser explores in parallel the several paths for an input fragment. The dependency graph built in this
phase keeps the paths distinct by means of the indices introduced above. The parser associates an
integer h with each point of ambiguity and an integer h.k with each solution for the ambiguity h. Then
the parser chooses the best path according to some heuristic. This becomes the active path, that is
used for continuation; the others are the inactive paths. The parser supports an incremental
interpretation at a fine degree of interleaving because the syntactic structure is always connected and
each operation of the parser modifies the structure. The path representation is the communication
medium between the parser and the recovery mechanism when something goes wrong.
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Abstract
We present a system for the investigation of computational properties of categorial gram
mar parsing based on a labelled analytic tableaux theorem prover. This proof method allows
us to take a modular approach, in which the basic grammar can be kept constant, while a range
of categorial calculi can be captured by assigning different properties to the labelling algebra.
The theorem proving strategy is particularly well suited to the treatment of categorial gram
mar, because it allows us to distribute the computational cost between the algorithm which
deals with the grammatical types and the algebraic checker which constrains the derivation.

1

Background

A current trend in logic is to attempt to incorporate semantic information into the domain of
deduction, [1 1) , (5]. An area for which this strategy is particularly useful is the problem of
categorial grammar parsing. The categorial grammar research programme requires the use of
a range of logical calculi for linguistic description. Some researchers have considered labelled
deduction as a tool for implementing categorial parsers (17) , (19) , and this paper can be seen as a
new contribution to this field.
In this paper we aim for a modular approach, in which the basic grammar is kept constant,
while different calculi can be implemented and experimented with by constraining the derivations
produced by the theorem prover. At present, our system covers the classical Lambek Calculus, �'
as well as the non-associative Lambek calculus NL, (1 3] , and variants such as Van Benthem's [6)
LP, LPC, LPE and LPCE, and their non-associative counterparts. The system is based on labelled
analytic deduction, particularly on the LKE method, developed by D 'Agostino and Gabbay (7).
LKE is similar to a Smullyan-style tableau system, in which the derivations obey the sub-formula
principle, but it improves on efficiency by restricting the number of branching rules to just one.
Different categorial logics are handled by assigning different properties to the labelling algebra,
while the basic syntactic apparatus remains the same. This allows the user to experiment with
various linguistic properties without having in principle to modify the grammar itself.
The basic structure of the paper is as follows. In section 1. 1 , we introduce the family of
categorial calculi, and discuss some of the linguistic arguments which have been put forward in
the literature with regard to these calculi. In section 2, we introduce the logical · apparatus on
which the system is based, describe the algorithm and prove some of the properties mentioned
in section 1 . 1 within this framework. We also show how different grammars can be characterised
and present a worked example. In section 2. 3 the system is compared with other strategies for
dealing with multiple categorial ·logics, such as hybrid formalisms and unification-based Gentzen
style deduction. In this section, we also suggest some ways to improve the efficiency of the system,
and strategies for dealing with the complexity of labelled unification.
1 . 1 A Family of Categorial Calculi and Their Linguistic Applications
Categorial Grammars can be formalised in terms of a hierarchy of well understood and mathemat
ically transparent logics, which yield as theorems a range of combinatorial operations. However
t supported by CNPq Brazilian Research Council Research Studentship No. 2002 10/93-9
t supported by ESRC Research Studentship No. R00429334338
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the precise nature of the combinatorial power required for an adequate characterisation of natural
language is still very much a matter of debate. For this reason, it is desirable to have a means of
systematically testing the linguistic consequences of adopting various calculi. In this section we
give an overview of the linguistic applications of some of the calculi in the hierarchy, with a view
towards motivating the usefulness of a generic categorial theorem prover as a tool for linguistic
study.
The combinatorial possibilities of expressions in general can be characterised in terms of re
duction laws. In R1-R6 below, we give some reduc'tion laws discussed in [16] , which have been
found to be linguistically useful. 1 .
Rl:

R4 :

Application

R2:

Lifting

R5:

X/Y, Y I- X
Y, Y\X I- X
X I- Y /(X\ Y)
X I- (Y/X)\Y

Composition

R3:

Division (main functor)

R6:

X/Y, Y/Z I- X/Z
Z\ Y, Y\X I- Z\X
X/Y I- (X/Z)/(Y /Z)
Y\X I- (Z\ Y)\(Z\X)

A ssociativity

(Z\X) /Y I- Z\ (X/Y)
Z\ (X/Y) I- (Z\X) /Y
Division (sub. functor)

X/Y I- (Z/X)\ (Z/Y)
Y\X I- (Y\Z)/(X\Z)

It is possible to define a hierarchy of logical calculi, each of which admits one or more of R1-R6
as theorems; from the purely applicative calculus AB, of Ajdukiewicz and Bar-Hillel, [2] , which
supports only Rl, to the full Lambek calculus L, which supports all the above laws. Calculi inter
mediate in power between AB and L have been explored ( e.g. Dependency Categorial Grammar
[20] ) , as well as stronger calculi which extend the power of L through the addition of structural
rules.
Much of the interest in using categorial grammars for linguistic research derives from the
possibilities they offer for characterizing a flexible notion of constituency. This has been found
particularly useful in the development of theories of coordination, and incremental interpretation .
For example, assuming standard lexical type assignments, the following right node raised sentence
cannot be derived in AB, but does receive a derivation in a system which includes R3, with each
conjunct assigned the type indicated.
(1)

[John resents s;Np ] and [Peter envies s;Np ] Mary

(2)

John gave [to his nephew PP] [all the old comic books which he'd collected in his troubled
adolescence Np ] .

A calculus which includes composition, R2, will allow a function to apply to an unsaturated
argument, and it is this property which allows Ades and Steedman [1] to treat long distance
dependencies, and motivates much of Steedman's later work on incremental interpretation.
Dowty [9] uses the combination of composition, R2 and lifting, R4, to derive examples of
non-constituent coordination such as John gave mary a book and Susan a record.
We can increase the power of L by adding the structural transformations Permutation, Contrac
tion and Expansion, to derive the calculi LP, LPC, LPE and LPCE. The structural transformation
Permutation, which removes the restrictions on the linear order of types, allows us to go beyond
the purely concatenative derivations of L. This allows us to deal with sentences exhibiting non
standard constituent order. For example, Moortgat suggests using permutation for dealing with
heavy NP-shift in examples similar to the following [16] :

In (2) , the bracketed constituents can be "rearranged" via permutation so that a derivation is
possible that employs the standard type ( (NP\ S)/PP) /NP for the ditransitive verb gave.
In L, while it is possible to specify a type missing an argument on its left or right periphery,
it is not possible to specify a type missing an argument "somewhere in the middle" , making it
impossible to deal with non-peripheral extraction. However, as Morrill et al show, permutation
provides the additional power necessary to account for this phenomenon [12] .
1 We adopt the Lambek notation, i n which X/Y is a function which "takes" a Y t o its right t o yield an X , and
Y\X is a function which "takes" a Y to its left to yield an X.
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In addition to permutation, there are also linguistic examples which motivate contraction (e.g.
gapping, [16] ) and expansion (e.g. right dislocation, [16] ) . However it is universally recognized
that a system employing the unrestricted use of structural transformations would be far too
powerful for any useful linguistic application, since it would allow arbitrary word order variation,
copying and deletion. For this reason, a goal of current research is to build a system in which
the resource freedom of the more powerful calculi can be exploited when required, while the basic
resource sensitivity of L is retained in the general case. One such approach is to employ structural
modalities [12] , which are operators that explicitly mark those types which are permitted to be
manipulated by specific structural transformations.2

2

A framework for Categorial Deduction

In this section we describe the theorem proving framework for categorial deduction. We start by
setting up basic ideas of categorial logic, giving formal definitions of the core logical language.
Then we move on to the theorem proving strategy, introducing the LKE approach [7] and the
algebraic apparatus used to characterise different calculi.
2.1

T he core syntax

We assume that there is a finite set of atomic grammatical categories which will be represented by
special symbols: NP for noun phrases, S for sentences, etc. So, the set of well-formed categories
can be defined as below.
Definition 1 The set of well-formed categories, C is the smallest set which contains every basic
category and which is closed under the following rule:
{i) If X E C and Y E C , then X/Y,

X\ Y and X •

YEC

Our purpose in this section is to define a prcedure which will enable us to verify, given an
entailment relation f- , whether or not such a relation holds for the logic being considered.
Many proof procedures for classical logic have been proposed: natural deduction, Gentzen's
sequents, analytic (Smullyan style) tableaux, etc. Among these, methods which conform to the
sub-formula principle are particularly interesting, as far as automation is concerned. See [10] for
a survey. Most of these methods, along with proof methods developed for resource logics, such as
Girard's proof nets (a variant of Bibel's connection method) , can be used for categorial logic. Leslie
[14] presents and compares some categorial versions of these procedures for the standard Lambek
calculus.L, taking into account complexity and proof presentation issues. Although tableau systems
are not discussed in [14] , a close relative, the cut-free sequent calculus is presented as being the
one ·which represents the best compromise between implementability and display of the proof.
Smullyan style tableau systems, however, have been shown to be inherently inefficient [8]. They
cannot even simulate truth-tables in polynomial time. The main reason for this is the fact that
many of the Smullyan tableau expansion rules cause the proof tree to branch, thus increasing the
complexity of the search. Moreover, keeping track of the structure of the derivations represents
an extra source of complexity, which in most categorial parsers [17, 1 9] is reflected in expensive
unification algorithms employed for dealing with substructural implication. In order to cope
with efficiency and generality, we have chosen the LKE system [7] as the proof theoretic basis
of our approach 3 • LKE is an analytic (its derivations exhibit the sub-formula property) method
of proof by refutation 4 which has only one branching rule. In addition, its formulae are labelled
according to a labelling algebra which will determine the closure conditions for the proof trees 5 •
In what follows, we shall concentrate on explaining our version of the system, the heuristics that
2 Systems which allow the selective use of structural transformations may be implemented in the general frame
work presented here, although we do not address this issue.
3 For standard propositional logic, it has been shown that LKE can simulate standard tableau in polynomial
t i me, but the converse is not true.
4 A formula is proved by building a counter-model for its negation.
·5 See section 2.3 for a discussion of how LKE, unlike proof nets or standard tableaux, enables us to reduce the
computational cost of label unification.
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we have found use_ful for dealing with particularities of the calculi covered, and the relevant results
for these calculi. The usual completeness and soundness results ( with respect to the algebraic
semantic provided) are already given in [7] , so we will not discuss them here.
We have mentioned that the condition for a branch to be considered closed in a standard
tableau is that both a formula and its negation occur on it. The calculus defined above presents
no negation, though. So, we have to appeal to some extrinsic mechanism to express contradiction.
In Smullyan's original formulation, the formulae occurring in a derivation were all preceded by
signs: T or F. For instance, assume that we want to prove A ⇒ A in classical logic. We start by
saying that the formula is false, prefixing it by F, and try to find a refutation for F A ⇒ A. For this
to be the case both T A ( the antecedent) and F A ( the consequent) have to be the case, yielding a
contradiction. In classical logic we can interpret T and F as assertion and denial respectively, and
so we can incorporate F into the language as negation, obtaining uniform notation by eliminating
the need for signed formulae. In our approach, since negation is not defined in the language, we
shall make use of signed formulae as proof theoretic devices. T and F will be used to indicate
whether or not a certain string available for combination to produce a new one.
2.2

The generalised parsing strategy

If we had restricted the system to dealing with signed formulae, we would have a proof procedure for
an implicational fragment of standard pr9positional logic enriched with backwards implication and
conjunction. However, we have seen that the Lambek calculus does not exhibit any of the structural
properties of standard logic, and that different calculi may be obtained by varying structural
transformations. Therefore, we need a mechanism for keeping track of the structure of our proofs.
This mechanism is provided by labelling each formula in the derivation with information tokens6 .
Labels will act not only as mechanisms for encoding the structure of the proof, from a proof
theoretic perspective, but will also serve as means to propagate semantic information through the
derivation . A label can be seen as an information token supporting the information conveyed by
the signalled formula it labels. Tokens may convey different degrees of informativeness, so we
shall assume that they are ordered by an anti-symmetric, reflexive and transitive relation, - � , so
that an expression like x � y asserts that y is at least as informative as x (i.e. verifies at least
as many sentences as x) . We also assume that this semantic relation, "verifies" , is closed under
deductibility.
It is natural to suppose that, as well as categories, information tokens can be composed. We
have seen that a type S/NP can combine with a type NP to produce an S. If we assume that there
are tokens x and y verifying respectively S /NP and NP, how would we represent the token that
verifies S? Firstly, we define a token composition operation o . Then, we assume that, a priori,
the order in which the categories appear in the string m:atters. So, a minimal information token
verifying S would be x o y. As we shall see below, the constraints we impose on o will ultimately
determine which inferences will be valid. For instance, if we assume that the order in which the
types occur is not relevant, then we may allow permutation on the operands, so that x o y � y
o x; if we assume that contraction is a structural property of the calculus then the string (S /NP,
NP, NP] will also yield an S, since y o y � y, etc. Let's formalise these notions by defining an
algebraic structure, called Information frame.
Definition 2 An Information Frame is a structures £ = (P ,o , 1 , � ) , where (i) P is a non-empty
set of information tokens; (ii) P is a complete lattice under � ; (iii) o is an order-preserving,
binary operation on P which satisfies continuity, i. e. , for every directed family { zi } , LJ { zi o x} =
LJ { zi } o x and LJ {x o Zi } = x o LJ{zi } ; and {iv) 1 is an identity element in P .

Combinations of types are accounted for in the labelling algebra by the composition opera
tor. Now, we need to define an algebraic counterpart for syntactic composition, • , itself. When
a formula like S/NP • NP is verified by a token x, this is because its components were avail
able for combination, and consequently were verified by some other tokens. Now, suppose S/NP
was verified by a token, say a. What would be the appropriate token for NP, such that S/NP
6 See [ 1 1) for a proof theoretic motivated, LDS approach, and [5) for an approach based on a finer-grained,
semantically motivated information structure.
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combined with NP would be verified by x? It certainly would not be more informative than x.
Moreover, if the expression S/NP • NP were to stand for the composition of the (informational)
meanings of its components, then the label for NP would have to verify, when combined with
a, at most as much information as x. In order to express this, we define the label for NP as
being the greatest y s. t. x is at least as informative as a combined with y. This token will be
f
represented by x ✓a. In general, x ✓Y � LJ {zl y o z � x} . An analogous operation, /, can
be defined to cope with cases in which it is necessary to find the appropriate label for the first
operand by reversing the order of the tokens in the definition above. Some properties of ✓ [7] :
y o (x ✓ y)
(x ✓ y) o z

C

C:

x

(3)

(x o z) ✓ Y

( 5)

1

C:

(x ✓ y) ✓ z

x✓x
C

x ✓ (y o z)

(4)
(6 )

Having set the basic elements of our proof-theoretic apparatus, we are now able to define the
components of a derivation as follows:
Definition 3 Signed labelled formulae {SLF) are expressions of the form S Cat : L, where S E
{ T1 F} , Cat E C and L E £,
A derivation: or proof will be a tree structure built according to certain syntactic rules. These
rules will be called expansion rules, since their application will invariably expand the tree structure.
There are three sorts of expansion rules: those which expand the tree by generating two formulae
from a single one occurring previously in the derivation, those which expand the tree by combining
two formulae into a third one which is then added to the tree, and the branching rule. The first kind
of rule corresponds to what is called a-rule in Smullyan tableaux; these rules will be called a-rules
here as well. The second and third kinds have no equivalents in standard tableau systems. We
shall refer to the second kind as a-rules, and to the branching rule as ,B-rule - after Smullyan's,
even though his branching rules are different. Figure 1 summarises the expansion rules to be
employed by the system. A deduction bar says that if the formula(e) appearing above it occurs
in the tree, then the formula(e) below it should be added to the tableau. The rules are easily
interpreted according to the intuitions assigned above to signs, formulae and information tokens.
A rule like a ( i ) , for example, says that if A\B is not available for combination and x verifies such
information: then this is because there is an A available at some token a, but the combination
of a and x (notice that the order is relevant) does not produce B. Given the expansion rules,
(i)
F A\B : X
(oi )
T A : a*
(a2 )
FB : aox
a
( 3)
a-rules
( i)
T
A\B : X
a
( i)
T
A:y
( <72 )
TB
:yOX
a
( 3)
* = a new label a
a-rules

,8-rule
( iii)
TA•B :x
T A : a*
(,81 ) TA : X I ( ,82 ) FA : x
T B : x ✓a
,,�-1
;n
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
( iii)
T A/B : X
FA•B :x F A •B :x
T A\B : X T A/B : X
TA :y
TB:y
TB:y
F B : y o x f A: X O y
T A : x o y F B : X ✓Y F A : x /y
FB :y
FA:y
(not occurring previously in the derivation) must be introduced.

(ii)
F A/B : X
T B : a*
F A :xoa

Figure 1 : Tableau expansion rules

the definition of the main data structure to be manipulated by the theorem proving (parsing)
algorithm is straightforward: a derivation tree, T, is simply a binary tree built from a set of given
formulae by applying the rules. The next step is to define the conditions for a tree to be regarded
as complete. Completion along with inconsistency are the notions upon which the algorithm's
termination depends. It can be readily seen ori Figure 1 that for a finite set of formulae, the
number of times a and a rules can be applied increasing the number of SLFs (nodes) in T is
finite. Unbounded application of ,B, however, might expand the tree indefinitely. In order to assure
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termination, applications of /3 will be restricted to sub-formulae of formulae in T. These notions
are formalised in Definition 4.

Definition 4 {Tree Completion) Given T, a tree for a set of SLFs S, we say that a binary tree T *
is a tableau for S if T * results from T through the application of an expansion rule. A tableau T *
is linearly complete if it satisfies the following conditions: {i) if a1 E T, then 0:2 and a3 E T; (ii)
if a 1 and a2 E T, then a3 E T. A tree T * is complete iff for every A E 7 * and every sub-formula
A ' of A, both F A ' : x and T A ' : x have been added to T * by an application of the /3-rule.

Now, the first step towards building a counter-model for the denial of the formula to be proved is
the search for a tree containing potential contradictions. Whether or not a potentially inconsistent
tree is a counter-model for the formula will depend ultimately upon the constraints on the labelling
algebra. This form of inconsistency is defined below.

Definition 5 (Branch and Tree Inconsistency) A branch is inconsistent iff for some type X both T
X and F X, labelled by any information token, occur in the branch. A tree is inconsistent iff its
branches are all inconsistent.

Given the definitions above, we are ready to define an algorithm for expanding linearly the deriva
tion tree. For efficiency reasons non-branching rules will be exhaustively applied before we move
on to employing /3-rules. Definition 6 presents the basic procedure for generating linear expansion
for a branch.7 The complete LKE algorithm, Definition 8, which uses the procedure below, will
be presented after we have discussed tableau closure from the information frame perspective.

Definition 6 (Algorithm: Linear Completion) Given T, a LKE-tableau structure, we define the
procedure:
Linear-Com pletion (,)
1 do T -<:= a-completion(,)
2
formula -<:= head[T]
3 while ( ,completed(,) or consistent(,) )
do if a 1 -type(formula)
4
then do formulaaux -<:= search(T,a2 ) I> formulaaux is a set of a2-type slf 's
5
if formulaaux # 0
I> a3-set results from combining a1 to each a2
6
then do a3-set -<:= combine-labels(a1 ,formulaaux )
7
a3-expansion {= a-completion(a3-set)
8
7-<:= append(1,a3-expansion)
9
10
do formula -<:= next[T]
1 1 retu rn T
We have seen above that the labels are means to propagate information about the formulae
through the derivation tree. From a semantic viewpoint, the calculi addressed in this paper are
obtained by varying the structure assigned to the set of formulae in the derivation8 • Therefore, in
order to verify whether a t:ranch is closed for a calculus one has to verify whether the information
frame satisfies the constraints which characterise the calculus. For instance, the standard Lambek
calculus L does not allow any sort of structural manipulation of formulae apart from associativity;
LP allows formulae to be permuted; LPE allows permutations and expansion (i.e. if B can be
proved from the sequent .6., A, r, then B can be proved from .6., A, A, r) ; LPC allows permutation
and contraction; etc. The definition below sets the algebraic counterparts of these properties.

Definition 7 An information frame is: {i) associative if x o (y o z) � (x o y) o z and (x o y) o z
� x o (y o z); (ii) commutative if x o y � y o x; {iii) contractive if x o x � x; {iv) expansive if x
� x o x; (v) monotonic if x � x o y, for all x, y, z E P .

7 The reader will notice that if we had allowed u2 formulae to search for u1 types for combination, in the same
way that u 1 s search for u2s, then linear expansion would not terminate for some cases. Consider for example the
infinite sequence of u applications: T A / B: x, T B / A : y, T A : z, T B : y o z, T A : x o (y o z), T B : y o (x
o (y o z)), ... A strategy to allow unrestricted u-application without running into non-terminating procedures, as
well as other practical and computational issues is discussed in [15).
8 For instance, resource sensitive logics such as linear logic are frequently characterised in terms of multisets to
keep track of the "use" of formulae throughout the derivation.
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Now, we _say that a branch is closed with respect to the labelling algebra if it contains SLFs
of t he form T X : x and F X : y, where x � y. Likewise, a tree is closed if it contains only
closed branches. Checking for label closure will depend on the calculus being used, and consists
basically of reducing information token expressions to a normal form, via properties (3)-(6) , and
then matching tokens and/ or variables that might have been introduced by applications of the
,B-rule according to the properties or combination of properties (Definition 1) that characterise the
calculus considered. It should be noticed that, in addition to the basic algorithm, heuristics might
be employed to account for specific linguistic aspects. Some examples: (a) it could be assumed
that all the bracketing for the strings is to the right thus favouring an incremental approach; (b)
type reuse could be blocked at the level of the formulae, reducing the the computational cost of
searches for label closure, since most of the calculi in the family covered by the system are resource
sensitive; ( c) priority could be given to juxtaposed strings for a-rule application, etc. Definition 8
gives the general procedure for tableau expansion , abstracted from the heuristics mentioned above.

Definition 8 (Algorithm: LKE-completion) The complete tableau expansion for a LKE-tree Tis
given by the fallowing procedure:
expa nsion (T)
1 do closure-flag -<= no
2 while ,( completed(T) or closed-T= yes)
do T-<= linear-completion(T)
3
if ,consistent (T) and label-closure(T)
4
then do closure-flag <= yes
o
else do s'ubformula -<= select-subformula(T)
6
subformular <= assign-label-T(subformula)
7
subformulap -<= assign-label-F(subformula)
8
T1 -<= append(T, {subformular} )
9
T2 -<= append(T, {subformulap} )
10
if ( expansion(T1 ) = yes and expansion(T2 ) = yes )
11
then do closure-flag -<= yes
12
1 3 return closure-flag
As it is, t he algorithm defined above constitutes a semi-decision procedure. This is due to the
fact that even though the search space for signed formulae is finite, the search space for the labels
is infinite. The labels introduced via ,B-rules are in fact universally quantified variables which must
be instantiated during the label unification step. This represents no problem if we are dealing with
theorems, i.e. trees which actually close. However, for completed trees with an open branch, the
task might not terminate. In order to overcome this problem and bind the unification procedure
we restrict label (variable) substitutions to the set of tokens occurring in the derivation - similarly
to the way parameter instantiation is dealt with by liberalized quantification rules for first-order
logic tableaux. In practice, the strategy adopted to reduce label complexity also employs the
following refinements: (i) t!1e tableau is linearly expanded keeping track of the choices made when
O"-rules are applied (the options are kept in a stack) ; (ii) once this first step is finished, if the
tableau is still open, then backtrack is performed until either the choices left over are exhausted
or closure is achieved; (iii) only then is the ,B-rule applied. This explains the role played by the
heuristics mentioned above. 9 We are now able to establish some results regarding the reduction
laws mentioned in section 1 . 1 .
P roposition 1 (Reduction Laws) Let X, Y and Z be types, and £ an information frame.
properties R 1 -R5 hold:

The

Proof 1 The proofs are obtained by straightforward application of Definition 6 and Definition 8 .
Below w e illustrate the method by proving {R1) and {R2):

{Rl) To prove right application we start by assuming that it is verified by the identity token 1 .
From this we have: 1 - T X/Y • Y : m, 2- F X : 1 o m
m . Then, we apply a(iii ) to 1

=

9 Furthermore, as we will show in section 2.3, if associativity is allowed at the syntactic level then it is possible
to eliminate the branching rule for the class of calculi discussed here.
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obtaining 3- T X/Y : n and 4- T Y : m ✓ n. The next step is to combine 3 and 4 via O"( iv )
getting 5- T X : n o (m ✓ n) . Now we have a potential closure caused by 5 and 2. If we
apply property {3} to the label for 5 we find that n o {m ✓ n} � m, which satisfies the closure
condition thus closing the tableau.
{R2) Let 's prove left composition. As we did above, we start with: 1- T Z\ Y • Y\X : m and 2- F
Z\X : 1 o m. Applying O: ( iii ) to 1 we get: 3- T Z\ Y : a and 4- T Y\X : m ✓ a. Now, we
may apply a ( i) to 2 and get: 5- T Z : b and 6- F X : b o m. Then, combining 3 and 5 via
a(i) : 7- T Y : b o a. And finally 4 and 7 through the same rule: 8- T X : {b o a) o {m ✓ a}.
The closure condition for 8 and 6 is achieved as fallows:

( b o a) o (m ✓ a)

C b o· ( a o ( m ✓ a))
� bo m

by associativity
by (3) and o being order-preserving

■

Even though L does not enjoy finite axiomatizability, the results above suggest that the calculus
finds a natural characterization in LKE for associative information frames. In particular, the
Division Rule (R6) can be regarded as L ' s characteristic theorem, since it is not derivable in weaker
calculi such as AB, N L, and F. If we do not allow associative frames, we get N L. Stronger calculi
such as LP, LPE, LPC and LPCE (18] can be obtained for the same general framework by assigning
further properties to o in the labelling algebra. Frames exhibiting combinations of monotonicity,
expansivity, commutativity and contraction allow us to characterise these substructural calculi.
Algebras that are both associative and commutative describe LP. Adding expansivity (weakening)
to LP results in LPE. Associativity, commutativity and contraction describe LPC frames. LPCE is
obtained by combining the properties of LPC and LPE algebras.
We end this section with a simple example requiring associativity: show, in L, that an NP
(Joh n ) , combined with a type (NP\S) /NP (li kes) yields S/NP, i.e a type which combined with a
NP will result in a sentence (Proof 2) .
Proof 2 Let 's assume the following type-string correspondence: NP for Joh n , {NP\ S)/NP for likes.
The expression we want to find a counter-model for is: 1- F NP • {NP\S)/NP 1--L S/NP. There
fore, the following has to be proved: 2- T NP • (NP\S)/NP : m and 3- F S/NP : m. We proceed
by breaking 2 and 3 down via a ( iii ) , obtaining: 4- T NP : a, 5- T {NP\S)/NP : m/ a, 6- T NP :
b, and 7- F S : (m o b).
Now we start applying a-rules (annotated on the right-hand side of each line):
5, 6 a( i )
8- T NP\S : {m ✓ a) o b
9- T S
: a o {(m ✓ a) o b) 4, 9 O"( i )
We have derived a potential inconsistency between 7 and 9. Turning our attention to the infor
mation tokens, we verify closure for L as follows:
a o ((m / a) o b)
2.3

C
C

(a o (m ✓ a)) o b
moa

by associativity
by property (3)

■

Comparison with Existing A pproaches

Early implementations of CG parsing relied on cut-free Gentzen sequents implemented via back
ward chaining mechanisms (16) . Apart from the fact that it lacks generality, since implementing
more powerful calculi would involve modifying the code in order to accommodate new structural
rules, this approach presents several sources of inefficiency. The main ones are: the generate.,.. and
test strategy employed to cope with associativity, the non-determinism in the branching rules and
in rule application itself. The impact of the latter form of non-determinism over efficiency can
be reduced by testing branches for count invariance prior to their expansion and by performing
sequent proof normalisation. However, non-determinism due to splitting in the proof structure still
remains. As we move on to stronger logics and incorporate structural modalities such problems
tend to get even harder.
An improved attempt to deal uniformly with multiple calculi is presented in [17] . In that
paper, 'the theorem prover employed is based on proof nets, and the characterisation of different
calculi is taken care of by labelling the formulae. For substructural calculi stronger than L, much
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of the complexity (perhaps too much) is shifted to the label unification procedures. A strategy
for improving such procedures by compiling labels into higher-order logic programming clauses is
presented in [19] for N L and L. However, a comprehensive solution to the problem of binding label
unification, a problem which arises as we move from sequents to labelled proof nets, has not been
presented yet. Moreover, as discussed in (14] , if we consider that the system is to be used as a
parser, as a tool for linguistic study, the proof net style of derivation does not provide the clearest
or most intuitive ·display of the proofs. 1 0
in our approach, the burden of parsing is not so concentrated in label unification but is more
evenly divided between the theorem prover and the algebraic checker. This is mainly due to the
fact that the system allows for a controlled degree of non-determinism, present in the er-rules, which
enables us to reduce the introduction of variables in the labelling expressions to a minimum. We
believe this represents an improvement on previous attempts. Besides this, controlling composition
via bounded backtrack opens the possibility of implementing heuristics reflecting linguistic and
contextual knowledge. In fact, we verify that, · under the appropriate application of rules, we are
able to eliminate the ,B-rule for a class of theorems.
Proposition 2 (Elimination Theorem) All closed LKE-trees derivable by the application of the set
of rules R = { O'.(i) , ... ,a(iii) ,CT(i) , ... ,CT(vi) ,,B} can be also derived from R - {,B} + { assoc } .
The proof of this proposition can be done by defining an abstract Gentzen relation, proving
a substitution lemma with respect to the labelling algebra (as in [7] ) , and showing that our
consequence relation is closed under the relevant Gentzen conditions even if no ,B rule is employed.
The proof appeals to the fact that no formula signed by F can occur in the sequents on the left
hand side of the entailment relation, since the calculi presented here do not have negation. 1 1 We
believe that this result shows that, even though LKE label unification might be computationally
expensiYe for substructural logics in general, the system seems to be well suited for categorial
logics. We refer the reader to (15] for a more comprehensive discussion of these issues.

3

Conclusions and Further Work

We have described a framework for the study of categorial logics with different degrees of expres
sivity on a uniform basis, providing a tool for testing the adequacy of different CGs to a variety
of linguistic phenomena. From · a practical point of view, we have investigated the effectiveness
and generality issues of a parsing strategy for CG opening an avenue for future developments.
Moreover, we have pointed out some strategies for improving on efficiency and for dealing with
more expressive languages, including structural modalities.
The architecture proposed seems promising; Its flexibility with respect to the variety of logics
it deals with, and its modularity suggest some natural extensions to the present work. Among
them: implementing a semantic module based on Curry-Howard correspondence between type
deduction and ;\-terms, adding local control of structural transformations (structural modalities)
�.o the language, increasinr P."<pressivity in the information frames for covering calculi weaker than
L (e.g. Dependency Categorial Grammar [20]) , exploiting the derivational structure encoded in
the labels to define heuristics for models of human attachment preferences etc. Problems for
further investigation might include: the treatment of polymorphic types (by incorporating rules
for dealing with quantification analogous to Smullyan's 8 and 'Y rules [10] (21] ) , and complexity
issues regarding how the general architecture proposed here would behave under more standard
theorem proving methods.
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Abstract
In contemporary natural language formalisms like HPSG (Pollard and Sag 1 994) the ID/LP format

is used to separate the information on dominance from the one on linear precedence thereby allowing

significant generalizations on word order. In this paper, we define unification ID/LP grammars. But as
mentioned in Seiffert ( 1 99 1 ) there are problems concerning the locality of the information determining

LP acceptability during parsing. Since one is dealing with partially specified data, the information that

is relevant to decide whether the local tree under construction is LP acceptable might be instantiated
further during processing. In this paper we propose a modification of the Earley /Shieber algorithm on

direct parsing of ID /LP grammars. We extend the items involved to include the relevant underspecified

information using it in the completion steps to ensure the acceptability of the resulting structure.

Following Sikkel ( 1 993) we define it not as an algorithm, but as a parsing schema to allow the most
abstract representation.

1 Introduction
The immediate dominance/linear precedence distinction was introduced into linguistic for
malisms to encode word order generalizations by Gazdar, Klein, Pullum and Sag ( 1985) for
GPSG and contemporary formalisms like HPSG (Pollard and Sag 1 994) still want to express
linearization facts with LP rules. But HPSG does not provide definitions for how to incorpo
rate the ID /LP format into the formalism. This paper tries to handle the ID /LP distinction on
another level . Instead of incorporating it into the theory, the information will be used during
processing to determine validity of structures.
The simplest approach to parsing of ID /LP grammars is to fully expand the grammar into
the underlying phrase structure grammar. But the expansion creates a huge number of grammar
rules 1 which dominates the parsing complexity and can therefore not be a basis for a reasonable
implementation . This parsing with the object grammar is called indirect parsing . On the other
hand , there are approaches, called direct parsing which try to interleave the use of ID and LP
rules . The approach taken in this paper is a result of augmenting this paradigm.
* The research presented in this paper was sponsored by Teilprojekt A8 of the SFB 340 of the Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft. I want to thank Tom Cornell, Dale Gerdemann, Thilo Gotz, Frank Richter and _Klaas
Sikkel for helpful discussion. Needless to say, all errors and infelicities that remain are my own.
1 For unification grammars the number of rules may even be infinite.
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The concept of direct parsing was developed by Shieber ( 1984 ) . He modifies Earley's al
gorithm ( Earley 1 970) to cope with ID/LP grammars. (Context-free) ID/LP grammars are
defined by treating the formerly context-free rules as ID rules and by adding L P rules. The
modification to the algorithm consists of two parts. The right hand side of a rule has no longer
a fixed order, but is treated as a multiset . The predictor and the completer are limited to
the LP acceptable structures by testing LP acceptability on the considered local trees, i.e. a
nonterminal is extracted from the multiset and tested whether it may precede the remaining
categories. The LP rules are taken and matched directly against proposed structures. Since this
proposal obviously does not suffice to handle HPSG style grammars, it has to be augmented to
feature based grammars as is done in Seiffert ( 1 99 1 ) .
Unification based I D /LP grammars are defined by augmenting the domain of the nontermi
nals to feature structures and by formalizing when an LP rules applies. This happens in c �e
the LP elements subsume two categories contained in a local tree. A violation occurs if the
category which is subsumed by the first LP element follows the category which is subsumed by
the second LP element. The Earley/Shieber parser is then used almost unchanged. The only
change is that nonterminals are not longer identical, so that application of rules is determined
by unification. But consider the grammar in figure 1 (taken from Seiffert ( 199 1 ) ) . 2
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Fi g . 1 . Seiffert's example grammar

On input ihjk - which is not well formed - Seiffert 's parser can not determine on the first
pass whether the local tree ( C AT b, ( C AT e, CAT d)) is well formed since the information that is
relevant for the LP rule , namely that one has to precede two, is not available yet . Only after
the local trees ( C AT c, (CAT f, C AT g)) and (CAT a, ( C AT b , C AT c)) have been constructed, the
information becomes accessible through structure sharing. The nonlocal flow can be seen in
the parse tree given in figure 2 . 3 The information one and two comes from the lexical entries
for f and g and is passed to e and d via c and b. Only then is the information that the value
for F 2 at e is two and that the value for F l at d is one available and the local tree ( C AT b, ( C AT

2 To simplify notation, we are going to represent the trees of categories in the discussion of this example in

term notation with just the category feature present.
3 For readability reasons the arrows are drawn just for one value, namely two .

lfi3

e , CAT d)) has to be ruled out since the LP rule [Fl

one ]

-< [F2

two ]

is violated .

[cAT a ]

Fig. 2 . The parse tree for input *ihjk and Seiffert's grammar (see figure I )

This phenomenon makes it necessary for Seiffert to take the resulting parse tree and check
it for any remaining LP violations . Clearly this is inefficient and not desired .
Although this pa.per is not concerned with linguistics, we nevertheless try to argue to some
extent that the problem is indeed not only a technical one. Nonlocality is a well known phe
nomenon in natural language, but so far without any influence on word order. This section tries
to sketch the fact that in a reasonably large fragment for German such nonlocal word order
p henomena. do exist . Since this is not the main goal of the p aper, the presentation needs to
be brief. It can be understood without an exact knowledge of the linguistic theories involved
if one accepts the claims made during the discussion . But for a complete understanding of the
details involved . we assume some knowledge of the analysis of partial verb phrases by Hinrichs
and N akazawa. ( 1 993 ) , on word order by Lenerz ( 1 977) and the empirical analyses by Richter
and Sailer ( 1 995 ) .
Some data on word order i n German sentences seem to suggest that there exists a connection
between the main verb and the order of its complements. The example sentences in 1 do indicate
the different behaviour of the verbs geben (to give) and iiberlassen (to leave) .
1 Example Sentences

(1) a. Karl wird dem Kind das Geschenk geben wollen .
Karl will the child the present give want .
Karl will want to give the child the present .
b. *Karl wird das Geschenk [

RHEM plus
CASE

ace ]

dem Kind [

RHEM minus
CASE

dat

]

geben wollen .

(2) a. Karl wird das Geschenk dem Kind iiberlassen wollen .
Karl will the present the child leave
want . '
Karl will want to leave the child the present .
b. *Karl wird dem Kind [

RHEM p lus
CASE

dat

]

das Geschenk [

RHEM minus ]

CASE

ace

iiberlassen wollen .

The (a) versions of the sentences do not exhibit any limitation on the order of the com
plements. The (b) versions reflect the fact that they do not allow the first NP to be rhematic
in the sense of Lenerz ( 1 977) . With the verb geben this disallows the order of the accusative
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rhematic N P preceding the dative not rhematic NP, and in the c ase of i.iberlassen the dative
rhematic NP must not precede the accusative not rhematic NP. So the acceptance of the word
order of the accusative and dative object seems to depend on the main verb and whether the
first of those objects is to be rhematic. To express this in a grammar, one would have to ensure
that there exists some connection from the main verb to the complements. We do not go into
any detail how this connection could be formulated since it suffices to know that one h as to
exist . We do give a sketch for a parse tree for one of the example sentences in figure 3; V a
stands for an auxiliary verb , Vm for the main verb and Vk for a verbal complex. These parse
trees rely on the analysis of German verb phr ases in Hinrichs and N akazawa ( 1993 ) .
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Fig. 3.
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NP
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geben

wollen

� �

I

A sketched parse tree for the sentence Karl wird dem Kind das Geschenk geben wollen.

As one can see, the N P complements are not in one local tree with the main verb due to
the necessary argument raising induced by the auxiliary in the verbal complex. But this is not
sufficient to cause the problem presented previously. If one considers direct parsing of such a
sentence, the local tree labeled VP in the figure 3 which h as to decide on the LP acceptability
of the order of the two NP complements is not completed unless the local tree of the verbal
complex has been recognized. And by this, the necessary connection of the NP complements
to the main verb can be validated so that the local tree containing the NP complements would
not be completed .
A further complication is necessary to cause the problem - the topicalization of the verbal
complex. The data to support the claim is not as sharp as for the non topicalized sentences,
although it is plausible that topicalization does not alter the behaviour of the main verbs
concerning the word order of their complements. The examples are given below.
2 Example Sentences

(3) a. Geben wollen wird Karl dem Kind das Geschenk.
b.

>l<(;eben wollen wird
Karl das Geschenk [RHEM plus ] dem Kind [RHEM minus ] .
·
CASE ace

CASE dat

(4) -a. Uberlassen wollen wird Karl d as Geschenk dem Kind.

RHEM p lus ]
RHEM minus ] .
b. *Ub erl assen wollen wird Karl dem Kind [
d as Geschenk [
CASE dat

CASE ace

As can be seen in the sketched parse tree in figure 4, the verbal complex is completely inde
pendent of the local tree containing the NP complements. This creates the desired constellation .
If one considers right to left traversal of the input string for parsing, as is done for example in
ALE (Carpenter 1993 ) , the local tree whose mother is labeled VP has to be completed before
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the verbal complex is parsed . Therefore the information which main verb appears in the verbal
complex is not yet known . The local tree would be LP acceptable although the whole parse
tree may later contain . information that the VP in question was not LP acceptable.
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I

Fig. 4.
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I
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NP
�
dem Kind das Geschenk

A s_ketched parse tree for the sentence Geben wollen wird Karl dem Kind das Geschenk.

Although the presentation is somewhat sketchy, we showed that in natural language there
may well be cases where the technical problem noted by Seiffert does indeed occur. Since all
the mechanisms involved are present in current HPSG analyses of German and their interaction
is complex, one may conclude that such phenomena are not easily detected by the grammar
writer and can not necessarily be avoided . Therefore each parser dealing with unification based
ID /LP grammars has to take ·ea.re of those nonlocal phenomena.

2 Unification ID /LP Gram�ars
We are going to formalize unification ID /LP grammars very similarly to the approach taken
in Sikkel ( 1 993) , because this seems dose to a minimal definition which can be extended to
almost all the versions of unification grammars. We use the notation and the feature machinery
developed there, see chapter 8 . This assumes disjoint , linearly ordered sets Feat of features and
Const of constants. A standard representation of DAGs is used to define feature structures
and from there it is straightforward to define a feature lattice. The definitions are augmented
to deal with composite feature structures, i.e. multiply rooted feature structures and composite
feature lattices to allow for the representation of phrase structure rules. The formalization
assumes a context free backbone, but nothing in the treatment of the problem hinges on that .
3 D efinition ( Un�fication ID /LP Grammar ) A Unification ID/LP g.z:amm ar is a t uple

9 = ( G , <I> , !.po , <;o , W, L e x ) such that:

G = (N, :E , ID, L P, S) is a (context free) ID/LP gramm ar.
<I> =

</) ( Feat , Const )

is the lat tice of feature structures.

I.P o : J D - <I> is a fun ction that assigns a composi te feat ure struct ure to each rule in
c;-0 :

LP - <I> is a function that assigns a composi te feature struct ure to each rule in

ID.
LP.

W is the set of the word forms, i.e. lexical en tries.
L e x : W - p( <I>) is a function th at assigns a set of feat ure struct ures to each lexical en try.
We write V for N U � , <po(Xi ) for i.po (Xo - X1 , . . . , Xk ) I x; , <;o( A ) for <;o ( A � B ) I A in case
of the

LP

a , b, . . . for elements of W. It is
ID an d LP are m ultisets of rules

rules, an d

an d V n W =· 0.

assumed that CAT E

Feat, V � Const

to allow differen t feat ure struct ures to

occur with the same context free backbone. Take c;(LP) to be the set of all the <;o (Xi ) , then
(c;( L P ) , �) is a transi tive, asymmetric·, irreflexive relation .
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Furthermore it is required that

VO

::s;

::s;

i

k ip 0 (Xi ) .CAT

=

Xi for each production Xo -t X1 , . . . , Xk and likewise for the

LP rules and the lexical entries. A dditionally we demand that ip(a ) . CAT E

:E. The class of

unification ID/LP grammars is denoted as Qrv I .cp .

As already mentioned in the previous section, an LP rule applies under subsumption. We
assume a sequence of categories and check whether they are informative enough to determine
applicability of the LP rules.
4 D efinition (applies) An LP rule A -<: B applies to a sequence u
there exist i , j , i -=f. j, 1

::s; i, j ::s; n such

=

u1 . . . un , Uk E V iff

that \o (A) � ip(ui ) and \o (B) � ip(uj ) -

If no L P rule applies to a structure such that i t causes a violation of the imposed order, it

has to be LP acceptable.

5 D efinition ( LP acceptable) A sequence u is LP acceptable iff no LP rule applies to it
with j

<

i.

We overload the definition of LP acceptability in the sense that we use it on sets of sequences
of feature structures as well. The need for this will become clear later.
A requirement for the definition of parse trees is the ability to generate ordered sequences
from the multisets which represent the right hand sides of ID rules. Therefore we assume a
permutation function on sequences of nonterminals called permute. Then we can define parse
trees for ID /LP grammars by including the demand that each local tree conforms to the LP
rules . We assume a standard tree formalization like the one from Partee, ter Meulen and Wall
( 1 990) and augment it by a composite feature structure for the parse tree. 4
6 Definition (parse tree)

( T, <p( T ) )

A grammar g

=

(G, <I> , <po , \O , W, Lex) generates a parse tree

for the sen tence a1 . . . a n iff

the root is Jabeled with the initial symbol S of G and <po (S) � ip(S) ;

Vi 1

::s; i ::s; n

ai E W and ip' (ai ) E Lex (ai ) such th at ip' (ai) � ip(ai ) ;

for all sub trees Ti E T, where To immediately dominates T1 . . . Tn , there is a rule To
ID such that

---+

a in

T1 . . . Tn E permute ( a) an d
Vi 1

::s; i ::s; n

<po(I'i ) �

i,o(TI )

and

the yield of the local tree Ti is LP acceptable.

The parse trees defined thus are not necessarily adequately decorated, i.e. might have some
features and values that do not derive from the application of the rules and lexical entries. The
formalization of this can be taken from Sikkel ( 1 993) . We just demand that parse trees are
minimal in this sense. This allows the specification of the language generated by a unification
ID /LP grammar.
7 Definition ( Language of the Grammar ( L(Q)) The language generated by g is defined
as L(t;;)

= {w =

w1 . . . Wn I there exists a parse tree (T, <p( T)} with yield w1 . . . Wn

& <p( r) #= l. } .

The parsing problem for the class of grammars i n Qzv I e, p can now b e stated as follows.
8 The Parsing Problem Given a sentence a 1 . . . a n E W* and a grammar g E Qzv/ e,p , find

all the parse trees for the sentence with result ip(S) .

This completes the definitions which present unification ID/LP grammars. But for the
solution to the problem of nonlocal feature passing, we need some auxiliary definitions.
Since it may happen that a structure is not specific enough to determine LP acceptability,
4 Note that structure sharing is indicated with a plain = , whereas equality is denoted with = .
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we have to formalize when these cases do occur. This is done by weak application. It tests for
the success of a unification, i .e. whether the information could be there.
9 Definition ( weakly applies ) An LP rule A -< B weakly applies to a sequence u = u 1
Uk E V iff there exist i , j , i f. j , 1 � i, j � n such that \o (A) LJ ip (ui ) and \o (B ) LJ <p (uj ) -

. . .

un ,

Since we now can tell when there might be enough information to determine LP acceptability,
it is straightforward to define possible LP violation . But if a feature structure is subsumed by an
element of an LP rule, it unifies with it as well ._ So we can not exclude the cases of application of
an LP rule from our definition of weak application. So our definition has to presuppose that the
structur� is L� acceptable, under definition 5, i .e. that no LP rule applies to it and is violated .
In that case we do not need to check for further (possible) violations since the sequence is ruled
out anyway. If we could exclude application from weak application, this would riot be necessary.
And additionally, the weak application has to result in a violation if it is to be relevant at all .
1 0 D efinition (possibly LP violated) A sequence u is possibly LP violated iff it is LP
acceptable, but an LP rule weakly applies to it with j < i.

Furthermore we have to add some bookkeeping device, the LP store. This is a list of the
pending structures, i .e. those that are not specific enough to be determined yet 5 • The LP
store is assumed to be part of each feature structure that is assigned to a rule. The formalism
presented in Sikkel ( 1 993) can be extended by demanding that every composite feature structure
that represents a rule includes a list representation of the LP store. The following defines the
union of two such stores. It will be used in the deduction steps.

1 1 Definition ( St ore union ( 1><1 ) ) The union of an LP store 0 with another LP store Q with
resulting LP store il ( <p( 0 ) l><I <p ( O ) == ip(il)) is recursivly defined as
<p ( il ) == <p ( O ) if <p( 0 ) .HD == e _list
ip( .6.) == <p ( 0 ) . TL l><I 'f ( O ) if <p ( 0) .HD == 'P (A) I\ <p (A) E <p ( O )
'P(� ) .H D :::::: <p (A) I\ <p ( il ) . TL :::::: <p ( 0 ) . TL l><I ip ( O ) if <p ( 0) .HD :::::: ip (A) I\ <p(A) i ip ( O )

3 An ID / LP Parsing Schema
Sikkel ( 1 993 ) develops a framework called parsing schemata for comparing parsing algorithms
by abstracting from control information and data structures contained in their specifications.
We are going to use this framework because it is general enough to allow the specification of
nontrivial algorithms without requi!ing impl�mentation specific details. The presentation of a
parsing schema is done in three steps: firstly we define two kinds of parsing systems which then
allow the specification of the · parsing schema. A parsing system is a logical deduction system
restricted to a single given grammar and a single given sentence.
1 2 Parsing System A parsing system for some grammar G and inpu t string a 1 , . . . , a n is a
triple P(I, 1t , V ) with I a set of items; 1t a finite set of items (not necessarily a subset of I),
the hypotheses; and V a set of deduction steps T/ 1 , . . . , T/m I- � with T/i E I U 1t for O � i � m
an d � E I .

There can be several kinds of items. But in the following, we are using an expanded version
of the familiar items of an Earley or chart parser, e.g. [A ---+ a • ,B, i, j] . Now we extend this
5 This is necessary since the feature logic does not support set valued feature structures.
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definition to an uninstantiated parsing system. This obviates the need for a fixed input string.

13 Uninstantiated Parsing System An uninstantiated parsing system for a grammar G is a
triple (T, 'Ji , V) with 1i a function that assigns a set of hypotheses to each string a 1 , . . . , a n E E*
such that ('I, 1i(a 1 , . . . , an ) , V) is a parsing system .
It can easily be seen that in all our examples the function 1i is defined as follows:
1i(a 1 , . . . , a n ) = { [a , i - 1, i] I a = ai , 1 ::; i ::; n } . Therefore we are not going to make a dif
ference in the following between uninstantiated parsing systems and parsing systems.

14 Parsing Schema A parsing schema for a class of grammars 9 is a function that assigns
an (uninstantiated) parsing system to every grammar in g.

In the I D /LP parsing schema, we will interleave the two steps of generation via permute
and testing via LP acceptability completely so that acceptance can be determined in j ust o:11e
traversal of the input. To achieve this, the deduction steps allowed by th_e direct parsing
algorithm have to be modified. Augmenting Seiffert 's and Shieber's definitions in the last
section, we defined a relation that tells when an LP rule weakly applies to a sequence. Whenever
this occurs, we add a sequence of feature structures to the LP store. This store may be thought
of as information how further instantiation of the rule in question may be restricted. The
restriction is not immediately obvious, but as soon as the rule is further instantiated, a test for
LP acceptability is performed and the hypothesis discarded if the structure contained an LP
violation. This added sequence of categories is structure shared with the sequence the parser
assumes to be LP acceptable. So any changes that are made to the sequence via structure
sharing are present on the LP store as well. In each deduction step the elements on the LP
store have to be LP acceptable which achieves the desired effect. Since this . LP violation can
only happen in completion, this completion is ruled out, thereby preventing the parser from
constructing invalid structures. The old structure is not discarded since it may be used in some
other way which does not lead to an LP violation. Additionally, the algorithm has to percolate
the LP stores via store union to ensure that all the edges do contain the pending LP information
of their subcomponents. 6
Before proceding to the presentation of the ID /LP parsing schema, a short remark on
notation. The items have been augmented by the LP store A. We abbreviate in the following
the notation of items by indexing them with lowercase greek letters and then refering to the
index, i .e. [A - o: • /3, i, j, .6.J { is referred to as {. <p ({) refers to the composite feature structure
of the item , naturally excluding the string indices.
15 ID /LP Parsing System A parsing system P('Irn/LP , 1iw/LP , Vw / LP) for a unification
ID/LP gramm ar g = (G, cf>, <p o , ,o , W, L ex) E 9z1) / £'P is defined by
A --+- o:/3 E ID
o ::; i � i
A]
[A
o:
•
/3,
i,
j,
{ <po (A - o:/3) � <p ({)
LJD/LP
<p ({) # l.
o: and A are LP acceptable
1-l w/LP

= { [a , j - 1 , j, { }] I <p(a) E Lex(a; )

}

6 These processes may be improved upon in an actual implementation, see Morawietz {1 995 ) for the imple
mentation in TROLL ( Gerdemann, Gotz and Morawietz forthcoming).
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}

Note that our item definition demands that both the recognized sequence of categories and
the LP. store have to be LP acceptable. Therefore we do not have to include these demands
in the deduction steps . The sequence of feature structures to the right of the bullet is treated
as a multiset . This is indicated by picking a random element from it, i .e. both /3 and 6 in the
deduction steps can be empty or of any other cardinality. Furthermore it is important that
in the definition of v comp l 2 the new �p store is the result of the union- of the old stores plus
the sequence of categories found. This sequence is reentrant with the recognized one before
the bullet . In the definition of 1J Pred , · we• included a restrictor ( L \JT 0 ( B)) to deal with the
nontermination of the predictor. For the definition of a default restrictor, see again Sikkel
( 1993 ) . Since this can be generated automatically, we did not have- to include the definition of
a restrictor in our grammar.

1 6 ID /LP Parsing Schema A parsing schema P for the class of grammars · gIV/ CP is a
function that assigns an ID/LP parsing system P to every gramm ar g E 9rv/ e,p .

Next , we are going to present the crucial steps an algorithm alorig the lines of the proposed
schema takes to solve the problem of nonl6cal feature passing. We simplify the notation in the
sense that we do not differentiate between the context-free backbone and the corresponding
feature structures any more . This gives us the following format for the edges. First comes the
left hand side of the rule, followed by an arrow and the categories which have been recognized
already, enclosed in square brackets. The dot separates those from the set of the categories
yet to be found which is enclosed in curly brackets. Next are the start and e� d position of the
recognized part of the edge. And last there is the LP store, again in curly brackets. The whole·
edge is enclosed in square brackets. We are going to write the values of tags , if there are any,
only behind the crucial occurences.
The edges of interest are depicted in figure 5 . We assume that the algorithm is supposed to
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Fi g . 5. Edges from the chart for input word ihjk and Seiffert's grammar (see figure 1 )
recognize the input ihjk with the grammar given in figure 1 . At some point in the computation
it has to create the local tree represented by the edge in 1 . Note that since the algorithm
cannot decide on the LP acceptability of the recognized structure and because it is possibly
LP violated, it adds the sequence of categories to the LP store via structure sharing (tag [!J) . 7
This information is percolated to further edges which rely on the computation of 1 , for example
the one in 2 . Independently we construct the local tree represented by the edge in 3 . At some
point it becomes necessary for the algorithm to complete those two edges 2 and 3. But this
can not be done as shown by the edge in 4. It is included in this chart only for the reason
to illustrate the point . It would not be constructed by the algorithm. The reason for this is
as follows. The completer would try to build the edge from the edges 2 and 3 by moving the
recognized feature structure with the cat feature c to the list to the left of the dot. This feature
structure is the result of the unification between those two feature structures from the edges 2
and 3 which have the category c. The unification forces identity between the reentrancies [I)
and
and [}] and [2] respectivly. This results in the values one and two on the elements of
the LP store which violates the LP rule [Fl o n e ] -< [F2 two ] . Since it is not possible to construct
a parse tree in another way, the sentence is not in the language of Seiffert 's grammar.

0

4 C onclusions
In this paper, we defined unification ID /LP grammars and gave instructions for a parsing
algorithm, thereby solving the problem of nonlocal feature passing. This enables linguists to
write ID /LP grammars and gives the computational linguists a clear formalization and the
means to directly parse such grammars in one pass.
Our approach presents a local solution to a nonlocal phenomenon . It uses · the existing
mechanism of the test for LP acceptability to detect the violations as . early as they can be
discovered. No complex backtracking into the chart or of the whole process is necessary, since
it is not the local tree where the LP violation occurs that is seen as being invalid , but rather
the combination of the information from this local tree with another local_ tree. It is acceptable
to combine the local tree with another structure in a way that does not lead to failure.
7 This tag is special in the sense that it denotes sharing of a sequence rather than a single feature structure.
So the tag is a simplification for a number of tags which would· indicate the sharing of all the roots of the
categories involved.
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Furthermore, the solution is neutral toward processing direction , i.e. bottom up versus top
down, and processing mode, i.e. parsing versus generation . The way the solution is presented
here is for a top down parser, but nothing in the way the problem- is handled requires any
of the special mechanisms involved with top down parsing. In fact, the first prototype to
be impleri1ented was a bottom up parser. One can just leave out the deduction steps that
represent prediction . And since Earley 's algorithm may be used for generation as well as for
parsing ( Gerdemann 1 99 1 ) , it seems straightforward to incorporate our treatment of the ID /LP
formalism for generation.
Nevertheless, some open questions remain. Some are induced by linguistic needs and some
by formal considerations. Although we are not really concerned with it , from a linguistic point
of view there are some demands that have not been met by the proposed approach. In some
linguistic analyses , only binary branching structures are considered, for example in Uszkoreit
( 1 984 ) . This would lead to problems with direct parsing from a linguistic point of view because
in our approach only local trees can be ordered by LP rules. If one is dealing with these
binary structures, the domain of application of LP rules has to be enlarged, for example to
something along the lines of a head domain, as in Engelkamp, Erbach and Uszkoreit ( 1992) . In
our approach , this would have to be done by some extra mechanism that collects the categories
in the list under the recognized feature until the projection becomes itself the argument .
A technical problem that remains to _ be tackled is the incorporation of set-valued feature
structures into the formalization . This would simplify the definitions since we would not have
to use store union in the combination of two edges but could simply unify them. But since this
is a new issue and an open problem, we cannot solve it here.
The implementation of the schema for the typed feature system TROLL ( Gerdemann et al .
forthcoming) shows that a system may use this kind of approach to provide the means for a
concise representation of ID /LP grammars. The other approaches found in the literature such as
for example Engelkamp et al . ( 1 992 ) who incorporate a treatment of ID/LP into an HPSG style
formalism by altering the ID schemata and by the creation of principles, cannot deal with the
problem of nonlocal feature passing. Since in their approach the lexical items determine what
must or must not appear to their left and right respectivly, they suffer from further instatiation
of LP relevant info"r mation in the same way that the parser proposed by Seiffert does. All other
proposed treatments of the ID /LP paradigm try to incorporate it into the formalism of HPSG
directly. This reflects the different viewpoints between a rigid ( denotational) formalization of
HPSG and ( operational ) considerations which use unification grammars. Our approach defines
ID /LP grammars in the latter sense.
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Abstruct
\Ve describe and evaluate experimentally a method to parse a tagged corpus without
grammar modeling a natural language on context-free language . This method is based
on the following t h ree hypotheses . 1 ) Part-of-speech sequences on the right-hand side
of a rewriting rule are less constrained as to what part-of-speech precedes and follows
them than non-constituent sequences. 2) Part-of-speech sequences directly derived
from the same non-terminal symbol have similar environments. 3) The most suitable
set of rewriting rules makes t he greatest reduction of the corpus size . Based on these
hypotheses, the system finds a set of constituent-like part-of-speech sequences and
replaces them with a new symbol . The repetition of these processes brings us a set
of rewriting rules , a grammar , and t he bracketed corpus .

1

Introduction

A standard approach to a natural language analy_sis is to characterize it with a set of rules ,
a grammar . Given the difficulty in developing a grammar manually, it is necessary to build
a method for automatic grammar induction . One of the most promising results_ of grammar
inference is based on the inside-outside algorithm, which can be used to train a stochastic
context-free grammar. It is an extension of the forward-backward algorithm. [ Pereira and
Schabes, 1 992] and [Schabes et a l. , 1993] proposed a method to infer the parameters of a
stochastic context-free grammar from a partially parsed corpus and evaluated the results . [Brill ,
1 993] describes another technique for grammar induction : "the system learns a set of ordered
transformations and applies it to a new sentence ."
These two met hods pr_ofit from corpora annotated with syntactic structure , the Penn Tree
bank [Marcus and Santorini, 1993] . Corpora in the Penn Treebank have two sorts of additional
data: the part-of-speech of each word and the syntactic structure of each sentence . The first
stage of building a corpus is an automatic tagging or parsing and the second the manual correc
tion of errors . Since the accuracy of current parsers is not satisfactory, the manual correction
of parsing results is an arduous task . As for tagging, however , the method of [ Church , 1 988] ,
applied to build the Penn Treebank , is reported a5 "95-99% correct , depending on the definition
of correct" and another tagger developed by [Brill , 1992] marks almost the same accuracy.
It follows that it is worth t rying to induce a grammar from corpora without syntactic
structure , that is to say, to parse corpora using only part-of-speech information . Only a few
attempts, however , have been made so far at grammar induction from an unbracketed corpus.
[Magerman and Marcus , 1 990] proposes a parsing system using mutual information statistics
and a manually written "distituent grammar ," a list of tag pairs which cannot be adj acent
within a constituent , such as ( p rep n ou n ) . -[Brill and Marcus , 1 992] also proposes a technique
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for grammar induction.
The operations of extracting a grammar from a tagged corpus and applying it to the very
same corpus is equal to the process of parsing the corpus without a grammar. In this paper,
we propose a new method to parse a tagged corpus without a grammar based on the following
three hypotheses:
1 . Part-of-speech sequences on the right-hand side of a rewriting rule are less constrained as
to what part-of-speech precedes and follows them than non-constituent sequences .
2 . Part-of-speech sequences directly derived from the same non-terminal symbol have similar
environments .
3 . The most suitable set of rewriting rules makes the greatest reduction of the corpus siz�.
The initial state of the corpus is part-of-speech sequences. The algorithm finds a group of
constituent-like p art-of-speech sequences in the corpus and produces rewriting rules which have
the part-of-speech sequences on the right-hand side and the same non-terminal symbol on the
left-hand side. Applying these rewriting rules to the corpus, the algorithm makes the corpus
shorter in terms of number of symbolic units , more parsed. The system repeats these processes
until it cannot find any more part-of-speech constituent sequences . Then the system stops , with
the corpus parsed and a set of rewriting rules, i.e. a grammar, created .
In subsequent sections, first we discuss the three hypotheses, secondly describe the algo
rithm, thirdly present results and compare them -to other recent results in automatic phrase
structure induction , and finally conclude this research and discuss future works·.

2

Three Hypotheses

In the theory of formal language, the rewriting rules determine whether a sequence of alphabets
is a sentential form or not . Therefore the language, a set of sentential forms, reflects the
characteristics of the rewriting rules. Since our method models natural language on context
free language, a corpus is regarded as a set of sentential forms . It follows that a corpus r.e flects
the characteristics of the rewriting rules of the natural language . In the following parts of this
section , we present an example of the corpus we used , define some symbols for explanation and
discuss the three hypotheses on the relation between a corpus and the rewriting rules derived
from this point of view.
2.1

Corpus and Symbol Definitions

For our main experiment , we used part-of-speech ( POS) sequences from the Wall Street
Journal (WSJ ) in the Penn Treebank. Table 1 shows its POS tagset and Figure 1 is an example
Nekoosa would n ' t be a divers if i cat ion .
NNP
MD
RB VB DT NN
( ( ( Nekoosa ) would n ' t ( be ( a divers if icat ion ) ) ) . )
Figure 1 : An example sentence in WSJ
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
1 1.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Table 1 : Penn Tree bank POS tagset

cc

CD
DT
EX
FW
IN
JJ
JJR
JJS
LS
MD
NN
NNS
NNP
NNPS
PDT
POS
PRP
PRP$
RB

Coordinating conjunction
Cardinal number
Determiner
Existential th ere
Foreign word
Preposition or subordinating
conjunction
Adjective
Adjective, comparative
Adjective. superlative
List item marker
Modal
Noun , singular o r mass
Noun, plural
Proper noun, singular
Proper noun, plural
Predeterminer
Possessive ending
Personal pronoun
Possessive pronoun
Adverb

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

RBR
RBS
RP
SYM
TO
VB
VBD
VBG

30.
31.

VBN
VBP

32.

VBZ

33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.

WDT

UH

WP

WP$
WRB

Adverb, comparative
Adverb, superlative
Particle
Symbol
to
Interjection
Verb, base form
Verb , past tense
Verb, gerund or present
participle
Verb , past participle
Verb, non-3rd person singular
present
Verb, 3rd person singular
present
Wh-determiner
Wh-pronoun
Possessive wh-pronoun
· Wh-adverb
Comma
Sentence-final punctuation

sentence from \VSJ . We use the POS information in the second line in this figure for grammar
induction and the syntactic structure in the third line for evaluation .
. Our method models natural language on context-free language, which is described by a
grammar G = ( N , T, P, S ) , where l\r is the set of non-terminal symbols, T is the set of terminal
symbols , P is the set of rewrit ing rules and S is the start symbol. Since our method regards the
· corpus as a set of POS sequences , the set of terminal symbols T is equal to the part-of-speech
tagset of the Penn Treebank. Non-terminal symbols are , however, introduced by the system
and they aren 't elements of the syntactic tagset of the Penn Treebank. For the subsequent
explanation , we make the follO\ving definitions:
pos E T,

syn E N, tag E N u T

syn E N + , pas E T+ , tag E

where x +
2.2

(N u T) +

= x- - {c} generally.

C onstituent-like Part-of-speech Sequence

The first step of this method is to extract se9uences of one ore more POS from the corpus to
form the right-hand side of rewriting rules . The following is the first hypothesis according to
which the system extracts constituent-like POS sequences.
• POS sequences on the right-hand side of a rewriting rule are less constrained as to what
POS precedes and follows them than non-constituent sequences.
To explain this hypothesis concretely, let us consider the following two different POS sequences:
pos a which appears on the right-hand side of a rewriting rule and pos x = posx 1 · posx 2 which
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doesn 't appear in any rewriting rule . In this case , let us say that G may contain the following
rewriting rules:
l.

syn a

---+

2.

synb

---+

pos a

sync · syn d

3.

sync

---+

4.

syn'd

---+

pos e , · pos x 1

pos x 2 · pos d ,

These rules tell us that the POSs which precede or follow pos a are more loosely restricted than
those of pos x . In fact, pos a can appear where syn a appears, while pos x requires the last three
rewriting rules to be produced, in the following way:
syn b ⇒ sync · syn d => pos e , · pos x l · pos x 2 ·pos d '
"-.,.-'
pos :r:
In this case , the POS which can precede pos x is restricted to the last POS of pos e , and the
POS which follows pos x is restricted to the first POS of pos d ' . This is the foundation of the
first hypothesis.
As a measure of constituency of a particular POS sequence, we use the entropies of the
probability distributions of the POSs which precede or follow it . These entropies are calculated
using the following equations:

- L P(pos · pos I pos) log P(pos · pos I pos)
- L P(pos · posi I pos) log P(pos · posi I pos)

H1 (pos)

i

Hr (pos)

i

We call H1 and Hr the left-side entropy and the right-side entropy respectively. The conditional
probabilities P(posi · pos I pos) and P(pos · posi I pos) are computed from the frequencies of
pos , posi · pos and pos · posi in the corpus using the following equations.
_ P(posi · pos) _
P( pos ,. . pos I pos ) P(pos )

J (posi • pos)
f(pos )

P(pos · posi ) _ f(pos · posi )
p (pos . pos ,. I pos ) _
P(pos)
f (pos)
Therefore, n-gram statistics, the frequencies of all the symbol sequences appearing in the corpus,
are applicable to compute the entropies . To calculate n-gram statistics for arbitrary n , we
adopted the algorithm proposed in [ Nagao and Mori, 1 994] . Notice that n is more than one and
does not exceed the length of the longest sentence in the corpus, because n-grams containing a
symbol for final punctuation mark never appear in rewriting rules , except for ones with S on
the left-hand side.
In addition to entropy, we p ropose another measure of constituency : the ratio of delimiters
which precede or follow the POS sequence in question. In our method the delimiters are
sentence-final punctuation mark and comma.
To extract constituent-like POS sequences from the corpus, we set threshold values for the
entropies ( Hm in ) and for the delimiter ratios ( Pdm in ) - From the discussion above, the following
four inequalities are the conditions for a constituent-like POS sequence:
l.
2.

= P( " ." · pos I pos) + P( " ," · pos I pos) 2: Pdm in
4. Pdr (pos) = P(pos · " ." I pos) + P(pos · " ," I pos) 2: Pdm in
the conditions Hm in = 3 and Pdmin = 0.05, 429 POS sequences are extracted . Table 2

2: Hm in
Hr (pos) 2: Hm in
H1 (pos)

3.

Pd1 (pos)

Under
shows 20 of them in order of frequency.
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Table 2: Samples of extracted part-of-speech sequences
f

54724

39375
23758
20088
1 9055
1 8460
1 4550

2.3

H1

3.1
3 .6
3.2
3.3
3.1
4.2
3.7

Hr

3.3
3.6
3.5
3.4
3.8
4.0
3.1

Pdr

0 . 16
0.05
0 .20
0.24
0 .09
0.17
0 .06

Pdr
0 . 19
0 . 27
0 . 17
0 .25
0.06
0 . 16
0.17

pos
NNP
NNS
DT - N N
NNP-NNP
VBD
RB
CD

f
1 3327
95 1 9
9385
9278
7753
7487
7296

H1

3.6
3.8
3.2
3 .4
3 .5
3.0
3 .8

Hr

3 .4
3 .5
3 .2
3.5
3 .0
3 .3
3.5

Pdr

0 .06
0 .08
0 .07
0 . 09
0 .33
0 . 15
0 .09

Pdr

0 . 08
0 . 34
0 .22
0.24
0 .05
0 .25
0.33

pos
VBN
J J -NNS
IN-NNP
IN - DT -NN
PRP
DT -J J -NN
NN - NNS

Similarity between Constituents

The second step is to cluster the POS sequences extracted in the first step . The following is
our second hypothesis , which gives a measure of this clustering.
•

� •

•

I.

• POS sequences directly derived from the same non-terminal symbol have similar environ
ments.
To explain the background of this hypothesis , let us consider the case in which the grammar
contains the following rewriting rules.

This means that POS sequences which can appear to the left or right of the two POS sequences
pos e 1 and pos e '2 are those which can also be found to the left or right of syn e . It inust
reasonably be expected tha·t two constituent-like POS sequences which are derived from a single
non-terminal symbol will have similar probability distributions for the POSs which precede and
follow them. We choose , as a measure of similarity to cluster extracted POS sequences , the
Euclidean distance between two probability distributions . The clustering is composed of the
following three processes ( see Figure 2) .
1 . Produce a graph whose nodes correspond to POS sequences and whose arcs correspond
to the Euclidean distance between two POS sequences.
, �.

2 . Delete arcs whose value is greater than a threshold value ( Dm in ) -

3 . Decompose the graph into connected components by examining connectivity.
Each connected component corresponds to a cluster and the nodes to their elements . Table 3
shows the result of clustering under the conditions Hm i n = 3 , Pdm in = 0.05 and Dm i n = 0.25.
In this table , "area'' is a value given to each cluster which is calculated by summing the product
of the length and the frequency of each element 1 .
2.4

Selecting Rewriting Rules

After clustering, a new set of rewritill'g rules can be obtained from any cluster by putting
each of the POS sequences on the right-hand si�e of a rule and introducing a new single non
terminal symbol on the left-hand sides. Next , the system applies them to reduce the corpl.ls for
1 More precisely, the frequency of shorter sequences is reduced by considering their overlap with longer ones.
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step 4

� ..............................
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� �
Figure 2 : Clustering part-of-speech sequences ( Dm in

= 0 .25)

further extraction of rewriting rules which may contain non-terminal symbols on their right
hand side. It_ is p ossible , however, that two or more rewriting rules will conflict with each
other. Let us consider the following two rewriting rules made from the first element of the
second cluster in Table 3 and the third element of the third cluster , where syn 2 and syn 3 are
non-terminal symbols introduced for the second cluster and the third cluster respectively.
syn2 --+ DT · N N

(1)

syn3 --.. IN DT · NN
·

(2)

In this case, rule (2) can be represented using rule ( 1 ) , as follows.

Considering cases like this, we can conclude that changing all the clusters into rewriting rules
and applying them to the corpus would disturb the appropriate extraction of rewriting rules.
For this reason, the system selects only one cluster from the output of the second step. We
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Table 3 : An example of result of clustering
area
20260
86473

f
1 9055
1 20-5
23758
3905
2 1 37
7487
1 1 02
1 106

Hz

3.1
3.2
3.2
3.0
3.1
3. 0
3.1
3.2

Hr

3.8
3.8
3.5
3.7
3 . s.
3.3
3.7
3.5

pos
VBD
RB -VBD
DT - N N
DT - N N S
PRPS - N N
DT -J J - N N
DT -J J - N N S
DT - \ N ·IN - DT - N N

area
803 1 7

f
6553
3722
9278
1 499
1771
2555
1 326
3283

Hz

3.2
3.1
3 .4
3 .6
3.1
3 .2
3.4
3 .0

Hr

3 .4
3 .6
3.5
3.7
3 .3
3.3
3.3
3 .5

pos
IN-NN
IN - N N S
IN - DT- N N
IN -DT - N N S
JN . J J - N N
I N -J J - N N S
I N - DT - N N - N N
IN - DT-JJ - N N

' · area. . i s a value given t o each cluster which i s calculated b y summing
t he product of t he length and the frequency of each element .

chose the --area·' of the cluster as t he measure for select ing the best cluster. This is based on
t he third hypot hesis presented below .
• The most suit able set of rewriting rules makes the greatest reduction of the corpus size.
One may expect t hat a large value for area means that the rewriting rules of the cluster are
basic symbol sequen ces which appear regardless of t heir global environment . And the larger
t heir area is . t he more t heir application ,vill reduce the number of symbols in the corpus.

3

Algorithm

\\"e developed a syst em. ba5ed on t he hypotheses discussed in the previous section, which
ext racts a set of rewrit ing rules from a corpus and applies them to the corpus. The system
executes the following four processes repeatedly :
1 . Compute n-gram statistics on t he corpus,
2 . Ext ract part-of-speech sequen ces whose frequency is more than fm i n and which meet the
conditions H min = 3 and Pdm i n = 0 .05.
3. Cluster the part-of.:speech sequei1ces and select a cluster to produce a set of rewriting
rules ,
4 . Rewrite t he corpus : applying the rewriting rules.
In the experiment , t he initial value of fm i n is equal to 2 ,000. If no POS sequence is extracted
in the second process, fm i n is mul tiplied by 0.9 and the second process is repeated with the
new fm i n · If fm i n becomes less t h an 50 , the system stops . Below , we describe more precisely
the la5t two processes .
3.1

Produce Rewriting Rules

As we described above , the system extracts constituent-like POS sequences and clusters them
depending on their distributional similarit y. Next it selects the cluster which has the largest
,:area'' in t he corpus to produce rewriting rules. The last process is to select a non-terminal

t o put on the left side of rewriting rules . There are two cases, depending on the number of
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POS sequences in the cluster which consist of a single non-terminal symbol. If there is exactly
one, that non-terminal symbol is put on the left-hand side to produce rewriting rules, and the
rewriting rule which would have that non-terminal symbol on both sides is erased . In the other
case, i.e. the number of POS sequences composed of a single non-terminal symbol is zero or
more than one , the system introduces a new non-terminal symbol and puts it on the left-hand
side to produce rewriting rules.
3.2

Rewrite Corpus

After having produced a set of rewriting rules, the system applies them to every sentence
in the corpus. At this point, there are two problematic situations. The first one is that a
rewriting rule is applicable in more than one way. For example, suppose that the rewriting rule
is syn 1 ---+- tag 1 · tag 1 and the following symbol sequence exists in the corpus:
. . . tag 1 · tag 1 · tag 1 . . .
The rule is applicable to both the first and the last tag 1 · tag1 at the same time. To handle
cases like this, the system applies each rewriting rule simply from left to righ t .
The second case i s that two o r more rewriting rules conflict with each other. For example ,
suppose that there are two rewriting rules such as

(3)
(4)
and the following symbol sequence exists in the corpus:
. . . tag 1 · tag2 · tag3 . . .
In this case both of the rules are applicable . To avoid this conflict , the system applies rewriting
rules in the order of the length of their right-hand side. In this example, only rule ( 4) is applied.

4

Results

We conducted experiments on the sentences in WSJ , which are composed of the POS tags in
Table 1. The corpus contains 24,678 sentences and 549,247 tags. The average sentence length
is, therefore, 22 .3 tags . Figure 3 shows the distribution by length of sentences in the corpus.
We ran two experiments with different threshold values for the distance between two distri
butions (Exp. 1 , Dm i n = 0.20 and Exp. 2, Dm i n = 0.25) . The output of each experiment is
the final state of the corpus and the extracted rewriting rules.
4.1

Accuracy of Parsing

First we discuss the final state of the corpus, which can be regarded as the parsing results.
Figure 4 shows an example of a parsed sentence , where the symbols starting with "NT" are the
non-terminal symbols introduced by the system.
For the evaluation of our experiments we have chosen the measure called "crossing paren
thesis accuracy" which arose out of a parser evaluation workshop [Black et al. , 1991]. The

measure is the percentage of POS constituents as output by our system which do not cross any
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Figure 3: Sentence length distribution
constituents as parsed in the Penn Treebank . Table 4 shows the crossing parenthesis accuracy
of our method . In this table, "right linear" means the right binary branching structure and
''left linear" means the ieft binary branching structure.
Table 4: Result
right linear
left linear
Exp . 1
Exp . 2

C .P.A.

# rules
-

#N

956
594

19
25

-

-

C . P.A.
56.3%
24.3%
73 .7%
74.8%

= Crossing Parenthesis Accuracy

Since this method parses the corpus by applying rewriting rules which are extracted only
from the POS �equence i.nformation , it · is quite natural that the a�curacy is less than that of
gra�mar infer�nce methods profiting from syntactic structure information [ Pereira and Schabes,
1 992] [Schabes e t a { , 1 993 ] [Brill : 1 993] . In addition to the difference in source inform�tion , it
must be noted that those methods were tested only on relatively short sentences, while in our
experiments sentence length is not limited . From this viewpoint one may say that the accuracy
of ou r method is sufficiently promising.
We must draw attention to another difference between our method and the others . They
simply bracket sentences and are not able to introduce non-terminal symbols , while our method
is able to infer non-terminal symbols without any information but a corpus.
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s

___,___
DT
JJ
NN

IINr---;.T003
. ..NNP

· �T002

NT001

NNP

Mr.

NNP

Hahn

RB

VBZ

also · has

VBN

engineered

a surprising turnaround

I

of

Georgia-Pacific

Figure 4 : An example of a parsed sentence (Exp . 2)
4.2

Evaluation of Rewriting Rules

The other output of our system is a set of rewriting rules. Its quantitative evaluation is so
difficult that w� cqmpare them w�th a general English grammar.
Table 5 shows some . rewriting rules extracted in Experiment 2. Almost all the rules here
are comprehensible from ·the viewpoint of general English grammar: NT00l represents noun
phrase, NT002 prepositional phrase and, so on . The interesting thing in this table is that the
rewriting rules whose left-hand side is NT006 have various combinations of noun phrases and/or
prepositional phrases on their right-hand side . They must be considered as verbal case frames.
This indicates that it is possible to extract types of verbal case frames, which is defined a priori
in various attempts· at automatic case frame acquisition [Brent and Berwick, 1 99 1] [Brent , 1 99 1 ]
[Manning, 1993] .
Elsewhere, however, the grammar contains some inappropriate rewriting rules, as follows:

NT002 _. IN · J J R · N N S · N N S
It would be better to represent this by the following rules instead .

NT002 _. IN · NT00l NT00l _. JJR · N NS · N NS
It is tme . that there are _some rewriting rules like this in the grammar but, as we mentioned
above, almost all the non-terminal symbols are comprehensible. Since our method assumes
simple �on text-free language as the model and extracts a grammar based on hypotheses deduced
from its characteristics, tpese results l�ad to the conclusion that structural features of langu_age
ca11 be fXtracted usi 11 g simple statistical methods .
It should . also be added _that it is difficult to evaluate a grammar because the evaluation
depends on the language model of the parsed corpus to _be compared .

5

Conclusions

In this paper, we hav_e described a new method to parse a tagged corpus without grammar,
modeling a natural language on context-free language. We proposed the following three hy
potheses.
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Table 5: Some rewriting rules extracted in Experiment 2

NT00l
NT00l
N T00 l
NT00 l
N T00l
NT002
NT002
NT002
N T002
1VT002
N T002
NT002
NT002
�v roo2
NT002
ST002
N T003
:VT003
?-.f T003
1V T004
N T004

1VT005

NT005
N T005
NT005

-----

PRP$ · NNS · NNS
PDT · DT · NNS · NN
NNP - NN P - POS - NN
DT · VBG · N NS · NNS
DT - J J · N N
TO · NT00 l
TO · VB · N T00 l
TO · VB : 1V NS
RB · TO · NT00 l
IN · 1VT00 l
IN · RB · N T00l
IN - NNS - N N
TO · NT003
RB · i\!T002
RB · IN · NT003
IN · NT003
NNP - NN P - NNP
NNP - NN P
NT003 · CC · NT003
N N - lv·N
J J - NN - 1\f N
NT002 · VB N · NT002
NT00 l · NT002
NT00l · V B N · NT002
NT00l · VBG · NT002

NT005
NT005
NT005
NT006
NT006
NT006
NT006
NT006
NT006
NT006
NT006
NT006
N T006
1VT006
NT006
N T007
NT007
N T008
NT008
NT008
NT009
N T009
NT0 l O
NT0 1 0
N T0 1 0

----------------!-

VBN · NT002
VBG · NT00 l
PRP · MD · VB · NT002
VB Z · NT005 · NT005
V BZ · NT005 · NT002
V BZ · NT005 · NT00l
V BZ · N T005
V BZ · NT002 · NT005
VBZ · NT002
V BZ · N-Y00 l · NT00 l
V BZ · N T00 l
V BD · N T005 · NT005
VBD - NT002
MD · VB · NT00l
MD · VB · N T00l
VBZ - VBN - VBN
MD - VB
N NS - NT006
N NS · V BP · NT005
N NS - VB P - NTO0l
NT004 · NT00S
NT003 · J J · NT00S
WRB · PRP · NT006
V BG · NT004 · NT006
VBG - NT004

1. POS sequences on the right-hand side of a rewriting rule are less constrained as to what
POS precedes and follows them than non-constituent sequences .
2 . POS sequences directly derived from the same non-terminal symbol have similar environ
ments .
3. The most suitable set o f rewriting rules makes t h e greatest reduction o f the corpus size.
Then , we developed an algorithm based on these hypotheses which extracts rewriting rules
and parses tl�e sentences at the same time. The correctness of these hypotheses has been
experimentally attested by the evaluation of the extracted grammar and parsing accuracy.
The method we have proposed in this paper is a bottom-up approach to grammar infer
ence. On the other hand, a top-down approach such as [M agerman and Marcus, 1 990] may also
be important for grammar induction . Clustering techniques, e.g. [Hindle, 1 990] and subcat
egorization techniques , e .g. [Brent , 1991 ] may bridge the gap between these two approaches.
Combining these techniques including tagging techniques, larger amounts of syntactic informa
tion c an be retrieved from unbracketed corpora or even from untagged corpora.
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1

Introduction

This paper describes a formalism and a parser for dependency g_r ammars. The grammars writ
ten in this formalism are composed of elementary structures, called elementary trees, that are
associated to lexemes. Elementary trees can combine together through an operation called at
tachment . The parser builds a structural description of a sentence by combining the elementary
trees associated to its words. An exponential parser is described , based on a stack. The ineffi
ciency of this parser is studied , and another one, using a graph-structured stack, is proposed .
Section 2 describes briefly the grammatical formalism: section 2 . 1 focuses on the structure of el
ementary trees, section 2 . 2 deals with word order: how to represent it in a dependency tree and
how to constrain it in elementary trees, and section 2.3 introduces the attachment operation.
Section 3 is devoted to parsing. The parser is introduced and its performances are discussed in
3 . 1 . The graph-structured stack and its integration in the parser are described in 3 . 2 .

2

The Formalism

In .this section , we introduce the grammatical formalism we shall be using for parsing. The
grammars written in this formalism consist of finite sets of dependency trees called elementary
trees. An elementary tree describes a possible syntactic environment of a lexeme. This lexeme
is refered to as . the lexical anchor or simply anchor of the tree.· There is therefore no strict
distinction , in· this framework, between the grammar and the lexicon. This is often the case
in grammar formalisms proposed for dependency structures, as in (Hellwig, 1 986] (Fraser, 1 989]
and (Starosta, 1 986] . The trees can combine together through an operation called attachment.
This operation will be used by the parser to. build syntactic description of sentences.
2.1

Elementary Trees

An elementary tree is composed of the dependencies its anchor can be involved in, as governor
or dependent when it occurs in a sentence. Such structures could include all the possible depen
dents and governors of an anchor, as it is dorie in [Fraser, 1 989] . But such a description obliges
the author of the grammar to anticipate in an elementary tree of a lexeme all of its dependents,
modifiers as well as complements. Moreover, in a grammar composed of such elementary trees,
each dependency is represented twice, once in the elementary tree of its governor and once in
the elementary tree of its dependent . Another solution would be to represent in an elementary
tree only the complements of the anchor while modifiers will have in their own elementary
trees a description of their governor. This organisation can be compared with the factoring
of recursion and dependencies achieved in Tree Adjoining Grammars (J�shi , 1 987] . We have
1 The author wants to thank Anne Abeille, Farid Cerbah, Corinne Fournier and Owen Rambow for their
fruitful comments on earlier versions of this paper.
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represented in Figure 1 elementary trees corresponding respectively to a verb , a noun and an
adjective. The lexical anchors are represented as black nodes. The labels of the dependencies
are taken from [Mel'cuk and Pertsov, 1 987] .

�eat

•

apple

Figure 1 : Some elementary trees

A nchors may impose lexical, semantic or morphological restrictions on other words, these words
are not always directly linked to the anchor by a syntactic dependency. In order to represent
such restrictions in an elementary tree, we introduce these words as nodes in the elementary
tree and state lexical, semantic or morphological constraints on them , causing, in some cases,
the extension of the domain of locality. Elementary trees can hence have an arbitrarily extended
domain of locality and exhibit quite complex patterns, as shown in Figure 2 .
have

to

PREPOSIT

_syntactic dependencies
......,.Lexical restrictions

N

_ _ _semantic restrictions

Figure 2: A complex elementary tree

·2 . 1 ..� . , Tr��s as 9omp�e� Fea:ture S tructures

The' elementary trees··are represented as complex feature structures and dependencies as corriplex
att· r ibtites. -The -elementary tree · of Figure 2 has been represented in Figure 3 as a complex
feature · matrix·. ' .
Such struttures-· can be combined together by means of unification . This representational means
and · the ·unificci.ti6n operation impose that two attributes of a same structure cannot have the
same label, preventing the- representation of repeatable dependencies. Several ways to overcome
this problem by · tedefinirtg the u nification· operation are possible. But we will not develop this
point in this paper .

2.2

Word Order

The status of word order in dependency trees is not as clear as in phrase structure trees . and
is sometimes not represented at all , as in [Mel 'cuk , 1 988] . In our grammatical formalism, word
order prescriptions, like all grammatical information , is represented in elementary trees. In this
section, we propose some notational conventions for representing word order in dependency
trees, in such a way that a tree is in correspondence with exactly one linear sequence of its
nodes. This notational system will then be used to state constraints on word order in elemen
tary trees.
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lex=have
cat=aux

PREDIC=f""cat=n
sem=hum J
L
AUXIL=

lex=given
cal=:J>ast-part
anctior=y
l sLCOMPL= [cat=n

2nd.COMP

J

lex=to
cat=prep
1
PREPOS=[cat=n

J

]

Figure 3 : An elementary tree as a complex feature matrix
A dependency · tree does not usually define a total order over its nodes: a single tree can
correspond to many linear sequences of its nodes. Some enrichments of the trees have been
proposed in [Hellwig, 1986] in order to represent linear order. These enrichments amount to
indicating, for every node in the tree, its position, in the linear sequence, towards some other
nodes of the tree. We shall call this information the linear coordinates of the node:
LINEAR C OORDINATES OF A N O D E

1 . its position towards its governor.

2 . its position among its sister nodes.
A tree enriched with the linear coordinates of its nodes defines a total order among them,
provided that every dependency respects the projectivity principle2 .
THE PROJ ECTIVITY PRINCIPLE

A dependency is projective if its dependent is not separated , in the linear sequence, from the
governor by anything apart from descendents of the governor.

We will say indifferently that a dependency or its dependent is projective. A tree made of
projective dependencies will be said projective and its linear sequence as well. The proj ectivity
principle drastically limits the number of different linear sequences corresponding to a single
dependency tree. We have represented in the left part of Figure 4 a dependency tree and
its unique corresponding linear sequence, provided the projectivity principle is enforced. The
linear coordinates of the nodes are not represented in the figure explicitly, but i_m plicitly, by
the relative horizontal position of the nodes towards their governor and sisters.
Unfortunately, it seems that non projective dependencies cannot be avoided in a grammar and
thus must be taken into account. Without the projectivity principle, the knowledge of the linear
coordinates of every node of a tree is no longer sufficient to define a total order over them. The
tree of Figure 4, for example, enriched with the linear coordinates of its nodes,. does _not define
anymore a total order over its nodes ,if projectivity is not assumed . We have represented in the
right part of Figure 4 the same tree with a non-projective dependency marked with a star and
the three linear sequences that now correspond to the tree. In the example, knowing that an
is situated to the left of its governor ( apple) is not enough to place it in the linear sequence, it
can be placed between John and ate or to the left of John.
We will relax the constraints imposed by the projectivity principle on word order and propose
another, less restrictive, principle we will call pseudo-projectivity : a projective dependency · is
2 The projectivity principle, also known as the adjacency principle, has been studied by several r�searchers.
The definition given here is due to D.Hudson
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Figure A: A projective and a non projective tree and their corresponding linear sequences
pseudo-projective but all non projective dependencies are not pseudo-projective .
T H E PSEUDO-PROJECTIVITY PRINCIPLE

A dependency is pseudo-projective if its dependent D is not situated, in the linear sequence,
between two dependents of a node that is not an ancestor of D .
This principle has been induced from the non projective linguistic examples appearing in
[Mel 'cuk, 1988] and [Beringer, 1988] , all of which satisfy the pseudo-projectivity principle. The
three linear sequences of the right part of Figure 4 are pseudo-projective. Contrary to a pro
jective dependency, the dependent D of a pseudo-projective dependency can be separated, in
the linear sequence, from its governor by some ancestors of D . We will call the highest of these
ancestors the linear governor of D . If the dependency is projective, the linear governor of D is
its governor. A node having its governor as linear governor will be said to have a zero non
projectivity level . When the linear governor is the governor's governor, the node will have its
non projectivity level equal to one, and so on. . . We have represented in Figure 5 a tree with
a pseudo-projective dependency and the linear sequences corresponding to the tree. To each
sequence corresponds a level of non-projectivity of the marked dependency. Triangles hang
ing from some nodes represent the subtrees rooted by the nodes and the node labels between
square brackets represent the linear sequences of the subtrees rooted by the node. By virtue of
pseudo-projectivity, the node e cannot be situated in the sequence [a] or [c] .
b

r- -

non-proj. =0
non-proj. = 1
non-proj.= 1
non-proj. =2
non-proj. =2

[a]

I

[a]
[a]

e

[a]

e

Figure 5 : A tree with several non projectivity levels assigned to its non projective dependency
Linear governors will be used to represent the linear order of the nodes of a pseudo-projective
tree. We shall define another coordinate system called pseudo-projective coordinates.
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P SEUDO-PROJ ECTIVE C O O RDINATES OF A NODE

1 . its non projectivity level (or its linear governor) .
2 . its position towards its linear governor .
3 . its position among its linear sisters (dependents of its linear governor) .
Enriched with this information , a pseudo-projective tree defines a total order over its nodes. It
is interesting to notice that a pseudo-projective tree can be transformed into a projective tree
by attaching each node to its linear governor instead of its governor .
This representation of word order will be used to represent word order constraints in elementary
trees. But stating such constraints for a node N of an elementary tree might be a problem since
they may refer to some nodes ( the · linear governor and the linear sisters of N ) that are outside
the domain of locality of the elementary tree. We could decide to extend the domain of locality
of the elementary trees and represent the refered node in the domain, as we did for lexical,
morphological and semantic restrictions in section 2 . 1 . But such a solution will generate very
extended and unnatural elementary trees. Instead we will indicate for some nodes, which of their
linear sisters can separate them from their linear governor. More precisely, we shall indicate for
the anchor of an elementary tree (when it is not the root of the tree) and for its dependents:
1 . their non projectivity level.
2 . their relative position towards their linear governor.
3 . a list of their linear sisters that can separate them from their linear governor.
The set of these three informations will be refered to as the positional constraints of a node.
2.3

Combining Trees

The positional constraints we have defined in the preceding section are not checked during tree
combining by unification . We define a tree combining operation we call tree attachment that is
more specific than unification and takes into account positional constraints. Attaching a tree
Tl in a tree T2 amounts to unifying the root of Tl with a node of T2. Two m0re conditions
must be fulfilled by the tree "resulting from this operation :
1 . The black domain 3 of the resulting tree must be connected (i.e during the attachmentoper
ation, the black domain of Tl must be linked to the black domain of T2 by a dependency) .
For example, the attachment of Figure 6 fails because i t does not lead to a connected black
domain.
TI

N

�·�✓/
(mod

a

T2

N

MOD1/0

non-proj=O
()

Attach(Tl , T2)

J_

nice

Figure 6: An unsuccessful tree attachment

2 . The positional constraints of the dependency linking the black domains of Tl and T2
must be _satisfied . Figure 7 shows how the construction of a tree corresponding to the
linear sequence · "nice a car" fails due to the non satisfaction of node nice positional con
straints. These constraints prevent the existence of a determiner between a modifier and
the modified noun , as indicated by the empty list attached to the dependency M O D I F .
3 The black domain o f a tree i s the structure composed of all its black nodes and all the dependencies
connecting two black nod�s.
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T2

_;�/· �1
{)

c
ar
Attach(Tl, TI)

{modif)

...L

a

nice

Figure 7 : An unsuccessful tree attachment

The attachment of Figure 8 succeeds since the root node of Tl unifies with the node ate, the
black domain of the resulting tree is connected and positional constraints of the node with are
satisfied: it is situated to the left of ate and separated from it by a 1 ST .COMP
Tl
te
a
--

T2
PRED

ltOOMP

���

(l� adv)

Attach(fl , T2)

�
with

meal

M ary

v

PREPOSIT

lFRM

lier

Figure 8 : A successful tree attachment
Figure 9 illustrates a successful attachment with a non projective dependency, the node than is
situated directly to the right of node salary, its linear governor.
T1

T2
has

ADJ

PREDIC �st.COMP

/
M ary

� salary

Dl!nODIF
a

better

.

cgf>°?=i

Attach(fl , T2)

an

PRED-CONJUNCT

N

N

Figure 9 : A non projective tree attachment

3

Parsing

In our framework , parsing a sentence amounts to combining, by means of attachment, the
elementary trees corresponding to each word of the sentence. The main task of the parser is
hence to choose the trees that must be combined together and the order in which they will be
combined to build a structural description of a sentence. We describe in this section a first
algorithm based on a stack which will turn out to be inefficient. The reasons of this inefficiency
are studied and a more efficient parser, that makes use of a graph-structured stack, is proposed.
3 . 1-

A Stack Parser

The usage of a stack in a parser for dependency structures is not a novelty. It has b-een advocated
in [Fraser, 1 989] and [Genthial, 1991] , mainly to reduce the number of word pairs that must be
checked for dependency. The parser processes a sentence from left to right, for each word Wi
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read , its elementary trees n,i 4 are extracted from the lexicon and pushed on the stack. If Wi
has N elementary trees, the stack is duplicated N times and each elementary tree is pushed on
one stack, as shown in Figure 1 0 .
I T(l , l )

I.

Push(T(2,2), T ' (2,2}, T" (2,2))

T(l ,l)

T(l , 1 )

T(l,1)

Figure 10: Pushing three elementary trees on a stack
After Wi has been pushed, the N stacks are checked for reduction. The reduction operation
tries to combine the top element Tl of the stack with the next one down, T2. The combination
is done by the attachment operation. During a stack reduction , two attachments are tested,
the attachment of Tl in T2 and the attachment of T2 in T l . If any of these -two operations
succeeds, the stack height is reduced by · one. When the two attachments are successful, the
reduction operation gives rise to two trees, in which case, the stack is duplicated, as shown in
Figure 1 1 .
T(3.3)

T(2,2)

Re<iuce

T(2.3)

T(l ,1)

T(l ,l )

T'(2.3)

T(l,l}

Figure 1 1 : Reducing a stack
Then, each stack is checked again for reduction . When the reduction operation fails, the stack is
left unchanged, the next word is read and the whole process reiterated. The parsing algorithm
stops after the last word Wn has been pushed and the stacks reduced. If at least one stack
contains only one element (T1 ,n ) the parsing is successful. We have represented in Figure 12 a
parse of the non ambiguous sentence "The man ate a red apple" . For sake of simplicity we have
not represented trees in the stacks but the linear sequences of words. We have also assumed
that each word is associated to a single elementary tree, avoiding stack duplication.
3.1.1

Performances of the Stack Parser

The number of stacks during parsing, and hence the number of attachment operations done,
grows exponentially with the number of words processed. There are two places where the
number of stacks . .i s increased :
1 . During the push operation of a word Wi , the number of stacks is multiplied l:>y the number
of elementary trees associated to Wi .
2 . During the reduction of a stack , when the two attachment operations are successful, the
number of stacks is increased.
This parsing algorithm is not satisfactory since a same attachment can be tested independently
several times. Such a configuration is illustrated in Figure 13 where the attachments of T2 , 2
and T3 3 are tested twice.
This problem is due to the fact that the same trees are represented several times in separate
stacks and , during reduction, each stack is reduced independently, without any consideration
of what has been done in the other stacks.
1

4 Ti ,j is a tree corresponding to the segment of the sentence
corresponding to Wz ,

[wi , w3 J
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with

i�

j. Tz ,z is an elementa.,y tree

�-�-�
I 1-----1 I -----1 :,.,... .,. I
PUSH

�

REDUCE

�

k....... l-lbe man ole

1�_... I --

:e man am

red
a

the man ate
apple

red

�

--I �....... I
red apple

a

a

the man ate

the man ate

red apple
a

a red apple

the man ate

the man ate

a red apple

___

----- the man ate a red apple
the man ate
.__
_.

Figure 1 2 : Parsing the sentence "The man ate a red apple"
3.2

Using a Graph-structured Stack

In order to prevent the same work from being done several times, we have used the graph
structured stack described in [Tomita, 1988] . A graph-structured stack can be seen as a factor
ing of several stacks having some elements in common, as shown in Figure 14.
With such a device, any tree is represented once and the attachment of identical pairs of tree
is tried once.
The introduction of the graph-structured stack does not change the overall schema of the
algorithm. Changes affect only the push and the reduction operation.
Pushing N elementary trees on a graph-structured stack does not duplicate anymore the stack
but adds to it N new extremities and creates a link between every former extremity and every
new one, as shown in Figure 1 5 .
T h e reduction operation amounts t o trying t o combine each extremity o f the stack with all its
predecessors. When an attachment operation between an extremity of the stack and one of its
predecessors succeeds, the number of extremities of the stack can be increased. In the example
. of Figure 16 the attachment of extremity T; + I ,i+ l and its predecessor 1i,j produces two trees:
T(2,2)

T(l ,1)

T(2,2)

T'(l ,1)

Push(T(3,3))

T(3,3)

T(2,2)

T(l ,1)

T(3,3)
T(2,2)

T'(l ,1)

Reduce

Attachment tested during reduction:
2 * Attach(T2,2 , Ta,3) ; 2 * Attach(T3 1 3, T2,2)
Figure 1 3 : Same operations repeated twice
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T(2,3)

T(l , 1 )

T(2,3)

T'(l,1)

T(3,3)

T(3,3)

T(l , l )

T'(l,1)

T(2,2)

<

T(2,2)

T(l , 1 )

> T(2,2) � T(3,3)

T'(l,1)

Figure 1 4 : Factoring two stacks into a graph-structured stack
.

T( l , 1 )

LT'( l, 1 )

T l,1 )
�

Push(f(2,2), T'(2,2))

T(2 ,2)

T (1,1) �

�T"(l ,1)

" (1 , 1 )

T'(2 ,2)

Figure 1 5 : Pushing two elementary trees on a graph-structured stack
1i ,H l and Tf,i + 1 , increasing by one the number of extremities.
Reduce(fG+ 1 , j+ 1 ))

-T(ij) - T(j+l , j+l )

<

T(� j+I )

T' (i, j+l)

Figure 16: Reducing an extremity of the graph-based stack

<

<
-----� .

<

The repetition of the same operations that occurred in Figure 13 will not happen with the
graph-structured stack , as shown in Figure 1 7 .
T( l , l ) \

T'(l , 1 )

/

T(2 ,2)

Push(f(3 ,3 ))

T( l , l )

T'(l , 1 )

\

I

T(2,2) � T(3 ,3 )

Reduce

-------3�

Attachment tested during reduction :

Attach(T2,2 , T3 3 ) ; Attach(T3,3 , T2,2)
1

T(l , 1 ) \

T'( l, 1 )

I

T(2,3 )

Figure 1 7 : A voiding repetition of similar operations
The adoption of a graph-structured .stack improves the time complexity of the parser. This
improvement is mainly due to the fact that the number of extremities of the graph stack
does not grow exponentially with the number of words proces�ed , and hen,ce the number of
attachment operations carried out . As predicted by Tomita, the time complexity of the parser
is p olynomial.
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4

Conclusions and Future Work

We have described in this paper a formalism and a parser for dependency grammars, focussing
on the representation of word order in dependency trees and the advantages of using a graph
structured stack for parsing. This work is part of a larger project of sentence paraphrasing.
Paraphrasing, in this framework, is based on substitution of elementary trees in. syntactic de
scription of sentences. After a sentence has been parsed and a dependency tree built , some
of the elementary trees forming the dependency tree of the sentence will be replaced by other
elementary trees to which they are linked. The modified syntactic description gives rise to a
paraphrase of t he inital sentence. Future work will concern the relations between elementary
trees and the replacement of an elementary tree by another in a larger tree.
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Abstract
Error-tolerant recognition enables the recognition of strings that deviate slightly fro� any string in
the regular set recognized by the underlying finite state recognizer. In the context of natural language
processing, it has applications in error-tolerant morphological analysis, and spe�g correction. After a
description of the concepts and algorithms involved, we give examples from these two applications: In
morphological analysis, error-tolerant recognition allows misspelled input word forms to � corrected,
and morphologically analyzed concurrently. The algorithm can be applied to the moiphological
analysis of any language whose morphology is fully captured by a single (and possibly very large)
finite state transducer, regardless of the word formation processes (such as agglutination or productive
compounding) and morphographemic phenomena involved. We present an .application to error
tolerant analysis of agglutinative morphology of Turkish words. In spelling correction, error-tolerant
recognition can be used to enumerate correct candidate forms from a given misspelled string within a
certain edit distance. It can be applied to any language whose morphology is fully described by ·a finite
state transducer, or with a word list comprising all inflected forms with very large word lists of root·
and inflected forms (some containing well over 200,000 forms), generating all candida� solutions
within 10 to 45 milliseconds (with edit distance 1 ) on a SparcStation 10/4 1 . For spelling correction in
Turkish, error-tolerant recognition operating with a (circular) recognizerof Turkish words (with about
29,000 states and 1 19,000 transitions) can generate all candidate words in less than 20 milliseconds
(with edit distance 1 ). Spelling correction using a recognizer constructed from a large word German
list that simulates compounding, also indicates that the approach is applicable in such cases.

1

Introduction

Error-tolerant finite state recognition enables the recognition of strings that deviate slightly. from any
string in · the regular set recognized by the underlying finite state recogni7.er, by perturbations such as
deletion, insertion or replacement of symbols. For example, suppose we have a recognizer for the regular
set over {a, b} described by the regular expression ( aba + bab and we would like to recogni7.e inputs
which may be corrupted (but not too much) due to a number of reasons: e.g., abaaaba may be matched
to abaaba co�ting for a spurious a, or ababba may be matched to either abaaba correcting a b to an a,
or to ababab correcting the reversal of the last two symbols. There have been a number of approaches to
error-tolerant recognition, e.g., [19, 12] . These are however suited for applications where the pattern or
the regular expression is small, and the sequence to be matched is large which is typical in information
retrieval applications. For example, Myers and Miller [ 12]. present an O(M N) algorithm with M
being the length of the string and N. being the length of the regular expression. In the applications we
are concerned with, the recognizers (and the corresponding regular expressions) are very large. The
approach presented in this paper uses the finite state recognizer that recognizes the regular set, but relies
on a very efficiently controlled recognition algorithm based on depth-first search of the state graph of
the recognizer.

t,
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2

Error-tolerant Finite State Recognition

We can informally define error-tolerant recognition with a finite state recognizer as the recognition of all
strings in the regular set (accepted by the recognizer), and additional strings which can be obtained from
any string in the set by a small number of unit editing operations. Error-tolerant recognition requires
an error metric for measuring how much two strings deviate from each other. The edit distance metric
between two strings measures the minimum number of unit editing operations of insertion, deletion,
replacement of a symbol, and transposition of adjacent symbols [3], that are necessary to convert
one string into another. Let X = x1 , x2 , . . . , X m , and Y = Yi , '!/2 , . . . , Yn denote strings of length
mandnrespectivelyof m symbols from an alphabet A. X[j] (Y [j]) denotes the initial substring of X
(Y) up to and including the / h symbol. Given X and Y, the edit distance ed(X[m] , Y [n]) computed
according to the recurrence below, gives the minimum number of unit editing operations to convert one
string to the other [4].
ed(X[i + 1], Y[j + 1])

=

ed(X[i], Y[j])

=

1

=
ed(X[O], Y[j])

1

= j
ed(X[i], Y(O]) =

ed(X[ - 1], Y[j])

=

if Xi +l = Y,+1
(last ch acters e same)
ar
ar

+ min{ ed(X(i - 1], Y [j - 1]),
ed(X[i + 1], Y[j]),
ed(X[i], Y[j + 1])}
+ min{ed(X(i], Y[j]),
ed(X(i + 1], Y[j]),
ed(X[i], Y[j + 1])}

if both Xi = Yi+I
and x i+I = Yi
(last two characters are
�ansposed)
otherwise

O�j�n

0�i�m

ed(X(i], Y(- 1]) = max (m, n)

(Boundary definitions)

For example ed(recoginze , recognize) = l , since transposing i and n in the former string would give
the latter. Similarly ed(sailn, failing) = 3 as in the former string, one could change the initial/ to s,
insert an i before the n, and insert a g at the end to obtain the latter.
Given a (deterministic) finite state recognizer, R, 1 let L � A* be the regular language accepted by
R, and let t > 0, be the edit distance error threshold. We define a string X[m] (t. L to be recognized by
R with an error at most t, if the set C = {Y(n] I Y[n] E L and ed(X [m] , Y [n]) � t} is not empty.
Any finite state recognizer can also be viewed as a directed graph with arcs are labeled with symbols
in A.2 Standard finite state recognition corresponds to traversing a path (possibly involving cycles) in the
graph of the recognizer, starting from the start node, to one of the final nodes, so that the concatenation
of the labels on the arcs along this path matches the input string. For error-tolerant recognition one needs
to find all paths from the start node to one of the final nodes, so that when the labels on the arcs along a
path are concatenated, the resulting string is within a given edit distance threshold t, of the (erroneous)
input string. With t > 0, the recognition procedure becomes a search on this graph.
Searching the graph of the recognizer has to be very fast if error-tolerant recognition is to be of any
practical use. This means that paths that can lead to no solutions have to be pruned so that the search
can be limited to a very small percentage of the search space. Thus we need to make sure that any
candidate string that is generated as the search is being performed, does not deviate from certain initial
1 R is described by a 5-tuple R = (Q , A, c5, qo, F) with Q denoting the set of states, A denoting the input alphabet,
c5 : Q X A -+ Q, denoting the state transition function, qo E Q denoting the initial state, and F � Q denoting the final states.The
approach presented here not limited to deterministic machines, though.
2We may use state and node, and transition and arc, interchangeably.
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cuted
computation

H(i - 1 , j - l )

H(i, j )
. H(i + l , j)

H(i, j + l )

H(i + l , j + 1 )

Figure 2: Computation of the elements of the H matrix.
matrix H with element H(i, j) = ed(X[i] , Y(j]) [4]. We can note that the computation of the element
H(i + 1 , j + 1 ) recursively depends on only H(i, j) , H(i, j + 1 ) , H(i + 1 , j) and H(i - 1 , j - 1 ),
from the earlier definition of the edit distance. During the depth first search of the state graph of the
recognizer, entries in column n of the matrix H have to be (re)computed, only when the candidate string
is of length n. During backtracking, the entries for the last column are discarded, but the entries in prior
columns are still valid. Thus all entries required by H( i + 1 , j + 1 ), except H ( i, j + 1 ), are already
available in the matrix in columns i - 1 and i. The computation of cuted(X[m] , Y[n]) involves a loop
in which the minimum is computed. This loop (indexing along column j + 1), computes H(i, j + 1 )
before it is needed for the computation of H ( i + 1 , j + 1 ). (See Figure 2.)
We now present in Figure 3 a simple example for this search algorithm for a simple finite state
recognizer for the regular expression ( aba + bab )* , and the search graph for the input string ababa. The

Search graph for matching ababa with threshold 1
Numbers in [ f1. ahow the the cut-ofTedit diatance when search reachee
that node. State, with bold circle indicate 1ucceeaful matches. The 1tringa
matching (left-to-riaht) are abaaba, ababab and bababa.

Figure 3: Recognizer for ( aba + bab )* and search graph for ababa.
thick circles from left to right indicate the nodes at which we have the matching strings abaaba, ababab
and bababa, respectively. Prior visits to the final state 1, violate the final edit distance constraint. (Note
that the visit order of siblings depend on how one orders the outgoing arcs fro!'l a state.)
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/ *push empty candidate , and start node to start search * /

push( (c, qo))

whi l e stack not empty
begin
1
1
pop( (Y , qi )) / * pop part ial surface string Y
and the node * /
for all q; and a such that h(q, , a) = q;
begin / * extend the candidate string * /
1
Y = concat(Y , a) / * n i s the current length o f Y * !
/ * check i f Y has deviated too much , i f not push * /
i f cuted(X[m], Y[n]) � t then push((Y, q; ))
/ * also see if we are at a final state * /
i f ed(X [m], Y[n]) � t and q; E F then output Y
end
end

Figure 1 : Algorithm for error-tolerant recognition
substrings of the erroneous string by more than the allowed threshold. To detect such cases,· we use the
notion of a cut-off edit distance. The cut-off edit distance measures the minimum edit distance between
an initial substring of the incorrect input string, and the (possibly partial) candidate correct string. Let
Y be a partial candidate string whose length is n, and let X be the _ incorrect string of length m. Let
I = min( l , n - t) and u = max(m, n + t). The cut-off edit distance cuted(X[m] , Y [n]) is defined as

cuted(X[m] , Y [n]) = �in ed(X[i] , Y [n]) .
l�a�u
For example, with t

= 2:

cut ed(reprter, repo)= {min{ ed(re, repo) = 2, ed(rep, repo) = 1 ,ed(repr, repo) = 1,
ed(reprt , repo) = 2, ed(reprte, repo) = 3} = 1 .
Note that except at the boundaries, the initial substrings of the incorrect string X considered are of length
n - t to length n + t. Any initial substring of X shorter than n - t needs more than t insertions, and
any initial substring of X longer than n + t requires more than t deletions, to at least equal Y in length,
violating the edit distance constraint.
Given an incorrect string X, a partial candidate string Y is generated by successively concatenating
relevant labels along the arcs as transitions are made, starting with the start state. Whenever we extend
Y, we check if the cut-off edit distance of X and the partial Y, is within the bound specified by the
threshold t. If the cut-off edit distance goes beyond the threshold, the last transition is backed off to the
source node (in parallel with the shortening of Y) and some other transition is tried. Backtracking is
recursively applied when the search can not be continued from that state. If, during the construction of
Y, a final state is reached without violating the cutoff edit distance constraint, and ed(X[m] , Y (n]) $ t
at that point, then Y is a valid correct form of the incorrect input string.3 ·

. Denoting the s�tes by subscripted q's (qo being the initial state) and the symbols in t�e alphabet
(and labels on the directed edges) by a, we present the algorithm for generating all Y's by a (slightly
modified) depth-first probing of the graph in Figure 1. The crucial point in ·this algorithm is that the
cut-off edit distance computation can be performed very efficiently by maintaining . a glabal m by n
3Note that we have to do this check since we may come to other irrelevant final states during the search.
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3 Application to Error-tolerant Morphological Analysis
Error-tolerant finite state recognition can be applied to morphological analysis, in which, instead of
rejecting a given misspelled form, the analyzer attempts to apply the morphological analysis to forms
that are within a certain (configurable) edit distance of the incorrect form. Two-level transducers [10]
provide a suitable model for the application of error-tolerant recognition. Such transducers capture all
morphotactic and morphographemic phenomena, and alternations in the language in a uniform manner.
They can be abstracted as finite state transducers over an alphabet of lexical and surface symbol pairs
1 : s, where either 1 or s (but not .both) may be the null symbol o. It is possible to apply error-tolerant
recognition to languages whose word formations employ productive compounding and/or agglutination,
and in fact to any language whose morphology is described completely as one (very large) finite state
transducer. _ Full scale descriptions using this approach already exist for a number of languages like
English, French, German, Turkish, Korean [8].
-Application of error-tolerant recognition to morphological analysis proceeds as described earlier.
After a successful match with a surface symbol, the corresponding lexical symbol is appended to the
output gloss string. During backtracking the candidate surface string and the gloss string are again
shortened in tandem. The basic algorithm for this case is given in Figure 4.4 The actual algorithm is a
slightly optimized version of this where transitions with null surface symbols are treated as special during
forward and backtracking traversals to avoid unnecessary computations of the cut-off edit distance.
/ *push empty c andida t e string , and start node
to s tart search on to the stack * /

push((t, t , qo ) )

wh i l e stack not empty
beg in

pop(( surface' , lex ical' , qi ) ) / * pop part ial strings

and the node from the stack * /
for a l l q1 and l : s such that h(qi , l : s) = q1
beg in / * extend the candidate string * /
surface = concat(surface', s)
i f cuted(X [m] , surf ace[n]) � t then

begin

end

end

end

lexical = concat( lexical', l)
push( (surf ace, lex ical, qj ) )
i f ed(X(m], sur face [n]) � t and qj E F then
output lexical

Figure 4: Algorithm for error-tolerant morphological analysis.
We can demonstrate error-tolerant morphological analysis with a twer-level transducer .for the analysis
of Turkish morphology. Agglutinative languages such as Turkish, Hungarian or Finnish, differ from
languages like English in the way lexical forms are generated. Words are formed by productive affixations
of derivational and inflectional affixes to roots or stems. Furthermore, roots and affixes may undergo
changes due to various phonetic interactions. A typical nominal or a verbal root gives rise to thousands
of valid forms which never appear in the dictionary. For instance, we can give the following (rather
exaggerated) adverb example from Turkish:
uygarla�t1ramayabileceklerimizdenmi�inizcesine

4 Note

that transitions are now labeled with I : s pairs.
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whose root is the adjective uygar (civilized).5 The morpheme breakdown (with morphological glosses
underneath) is: 6
uygar

+la§

+llr

+ama

+yabil

+POT

civilized

+AtoV

+CAUS

+NEG

+3PL

+POSS-IPL

+ABL(+NtoV)

+PAST . +2PL

+/er

+imiz

+den

+mi§

+siniz

+ecek

+VtoA(AtoN)
+cesine

+VtoAdv

The portion of the word following the root consists of 1 1 morphemes each of which either adds further
syntactic or semantic information to, or changes the part-of-speech, of the part preceding it. Though
most words one uses in Turkish are considerably shorter than this, the example serves to point out some
of the fundamental difference of the nature of the word structures in Turkish and other agglutinative
languages, from those of languages like English.
Our morphological analyzer for Turkish is based on a lexicon of about 28,000 root words and
is a re-implementation of PC-KIMMO version of the same description [1, 13], using Xerox two
level transducer technology [9]. This description of Turkish morphology has 3 1 two-level rules that
implement the morphographemic phenomena such as vowel harmony and consonant changes across
morpheme boundaries etc., and about 150 additional rules, again based on the two-level formalism,
that fine tune the morphotactics by enforcing sequential and long-distance feature sequencing and
co-occurrence constraints, in addition to constraints imposed by standard alternation linkage among
various lexicons to implement the paradigms. Turkish morphotactics is circular due to the relativization
suffix in the nominal paradigm, and multiple causative suffixes in the verb paradigm. There is also
considerable linkage between nominal and verbal morphotactics due to productive derivational suffixes.
The minimized finite state transducer constructed by composing the transducers for root lexicons,
morphographemic rules and morphotactic constraints, has 32,897 states and 106,047 transitions, with
an average fan out of about 3.22 transitions per state (including transitions with null surface symbols).
It analyzes a given Turkish lexical form into a sequence of feature-value tuples (instead of the more
conventional sequence of morpheme glosses) that are used in a number of natural language applications.7
This transducer has been used as input to an analyzer implementing the error-tolerant recognition
algorithm in Figure 4. The analyzer first attempts to parse the input with t = 0, and if it fails, relaxes t
up to 2, if it can not find any parse with a smaller t, and can process about 150 (correct) forms a second
on a Sparcstation 10/4 1. 8 , 9 Below, we provide a transcript of a run: 10
ENTER WORD > get irn
Threshold O . . . 1 . . .
get iri

=>

get irin =>

geti ren =>
get irin =>
get ir

get i re

=>

=>

( ( CAT NOUN) ( ROOT get i r i ) ( AGR 3SG) ( POSS NONE) ( CASE NOM) )
( return ( on investment ) )
( ( CAT NOUN) ( ROOT getiri ) (AGR 3 SG ) ( POSS 2SG) ( CASE NOM) )
(your return)
( ( CAT VERB) ( ROOT get ir) (SENSE POS) ( CONV ADJ YAN) )
( s /he who brings )
( ( CAT VERB) ( ROOT get i r ) (SENSE POS ) (MOOD IMP) (AGR 2 PL) )
( bring ! ( imp 2pl ) )
( ( CAT VERB) ( ROOT getir) ( SENSE POS ) ( MOOD IMP) (AGR 2 SG) )
( bring ! ( imp 2 sg) )
( ( CAT VERB) ( ROOT get ir) ( SENSE POS ) ( MOOD OPT) (AGR 3 SG) )
( let him bring)

5 This is a manner adverb meaning roughly "(behaving) as if you were one of those whom we might not be able to civilize."
6 Glosses in parentheses indicate derivations not explicitly indicated by a morpheme.
7 The Xerox software allows the resulting finite state transducer to be exported in a tabular form which can be imported to other

applications.
8 No attempt was made to compress the finite state recognizer.
9 The Xerox injl program working on the proprietary compressed representation of the same transducer can process about 1000
forms/sec on the same platform.
10Toe outputs have been slightly edited for formatting. The feature names denote the usual morphosyntactic features. CONV
denotes derivations to the category indicated by the second token with a suffix or derivation type denoted by the third token, if
any. We have al.so added English glosses that most closely approximate the semantics of the word.
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getirt

=>

( ( CAT VERB ) ( ROOT getir) (VOICE CAUS ) ( SENSE POS ) (MOOD IMP ) ( AGR 2 SG ) )
( have him/her bring !
( imp 3 s g ) )

ENTER WORD > ak1 l l 1nniki ler
Threshold O . . . 1 . . . 2 . . .
aki l 1 1mnki l er => ( ( CAT NOUN) (ROOT ak1 l ) ( CONV ADJ LI )
( CONV NOUN ) (AGR 3 SG ) ( POSS NONE ) ( CASE GEN)
( CONV PRONOUN REL) ( AGR 3 PL ) ( POSS NONE ) ( CASE NOM ) )
( ( things ) of the smart ( one ) )
ak1 l l 1n1nki l er => ( ( CAT NOUN ) ( ROOT ak1l ) ( CONV ADJ L I )
( CONV NOUN) (AGR 3SG ) ( POSS 2SG ) ( CASE GEN)
( CONV PRONOUN REL) (AGR 3 PL ) ( POSS NONE ) ( CASE NOM ) )
( ( things ) of your smart ( one ) )
ak1 l l 1ndaki l er => ( ( CAT NOUN) ( ROOT aki l ) ( CONV ADJ LI )
( CONV NOUN) ( AGR 3 SG) ( POSS 2SG) ( CASE LOC)
( CONV ADJ REL ) ( CONV NOUN) (AGR 3 PL ) ( POSS NONE ) ( CASE NOM ) )
( ( thing s ) at your smart ( one ) )
ENTER WORD > eviminkinn
Threshold O . . . 1 . . .

eviminkini =>
eviminkine =>
eviminkinin =>

( ( CAT NOUN) ( ROOT ev) (AGR 3 SG) ( POSS lSG) ( CASE GEN)
( CONV PRONOUN .REL ) (·AGR 3 SG l ( POSS NONE ) ( CASE ACC) )
( ( thing ) of my house ( accusative ) )
( ( CAT NOUN ) ( ROOT ev) (AGR 3 SG) ( POSS lSG) ( CASE GEN)
( CONV PRONOUN REL) (AGR 3 SG) ( POSS NONE ) ( CASE DAT ) )
( to the ( thing) of my house)
( ( CAT NOUN ) ( ROOT ev) (AGR 3SG ) ( POSS lSG) ( CASE GEN)
( CONV PRONOUN REL ) (AGR 3 SG) ( POSS NONE) ( CASE GEN) )
( o f the ( thing) of · my house )

ENTER WORD > uygarla$ tiramadiklarmi izdanm1 $ s 1n1zcas 1na
Threshold O . . . 1 . . .

uygarla$ t1ramad1 klar1m1zdanm1$ sin1zcas1na =>
( ( CAT ADJ) ( ROOT uygar ) ( CONV VERB LAS ) (VOICE CAUS ) ( SENSE NEG-C )
( CONV ADJ DIK) (AGR 3 PL ) ( POSS l PL ) ( CASE ABL)
( CONV VERB ) ( TENSE NARR-PAST) (AGR 2 PL )
( CONV ADVERB CASINA) ( TYPE MANNER) )
( behaving ) as if you were one of those whom we could not civi l i z e
ENTER WORD > okatulna
Threshold O . . . 1 . . .
okutulma =>
okutulma =>

okutulan =>
okutulana =>
okutulsa =>
okutula =>

2 ...

( ( CAT VERB ) ( ROOT oku) (VOICE CAUS ) (VOICE PASS) ( SENSE NEG)
( MOOD IMP) (AGR 2 SG) )
( don ' t be forced to read!
( imp 2sg) )
( ( CAT VERB ) ( ROOT oku ) (VOICE CAUS ) (VOICE PASS ) ( SENSE POS )
( CONV NOUN MA) ( TYPE INFINITIVE)
(AGR 3 SG ) ( POSS NONE ) ( CASE NOM) )
( ( the act o f ) being forced to read) )
( ( CAT VERB ) ( ROOT oku ) (VOICE CAUS ) (VOICE PASS ) ( SENSE POS )
( CONV ADJ YAN) l
( ( thing ) that is caused to be read)
( ( CAT VERB) ( ROOT oku ) (VOICE CAUS ) (VOICE PASS ) ( SENSE POS )
( CONV ADJ YAN ) ( CONV NOUN) ( AGR 3 SG ) ( POSS NONE) ( CASE DAT ) )
( to the ( thing) that is caused to be read)
( ( CAT VERB ) ( ROOT oku ) (VOICE CAUS ) (VOICE PASS ) ( SENSE POS )
( MOOD COND ) (AGR 3SG ) )
( i f ( i t ) were caused to be read)
( CAT VERB) ( ROOT oku ) (VOICE CAUS) (VOICE PASS ) ( SENSE POS )
( MOOD OPT ) (AGR 3SG) )
( l et it be caused to be read)

In an application context, the candidates that are generated by such a morphological analyzer can be

disambiguated or filtered to a certain extent by constraint-based tagging techniques, e.g., [ 1 6, 1 8] that
take into account syntactic context for morphological disambiguation.
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4 Applications to Spelling Correction
Spelling correction is an important applicatipn for error-tolerant recognition. There has been substantial
amount of work on spelling correction (see the excellent review by Kukich [ 1 1]). Most methods essen
tially enumerate plausible candidates which resemble the incorrect word, and use additional heuristics
to rank the results. 1 1 However, most techniques assume a word list of all words in the language. These
approaches are suitable for languages like English for which it is possible to enumerate such a list. They
are not directly suitable or applicable to languages like German, that have very productive compounding,
or to agglutinative languages like Finnish, Hungarian or Turkish, in which the concept of a word is
much larger than what is normally found in a word list. For example, Finnish nouns have about 2000
distinct forms while Finnish verbs have about 12,000 forms [6, pages 59-60]. The case in Turkish
is also similar where, for instance nouns may have about 170 different forms, not counting the forms
for adverbs, verbs, adjectives, or other nominal forms, generated (sometimes circularly) by derivational
suffixes. Hankamer [7] gives much higher figures (in the millions) for Turkish, presumably by taking
into account derivations.
There have been some recent approaches to spelling correction using morphological analysis tech
niques. Veronis [17] presents a method for handling quite complex combinations of typographical
and phonographic errors, the latter being the kind of errors usually made by language learners using
computer-aided instruction. This method takes into account phonetic similarity in addition to standard
types of errors. Aduriz et al. [5] have used a two-level morphology approach to spelling correction
in Basque which uses two-level rules to describe common insertion and deletion errors, in addition to
the two-level rules for the morphographemic component. Oflazer and Giizey [15] have used a two
level morphology approach to spelling correction in agglutinative languages, which has used a coarser
morpheme-based morphotactic description instead of the finer lexical/surface symbol approach presented
here. More recently, Bowden and Kiraz [2] have used a multi-tape morphological analysis technique for
spelling correction in Semitic languages which, in addition to the insertion, deletion, substitution and
transposition errors, allows for various language specific errors.
For languages like English where all inflected forms can be included in a word list, the word list can
be used to construct a finite state recognizer structured as a standard letter tree recognizer (which has an
acyclic graph) to which error-tolerant recognition can be applied. Furthermore, just as in morphological
analysis, transducers for morphological analysis can obviously be used for spelling correction, so one
algorithm can be applied to any language whose morphology is described using such transducers. We
demonstrate the application of error-tolerant recognition to candidate generation in spelling correction
by constructing finite state recognizers in the form of letter tree from large word lists that contain root
and inflected forms of words for 10 languages, obtained from a number of resources on the Irttemet.
Table 1 gives statistics about the word lists used. The Dutch, French, German, English (two different
lists), and Italian, Norwegian, Swedish, Danish and Spanish word lists contained some or all inflected
forms in addition to the basic root forms. The Finnish word list contained unique word forms compiled
from a corpus, although the language is agglutinative.
For edit distance thresholds, 1 , 2, and 3, we selected randomly, 1000 words from each word list and
perturbed them by random insertions, deletions, replacements and transpositions so that each misspelled
word had the respective edit distance from the correct form. Kukich [ 1 1], citing a number of studies,
reports that typically 80% of the misspelled words contain a single error of one of the unit operations,
though there are specific applications where the percentage of such errors are lower. Our earlier study
of an error model developed for spelling correction in Turkish also indicated similar results [ 1 5] .
1 1 Ranking is dependent on the language, the application, and the error model. It is an important component of the spelling
correction problem, oot is not addressed in this paper.
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Table 1: Statistics about the language word lists used
Language

Words

Finnish
English-I
Dutch
Gennan
French
English-2
Spanish
Norwegian
Italian
Danish
Swedish

276,448 968,17 1
2 13,557 741,835
189,249 501,822
174,573 561,533
138,257 286,583
104,216 265,194
86,061 257,704
6 t843 156,548
61,183 · 1 15,282
25,485
8 1 ,766
23,688
67,619

Arcs

Average
Word
Length
12.01
10.93
1 1.29
12.95
9.52
10. 1 3
9.88
9.52
9.36
10. 1 8
8.48

Maximum
Word
Length
49
25
33
36
26
29
23
28
19
29
29

Average
Fan-out
1.3 1
1.33
1.27
1.27
1.50
1.40
1.40
1.32
1.84
1 .27
1.36

Table 2: Correction Statistics for Threshold 1
Language
Finnish
English- I
Dutch
Gennan
French
English-2
Spanish
Norwegian
Italian
Danish
Swedish

Average
Misspelled
Word
Length
1 1.08
9.98
10.23
1 1.95
10.04
9.26
8.98
8.44
8.43
8.78
7.57

Average
Correction
Time
(msec)
45.45
26.59
20.65
27.09
15.16
17.13
18.26
16.44
9.74
14.21
16.78

Avg. Time
to First
Solution
(msec)
25.02
12.49
9.54
14.7 1
6.09
7.5 1
7.9 1
6.86
4.30
1.98
8.87

Average
Average
Number of
% of
Solutions
Space
Found
Searched
1.72
0.2 1
1.48
0. 19
1.65
0.20
1.48
0.20
1.70
0.28
1.77
0.35
1.63
0.37
2.52
0.62
1.78
0.46
2.25
1.00
1.57
2.83

Table 2 present the results from correcting these misspelled word lists for edit distance threshold 1.
The runs were perfonned on a Sparcstation 10/4 1. The second column in these tables gives the average
length of the misspelled string in the input list. The third column gives the time in milliseconds to
generate all solutions, while the fourth column gives the time to find the first solution. The fifth column
gives the average number of solutions generated from the given misspelled strings with the given edit
distance. Finally, the last column gives the percentage of the search space ( that is, the ratio of forward
traversed arcs to the total number of arcs) that is searched when generating all the solutions. Due to
space limitations, we are not able to give full results for thresholds 2, and 3, but for t = 2, the average
correction time ranged from 80 msecs to 320 msecs, with about 1.3% to 7 .5% of the search space being
searched. For t = 3, which is very unlikely in real applications, the average correction time ranged from.
200 msecs to 1 200 msecs, with about 3% to 17% of the search space being searched. ( See Oflazer [ 14]
for details on these results.)
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Table 3: Spelling correction results for the Turkish finite state recognizer.
Threshold

.��

t

1
2
3

Average
Mi�pelled
Word
Length
8.63
8.59
8.57

Average
Correction
Time
(msec)
17.90
164.81
907.02

Avg. Time
to First
Solution
(msec)
7.41
57.87
63.59

Average
Number of
Solutions
Found
4.92
55.12
442.17

Average
% of
Space
Searched
1.23
1 1. 1 2
60.00

4.1 Spelling Correction for Agglutinative Word Forms
The transducer for Turkish developed for morphological analysis, using the Xerox software, was also
used for spelling correction. However, the original transducer had to be simplified into a recognizer for
two reasons. For morphological analysis, the concurrent generation of the lexical gloss string requires
that occasional transitions with an empty surface symbol be taken, to generate the gloss properly.
Secondly, a given surface form can morphologically be interpreted in many ways which is important in
morphological processing. In spelling correction, the presentation of only one of such surface forms
is sufficient. To remove all empty transitions and analyses with same surface forms from the Turkish
transducer, a recognizer recognizing only the surface forms was extracted by using the Xerox tool ifsm.
The resulting recognizer had 28,825 states and 1 18,352 transitions labeled with just surface symbols.
The average fan-out of the states in this recognizer was about 4. This transducer was then used to
perform spelling correction experiments in Turkish.
In the first set of experimen� three word lists of 1000 words each were generated from a Turkish
corpus, and words were perturbed as described before, for error thresholds of 1 , 2 , and 3 respectively.
The results for correcting these words are presented in Table 3. It should be noted that the percentage of
search space searched may not be very meaningful in this case since the same transitions may be taken
in the forward direction, more than once.
On a separate experiment which would simulate a real correction application, about 3000 misspelled
Turkish words again compiled from a corpus, were processed by successively relaxing the error threshold
starting with t = 1 . Of these set of words, 79 .6% had an edit distance of 1 from the intended correct
form, while 15.0% had edit distance 2, and 5.4% had edit distance 3 or more. 12 The average length
of the incorrect strings was 9.63 characters. The average correction time was 77.43 milliseconds ( with
24.75 milliseconds for the first solution). The average number of candidates offered per correction was
4.29, with an average of 3.62% of the search space being traversed, indicating that this is a very viable
approach for real applications. For comparison, the same recognizer running as a spell checker (t = 0)
can process correct forms at a rate of about 500 words/sec.

4.2 Spelling correction with compounding
Using the 174,249 word German word list used in the experiments above, a finite state recognizer
recognizing a + , where G is a German word in the list, was constructed. The intention was to simulate the
compounding process though clearly the finite state recognizer constructed is not a correct compounding
recognizer for German. One hundred (pseudo-) German compounds were formed by concatenating
words form the original word list, and then introducing errors randomly. The results with thresholds
12 1n almost all of these, the misspelling were due to rendering of non-ASOI Turkish characters with the nearest ASCII neighbors,
e.g. , u typed as u.
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Table 4: Spelling correction results for (simulated) German compounding.

Threshold
t
1
2

3

Average
Misspelled
Word
Length
32.96
32.03
31.53

Average
Correction
Time
(msec)
332.58
1 138.63
4757.70

Avg. Time
to First
Solution
(msec)
84.50
308.52
966.27

Average
Average
% of
Number or
Solutions
Space
Found
Searched
1 .77
0.30
5.52
2.45
9.7 1
10. 17

l ;l, and 3 are presented in Table 4. It should however be stressed again that the numbers for search
space percentages reflect the percentage with respect to the number of static recognizer links. One can,
however, get a reasonable approximation to the actual percentage of the search space by observing that
by. the average length of the words in the test file is about three times the average word length in the
original German word list. Thus on the average about three traversals of the whole finite state recognizer
are made and thus the search percentages above should be divided by three.

5 Conclusions
This paper has presented an algorithm for error-tolerant finite state recognition which enables a finite
state recognizer to recognize strings that deviate mildly from some string in the underlying regular set,
alo.ng with results of its application to error-tolerant morphological analysis, and candidate generation
in spelling correction. The approach is very fast and applicable to any language with a given a list of
root and inflected forms, or with a finite state transducer recognizing or analyzing its word forms. It
differs from previous error-tolerant finite state recognition algorithms in that it u.ses a given finite state
machine, and is more suitable for applications where the number of patterns (or the finite state machine)
is very large and the string to be matched is small.
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Abstract
A reductionistic statistical framework for part-of-speech tagging and surface syntactic par
sing is presented that has the same expressive power as the highly successful Constraint
Grammar approach , see [Karlsson et al 1 995] . The structure of the Constraint Grammar
rules allows them to be viewed as conditional probabilities that can be used to update the
lexical tag probabilities , after which low-probability tags are repeatedly removed.
Experiments using strictly conventional information sources on the Susanne and Teleman
corpora indicate that the system performs as well as a traditional HMM-based part-of
speech tagger, yielding state-of-the-art results. The scheme also enables using the same
information sources as the Constraint Grammar approach, and the hope is that it can
improve on the performance of both statistical taggers and surface-syntactic analyzers.

1

Introduct ion

Part-of-speech (PoS) tagging consists in assigning to each word of an input text a tag from a
finite set of possible tags, a tagset . The reason that this is a research issue is that a word can in
general be assigned different tags depending on context. This assignment can be done in a num
ber of different ways. One of these is statistical tagging , which is advocated in [Church 1988] ,
[Cutting et a l 1992] and many other articles. Here , the relevant information is extracted from
large sets of often hand-tagged training data and fitted into a statistical language model , which
is then used to assign the most likely tag to each word in the input text .
An alternative approach is taken in rule-based tagging, where linguistic knowledge is coded
into rules that are applied to the input text to determine an appropriate tag for each word. The
by far most successful work in this field is ·done in the Constraint Grammar [Karlsson et al 1 995]
and Finite-State Grammar [Koskenniemi et al 1992] frameworks. We will in this article focus
on the former. First , however , we will describe what seems to be the standard procedure in
statistical part-of-speech tagging, and then examine the Constraint Grammar approach a bit
closer, before we discuss ways· of combining them .

2

Tradit ional Stat ist ical Part-of- Speech Tagging

This section describes a generic, but somewhat vanilla-flavoured statistical part-of-speech tag
ger . The tagger will use the following two information sources:

• Lexical probabilities:
The probability of each tag Ti conditional on the word W that is to be tagged, P('r I W) .
• Tag n-grams:
The probability of tag
at position k in the input string, denoted 'I'; , given that tags
Tk - n + l . . . n- 1 have been assigned to the previous n - 1 words. Often n is set to two
or three, and thus bigrams or trigrams are employed. In the latter case, this quantity is
P (Tt I Tk - 2 , TA: - 1 ) .

r
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A tagger is usually trained on a pretagged training corpus, which is divided into a training
set , used to estimate these statistical parameters, and a set of held back data used to cope with
sparse data by way of back-off smoothing. For exampie, the tag trigram probabilities might be
estimated as follows:

Here f is the relative frequence in the training set . The parameters A; = A; ( n - 2 , Tk - i , n )
may depend on the particular tags, but are required to be nonnegative and to sum to one
over j. Appropriate values for these parameters can be estimated using the held-out portion of
the training corpus by employing any of a number of techniques; much used today are deleted
interpolation [Brown et al 1 992] and modified Good-Turing smoothing, [Gale & Church 1 990] .
Information sources S1 , . . . , Sn are combined by multiplying the scaled probabilities:
P(T I S1 , . . . , Sn)
P(T)

t'V
t'V

n

rr
i=l

P(T I Si )
P(T)

This formula can be established by Bayesian inversion , then performing the independence as
sumptions, and renewed Bayesian inversion:
P (T I S1 ,

. . .'

_
Sn ) n

_,
�

P (T) · P(S1 , . . . , Sn I T)
P(S1 , . . · , Sn )

P(Si I T)
P (T) . rr
i=l P(Si )

=

t'V
t'V

n

P(T) · P(Si I T)
P(T) . rr
.
i=l P(T) P(Si )

=

n

P(T I Si )
P(T) . ll
.
P (T)
1=1

At runtime, a tagger typically works as follows: First , each word is assigned the set of all
possible tags according to the lexicon . This will create a lattice. A dynamic programming
technique is then used to find the sequence of tags T1 . . . Tn that maximizes
n

n

k=l

k=l

IT P(Tk I Tk - 2 , Tk - d · P(Wk I Tk )

Since P ( Wk ) does not depend on the tag sequence, we might as well maximize
n

k=l

The dynamic search algorithm (Viterbi search ) employed to this end is well-described in for
example [DeRose 1 988] .
HMM-based taggers work i n exactly the same way ; the abstract way i n which they are
viewed is however a bit different . In HMM-based tagging, P(Tk I Tk - 2 , Tk - 1) is often referred
to as the language model and P ( Wk I Tk ) as the signal model. This is since each word is viewed
as a signal emitted from some (hidden) internal state consisting of a tag in the bigram case,
or a pair of tags in the trigram case. The signal model describes the probability of each word
being emitted by some state ( tag / tag pair) and the language model the probability of state
( tag / tag pair) transitions. The tagging task then consists in finding the most likely sequence
of states given the observed sequence of words. It is also possible to estimate the statistical
parameters from untagged text using a lexicon and an initial bias, see [Rabiner 1989] for an
excellent tutori al on HMMs as applied to speech and language processing in general.
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3 - The Constraint Grammar Approach
Although not yet fully realized, the basic philosophy behind the novel statistical approach pro
posed in the current article is to give it the same expressive power as the highly successful Cons
traint Grammar system. This system performs remarkably well; (Voutilainen & Heikkila 1994]
report 99.7 percent recall, or 0.3 percent error rate, which is ten times smaller than that of the
best statistical taggers. These impressive results are achieved by:
l . Utilizing a number of different information sources, and not only the stereotyped lexical
statistics and n-gram tag statistics that have become the de facto standard in statistical
part-of-speech tagging. For example, it uses linguistically motivated rules referring to an
arbitrarily long context.

2. Not fully resolving all ambiguities when this would jeopardize the recall.- In fact, the
quoted - 99.7 percent recall corresponds to a remaining ambiguity of approximately 1 .05
tags per word, or a precision of 95 percent.

3. Evaluating on more consistently annotated data than normally employed in the field.

4. Employing an appropriate tag set, amongst other things avoiding to introduce ambiguities
based on subtle distinctions of relatively small importance.

Strategy 2 means that the system trades precision for recall, making it ideal as a preprocessor
for natural language systems performing deeper analysis. It has been argued that this is the sole
source of the success of the Constraint Grammar approach. The experiments in this article and
[de Marcken 1990] clearly indicate otherwise. The corresponding tradeoff points for statistical
PoS tagging employing traditional information sources are, in the best cases, 99.2% recall at
2 . 17 tags per word and 97.2% recall at 1 .05 tags per word, see Table 2. This is lightyears away
from the 99.7% recall at 1 .05 tags per word achieved by the Constraint Grammar system.
Strategy 3 is controversial as it is sometimes claimed that expert human evaluators will
invariably disagree on approximately three percent of the tags, and that thus the reported- error
rate of 0.3 percent is theoretically impossible. We argue that: a) This is not the case. b) Even
if it were the case, it is irrelevant. c) Finally, even if it were in fact relevant, it would still be
consistent with the reported results. In addition to this, other experiments indicate that it is in
fact possible to achieve 100 percent inter-judge agreement, see (Voutilainen & Jarvinen 1995] .
Firstly, this claim is based on the fact that there is a three percent disagreement amongst the
persons who annotated the Brown corpus (Francis & Kucera 1982] . , This does not constitute
solid empirical evidence that human annotators are incapable of much more consistent hand
annotation - It merely states that on one occasion, a few linguists disagreed in three percent
of the cases. Anyone who has ever tried to get even a small number of linguists to agree on a
choice of restaurant, not to mention on a treatment of some linguistic phenomenon, will find
this figure surprisingly low. This problem seems to be more social than scientific.
In fact, if this were actually true, it would introduce some very strange effects. For example,
every twelve-word sentence would have a 30 percent chance of having at least one word tagged
differently by any two observers; every 23-.word sentence would have a 50-percent chance of this.
If one observer is the author or utterer of the sentence, and the other is a reader or a listener,
and it is crucial for understanding that the receiver gets the tags right, this would render
human-human communication virtually impossible. If the exact tags do not really matter, why
bother with PoS tagging in the first place? Or why not, like the Constraint Grammar system,
avoid trying to disambiguate these apparently irrelevant ambiguities?
Secondly, even if there were an upper limit to the level of agreement amongst any set
of human classifiers, this would not necessarily imply that there is no automatic procedure
for performing the classification task with much greater accuracy. Assume that a number of
professors of mathematics were given limited time to individually and manually classify the
numbers between 1 ,000,000 and 1 , 100,000 into primes and non-primes. No one would se�iously
argue that it is impossible to automatically determine whether or not a number is a prime based
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on the highly likely outcome that all the professors did not arrive at identical classifications.
In fact, mathematicians would most likely manually carry out an automatic procedure in the
nonobvious cases, given a sufficient amount of time.
Thirdly, in the quoted experiments, the Constraint Grammar system left in five percent
ambiguity, which could easily accommodate the c� where the human evaluators are claimed
to necessarily disagree.
More importantly, the Constraint Grammar system is being used by an increasing number
of people for robust surface-syntactic analysis. Although the syntactic analysis is shallow, and
by no means as accurate as the morphological analysis, it has for example still proved sufficient
for the system to constitute the sole language-analysis component of a speech interface to a
virtual-reality environment, see (Karlgren et al 1995) .
The Constraint Grammar system works as follows: First, the input string is assigned all
possible tags from the lexicon, or rather, from the morphological analyzer. Then, tags are
removed iteratively by repeatedly applying a set of rules, or constraints, to the tagged string.
The rules are applied one by one, and the order in which they are applied is not important. Thus
the effects of the various information sources are separated. When no more tags are removed by _
the last iteration, the process terminates, and morphological disambiguation is concluded. Then
a set of syntactic tags are assigned to the tagged input string and a similar process is performed
for syntactic disambiguation. This method is often referred to as reductionistic tagging.
The rules are formulated as finite state automata, which allows very fast processing. In more
detail, the rules could be formulated as finite-state transducers, but they are not. Instead, an
equivalent, and very efficient intermediate format between the original rule format and finite
state transducers is employed (Tapanainen, personal communication) .
Each rule applies to a current word with a set of candidate tags. The structure of a rule is
typically:
"In this and this context, discard the following tags."
or
"In this and this context, commit to the following tag."
We will call discarding or committing to tags the rule action . A typical rule context is:
''There is a word to the left that is unambiguously tagged with the following tag,
and there are no intervening words tagged with such and such tags."
These rules are hand-coded by a skilled linguist, a laborious and time-consuming task. {Alt
hough [Chanod & Tapanainen 1995) indicates differently.)

4

A Novel Reductionistic Statistical Tagger

The structure of the Constraint Grammar rules readily allows their contexts to be viewed as
the conditionings of conditional probabilities, and the actions have an obvious interpretation
as the corresponding probabilities.
Each context type can be seen as a separate information source, and we will again combine
information sources S1 , . . . , Sn by multiplying the scaled probabilities:
P(T I Si , . . . , Sn )
P(T)

_

n

rr P(T I Si )

- i= l

P(T)

(1)

The context will in general not be fully disambiguated. Rather than employing dynamic
programming over the lattice of remaining candidate tags, the new approach uses the weighted
average over the· remaining candidate tags to estimate the probabilities:

P(T I uf= 1 Ci ) = I: P(T I C, ) · P(C,
n

i=l
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I uf= 1 C, )

(2 )

It is assumed that { Ci : i = 1 , . . . , n } constitutes a partition of the context C, i .e . , that
C = U?= i Ci and that Ci n C; = 0 for i # j. In particular, trigram probabilities are combined
as follows:

P(T I C )

=

L

(T1 ,Tr ) E C

P(T I 71 , Tr ) · P(( 11 , Tr ) I C )

Here T denotes a candidate tag of the current word, 71 denotes a candidate tag of the immediate
left neighbour, and Tr denotes a candidate tag of the immediate right neighbour. C is the set
of ordered pairs (71 , Tr ) drawn from the set of candidate tags of the immediate neighbours.
P(T I 71 , Tr ) is the symmetric trigram probability ( centered around the current word) .
The tagger works as follows : First tag probabilities are assigned t o the input word string on
purely lexical basis. Then the probabilities are updated using the various contextual information
sources, corre.sponding to the rules of the Constraint Grammar , according to Eq. 1 . Then low
probability candidate tags are removed and the probabilities are recalculated. The process
terminates when the probabilities have stabilized and no more tags can be removed without
jeopardizing the recall. The latter is accomplished by only removing candidate tags if their
probabilities are below a certain threshold value.
As pointed out , there is no restriction on what information sources can be used; anything
that can be formulated as a Constraint Grammar rule constitutes a valid conditional probability.
It is of course a relevant question whether or not the independence assumptions behind Eq. 1
are valid; or, more importantly, if the resulting language model proves useful. The latter can
only be evaluated empirically.
The most challenging task , which has yet only started , is to devise methods for automatically
extracting "rules" from (pretagged) corpora. The current approach is to find conditionings that
drastically alter the probability distributions compared to very similar conditionings; then the
extra information must be decisive. Exploring the entire space of possible conditionings and
comparing them is intractable, and heuristics are needed to guide the search. A simple rule that
has been automatically extracted is based on the fact that the distribution is quite different
when we know that there is a determiner to the left of the current word , but that there are no
intervening nouns, as opposed to when there are intervening nouns.
Another thing that has not been investigated is how to incorporate the search for clause
boundaries into the new framework . This could be done in a number of ways: One would
be to insert them in a preprocessing step and treat them as facts in the further processing.
Another approach would be to treat them the same way as other tags, and use Eq. 2 to handle
uncertainty. Also this is an empirical question.
One would expect a slight decrease in performance using weighted averages instead of sepa
rate paths for handling ambiguous contexts. Incidentally, this is the main difference between
the Constraint Grammar and Finite-State Grammar approaches; the rules of the latter can refer
to paths through the lattice, something the rules of the former cannot . In order to ascertain
that the proposed statistical method is not greatly inferior to traditional statistical PoS tagging
when employing strictly conventional information sources, a series of experiments have been
carried out as described in the following section .

5

Exp eriments

The novel reductionistic tagger was compared with a traditional H MM-based tagger; the lat
ter is described in (Brants & Samuelsson 1 995] . Both taggers employed strictly conventional
information sources - lexical and trigram statistics. The experiments were carried out on
two different corpora, the· Susanne and Teleman corpora, using both the original and a redu
ced tagset . The Susanne corpus [Sampson 1 995] is a re-annotated part of the Brown corpus
(Francis & Kucera 1 982] of contemporary English , and the Teleman corpus (Teleman 1 974] is a
corpus of contemporary Swedish , both comprising a variety of different text genres.
For the experiments , both corpora were divided into three sets, one large set (A) and two
smaller sets ( B and C). Three different divisions into training and test sets were used. First ,

?, I ?

all three sets were used for both training and testing. In the second and third case, training
and test sets were disjoint, the large set and one of the small sets were used for training, the
remaining small set was used for testing. To indicate what is gained by taking the context into
account, an additional set of experiments using only lexical probabilities and ignoring context
were performed as a baseline.
U nknow n words were handled by creating a decision tree of the four last letters from words
with three or less occurrences. Each node in the tree was associated with a probability dis
tribution ( over the tagset) extracted from these words, and the probabilities were smoothened
through linear successive abstraction, see [Brants & Samuelsson 1995] .
There were two cut-off values for contexts: Firstly, any context with less than 1 0 observa
tions was discarded. Secondly, any context where the probability distributions did not differ
substantially from the unconditional one was also discarded. Only the remaining ones were used
for disambiguation. Due to the computational model employed, omitted contexts are equivalent
to backing off to whatever the current probability distribution is. The distributions conditional
on contexts are however susceptible to the problem of sparse data. This was handled using
p artial successive abstraction as described in [Brants & Samuelsson 1 995] .
The results are shown i n Tables 1 and 2 . 1 They clearly indicate that :
• Using contextual information, i .e . , trigrams, improves tagging accuracy.
• The performance of the reductionistic tagger is on par with the H M M tagger and compa
rable to state-of-the-art statistical part-of-speech taggers.
• Taggin g the Teleman corpus is the more difficult task .
The results usin g the Susanne corpus are similar to those reported for the Lancaster-Oslo-Bergen
(LOB) corpus in [de Marcken 1 990] , where a statistical N-best-path approach was employed to
trade precision for recall .
The taggin g speed was typically a couple of hundred words per second on a SparcServer
1000, but varied with the size of the tagset and the amount of remaining ambiguity.

6

Conclusions

It is reassuring to see that the reductionistic tagger performs as well as the H M M tagger,
indicating that the new framework is as powerful as the conventional one when using strictly
conventional i nformation sources. The new framework also enables using the same sort of
i nformation as the highly successful Constraint Grammar approach , and the hope is that the
addition of further information sources can advance the performance of statistical taggers .
Viewed as an extension of the Constraint Grammar approach, the new scheme allows making
decisions on the basis of not fully disambiguated portions of the input string. The absolute
value of the probability of each tag can be used as a quantitative meas_u re of when to remove a
particular candidate tag and when to leave in the ambiguity. This provides a quantitative tool
to control the tradeoff between recall (accuracy) and precision (remaining ambiguity ) .
Extracting data directly from corpora, rather than constructing rules by introspection , as
is currently the case when developing constraint grammars, is less susceptible to human error,
and should consequently result in less brittle systems. Thus the proposed method can most
likely also constitute an improvement on surface-syntactic analyzers.
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Abstract
The availabil i ty of large, syntactically-bracketed corpora such as the Penn Tree Bank
affords us the opportunity to automatically build or train broad-coverage grammars, and in
particular t.o train probabilisti c grammars. A number of recent parsing experiments have
also indicated that. grammars whose production probabilities are dependent on the ,context
can be more effective than context-free grammars in selecting a correct parse.
To make maximal use of context, we have automatically constructed, from the Penn
Tree Bank version 2, a grammar in which the symbols S and NP are the only real non
terminals, and the other non-terminals or grammatical nodes are in effect embedded into
the right-hand-sides of the S and NP rules. For example, one of the rnles extraded from the
tree bank would be S -> NP VBX JJ CC VBX NP [ 1 ] ( where NP is a non-terminal and the
other symbols are terminals - part-of-speech tags of the Tr-ee Bank ) . Tbe most common
structure in t.he Tree Bank a5sociat.ed with this expansion i s ( S ·N P ( VP (VP VB.I (ADJ J J )
C C (VP VBX NP ) ) ) ) [2] . So i f our parser uses rule [l] j n parsing a sentence, i t. will generate
structure [2] for the corresponding part of the sentence.
l. sing 94% of the Penn Tree Bank for training, we extracted 32,296 distinct rules ( 2:3,386
for S, and � . 9 1 0 for NP ) . We also built a smaller version of the grammar based , on higher
frequency patterns for use a5 a back-up when the larger grammar is unable to produce
a parse due to memory limitation . We applied this parser to 1 , 989 Wall St1·eet Journal
sentences (separate from the training set and with no lirrnt on sentence length ) . Of the
parsed sentences ( 1 ,899 ) , the percentage of no-crossing sentences is 33:9%, and Parseval
recall and precision are 73.43% and 72 .61 %.

1

Introduction

The availabili ty o f large , syntactically-bracketed corpora such a5 the University o f Pennsylvania
Tree Bank affords us the opportuni ty to automatically build or train broad-coverage grammars .
Although it is inevitable that a stru ctured corpus will contains errors , statistical methods and
t he size of the corpus may be able to ameliorate the effect of i ndividual errors. Aiso , because a
large corpus will i nclude examples of many rare constructs, we have the potenitial of obtain ing
broader coverage than we might with a hand-constructed grammar . Furthermore, experi ments
over the past few years have shown the benefits of usi ng probabilistic i nformation in pars i ng,
and the large corpus allows us to t rain the probabilities of a grammar (8) {7] [ l l] :(2) [4] ,(1 2] .
A number of recent parsing experiments have also indicated that grammars whose production
prob,:i bilities are dependent on the context can be more effective than context-free grammars in
selecti ng a correct parse. This context sensitivity can be acqu i red ea5ily using a large corpus,
whereas human abi l i ty to com pute such information is obviously limited. . There have been
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several attempts to build context-dependent grammars based on large corpora. ( 1 4] ( 1 1] ( 1 3] (2]
(4] ( 1 2] .
As i s evident from the two lists of citations, there has been considerable research involving
both probabilistic grammar based on syntactically-bracketed corpora and context-sensitivity.
For example, Black proposed ' History based parsing ' , a context-dependent grammar trained
using a large corpus (2] . History-based parsing uses decision-tree methods to identify the most
useful information in the prior context for selecting the next production to try. This approach ,
however, requires a hand-constructed grammar as a starting point .
Bod (4) has described how to parse directly from a tree bank . A new parse tree can be
assembled from arbitrary subtrees drawn from the tree bank ; the parser searches for the com
bination with highest probability. This can , in principle, take advantage of arbitrary context
information . However , the search space is extremely large, so a full search is not practical , even
for a small tree bank (Bod proposes using Monte Carlo methods instead) . Results have been
reported only for a small tree bank of 7.50 ATIS sentences.
In this paper we will present a parsing method which involves both probabilistic techniques
based on a syntactically-bracketed corpus and context sensitivity. We will describe a very simple
approach which allows us to create an efficient parser and to make use of a very large tree bank .

2

An "Ultimate Parser" and a Compromise

An "Ultimate parser" : parsing b y look-up

Because of the existence of large syntactically-bracketed corpora and the ad vantage of context
sensitive parsing, we can contemplate an ultimate parsing strategy - parsing by table look-up .
This approach is based on the assumption that the corpus covers most of the possible sentence
structures in a domain . In other words, most of the time, you can find the structure of any given
sentence in the corpus. If this assumption were correct , we could parse a sentence just by look
up. The system first assigns parts-of-speech to an input sentence using a tagger, and then just
searches for the same sequence of parts-of-speech in the corpus . The structure of the matched
sequence is the output of the system . Now we will see if the assumption is correct. We investi
gated the Penn Tree Bank corpus version 2, which is one of the largest syntactically-bracketed
corpora, but it turned out that this strategy does not look practical. Out of 4,72 1 9 sentences
in the corpus 1 , only 2 ,2:32 sentences (4.7%) have exactly the same structure as another sentence
in the corpus. This suggests that , if we apply the above strategy, we would find a match , and
hence be able to produce a parse for only 4.7% of the sentences in a new text.
C0111pr0111ise

We therefore have to make a compromise. Instead of seeking a complete match for the part
of-speech sequence of an entire sentence, we introduce partial sequence matchings based on the
two important non-terminals in the Penn Tree Bank , S (sentence) and NP (noun phrase) . We
try to find a nested . set of S and NP fragments in the given sentence so that the whole sentence is
derived from a single S and then apply the look-up strategy for each fragment . In other words, at
first the system collects, for each instance of S and NP in the training corpus , its expansion into
S ' s, NP ' s, and lexical categories; this is, in effect , a production in a grammar with non-terminals
S and NP . It also records the full constituent structure for each instance . In analyzing a new
sentence, it tries to find the best segmentation of the input into S 's and NP ' s; it then outputs the
combination of thr structures of the chosen segments. To assure that this strategy is applicable,
we collected statistics from the Penn Tree Bank (Table 1 ) . From the table , we can see that there
are a considerable number of multiple occurrences of structures , and that a very small number
of structures covers a large number of instances in the corpus. The most frequent structures
for S and NP are shown just below . The numbers on the left indicate their frequency. Most of
1 We used 96% of the corpus which will be used for the grammar trai ning. We also processed m inor modifi
cations 1 -:3, wh ich will be descri bed later.
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Category
Total i nstances
Distinct structures
N umber of structures which
cover 50% of i nstances
percentage of i nstances covered by
structures of 2 or more occurrences
percentage of i nstances
covered by top I O structures

II s

NP

88,92 1
24,465

;35 1 , 1 1 :3
9,7 1 1

1 14

7

77 .2%

98. 1 %

27.5%

57.9%

Table 1: Stati stics of S and NP structures
the symbols are from Penn Tree Bank 2 ; symbols which we have introduced ( for exam ple, NNX
or VBX) are explained l ater.

6483
493 1
4 188
1724
1549

(S
(S
(S
(S
(S

NP ( VP VBX NP ) )
-NONE- )
NP ( VP VBX ( SBAR S ) ) )
NP ( VP VBG NP )
S , CC S )

36470
34408
3264 1
27432
177 3 1

( NP
(NP
(NP
( NP
(NP

D T NNX )
NP ( PP IN NP )
NNPX )
NNX )
PRP )

Alt.hough we see that many structures are covered by the data in the corpus, there could
be ambiguities where two or more structures can be created from an identical part-of-speech
sequence . For example , the prepositional attachment problem leads to such ambiguities . The
survey on Penn Tree Bank shows us the percentage of the sequences which could be derived
from S and NP \Vith different structures are 7% and 1 2% , respectively. The maximum number
of different stru ctures for the same part-of-speech sequence are 7 for S and 1 2 for NP . However,
by taking the most frequent structure for each ambiguous sequence , we can keep such mistakes
to a m i nimum . We find that the errors caused by this are 8% and :3% for S and NP , respectively.
vVe believe these errors can be reduced by i ntroducing lexical or semantic i nformation in the
parsing. This will be d iscussed later.
Frorn these statistics, we can conclude that many stru ctures of S and NP can be covered by
the data in the Penn Tree Ban k . This result supports the idea of the parsing with two non
terrninals, S and NP which segment the input, and the stru cture inside the segment is basically
decided by table look- u p . However, because we introduce non-terminals and hence introduce
ambiguities of segment boundary, the overall process becomes more like parsi ng rather than j ust
table look-up.

3

G rammar

( ; u i ded hy the considerations in the last section , we try to build a grammar automatically frorn
the Penn Tree Ban k . The grammar has symbols S and NP as the only non-terminals, and the
other non-terminals or grammatical nodes in the Tree Bank are in effect embedded i nto the
right-hand-sides of the S and NP rules. For example, the following is one of the extracted rules .
S -> NP VBX J J CC VBX NP
: structure " ( S < 1 > ( VP (VP <2> ( ADJ <3> ) ) <4> (VP <5> <6> ) ) ) 1 1 ;

( where S and NP are n on-term i nals and the other symbols in the rules are terminals - part-of
speech tags of the Penn Tree Bank ) . By this rule, S is replaced by the sequence NP VBX JJ CC
2 Some category symbols defi ned i n the Penn Tree Ban k : VBP: non-3rd singu lar present-tense verb, VBZ: :3rd
person si ngu lar present-tense verb, VBD: past-tense verb, VBG: present- particle verb, HIP: singular proper nou n ,
RIPS : p l u ral proper n o u n , HB: si ngu lar or mass nou n , IRS : p l u ral n ou n , CD : cardi nal nu mber, FW : foreign word ,
SYM: symbo l , CC: coord i nati ng conj u nction, I I : preposition and subordi nate conj u nction.
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VBX NP , and in addition the rule creates a tree with grammatical non-terminals, VP 's and ADJ .
When the parser uses the rule i n parsing a sentence, i t will generate the associated structure.
For example, F igure I shows how the sentence "This apple pie looks good and is a real
treat " is parsed . The first three words and the last three words in the sentence are parsed as

s
VP
VP

VP
ADJ

�1
OT
NN
This apple

NN
pie

VBX
JJ
looks good

cc
and

VBX
IS

�
DT
JJ
NN
a
real treat

Figure 1 : Example of parsed tree
usual , using the rules, NP - > DT NN NN ( Rule- 1) and NP - > DT JJ NN ( Rule-2) , respectively.
The remainder is parsed by the single rule, S - > NP VBX J.J CC VBX NP ( Rule-3) . This rule
constructs the entire structure under the root S. The whole tree is generated based on the three
rules, although there are more than three grammatical non-terminals in the tree.
Minor modification
We made four kinds of minor modification to the grammar, in order to improve its coverage and
accuracy. First , the punctuation mark at the end of each sentence is deleted . This is to keep
consistency at the end of sentences, which sometimes have a period, another symbol or no punc
tuation . Second , similar categories, in terms of grammatical behavior, are merged into a single
category. This reduces the number of grammar rules and increases coverage of the grammar.
For example, present tense and past tense verbs play a similar role in determining grammatical
structure. Third , sequences of particular categories are collapsed into single instances of the
category. For example, sequences of numbers, proper nouns or symbols are replaced automati
cally by a single instance of number, proper noun or symbol . This modification also works to
reduce the number of grammar rules. Finally, we know that the Penn Tree Bank project tried
to reduce the number of part-of-speech categories in order to ease the tagging effort . The Penn
Tree Bank manual [ 1 0] says that they combine categories, in cases where finer distinctions can
be recovered based on lexical information . So, by introducing new categories for a set of words
which have different behavior from the other words in the same category, we can expect to get
more information and more accurate parses.
The following is the list of modifications in the grammar:
1 . Delete punctuation at the end of sentences
2. Merge Categories
VBX= ( VBP , VBZ , VBD ) , NNPX= ( NNP , NNPS ) , NNX= ( NN , NNS )
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:3 . Collapse sequence into single i nstance
NNP , CD , FW , SYM
4. Introduce new categor ies
(QOF = of ;
(QSNC = Subordinating conj unction which introduce sentence (although, because , · if ,once, that , though , unl e s s , whether , while) ;
©DLQ = P re-quantifier adverbs ( about . all , any , approx imate ly , around, below, even ,
f irst , j ust , next . not , onl y , over , pretty, s e cond, s o , s ome , too)
Tagging

As the first step in parsing a sentence , one or more part-of-speech tags are assigned to each
input. token , based on the tags assigned to the same token in the training corpus. ( Note that this
introduces ambiguity. ) Each tag has a probability which will be used in the score calculation in
parsing. The probability i s based on the relative frequency of the tag assigned to the token in
the corpus. We set the threshold for. the probability to 5% in order to make the parser efficient .
Tags wi th smaller probability than the threshold are discarded .
Pt a g ( t l w )

Frequency of word w with tag t
= ----------
F1·equency of word w

(1)

S core Calculation

The formulae for the probability of an individual rule Pru t e. and the score of a parsed tree Stre.e.
are the following. The probability of a rule, X - > Y, where Y i s a sequence, is based on the
frequency with which X dominates Y in the corpus, and the frequency of the non-terminal ,
X . The score for a parse tree is the product of probability of each rule used to build the tree
together with square of probability of the tag for each word in the sentence. The square factor
results in putting more weight on tag-probability over rule-probability, which produce better
results than balancing the weights . The best parsed tree has the h ighest score among the trees
possi bly deri ved from the input .
Prn 1 e. ( X -

>

F1'equen cy with which X is expanded as Y
Y ) = -----------------
F1·equency of X

St re.t ( T )

Backup Grannnar

=

II in

R: r u l e s

T

t:

II ( Ptag ( t l w ) )
ta gs i n T

2

(2)
(3)

Although w e built a parser which can handle a large grammar, as described i n the next section,
i t is unable to parse some long sentences , because of computer memory limitations . So we
prepared a smaller grammar, for use in case the larger grammar can ' t parse a sentence. The
small grammar consists of the rules having frequency more than 2 in the corpus . Because the
number of r ules is small , parsing is rarely blocked by space limitations . The parsed result of this
grammar is used only when the larger grammar does not produce a parse tree. Table 2 shows
the numbers of rules in the larger grammar( G-0 ) and the smaller grammar {G-2) . The number
of rules in G-0 is smaller than the number of 'distinct structures ' shown in Table 1 , because if
there are several structures associated with one sequence , only the most common stru ctu re is
kept.

4

Parser

It is not ea.r;y to handle such a large grai:n mar. For example, a simple LR parser would need a
huge table , while a s imple chart parser would need a large number of active nodes . We therefore
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Category

s

NP
Total

Grammar-0
23,386
8,9 1 0
32 , 296

Grammar-2
2 ,478
2 ,087
4 ,565

Table 2: Number of rules
developed a chart parser which can handle a large grammar. The key technique is that it factors
grammar rules with common prefixes. Actually, the grammar rules are stored like a finite state
automaton . As the grammar has thousands of rules which start from , for instance, OT, a simple
chart parser has to have that same number of active nodes when it find a determiner in the
input sentence. However, since active nodes indicate grammar rules which can be extended
after that point , we can replace the thousands of nodes by a single pointer which points to the
corresponding node in the grammar automaton . Because this node has an arc to all the possible
successors , it is equivalent to thousands of active nodes in a conventional chart. Also , because
we try to find only the best (highest possibility) parse tree , we can eliminate inactive nodes
whose score is lower than another inactive node of the same category and span . The limits for
active nodes and inactive nodes are set to 3 ,000 ,000 and 1 0 ,000, because of memory limitations.

5

Experiment

For our experiments , the WSJ corpus of the Penn Tree Bank is divided into two portions. One
is used for training (96%) and the other part is used for testing . The training corpus is used
to extract grammar rules and the test corpus contains 1 ,989 sentences. The parsing results are
shown in Table :3 . Here , "G-0" is the parsed result using the grammar with all the produced
Grammar
G-0
G-2

number of
sentence
1 989
1 989

no parse
20
1 72

space
exhausted
293
42

sentence
length
19.9
22.2

run time
(sec ./sent . )
13.6
8.1

Table 3 : Parsing Result
rulPs , "G-2" is the grammar with rules of frequency more than 2. "No parse" means the parser
can 't get S for the whole structure, "space exhausted" means that the node space of the parser
is exhausted in the middle of the parsing . "Sentence length" is the average length of parsed
sentences, and the run time is the parse time per sentence in seconds using a S PA RC 5. Although
the average run time is quite high , more than half of the sentences can be parsed in less than
:3 seconds while a small number of sentences take more than 60 seconds. We can see that the
number of "no parse" sentences with G-2 is larger than that with G-0 . This is because there are
fewer grammar rules in G-2 , so some of the sequences have no matching pattern in the grammar.
It. is natural that the _number of sentences which exhaust memory is larger for G-0 than for G-2 ,
because of the larger number of rules.
Next, the evaluation using parseval method on parsed sentences is shown in Table 4 . "Parse
val" is the measurement of parsed result proposed by Black et .al. [ l] . The result in the table is
the result achieved by the G-0 grammar, supplemented by the result using the G-2 grammar, if
the larger grammar can't generate a parse tree. These numbers are based only on the sentences
which parsed ( 1 ,899 out of 1 ,989 sentences; in other words 90 sentences are left as unable-to
be-parsed sentences even using the back-up method) . Here, "complete match" means that the
result is exactly the same as the corresponding tree in the Penn Tree Bank . "No-crossing" is the
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Total sentences
No-crossing
Ave.crossing
Parseval ( recall )
Parseval (precision)

1 899
643 (33 .9%)
2 .64
73.43%
72.6 1 %

Table 4 : Evaluation Result
number of sentences which have no crossing brackets between the result and the corresponding
tree in the Penn Tree Bank. "Ave.crossing" is the average number of crossings per sentence.
I t is not easy to compare these numbers between systems, because some conditions of the
test sentences, length , complexity, etc . , affect the result. However, roughly speaking, these
numbers are rnmparable to or better than the score of so-called traditional grammar, or hand
made grammars. For example, Black [:3] <;:ited the best non-crossing score using a traditional
grammars as 4 1 % and the average of several systems as 22%.

6

Future work

Analyzing the errors made by the parser, we found that a considerable number of unparsed
sentences ( including no-parse and memory-exhausted sentences) and wrongly parsed sentences
contain special symbols, like ' : ' , '-', T or ')'. Our strategy to enumerate structures, is not good
at. parsing sentences which have rare tokens like these symbols. Furthermore, there are some odd
sentences involving these symbols. For example, there are sentences which have an unbalanced
parenthesis, because of incorrect division of the text into sentences or multiple sentences within
a single pair of parentheses. In order to parse these sentences, we believe, special pre-treatments
are needed .
A s was mentioned earlier, there are several part-of-speech sequences which could generate
several different structures. One source of ambiguity is annotator's inconsistencies, which we
can ·t deal with . Another major source is attachment problems, such as prepositional attachment
or conj unctive (and , or) attachment. Although it is well known that some of these ambiguities
are unsolvable using only the context within the sentence, many of them are heavily related to
the lexical or semantic information within the sentence. We have been conducting research on
automatically acquiring these selectional constraints, and we are planning to incorporate this
semantic knowledge into the parser [9j , ( 1 5] .
I ntroducing lexical information i n the parser i s also useful for other kinds of the structural
disambiguation . We showed this in minor modification 4, by introducing new categories based
on l exicon . However. the method we used to choose the candidates depended on human intuition .
We a.re considering creating an automatic method to identify those words for which it is beneficial
to make a new category.

7

Conclusion

We developed a corpus-ba5ed probabilistic grammar whose rules are extracted from syntactically
bracketed corpora. The grammar has only two non-terminals, S and NP . The rules of the
grammar contain grammatical non-terminal within · the tree. This feature introduces context
sensitivity for the terminals.
Corpus-ba5ed grammar generation has a significant advantage over building a grammar by
hand , particu larly if we aspire to a high degree of coverage. Once we have a syntactically
bracketed corpus for a new domain , a grammar can be automatically created for that domain.
While building syntactically-bracketed corpora is not so easy, large-scale corpora have been
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successfully constructed by teams of coders; building a very-broad-coverage grammar by hand
has proven much more challenging.
We conducted an experiment using two grammars derived from a tagged corpus. The accu
racy is about the same or better than with a conventional grammar. As this grammar uses only
part-of-speech information , we may be able to improve it by incorporating lexical or semantic
information .

8
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Abstract
There are currently two philosophies for building grammars and parsers - Statistically induced grammars and
Wide-coverage grammars. One way to combine the strengths of both approaches is to have a wide-coverage grammar
with a heuristic component which is domain independent but whose contribution is tuned to particular domains. In
this paper, we discuss a three-stage approach to disambiguation in the context of a lexicalized grammar, using a variety
of domain independent heuristic techniques. We present a training algorithm which uses hand-bracketed treebank
parses to set the weights of these heuristics. We compare the performance of our grammar against the performance of
the IBM statistical grammar, using both untrained and trained weights for the heuristics.

1

Introduction

A lthough statistical POS taggers C
[ hurch I 988] have conclusively out performed hand-crafted POS taggers
[Harris1962; Klein and Simmons 1963] of the pre-statistical NLP era, the same cannot be said about parsers
and the grammars they use. There are currently two philosophies for building grammars and parsers.
Wide-coverage grammars (WCGs) such as [Grover et al. l 993; A lshawi et al. l 992; Karlsson et al. I 994;
Group1995] are mostly hand-crafted and are designed to be domain-independent. They are usually based
on a particular grammar formalism, such asCFG, Dependency Grammar or LTA G. Statistically induced
grammars (SIGs) [Jelinek et al.1994; Magerman l 995; Mori and Nagao l 995] on the other hand, are trained
on specific domains using a manually annotated corpus of parsed sentences from the given domain.
A side from the methodological differences in grammar construction, the two approaches differ in
the richness of information contained in the output parse structure. Wide-coverage grammars generally
provide a far more detailed parse than that output by a statistically induced grammar. A lso, the linguistic
knowledge which is overt in the rules of hand-crafted grammars is hidden in the statistics derived by
probabilistic methods, which means that generalizations are also hidden and the full training process must
be repeated for each domain.
Ideally, one would like to combi ne the strengths of both approaches, by having a rule-based grammar
with a heuristic component which is domain independent but whose contribution is tuned to particular
domains. One way to capture the strengths of SIGS of associating preferences with parses in a WCG, is
to introduce heuristics to rank parses. Both domain independent and domain dependent heuristics can be
included in WCGs. In contrast, a SIG does not distinguish between grammatical knowledge, knowledge
of domain i ndependent and domain dependent preference.
Researchers [Hobbs and Bear1994; McCord l 993] have suggested domain-independent heuristics in
the context ofCFGs. However, i n recent grammar formalisms the lexicon has come to play a more central
role than it does in non-lexicalized CFGs. These grammars are 'lexicalized' in that each elementary
structure of the grammar is associated with at least one lexical item. These structures provide a domain
over which syntactic and semantic constraints can be specified by the lexical item that selects them. It
is precisely the power of these "extended domains of locality" which makes lexicalized grammars so
well-suited to the specification of natural language grammars. In this paper, we show that the lexicalized
grammars with extended domains of locality provide a unique opportunity to apply known disambiguation

• The authors would like to thank Aravind Joshi, Anoop Sarkar, Joseph Rosenzweig, Ted Briscoe and Henry Thompson for their valuable
comments and assistance with this work. The work was partially supported by ARO grant DAAL03-89-003 I , ARPA grant NOOO 1 4-90-J- I 863, NSF
STC grant DIR-8920230, and Ben Franklin Partnership Program (PA) grant 93S.3078C-6.
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techniques in an efficient manner, and in particular to exploit lexically sensitive heuristics that cannot be
stated easily on a non-lexicalized grammar.
In this paper we discuss a three-stage approach to disambiguation in parsing, with particular emphasis
on lexicali.zed grammars. The first stage is part-of-speech tagging on the input sentence. By ascertaining
the part-of-speech of each word, one is able to greatly reduce the number of structures (trees) to be
considered in the parsing process itself. The second opportunity for disambiguation comes when a set of
possible structures has been selected for each lexical item. At this point certain structures can be filtered
out, using statistical methods and heuristics which take advantage of the shapes of the structures. Finally,
any remaining ambiguous parses are ranked using further heuristics.
We then discuss a method for combining the heuristics and automatically training their weights. We
use hand-bracketed treebank parses for the training process. These trained heuristics are then used to
evaluate the performance of our system against the IBM probabilistic grammar (on IBM-manual data) .
While it may appear that disambiguation and evaluation are disparate issues, we believe that it is useful
to consider them together insofar as the results of the disambiguation step are the input to any evaluative
processes.
The particular system we are using for our experiments is a wide-coverage, domain-independent system
based on lexicalized Tree Adjoining Grammar (LTAG) . We will assume that readers are familiar with the
formalism. See [Joshi et al. 1 975] , [Vijay-Shankerl 987], [Vijay-Shanker and Joshi l 99 1 ] and [Schabes
et al . 1 988] for description of TAG and lexicalized TAG. A summary of each component of the XTAG
system [Group 1 995] is presented in Table 1 .

2

Disambiguation Techniques

There are a number of stages where syntactic ambiguity - lexical and structural - can be reduced in
parsing. We will discuss: ( 1 ) part-of-speech tagging prior to parsing, (2 ) tree/subcat 1 filtering and
weighting techniques, and (3 ) heuristics to rank the generated parses. The first and last are general
techniques which are applicable to all types of grammars; tree filtering and tree weighting take advantage
of the particular properties of lexicalized grammars. The combination of these three techniques has proven
extremely effective in attacking the problem of ambiguity while simultaneously improving the efficiency
of the parser.

2.1

Part-of-speech Tagging

It is well known that lexical ambiguity with regard to part-of-speech (POS ) is one of the greatest sources of
overall ambiguity. This is particularly important in a lexicalized grammar, where each word is associated
with multiple structures for each POS it may have. In our grammar, for example, the word try selects 59
verb trees and 17 noun trees; simply by identifying its POS we substantially reduce the number of trees it
contributes to the parsing process. When this is done for each word in a sentence, the reduction in number
of trees selected is enormous. Consider two examples: the NP the act of allowing fresh air into a room
receives 26 parses untagged, and POS tagging reduces that number to 4; the sentence the second part
is the name of your personal computer receives 32 parses without POS tagging, and only 8 parses with
tagging. 2

2.2

Tree Filtering and Tree Weighting Techniques

Filtering The second opportunity for disambiguation comes after trees have been selected for each word
of the input sentence, in the first pass of the parser. Structural properties of trees such as the span of the
tree and the position of the anchor in the tree are used to weed out unsuitable trees. This has the effect of
eliminating, for example, a noun tree with a determiner position when there is no determiner to the left

1 Henceforth, we will just say "trees" but the reader should bear in mind that these techniques are equally applicable to other Iexicalized grammars,
whatever the structure they associate with each lexical item.
2 The first example is from the Alvey test sentences and the second from the IBM Manual Corpus.
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Component
Morphological
A nalyzer and
Morph Database

Details
Consists of approximately 3 17,000 inflected items.
Thirteen parts of speech are differentiated.
Entries are indexed on the inflected form and return the root form, POS,
and inflectional information.
Database does not address derivational morphology.

POS Tagger and
Lex Prob Database

Wall Street Journal-trained trigram tagger [Church 1 988 ]
Decreases the time to parse a sentence by an average of 93%.

POS Blender

Combines information from the Morphology and the POS tagger
Outputs N-best POS sequences with morphological information
· for each word of the input sentence.

Tree Database

566 trees, divided into 40 tree families and 62 individual trees.
Tree families represent subcategorization frames.
E.g., the intransitive tree family contains the
following trees: indicative, wh-question, relative clause, imperative and
gerund. Individual trees are generally anchored (o) by non-verbal
lexical items that substitute or adjoin into the clausal trees.
Feature values may be specified within a tree or may be derived from
the syntactic database.

Syntactic Database
and
Statistical Database

A ssociates lexical items with the appropriate trees and tree families
based on subcategorization information.
Extracted from OA LD and ODCIE and contains more than 105,000 entries.
Each entry consists of: the uninflected form of the word,
its POS, the list of trees or tree-families associated with the word,
and a list of feature equations that capture lexical idiosyncrasies.

X-Interface

Menu-based facility for creating and modifying tree files.
User controJled parser parameters: parser's start category,
enable/disable/retry on failure for POS tagger.
Storage/retrieval facilities for elementary and parsed trees as text and
postscript files.
Graphical displays of tree and feature data structures.
Hand combination of trees by adjunction or substitution
for diagnosing grammar problems.
Table I : XTAG System Summary

' �,. ·.·•
.'
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of the noun in the input string. At this stage we have eliminated trees which would never be used in any
parse of the input string, thus reducing the initial search space as early as possible for the parser. This
does not however reduce the number of parses produced.
Furthermore, statistical information about the usage frequency of trees has been collected by parsing
corpora. This information has been compiled into a database that is used by the parser. The database
contains tree unigram frequencies of trees collected by parsing the Wall Street Journal, IBM manual, and
ATIS corpora. The top 15 trees for each of these corpora are shown in Table 2. It is interesting to note
that the PP.Attaches-10.NP structure ranks second in ATIS and ranks lower in IBM Manual and WSJ
corpora. The parser, augmented with the statistical database, assigns each word of the input sentence the
three most frequently used trees for that word. Statistical filtering removes trees which might ultimately
participate in a less likely parse. Note that this is different from inducing the grammar from a particular
corpus, in that the database contains a composite of frequencies. On failure the parser retries using all the
trees suggested by the syntactic database for each word. 3 The augmented parser succeeds in parsing 50%
of input sentences using only the top three trees for each word.
#
1
2
3
4

5

6
7

8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

ATIS
Noun_phrase
PP-.Attaches-10..NP
Noun..Mods..Noun
Noun_with_[)et
Determiner
Imperative_[)ouble_Obj
Aux_Verb
Adjective
Inverted-.Aux
Extracted_predicative
Imperative_Transitive
Stacked_[)et
Obj_Extr_Trans
PP_Attaches_to_VP
Comp_Extr-8Comp

Prob.
(0.260)
(0. 142)
(0. 105)
(0.094)
(0.092)
(0.056)
(0.050)
(0.045)
(0.044)
(0.030)
(0.02 1 )
(0.01 1 )
(0.008)
(0.007)
(0.004)

IBM Manual
Determiner
Noun_with_[)et
Noun..Mods...Noun
Aux_Verb
Noun_phfase
Adjective
PP-.Attaches-10_VP
Passive_Trans
Indic_Transitive
PP-.Attaches-10..NP
Imperative_Transitive
PRO
VP..Negation
Indic..Intrans
Post-VP_Adverb

Prob.
(0. 1 75)
(0. 1 74)
(0. 1 1 2)
(0.095)
(0.073)
(0.044)
(0.04 1 )
(0.037)
(0.035)
(0.033)
(0.01 5)
(0.01 2)
(0.009)
(0.008)
(0.007)

WSJ
Noun_phrase
Noun..Mods..Noun
Determiner
Noun_with_Det
Aux_Verb
Adjective
PP-.Attaches-10_VP
PP_Attaches-1:o..NP
PRO
Pre-VP_Adverb
Indic_Transitive
Indic-8comp
ReLCLTransitive
Sent-.Adv
Post-VP_Adv

Prob.
(0. 1 84)
(0. 1 5 1 )
(0.089)
(0.079)
(0.074)
(0.055)
(0.038)
(0.027)
(0.025)
(0.021 )
(0.02 1 )
(0.01 4)
(0.01 1 )
(0.0 1 0)
(0.0 1 0)

Table 2: The Unigram probabilities of top 15 trees from ATIS, IBM Manual and WSJ C�rpora
Continuing with an example discussed above, the second part is the name ofyour personal computer,
the number of parses is reduced from 8 to 3 by the tree-filtering techniques. In addition, these methods
speed the overall runtime by a factor of 8.
Local Weighting Having selected the top three trees for each word in the sentence, we add general
( dis)preference weightings for clause types. Some sample preference heuristics are:
1. Disprefer relative clause trees.

2. Disprefer topicalization.

3. Disprefer predicative trees.

We also include certain lexical preferences for highly ambiguous function words, such as:

1. Prefer of as NP over VP modifier.

2. Prefer this as Determiner over Noun.

3. Prefer to as Verb over Preposition.

4. Prefer that asComplementizer over Determiner.

5. Prefer which asComplementizer over Noun.

The four parses remaining ·for our example after tree filtering are now passed onto the next stage of
processing with their associated weights.
3 We

are currently working on an agenda-based parser, which would prefer higher ranked trees and would not require such a fall-back strategy.
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2.3

Global Heuristics for Ranking the Generated Parses

Any parses which survive POS tagging and tree-filtering are generated by the second stage of the parser in
ranked order. This ranking is determined using heuristics based on structural preferences in the derivation.
These preferences include:
I . Prefer argument positions to adjunct positions (here, this amounts to preferring fewer adjunction
operations).

2. Prefer low-attached PPs.

3 . Prefer high-attached Adjectives.

These heuristics differ in scope from the more local preferences described in the previous section,
which are applied in the first stage of the parser.
For our example sentence, the heuristics rank highest the same sentence which human judges also
selected as the correct parse (parse #3). The rule governing PP attachment is clearly the most important
for this sentence. The three ranked sentences are _shown schematically in Figure 1 . The ranking of parses
facilitates selection of a number of parses to be passed- on to further levels of processing. For purposes
of evaluation, we can select the number of parses equal to the number considered in the system being
evaluated against. In applications emphasizing speed, only the highest-ranked parse will be considered.
In applications emphasizing coverage, the top n parses can be considered.
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Figure 1 : Ranked Parses Generated For Sample Sentence

The second part is the name of your personal computer

2.4

Discussion of Heuristics

Similar heuristics have been used by (non-lexicalized) CFG-based parsers (e.g. [Hobbs and- Bearl 994] ,
[McCord 1 993] , and [Nagao l 994]). In this section we highlight the differences between lexicalized
grammars and CFGs in terms of the methodology and applicability of the heuristics.
Local heuristics which refer to single lexical items or entire clausal constructions are easily stated
within a lexicalized grammar, where they refer to a single constituent. Also lexical sensitivity .can be
exploited quite elegantly in the rules of a lexicalized grammar where the entire argument structure of a
given lexical item is localized within an single rule. In a CFG, for example, the argument structure would
be dispersed across a number of rules and would be more difficult to identify.
The weights of both sets of heuristics are combined by a linear function th_at is at first hand-set and then
altered by the heuristics training described below. As we will discuss in the experimental section, we have
developed a means of automatically setting these weights using a training algorithm. This technique give
us the advantages of statistical methods in identifying structural generalizations in texts, while retaining
the linguistically transparency and ease of portability of a rule-based system.
The heuristics themselves are entirely domain independent; only the weights are affected by training.
When working with a particular domain, one could _ easily augment these general heuristics with more
specialized ones. In this way, the heuristics have an advantage over purely statistical approaches which
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must be completely retrained for each new genre. Hobbs and Bear [1994] have proposed two general
heuristics but do not suggest of a way to combine or evaluate them in any detail. McCord's [ 1 993] heuristics
are domain independent but the contributions of the heuristics are hand-tuned for the computer-manual
domain.
Alshawi and Carter [1994], working with a non-lexicalized CFG-based large scale grammar, specialize
their grammar to the ATIS domain using heuristics whose contributions are trained on hand-picked correct
Quasi-Logical Forms. They find that heuristics based on lexical semantic collocations dominate other
heuristics in selecting the correct parse. However, these heuristics are domain dependent and need to
be computed for each domain. Based on their results, we expect that adding semantic collocational
information to our heuristic set would improve our results. Like our current heuristics, we will only add
collocations which are stable across several genre of text.

3

Evaluation

As discussed above, the ranking of parses for each sentence is crucial to evaluating the grammar against
other systems. XTAG has recently been used to parse Wall Street Joumal4 , IBM manual, and ATIS corpora
as a means of evaluating the coverage and correctness of XTAG parses.

3.1

Coverage

To evaluate the coverage of our grammar, a sentence is considered to have parsed if XTAG produces
any parses. Verifying the presence of the correct parse among the generated parses is done manually at
present by random sampling. Results without the use of parse ranking are shown in Table 3.5 It is worth
emphasizing that the XTAG grammar is truly wide-coverage and has not been fine-tuned to any particular
genre, unlike many other grammars.
Corpus
WSJ
IBM Manual
ATIS

# of
Sentences
18,730
2040
524

% Parsed
41 .22 %
75.42%
88.35%

Av. # of
Parses/Sent .
7.46
6. 1 2
6.0

Table 3: Performance of XTAG on various corpora
Performance on the WSJ corpus is lower relative to IBM and ATIS due to the wide-variety of syntactic
constructions present. Even grammars induced on the partially bracketed WSJ corpus have fairly low
performance (e.g. 57. 1 % sentence accuracy for [Schabes et al. 1 993]).

3.2

Correctness

The second aspect of evaluating our grammar is determining whether we obtain the correct parse, as
defined by a hand-bracketed corpus. We use a crossing bracket measure for evaluation. Crossing brackets
is the percentage of sentences with no pairs of brackets crossing the treebank bracketing (i.e. ( ( a b ) c )
has a crossing bracket measure of one if compared to ( a ( b c ) ) ). Recall is the ratio of the number of
constituents in the XTAG parse to the number of constituents in the corresponding Treebank sentence.
Precision is the ratio of the number of correct constituents to the total number of constituents in the XTAG
parse.
Experiment 1 : Equally Weighted Heuristics A more detailed experiment to measure the crossing
bracket accuracy of the XTAG-parsed IBM-manual sentences has been performed; performance results
4 Sentences of length < 15 words.
5 This result was prev�usly reported in [Doran et al. 1994).
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from other parsers on W SJ or ATIS are not available. In this experiment, XTA G-parses of 1 1 00 IBM
manual sentences have been ranked using the heuristics discussed in this paper, with all heuristics weighted
equally. The ranked parses have been compared 6 against the bracketing given in the Lancaster Treebank
of IBM-manual sentences 7 . Table 4 shows the results of XTA G obtained in this experiment, which used
the highest ranked parse for each system. It also shows the results of the latest IBM statistical grammar
[Jelinek et al. 1 994] on the same genre of sentences. Only the highest-ranked parse of both systems was
used for this evaluation.
System
XTAG
· IBM Statistical
grammar

# of
sentences
1 1 00
1 1 00

Zero Crossing
Bracket %
8 1 .29%
86.20%

Recall
%
82.34%
86.00%

Precision
%
55.37%
85.00%

Table 4: Performance of XTAG on IBM-manual sentences
A s can be seen from Table 4, the precision figure for the XTA G system is considerably lower than
that for IBM. For the purposes of comparative evaluation against other systems, we had to use the same
crossing-brackets metric though we believe that the crossing-brackets measure is inadequate for evaluating
a grammar like XTA G. There are two reasons for the inadequacy. First, the parse generated by XTA G is
much richer in its representation of the internal structure of certain phrases than those present in manually
created treebanks (e.g. IBM: Lv your personal computer] , XTA G: [Np [c your] [N L,v personal] [N
computer]] ] ) . The detailed bracketing provided by XTA G make the parse structure more informative.
This is reflected in the number of constituents per sentence, shown in the last column of Table 5. We are
aware of the fact that increasing the number of constituents also increases the recall percentage.
We measured the number of constituents per parse with the internal structure of NPs and VPs removed
to more closely correspond to the Treebank parse. Precision improved to 66.64% while recall dropped
slightly to 80.20%. We believe that the precision percentage can be further improved by flattening all
adjunction structures (such as PPs, A dverbs and other modifiers) since each adjunction in LTA G adds an
extra level of structure.
System
XTA G
IBM Stat.
Grammar

Sent.
Length
1-10
1-15
1-10
1-15

# of
sent
654
978
447
883

Av. # of
words/sent
7.45
9. 1 3
7.50
1 0.30

Av. # of
Constituents/sent
22.03
30.56
4.60
6.40

Table 5: Constituents in XTAG parse and IBM parse
A second reason for considering the crossing bracket measure inadequate for evaluating XTA G is that
the primary structure in XTA G is the derivation tree. Two identical bracketings for a sentence can have
completely different derivation trees (e.g. kick the bucket as an idiom vs. a compositional use). A more
direct measure of the performance of XTA G would evaluate the derivation structure, which captures the
dependencies between words.
Experiment 2: Weighted Heuristics For Experiment 2, an iterative process is used to train the
heuristics. This is similar in spirit to the the work presented in [A lshawi and Carter 1 994], although the
details of the training algorithm differ. In addition, the training algorithm in [A lshawi and Carter l994]
used semantic representation for sentences restricted from ATIS domain as the "gold" corpus to train
on. We experiment with phrase-structure parses of sentences from IBM-manual data and our training
algorithm uses hand-bracketed Lancaster Treebank parses as the ."gold" corpus.
6 We used the Parseval program written by Phil Harison (phil@atc.boeing.com).
7 The Treebank was obtained through Salim Roukos (roukos@watson .ibm.com) at I B M .
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A n IBM-manual corpus of 93 l sentences was randomly split into three groups: TRAIN - 626 sentences,
HELD-OUT - 205 sentences, and TEST - 100 sentences. TRAIN is used to train new heuristic weights, while
HELD-OUT is used as a control to prevent overtraining on TRAIN. TEST is set aside to be used as a test
for the final weightings. We use the same gold standard as in experiment 1 . Each iteration chooses, at
random, one of the heuristics to adjust, and a random amount to adjust it by. A ll of the sentences in TRAIN
are then ranked using the adjusted heuristic (with the other heuristics unchanged) .
The top six parses by this ranking are then compared with the parse from the gold standard. The
crossing bracket, recall, and precision measures computed by Parseval are all taken equally into account
when determining whether a heuristic change resulted in an improvement. If the resl:llt of this comparison
(for all the sentences in TRAIN as a whole) is an improvement, then the random change is kept. Sentence
group HELD-OUT is used to determine when this iterative process ends. Each time a heuristic change
results in an improvement, all of the sentences in HELD-OUT are ranked using the new heuristic settings,
and the overall result is compared to the last score for HELD-OUT. The iteration terminates when there has
been no improvement three consecutive times.
Table 6 shows the results of this training process. The sentence group column indicates the set of
sentences (HELD-OUT/TEST) on which the performance was measured. The Experiment column indicates
the three sets of experiments performed on each of the sentence sets. The performance in all the experiments
has been measured using the crossing bracket metric on the top six parses. The metric crossing bracket
accuracy measures the percentage number of sentences with no crossed brackets. Crossing bracket average
gives the average number of crossed bracket errors per parse.

Sentence Group

Experiment

HELD-OUT

No heuristics
No preference
Preferences Trained I
Preferences Trained II
No heuristics
No preference
Preferences Trained I
Preferences Trained II

TEST

Zero Crossing
Bracket %
77.56
8 1 .46
83.4 1
83.90
85.00
87.00
88.00
89.00

Crossing Bracket
Average
1 . 15
1 .08
1 .05
1 .03
1 .03
0.97
0.96
0.94

Recall
%
8 1 .57
82.42
83.46
83.7 1
80.87
82. 1 1
82.6 1
82.98

Precision
%
54.01
54.50
55. 1 7
55.33
54.45
55.26
55.59
55.83

Table 6: Performance Results on the Crossing Bracket Measure for the HELD-OUT
and TEST set without any heuristics, with he11;ristics but with no preference weights,
and with heuristics weighted by weights set by the training process.
1 . No heuristics: This experiment refers to the baseline performance of the system in which all the
parses were ranked equally and in case there are more than six parses, the first six on the list of parses
were chosen for measuring the performance. The results are shown in the first and the fourth rows
for the HELD-OUT and the TEST set respectively.
2. No preference: In this experiment, parses were ranked using the heuristics, however, all the heuristics
had equal contributions to the rank of a parse. The results are shown in the second and the fifth rows
for the HELD-OUT and the TEST set respectively. Including heuristics has improved the performance
when compared to the performance with no heuristics.
3. Preferences Trained: In this experiment performance was measured on the top six parses that were
ranked using the heuristics weighted according to the weights set by the training process. In Table 6
we show the results of the performance using the weights resulting from two training runs.

3.3 Discussion of the Experiments
A s can be seen from the "Preferences Trained II" line in the "Test" data from Table 6, using our automatic
training method we outperform the IBM statistical grammar result, given in Table 4. The training algorithm
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improves the performance of the heuristics slightly. We believe that this is due to the domain-independeflt
nature of the heuristics which makes the training algorithm less crucial than it might be if the heuristics
included were domain-dependent. We are currently investigating this issue in the context of WSJ data.
We are collecting a hand-checked corpus of XTAG parsed sentences that includes the derivation trees
which we will be able to use as a "gold" standard for future experiments. This will enable us to replace
the crossing bracket measure with an exact match metric for the training procedure.
These experiments show that with domain independent heuristics the performance of a wide-coverage
grammar can equal or better the performance of a statistically induced grammar. There is further op
portunity for i mprovement by adding domain-dependent heuristics, in particular semantic collocations.
However, in the interest of portability, we will not include such information in the present system.

4 Future Work
The heuristics presented in this paper do not completely exploit the lexical sensitivity provided by the
LTAG representation. Towards incorporating more lexical information, we intend to use lexical collocation
information as one of the factors for disambiguation. We are in the process of collecting lexical collocation
information that is reasonably domain independent from various corpora. We expect that including the
such information will improve the results significantly.
We will continue to add and test the effectiveness of new heuristics, and to continue to refine our
training algorithm. In addition, we plan to evaluate our grammar using the same techniques on other genre
of text, in particular Wall Street Journal data.
As mentioned earlier, we feel that crossing bracket metric is not an adequate for measuring· the
performance of the grammar formalisms such as LTAG. Hence it serves as a poor objective function to
improve the performance of such grammars. We are forced to using the crossing bracket measure since
the only corpora available at present that serve as gold standard are ones that are constituent-bracketed. To
overcome this problem, we are collecting an LTAG-parsed corpus with each sentence annotated with its
correct derivation tree. This resource will prove invaluable for future research in training disambiguation
heuristics.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we have discussed a three-stage approach to disambiguation in the context of a lexicalized
grammar, using a variety of domain independent statistical techniques. We have presented a training
algorithm which uses hand-bracketed treebank parses to set the weights of these heuristics. We show that
the performance of our grammar is comparable to the performance of the IBM statistical grammar, using
both untrained and trained weights for heuristics.
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Abstract
We present the stochastic generalization of what is usually called correctness theorems : we
guarantee that the probabilities computed operationally by the parsing algorithms are the same as
those defined denotationally on the trees and forests defined by the grammar.
The main idea of the paper is to precisely relate the parsing strategy with a parse-tree exploration
strategy : a computational path of a parsing. algorithm simply performs an exploration of a parse-tree
for the input portion already parsed. This approach is applied in particular to Earley and Left-Comer
parsing algorithms. Probability computations follow parsing operations : looping problems (in rule
prediction and subtree recognition) are solved by introducing probability variables (which may not be
immediately evaluated). Convergence is ensured by the syntactic construction that leads to stochastic
equations systems, which are solved as soon as possible.
Our algorithms accept any (probabilistic) CF grammar. No restrictions are made such as prescrib
ing normal form, proscribing empty rules or cyclic grammars.

Keywords : pushdown automaton, dynamic programming, stochastic context-free grammar.

1 _ Introduction.
Stochastic context-free grammars are extensively used in natural language parsing and have been recently
applied to genome analysis. They define probabilities on rules, hence on derivations and finally on the
language described. These probabilities may be computed to rank the different derivations of an
ambiguous sentence or to estimate the probability of sentences with a given prefix. In general, the
relevant literature does not give the formal framework that could permit to guarantee the correctness
of computations. [Booth-Thompson 73] gives su_ch a framework, to study the problem of adequacy
between probabilities in the grammar and in the language.
Our rum is to present a Left Corner (LC) algorithm that recognizes stochastic parse forests and
computes prefix and subtree probabilities, improving [Stolcke 93] which is based on Earley's algorithm.
We also attempt to address more systematically the issue of the correctness of the stochastic parser w.r.t.
the denotational definition of sentence probabilities by the grammar.
After the presentation of the formalism, we progress towards our goal step by step, developing each
time one of the following directions :
parsing strategy : before the LC strategy, we describe Earley's, which is in fact the same strategy
without grammar compilation. The parsing strategies are expressed in term of pushdown automata
(PDA) .
decoration level : before the probabilistic computations, we give a purely syntactic version.
number of considered trees : before considering shared forests, we present the problem on a single
tree. The shared forest is produced by a dynamic programming interpretation of the PDA and is
expressed in term of a pushdown transducer (POT) .
Analyzing the various combinations may be viewed as exploring the eight corners of a cube. This
separation of issues allows a uniform presentation of all variants. It also makes the algorithms easier to
understand, and to prove correct.
1 this work was partially supported by the grant 95-B030 from the Centre National d' Etudes des Telecommunications.
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2 Analysis Material.
2.1

Grammars.

Definition 1. A context-free grammar (CFG) is a 4-tuple (l:, N, 'R, S), where l: is the set of terminal
symbols, N that of non-terminals (m.N = 0), 'R, that of rules, and S E 'R, is the axiom. The set V = l: U
N is called the vocabulary.
We use usual notations : early Latin lowercase (a, b... ) for terminals, late ones (x ,y) for termin�
strings, early Latin uppercase alphabet ( A,B ... ) for the non-terminals, late ones (X,Y) for vocabulary
symbols, and early Greek letters (o, /3 ...) for the vocabulary strings.
The grammar rules are also called productions. They are noted A-+o, with A E N called the left
hand side (LBS) and o E
called right hand side (RBS). A rule having A as LBS is an A-rule. The
collection of CFGs is noted g.
From now on we implicitly consider a CFG G = (l:, N, 'R, S).

v•

2.2 Derivation and Language.

⇒.
v•
⇒

Usual definitions.
- The relation derive is => = {(o A/3, 01/3) I A E N, o , /3, 1 E V* and A-+"'f E 'R}
The reflexive transitive closure is noted
Deriving n times is noted ¾.
- A derivation is a sequence (Oi )i?:O of
s.t. for each i, Oi => oi+ 1 .
By definition, for each O � i � j, Oi
o; : each sub-sequence is a derivation. We say that
(01c )1: e[i ,j ] is a derivation of Oi into o; . A derivation is elementary if it is a pair of which first element
is a non-terminal : it is noted like a grammar rule.
- A non-terminal symbol A is productive iff exists a terminal string x s.t. A
x.
- A non-terminal symbol A is accessible iff S
o A/3.
- A vocabulary stri�g o E V* is a sententialform iff S
o.
- A terminal chain x E l:* is a sentence iff S
x. (a sentence is a sentential form)
- The language defi�ed by G is .C(G) = { x E l:* I S
x} .
- The relation leftmost derive is => = {(xAw, x77w) I xAw => x77w }
t
Leftmost derivations (sequences) and leftmost sentential forms are naturally derived. The set of all

⇒

⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒

l�ftmost derivations of o into /3 is noted 07/3, and 07/3 = { d E 07/3 I length of d is n } .
- A sententialform o i s ambiguous i ff s70 contains at least two elements.
- A grammar G is ambiguous iff an ambiguous sentence can be derived from it.

Proposition 2. Classical results.
•
•
( i ) If A => x then A => x.
( ii) .C(G) = { X E l:*
Definition 3.

t
•
X}.
I s =>
i

The set of leftmost derivations is
lit = { 60 , 6 i }

u

u

o:, /3 E V*

0:7/3

where 61 (the unit derivation) and 60 (the inconsistent derivation) are defined w.r.t. the composition
properties.

Definition 4. The composition of leftmost derivations is the function ©: lit x lit --+ Iii s.t.
'v' d E Iii , d © 61 = 6 1 ©d = d and d © 60 = 60 ©d = 60.
'v' ( d)ie[o,z] E 07x/31 and (d')i e [O, l'] E fr!v, (d")i e[o, l"] = d © d' E 07 xv1 is s.t. I" = I + I',
(d")i e[o,l] = (d) ie(o, l] , and for i > I, di' = xd�_,1.
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2.3 Trees and Forests.
We use the approach of [Lang 89] to define trees as grammars : (T, N, P, s) is a derivation tree from
(J:., N, R, S).
Definition 5. A derivation tree is the inconsistent tree To , or the unit tree T1 or a CFG (T, N, P, s)
verifying
1. for each A E N, A is accessible ; A is the LHS of at most one rule ; A appears at most once in at
most one RHS.
2. s occurs in no RHS.
3. there exists a labelling function lab, from (TUN)* UP to V* UR s.t. lab(N) C N, lab(P) C R,
lab(a) = a, lab(l) = f, lab(Xo:) = lab(X)lab(o:), lab(A-+o:) = lab(A)-+lab(o:).

The set of derivation trees is T. The vocabul ary V = T U N . Productions are called nodes, the s-rule
is called the root.
Example 6.
Usual
S1
Given R = { s-ss, s--a} , a possible deriva
tion tree is s.t. P = {S1 --S2S3, S3--S4S5,
�2 /s ,
S2--a, S5-+a} and Yi lab(S; ) = S. This tree is
shown as a dual form of the usual view.
a S4
S5

/ '.

a
Definition 7. Let t 1 (T1 , N1 , P 1 , s1 ) be a derivation tree. A derivation tree t2 (T2, N2, P2, s2) is a
derivation subtree of t I iff P 2 C P 1 .
Definition 8. . A parse tree t is a derivation tree (T, N, P, s) of which non-terminals are all productive,
such that lab( s) = S.
t is a parse tree of x iff .C(t ) = {x }, alternately : t spans x .
During parsing� we need usual notion on trees (child, left and right) so we introduce orders :
- parental or vertical order. Given a derivation tree t, � C N x N is the reflexive transitive closure
of >- : A >- B iff t has a rule A--+o:B/3.
When A � B, A is ancestor of B and B descendant of A - if A >- B then A is parent of B and B is
a child of A.
- horiwntal order. Let t = (T, N, P, s) be a tree, < is a partial order defined on N, and a relation
on J:. : let X and Y be in V, X «: Y iff s
o:X/3Y,.
"X < Y'' is said "X on the left ofY''.
Definition 9. The composition of derivation trees is the function ® : T x T ----+ T s.t.
V t E T, t ® T1 = T1 ® t = t and t ® To = To ® t = To .
V t 1 = (Ti , N 1 , P 1 , s1 ) and t2 = (T2, N2, P2, s2), t 1 ® t2 = (T1 UT2, N1 UN2, P1 UP2, s 1 ), if this
grammar is a derivation tree and if s2 is the leftmost t 1 non-terminal without a child 2 , else t 1 ® t2 = To .
A derivation tree (T, N, P, s) is elementary iff P is a singleton. Derivations trees ®"'.composed
with only elementary trees are called elementarily ®-composed. There exists a correspondence between
leftmost derivations and elementary ®-composed derivation trees. From derivation trees to leftmost
derivation, one has just to replace ® by © and the nodes by their labels. From derivations to trees, ©is
replaced by ® and a labelling function must be given.

⇒

2.3.1

Ambiguity.

Definition 10. A parse forest is a set of parse trees.
Let x be in .C(G). The set of all the parse trees of x is called the parse forest of x. The composition
© is naturally extended on llt subsets.
2 this last condition is not necessary, i.e. © corresponds to the derivation, but we want © corresponds to the leftmost derivation.
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2.4 Probabilistic Grammars and Forests.
Probabilities are defined on a set of events. What we call an event is the derivation of a non-terminal A
using some grammar rule : an event requi:es a non-terminal A, we speak of an A-event. The set of all
possible A-events is the set of ways to derive A, i.e. the set of A-rules. A probability is assigned to each
rule : the probabilities over n are well defined iff the sum of all A-rules probability is 1 . ·The probability
domain is V(P).
Definition 11. A probabilistic, or stochastic, CFG is a 5-tuple 0:, .N, 1l, S, P), s.t. (l:, .N, n, S) is a
CFG in which all non terminals are accessible, and P is a function : 7l � V(P), that associates with
each production A---+w a probability P(A---+W), and s.t. for each A E .N, E A ---+aE n,P (A---+o:) = 1 .
P is extended over derivations. A leftmost derivation is either 60 , or 61 , or an elementary derivation,
I
or a composition of derivations : P(6o ) = 0 ; P(61 ) = 1 ; P(A";o:) =P(A---+o:) ; for d1 , d2 E At s.t. d1 ©
d2 f 60, P(d1 © d2 ) =P(d 1 ) X P(d2 ).
P(d) is the probability that an arbitrary derivation d', differing from a prefix of d by the last element
of d', or equal to d, is actually d.
The equivalence between elementarily ®-composed derivation trees and leftmost derivations gives :
for t = (T, N, P, s), a derivation tree, P(t) = TT r E p P(lab(r) ) . This is operationally used in our
stochastic computations.
P is extended on sets of derivations. For E C At, P(E) = E dE E P(d) .
o:, P(o:) =P(S"; o:).
Application t o leftmost sentential forms : for o: s.t. S

+

Definition 12. Consistency condition. A probabilistic grammar G is consistent iff
P(x A/3) = 0

lim

n -+ oo

x A{J s.t. S ==> x A/3
l

Proposition 13. If G is consistent thenP(.C(G)) = 1 .
The proof is in [Booth-Thompson 73], the idea is : starting from all the S-rules (probability = 1 ) and,
for each, making all possible choices to derive the leftmost non-terminal (say A) at each step (choosing
all the A-rules) keeps the sum of probabilities of all leftmost sentential forms equal to 1 . When n grows
to infinity there are more and more sentences but P(.C(G)) = 1 iff the sentential forms all tend to be
sentences, i.e. the probability of the set of sentential forms that still contain a non-terminal tends to 0.
From now on our probabilistic grammars will be assumed consistent.
Corollary : this result states that the set of leftmost derivations from S to terminal strings can be
considered as a set of independent events. The accessibility of each non terminal gives ( i ) for each
o: E V* , EJJ(o:"; x) = 1 . ( ii ) given a leftmost sentential form o:, P(S";o:) = P(S";o:) EJJ(o:7'x)
= EJJ<S70: © o:7x) - the probability of the leftmost derivations from S to terminal strings, that
contain o: : S'70: ©o:7x C s7x.
2.S The Dotted Rules.
The dotted rules are used to describe the parsing process. We show they are a mean to describe positions
in a parse-tree.
Definition 14. A dotted rule is a couple (A--+o:, index), usually noted A--+w•6 (with lw l = index), s.t.
0 5=index5= lw6 1 .
index indicates how many symbols have been recognized i n RHS.
A---+•o: and A---+o:• are respectively an initial and a final (or complete) dotted rule.
2.6 Parsing Conventions.
1 . The grammar is augmented : a new symbol is added to .N : S' ; a new symbol is added to l: : J_ ;
a new rule is added to 7l : S' ---+SJ_, s.t. P(S'---+SJ_) = 1 .
2 . For w E l:* , lw l = n and 1 5= i 5= j 5= n , wH stands for the string w index range [i, j [.
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3. From now on we will consider an input string : x 1 · · n+t ' its length is n, its first token, x1 , and its
last, Xn . The token X n + I is 1., which is not recognized by the non augmented grammar.
2.7 The Earley-Items.
Definition 15.

An Earley-item is a triple noted [A--+w•b, i,j] s.t. w
S' -+- S l.

⇒ x. ..
I · ·J

[A--+W•b, i,j] can be seen both as a sub
parse-tree and as a position on the node
that dominates it : the subtree is the one
that spans xI. · ·J. (the one with horizontal
lines) , its root is labelled by A--+wb and
the dot • points the position between w
and b. The indexes are between the leaves
(the question mark states that the index of
the position is unknown).
Initial and final dotted rules correspond to initial and final positions on a node.
The collection of Earley-items on G is I(G ) .
2.8 Shared Forest.

A function g will serve to define shared forests, using the Earley-items associated with each node of the
parse trees. The set of natural integers is noted N.
Definition 16. The renaming parse-tree function g : T --+ 9.
Consider a parse-tree t = ( T, N , P, s), and the sets M = N x N x N and W = MU:E. 3
g(t ) = (E, N', R', S 0 ), with N' c M and R' c M x W* .
R' : let r be in P s.t. lab(r ) = A--+X1 , ... , Xk · E R . Let us consider the sequence of Earley-items on this
node : ( [A--+XJ ... Xm •Xm +l • · · xk , i,j m ] ) m E(0,k] , (recall that jo = i).
Then Ai J k --+Y 1 , ... , yk E R' is built s.t. if Xm E L then Ym = Xm , else Ym = Xm i m-t J m _
N' elements are inferred from R'.
A renamed parse-tree is no longer a parse-tree because a non-terminal can appear more than once in
RHS, due to A ¾ A cycles : note that two parse trees differing only by such a cycle have the same g
image. However, the other conditions are respected. e.g. G' spans x (by definition of Earley-items) and
the labelling function is s.t. /ab( Ai j ) = A.
Example 17.
Opposite, we show the deriva
s t ,4 _ s 1 , 2 s 2 , 4
tion tree of example 6., com
pleted with a new rule ( S4 --+a)
sI,2 --+ a
s 2,4 --+ s 2, 3S3,4
to make a parse tree t, and next,
g(t).
Ss --+ a
s 2,3 - a
s 3 ,4 --+ a

/�
/"

Definition 18. Union of grammars. U : 9 x 9 --+ 9
(L, N1 , R1 , S o ) U (L, N2, R2, S o ) = (L, N1 U N2, R1 U R2 , S o ),
Definition 19. The shared forest of a sentence x E £ (G) is Ut parse-tree of x g(t).
The number of parse trees for x may be infinite. However the sets of non-terminals and rules in the
infinite union are all finite because the number of Earley-items for x is finite. Therefore the shared forest
is a grammar;
3 W will be used while describing dynamic programming interpretations.
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In general, this grammar is not a parse-tree because a non-terminal can be in different LHSs (due
to ambiguity and causing subtree sharing) or can appear several times in RHS (causing context sharing,
see [Lang 891 ).
In the shared forest context, the Earley-items [A�•b, i,j] can be seen as the sub-(shared) forest
that spans x.I · · . and has a root labelled by A�6. It corresponds to this position in all the parse-trees.
J

2.9 Probabilities and Earley-Item.
Definition 20. The 5-tuple <A-+o:•/J, i, j, F, R> is a probabilistic item iff I = [A-+o:•/J, i,j] is an
JP, where /?.r and /?. are defined below.
Earley-item s.t. /?.(I)
r = JR. and/?.(I)
p =
p
2.9.1

Recognition Probability.

As a corollary of the grammar consistency (proposition 1 3.), one proves that/?. is the probability of all
the sub-parse trees rooted in a node labelled by A-+o:/J, s.t. a spans x i ··f
We define�([A-+o: •.B, i,j]) = P(A-+o: ,B © o:7x i)

2.9.2 Prediction Probability.
As above, one proves that/?. is the probability of an Earley-item, seen as a set of leftmost derivation trees
p
corresponding to some single sentential form.
1:,([A-+o:•.B, i,j]) =P(S''7x 1 __ iAw © A-+o:/J © a7 x i )
Property 21.

1:,([A-+o:•/3, i,j]) = P(s'7x 1 .. � ).

X

� [A-+o: •/J, i,j])

Proof : P(S''7 x J . . iAw © A-+ o:,B © o:7x i . .) =P(S''7 x 1 _ _ � ) x P(A-+a,B © o:7x i . /

Property 22.

1:,([S' -+S 1 •0+1 .1-, 1 , n+ l ]) = J?{[S'-s 1 ,n+1 • .1 , 1 , n+l ]) = P(x l ··n+ I ).

Proof : P(s17 x J . . I S') =P(s17 s1 ) = P(6 1 ) = 1
1 0+ 1
therefore, using the previous property, /?.([S' -+S 1 ·n+1 •..L, I , n+l ] ) =E([S'-+S
• .1_, I, n+l]).
r
p
Now, P(S''7 S 1-) = 1 and P(S7x 1 _ _ 0+1 ) =P(x 1 _ _ 0+1 ) give the second equality.

3

Pushdown Automata and their Interpretation.

We distinguish a (non-deterministic) PDA, that describes the parsing strategy, from its dynamic pro
gramming interpretation, presented in a pushdown tran�ucer formalism.
3.1

Pushdown Automaton.

Definition 23. A PDA is a 4-tuple (l:r , 7f"i , 7f"J , T) s.t. l:,r is the stack alphabet ; 7f"i is the initial stack ;
7f"J is the final stack ; T is the set of transitions on the stack.
Stacks are noted [head I tail].
Transitions, so : top 1, input 1--+- top2, where
- top l is the stack 1 or 2 top element(s) before the transition ;
- input is the current token of the input : noted a if it is scann� (a) if it is only read and O if the
transition is input independent.
- top2 is the stack 1 or 2 top element(s) after the transition.
Without considering the input, there are four kinds of transitions :
SWAP : e1 , input

1--+-

e� . The top element is consulted and popped, another is pushed.

PUSH : e2 , input

1--+-

e 1 , e2. The top element is consulted and another is pushed.

POP : e 1 , e2, input
pushed.

1--+-

e�. The top element and the one beneath are consulted and popped, another is
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SWAP2 : e 1 , e2, i nput ....... e� , e2. The top element and the one beneath are consulted, only the first is
popped, another is pushed.
A complete computation ends with the final stack.

3.2 The Interpretations.
An interpretation is an execution model of the automaton which manages the non-determinism with
dynamic programming technic. We use [VdlC 93] terminology and the so-called 5 1 interpretation.
5 1 destroys the stack structure but stores the elements in a set called I -items set : £. The transitions
re-build some parts of the stack.
For example the I -items [a] and [b], permit to build 2 stacks : p = [a, b] and q = [b ,a]. B ut a POP
requiring the top (a,b) considers only p.
5 1 interpretation is very compact, and allows very good sharing between the stacks. The form of the
elements (Earley-items) will guarantee the correctness of the execution.

Definition 23. A pushdown transducer is a 5-tuple (I:,.. , 1ri , 1rl , T, :Eu ) s.t. (E1r , 1ri , 1rl , T) is a PDA
and �u is the output alphabet.

PDTs will be used for dynamic programming interpretations of PDA . The stack of our PDTs will
be the set of I -items £. The transitions are the same than for PDA, excepted that they have an extra
parameter for the output. They have the form : top 1, input ....... top2, output, with e meaning no output.
Stacks elements on the left (top l ) are chosen in £, and top2 is a single element, added to £. This makes
PUSH look like SWAP, and POP like SWAP2.
The execution starts with the top element of 1ri in £, it loops until no more I -item can be added to £
or no more token is to be read.
The execution output is the shared-parse-forest of the input.

4 Earley.
In [Earley 70] a CFG recognizer and parser are given. The recognizer uses dynamic programming, what
leads to a cubic time and space complexity. The parsing strategy it uses is not separated from its dynamic
programming interpretation. We do such a separation.

4.1 Earley's PDA.
From the augmented grammar (DJ { J_ } , NU {S'}, 7lU{S'-+-S1-}, S') and x 1 .. n+ I ' a PDA (I:,.. , 1ri , 1rl , T)
is built s.t.

Stack alphabet : I:,.. = I(G) U { 1-} .

I

Initial stack : 1ri = [ [S' -+-•S1-, 1, I ] 1-]
Final stack : 7rl =

[[s' -s I ,

n+ 1

I

. 1-, I, n+ I ] 1-]

Transitions : T = PUSH U SWAP U POP.
PUSH : set of prediction transitions, of the form
[A-+-a•B,B, i,j], () ....... [B-+-• 1 , j,j], [A---+a•B,B, i,j]

SWAP : set of scan transitions, of the form
[A---+a•a,B, i,j] , a 1-+ [A-+-a a•.fl, i,j+l ]
POP : set of completion transitions, of the form
[A---+a• , i,j], [B---+TJ•A,B, k, i ], () 1-+ [B-+-11A•,B, k, j]
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4.2 Proof Indications.
For correction : first, the initial Earley-item corresponds to top-leftmost position on any parse-tree.
Afterwards, assuming we have a deterministic complete computation, the figures below show that each
computation step consists in a left-to-right depth-first exploration (LRDFE) step of a x 1 _ -n+J parse-tree.
PUSH :
The current position is on a node labelled by
A--+o:B/3, after o: and in front of B, the computa
tion pushes the initial posit10n on a node labeled by
B--+,. It corresponds to going down to the current
node next child to the right : a LRDFE step.
?
SWAP :
0

3

POP :

k

Here, the computation corresponds to staying in the
same node and moving to the next position from left
to right, a token being recognized.

�-..:,�

j

j+l

B ,.. T/ A

t�

-+-o: e l
/\
L....l

?
The current node N is labeled by A--+ o: and the position is final, a whole sub-parse tree has been recognized. The computation corresponds to the come
back to its parent, on N right.

?
i
j
For completeness : any parse-tree of x E .C(G) can be explored LRDF. Each movement is either a
left to right step on a node, or a descent to a child, or a come back up to a parent, to which corresponds
respectively a SWAP, PUSH or POP transition, and only one.
Note that the extended version of this paper, with all the complete proofs, is to appear in [Tendeau 95] .
4.3 Earley-Item and Left Derivation.
A LRDFE, with an action executed on each node the first time it is met, is a prefix LRDFE. Considering
the output of the rule that labels a node as an action, a prefix LRDFE of a given parse-tree yields a left
derivations of that tree.
We used to see Earley-items as positions in a parse-tree, the Earley parsing strategy permits to consider
them also as a step within a (prefix) LRDFE, i.e. within a left derivation process : I = [ A--+ o: •/3, i,j]
identifies S'7x J . .iAw © A--+o:f3 © o:7 x i • • 4
f
Hence ]!(I) is the probability of the left derivation trees of s17x H Aw © A--+o:f3 © o:7x i · ·
f
This permits to present the intuition of the proofs : a parsing algorithm performs a LRDFE and the
probability of explored (sub-)trees are incrementally computed.
4.4 Probabilistic PDA.
Grammar rules are now decorated by probabilities. Trees and automata are also decorated.
Stack alphabet I(G) xV(P) x V(P)

u { j_} .

Initial stack [ < S'--+•S..L, 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 > ! .1]
Final stack [ < S'--+SeJ_, 1 , n+l , II, II> I J_]
PUSH
< A--+o: •Bc5, i, j, P, R> , () I--+ < B--+• 7] , j, j, PP{B--+ 7]), P(B--+ 7]) > , < A--+ o: •Bc5, i, j, P, R >

SWAP
< A--+o:eac5, i, j, P, R> , a i-:-+ < A--+o:aec5, i, j+l, P , R >

4when considering a detenninistic computation this set is reduced to a singleton.
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POP
4.5 Proof indications.

SWAP : the position progresses but in the same node, hence the probabilities remain unchanged.
PUSH : a node N, that has never been visited, is reached. The predicti9n probability is multiplied
by P(lab(N)). The subtree identified by the pushed item �as only one node, N, then P(lab(N)) is its
probability.
POP : I,J 1--+ K. K identifies J derivation tree composed with I sub-parse tree. Then K probabilities
are J ones multiplied by /.!(I).

5

Dynamic Programming Interpretation of Earley's Automata.

To produce the shared forest, we rename (using g) the sub-parse trees incrementally. When a non
terminal N E N is shifted in a completion, it is immediately renamed by N' E M : the following
and ,8 E
their set is I(G)1 .
Earley-items [A--+o•,8, i,j ] are s.t. a E

w•,

5.1

v•,

Earley PDA Interpretation.

£ domain : I(G}1

Initial stack,: [cs'-•S.i, 1 , 1 ] I .i]

I

Final stack,: [CS'--+S 1 ·n+1 •.i, 1, n+ l ] .1]
Transitions :

PUSH : [A--+o•B,B, i,j], () I-+ [B--+•7J,j,j] , c
SWAP : [A--+oea,8, i,j], a I-+ [A--+oa•,8, i,j+l ], c
POP : [A--+o•, i,j], [B--+7J•A,B, k, i], () 1--+ [B--+7JAij•,B, k,j], Aij--+o

5�2 Earley PPDA Interpretation.
5.2.1

Synchroni7Jltion Problem.

The absence of probabilities hides a problem that raises when computing them : as soon as a node is
recognized, its parent can pursue its recognition, but computing the parent probabilities requires the
probabilities of all its ambiguous children.
To continue not to take care of the computation order, symbolic probabilities can be introduced
(representing probabilities of ambiguous chiidren). The system is stable at the end of a complete
computation, and can be solved then. But this would forbid to base a parsing decision on probabilities.
To permit this, we choose a intermediate solution : £ is stratified and its computation is synchronized
with the tokens. £ = U; e [O, n ] £; , with £; being the set of the Earley-items having j as second index.
The level j+ 1 is computed after the level j is completed.
5.2.2 The PPDT Computation �-

The synchronization splits the transition set in two parts : the intra-level transitions (PUSH and POP)
and the inter-level ones (SWAP). The computation process is slightly modified.
Instead of having a single loop on the transitions set, there are two : one for inter-level (PUSH-POP),
one for intra-level (SWAP). Each is exec�ted until no new I -items are produced and then the other starts
a new cycle, until no transition is applicable or .i is reached.
PUSH and POP are applied as usual : the I -items on the left (of the transition) are chosen in £ and
the one on the right is added to £.
For SWAP, there is a difference : the I -item on the right is added in set : £;+ 1 , while £ =
£1; ;.
the I-items on the left are chosen in £.
When the inter-level loop does not add any new I -items in £;+1, j is incremented.

LJ!:i
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5.2.3 Symbolic Probabilities.

is introduced because the initial Earley-items with a B in LHS are produced by all the Earley
P(•B.)
J
items having a dot in front of B in level j : there is such a symbol for each B and each j .
P(•B.)
J =

< A--+a•B{J ,i ,j ,F,R> EE

F

P(A..lj•) is introduced because a subtree rooted in Aij and spanning x.l · ·J. may be produced more than
once. Such a symbol may exist for each (A, i, j).
P(A •) =
ij

L

< A--+a•,i,j,F,R > ee

R

By definition, these variables can be evaluated if the level j is complete, they form an invertible linear
system. This is easy to prove with G consistency : let N be the vector of all non-terminals : N1 E N.
The P(•Bj) solving problem amounts to finding theP(•N) vector s.t.
P(•N)1 =

=

F

F +
< Nr --+ a•N, {J,i,j,F,R > ee,a .t.i�j

F
< Nr --+a•N,{J,j ,j ,F,R > ee

= K1 + Lr L1 , r where K1 is the constant vector K Ith element and
L1 , r =i!([Nr --+O: • N1 J3, j,j]) = J.?,([Nr --+ •o: N1/3, j,j])P(o:'7f.) =P(•N)r P(Nr --+ o:N1J3) P(o:'7f.).
I
.ThusP(•N) = M P(•N) + K, where M1 , r =P(Nr 70:N1J3')/J(o:"'(i) .
p

The equality ( MP)1 , r = P<Nr70:N1/3) P(o:'7f. ) is easy to verify. Hence, the consistency condition
leads to : lhnp-oo (MP ) 1 , r = 0, therefore, there exists a K s.t. for each q � "-, Li (Mq)1, r < 1 , then
I I Mq l l t < 1 5 • Hence, the series E:o M' converges, i.e. (I - M) is invertible,P(•N) = (I - M) - 1 K
and (I - M)�: = P( Nr 70:N1J3)P(o:"'(f.} = P(Nr "'( N1J3) .
The P(Aij •) system is similar, the corresponding matrix Q being s.t. ( I - Q)�: = P(Nr 7 N1 ) .
Important note : M and Q matrices can be statically inverted since they depend only o n G.
5.2.4 Description of the PPDT.

E domain : I(G)1 x V(P) xV(P).

Initial stack : [ < S'--+•SJ_, 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 > j j_]

Final stack : [ < s'--S•J_, 1 , n+l , n, n> l j_J

Intra-level :

PUSH
P(B--+77), P{B --+77)> , c
<A-+o:eB6, i, j, F, R > , () 1-+ <B--•77, j , j , P(•B.)
J
POP
<A--+o:•, i, j, F'', R" > , < B--77•A/3, k, i, F, R> , () 1-+ <B--+77Aij •/3, k, j, t>P(Al..j •),
..
E/}(A..•
IJ )> ' (A1J--+o:, R")

Inter-level : SWAP
<A--+o:•a/3, i, j, F, R>, a I-+ <A--o:a•/3, i, j+ l , F, R > , C
5

I IMll1 is then I-norm defined by maxr L i IMi ,r l•
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5.3

Proof indications.

PUSH prediction : a node N, that has never been visited, is reached. Contrarily to the deterministic
computation, N can be reached from several positions : all the ones that have (at level j) a dot in front of
B. That is why p_ is P(lab(N)) multiplied by P(•B.).
p

J

POP : I) ........ K._ K probabilities are still based on J ones, yet they do not only depend on �(I) but on

the sum of the.probabilities of all the subtrees rooted in Aij : P(A,. •).
j

6 Left Comer.
Barley's algorithm is completely dynamic : nothing is statically produced using the grammar before
parsing. [Stolcke 93] gives a stochastic parse-'tree recognition algorithm based on Earley's, but which
avoids the dynamic resolution of our systems by solving them statically. After [Leennakers 89], we
propose to integrate this optimization in a process which performs syntactic static computation : Left
Corner (LC).
The LC strategy, seen as a tree exploration, is the same as Earley's. But all the prediction calls are
statically computed : a finite automaton is compiled using the grammar.
6.1

Construction of the Underlying Finite Automaton.

Considering the augmented grammar (DJ{ .l }, Nu{S'}, 7lU{S'--+S.l } , S').
Given a non-initial dotted rule, we want all the initial dotted rules produced by an Earley prediction.
For this we use the LC relation.
Definition 24. Left Comer relation.
L = {(A, B) E N2 I B--+Aa E 7l}

Definition 25. Left Comer state.
s is a LC state iff s = {k(s)} U nk(s) s.t. if s = so, the initial state, then k(so) = S'--+•S.l, else k(s) is a
non initial dotted rule, and nk(s) = {C--+•a k(s) = A--+X,BeB-y and C L* B } .
k(s) i s the kernel of s , nk(s), its non-kernel set.
The set of LC states is s comp . It contains a single final state : SJ = { S' -S•.l} .
Transitions are summarized i n 3 tables. s E scomp , B E .N.

I

1 . GOfOk (s, B) = r s.t. k(s) = A--+weBc5 and k(r) = A-wBe6.

2. GOfOn A: (S, B) = {r E scomp I A--+•Bw E s and k(r) = A--+B•w } .

3 . ACTION(s, a) E A , with s E scomp , a E l: and A is the set of actions.
• ksc(r) (kernel scan) iff k(s) = A-w•a6 and k(r) = A-wa•6.

· • nksc(r) (non-kernel scan) iff A--+eaL,J E s and k(r) = A--+aew
• red(A-w) (reduction of A--+w) iff A-w• E s.
By definition, a LC state contains all the possible paths from the kernel position to the leaves of all
the trees where the kernel position can appear. During the parse, when moving from, say, s to r, one path
is pursued among all the potential paths in s : until a transition is execiited from a state, its real position
is given by its kernel, the non-kernel set contains virtual positions.
The LC PDA does not need any prediction transition since it is already within the LC states, but scan
and completion transitions have to manage the virtual paths becoming real : this explains the splitting
kernel/non-kernel, corresponding to Earley-like/prediction management.

6.2 The LC PDA.
As a state is associated to the dotted rule in its kernel, (s, i, j) is associated to the corresponding
Earley-item.
Stack alphabet scomp X [O, n] X [O, n ]U { .l}.
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I

Initial stack : [(so, 1, 1 ) .L]

Final stack : [<s, , 1 , n+ l ) I .L]
Scans
• KERNEL SCAN.
ifksc(r) E ACTION(s, a) , apply
SWAP (s, i , j), a 1-+ (r, i , j+l ).
• NON-KERNEL SCAN.
if nksc(r) E ACTION(s, a), apply
PUSH (s, i , j), a H (r, j, j + l ) , (s, i , j).
Reductions
• KERNEL REDUCE.
- if red(A-+Xw) E ACTION(s , a) and r E GOfOk (s', A), apply
POP (s, i, j), (s', k, i), (a) 1-+ (r, k, j).
- if red(A-+f) E ACTION(s , a) and r E GOfOk (s , A) , apply
SWAP (s, i , j), (a) 1-+ (r, i , j ).
• NON-KERNEL REDUCE.
- red(A-+Xw) E ACTION(s, a) and r E GOTOn k(s', A) , apply
SWAP2 (s , i , j), (s', k, i ), (a) 1-+ (r, i , j), (s', k, i) .
- if red(A-+£) E ACTION(s, a) and r E GOTOn k(s, A) , apply
PUSH (s, i , j ) , (a) 1-+ (r, j, j ), (s, i , j).
6.3 Proof indications.
Replacing states by their kernels make the kernel transitions appear like in Earley PDA.
Non-kernel transitions correspond to taking in account the static predictions while shifting a symbol
- terminal for scans, non-terminal for reductions. Each non-kernel transition nk-T deals with the same
action than the kernel one k-T, but manages the realization of the prediction : nk-T shifts a symbol X in
a non-kernel rule, the corresponding move in the tree is (1 ) getting down from the kernel, by performing
a PUSH, and (2) shifting X, by SWAPing the pushed position by the shifted one. The nk-T directly
pushes a shifted position.
A second splitting occurs : £-reduction or not. Contrarily to a non-£ reduction the complete dotted
rule is not a whole state that must be popped : the transition on the LHS is done without popping because
its parent is in the same state.
6.4 LC PPDA.
LC parsing computes no prediction dynamically. It is so with probabilities. Each predicted position is
statically computed with its (predicted) probability. As a LC state contains a part of shared forest, it will
not be possible (or completely uninteresting) to extract the prediction probability of one tree. Hence,
prediction probabilities will be computed only during the dynamic programming interpretation.
6.4.1 The Underlying Automaton.
Each time a rule appears with its first symbol recognized (i.e. in non-kernel transitions and £-reductions)
its probability must be communicated to the parser to compute the recognition probability. This j ustifies
the following tables modifications :
• GOTOn 1: (s, X) = {(r, p) I A-+•Xw E s, A-+Xew E r and p = P(A-+Xw ) }.
• Non�kernel scans : nksc(r, p) s.t. A-+X•w E r and p =P(A-=+Xw )
• red(A-+f , p f ) : pf =P(A-+f).
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6.4.2 The Automaton.
Stack alphabet : s comp X [O, n] X [O, n] x V (P )

I
Final stack [(s1 , 1 , n +l , Il)I ..L ]
Initial stack [(so, I , I , I ) ..L]

u ..L

KERNEL SCAN : if ksc(r) E ACTION(s , a) , apply
SWAP (s, i , j, R ), a .- (r, i , j+l , R)
NON-KERNEL SCAN : if nksc(r, p) E ACTION(s , a) , apply
PUSH (s, i , j, R ), a .- (r, j, j+l , p) , (s, i , j, R )
KERNEL REDUCE :

• if red(A---+Xw) E ACTION(s" , a) and r E GOfOk (s , A) , apply
POP (s", i, j, R" ) , (s, k, i , R) , (a) � (r, k, j, RR" )
• if red(A---+€, p f ) E ACTION(s, a) and r E GOfOk (s, A), apply
SWAP (s , i , j, R) , (a) .- (r, i , j, Rpf )
NON-KERNEL REDUCE :
• if red(A---+Xw) E ACTION(s" , a) and (r, p) E GOfOn k (s , A) , apply
SWAP2 (s", i , j , R" ), (s, k, i , R) , (a) � (r, i , j , p R" ) , (s , k , i , R)
• if red(A---+t , pf ) E ACTION(s, a) and (r, p) E GOfOn k (s, A) , apply
PUSH (s, i , j, R ) , (a) .- (r, j, j, ppf ) , (s, i , j, R)
6.5 Proof indications.
As for the PDA , only non-kernel transitions and £-reductions are to be verified - the others being the
same as Earley PPDA.
The non-kernel scan corresponds to recognizing a terminal from an initial position I : the prediction
probability is/?.(I) = p , given by nksc(r,p).
For reductions, the probability of the recognized subtree t must be multiplied to the previous position ,
= p f , given·by ACTION, otherwise by the first popped I -item ( R" ).
as usual. In case of £-reduction,J?(t)
r
In case of non-kernel reduction , the recognition probability of the previous position is given by GOfOn k
(p), otherwise by the second popped I-item ( R).

7 LC Dynamic Programming Interpretation.
7.1 LC PDT.

To produce the shared forest, we need to introduce an extra parameter in the I -items : the decorated
shifted part of the kernel RHS.
£ domain : scomp X [O, n] X [O, n] X
Initial stack :
Final stack :
Transitions :

[(so,

[( s 1 ,

1 , 1 , £)

I ..L ]

1 , n+ 1 , S I ,n+ 1 )

w·

I ..L]

Scans :
• KERNEL SCAN. if ksc(r) E ACTION(s , a) , apply
SWAP : (s , i , j, a ), a � (r, i , j+l , aa), c.
• NON-KERNEL SCAN. if nksc(r) E ACTION(s , a) , apply
PUSH : (s , i , j , a), a .- (r, j, j+l , a), €.
Reductions
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• KERNEL REDUCE.
- if red( A--+Xw) E ACTION(s, a) and r E GOTOA: (s' , A), apply
POP : (s, i, j , o), (s', k, i, /3), (a) 1--+ (r, k, j, /3Aij ), Aij--+o.
- if red( A--+f) E ACTION(s, a) and r E GOfOA: (s, A) , apply
SWAP : (s, i , j , o), (a) ....... (r, i, j, o Ajj ), Nj--+L
• NON-KERNEL REDUCE.
- if red(A--+Xw) E ACTION(s, a) and r E GOTOnk(s', A), apply
SWAP2 : (s, i, j , o), (s', k, i , /3), (a) ....... (r, i, j , Aij ), Aij--+o
- if red(A--+f) E ACTION(s, a) and r E GOTOnk (s, A) , apply
PUSH : (s, i, j, o), (a) ....... (r, j, j, Ajj), Ajj --+f.
7.2 PPDA Interpretation.
7.2.1 The Underlying Automaton.
Definition 26. Dotted rule prediction probability.
Let s be a LC state, R( A--+o•/3 1 s) = R([A --+ o•/3, i ,j]) / R(k(s), i, j)).
p

p

p

Hence, R(k(s) I s) = 1 and R(A--+•Bo I s) =P(A--+Bo) /l (•B) ,
p
p
where/l (•B) = Lc-w • BcSe ., J!( C--+W• B 6 1 s) . 6
As for P(•B )' the R (•B) form a invertible linear system, that is then statically inverted .
j
Only non-kernel transitions are changed : they have an extra parameter to take in account the statically
computed prediction probabilities .
Let (r, p, ,r) be in a non-kernel transition from s on X . Then A--+•Xw E s, k(r) = A--+Xew and ,r =
R( A-•Xw I s) .
p
7.2.2 The Symbolic Probabilities.

For Earley strategy, we introduced two kinds of variable symbol : P(•B.)
for prediction , P( A..•) for
J
�
completion . The last one is simply adapted to LC states, the prediction adaptation is less immediate
because predictions are made during non-kernel transitions .

• P(•9 is the prediction probability of r kernel rule in its initial position at level j.

L

P (•r.J ) =

(s, i, j, P, R , o) E £

P7r

s.t.
(r, p, 1r ) E GOTOnk (s, A )

or
nksc(r, p, 1r) E ACTION(s, x; )

• The €-reductions force us to make a particular case.
- i /j :
11

( s" , i, j, P , R" , o) E £
s. t . red ( A--+W) E A GTION ( s", x1 )

=
P ( A.•)
JI

R"

(s, i, j, P, R, o) E £
s . t . red(A -f, P£ ) E A CTION (s, x1 )

Without f-rules, values are just incrementally accumulated, without needing any matrix inversion .
Anyway we saw in the invertibility proof, section 5 .2 .3, that the inversions can be performed statically.
6R(•B) appears in

[Wright&Wrigley 89] for a probabilistic LR parser, it is noted PB .
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7.2.3 LC PPDT.
E domain : seomp x [0, n] x [O, n] xV(P) x.V(P) x w·

l<so , 1, 1, 1, 1, t) I .l]
Final stack : [<s, , 1 , n+l , n, n, s , ) l .1 ]
Initial stack :

1 n+1

Inter-level, scans :

• KERNEL SCAN : if ksc(r) E ACTION(s, a) , apply
SWAP (s, i, j, P, R, o ), a I-+ (r, i, j+l, P, R, oa), C
NON-KERNEL
SCAN : if nksc(r, p, ,r) E ACTION(s, a), apply
•
PUSH (s, i, j, P, R , o), a i-+ (r, j, j +l, P(•9• p, a), c
Intra-level, reductions :
• KERNEL REDUCE :
- if red(A-Xw) E ACTION(s", a) and r E GOfOt(s, A), apply
POP (s", i, j, F'', R", o ) , (s, k, i , P, R, /3), (a) i-+ (r, k, j, PP(Aij• ), R/)(Aij• ) , {JAij ),
(Aij �o . R").
- if red(A-t:, pf ) E ACTION(s, a) and r E GOfOt(s, A), apply
SWAP (s, i , j, P, R, o ) , (a) i-+ (r, i , j, PP(A.•)
, oAjj) ; (Ajj_ f, Pt ).
,R/)(A..•)
JJ
JJ
• NON-KERNEL REDUCE :
- if red(A-Xw) E ACTION(s" , a) and (r, p, ,r) E GOront(s', A), apply
SWAP2 (s", i,j, F'', R", o), (s, k, i , P, R, /3), (a) i-+ (r, i, j,P(•ri')/J(Aij•), pP(Aij• ), Aij),
(Aij -o, R") .
- if red(A-t: , pf ) E ACTION(s, a) and (r, p, ,r) E GOron i(s, A), apply
PUSH (s, i, j, P, R, o ), (a)
I-+ (r, j, j, P(•r.')/J(A..•), p/J(A..•), Ajj ) , (Nj-t: , P t ).
.
J
JJ
JJ

7.3

Proof indications.

•9

No·n-kernel scan : the prediction probability is exactly P( definition. Because of r kernel , the subtree
identified by (r, j, j + 1) has a single node, and p is its probability.
Kernel+reduction : w.r.t. the PPDA, Pt is replaced by P(Ajj •) , which sums the probability of all
the subtrees rooted in Aj j .
Non-kernel non+reductions : in a similar way P(A.lj. •) replaces the prediction probability of the
reduced 1-item. W.r.t. Earley, P(•r.)
summarizes the prediction probabilities of the Earley-items of the
J
form [A-•B/3, i,j] .

8

Conclusion.

Like [Stolcke 93], we have presented an Earley-like stochastic parser that computes prefix and sub
parse-trees probabilities. The stochastic shared forest is produced with the subtree probability on each
node.
Under Stolcke's first assumption (rio €-rules), our LC algorithm improves his, since the LC states
contain all the necessary prediction probabilities. The improvement is less important without this
assumption , but [Schabes 9 1 ] ideas on t-rules optimization give back its interest to LC strategy (w.r.t.
Earley) : it consists in computing the €-reductions statically, within the LC states (probabilities j ust
follow) hence no prediction loops remain to be managed during parsing.
The most likely (Viterbi) parse can be easily obtained by replacing the + operator, in the probability
domain , by max (loops are not to be followed since they lower the probability).
More formally, we have showed that Earley and LC strategies amount to a left-to-right depth
first exploration of the parse trees. It j ustifies the prediction probability definition as a left derivation
probability, what permits to see it as a prefix probability.
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More generally, we adopted the formal languages and automata theory point of view. Algorithms are
presented within a framework that naturally generalizes the purely syntactic ones and their computations
are proved correct w.r.t. the definitions.
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1

Introduction

Our aim is to build an HPSG [Pollard, 1993)
based parser thc\t can be used as a compo
nen t of a knowledge acquisition(KA) system
from unrestricted text[Horiguchi, 1995). KA
proceeds by using underspecified lexical en
try templates given to each part of speech for
words . By filling out the underspecified parts
of .them through unification, knowledge is ac
quired.
Our contention is that we cannot give an ex
haustive set of specific CFG skeletons to �he
parser prior KA, in order to obtain a wide cov
erage required for handling corpora. In our
parser, rules with CFG skeletons, which are
widely used in HPSG implementations such
as [Carpenter, 1994] , are replaced with a few
rule schemata and principles, whose examples
are shown in Fig '. 1 and 2. They do not specify
particular syntactic categories and can cover
most of the linguistic constructions in corpora
by relying on lexicalization and augmentation
with definite clause programs. However, this
replacement prevents us from using optimiza
tion techniques for conventional unification
based parsers.
Our parser adopts a two-phased architec
ture. Phase 1 is a bottom-up parsing with
compiled object-oriented code realizing only
part of constraints in a full grammar. A full
grammar is applied to completed parse trees
in Phase 2.
Applicaton of rule schemata and their prin
ciples is monotone because of monotonicity
of unification. (i.e. for any feature struc
tures Fo ,F1 , F�, F{ , if Fo b Fi , F� b · F{
Fo UF1 b FJ uFf .). If a sign S subsumes a sign
S' and the application of principles or rule
schemata -to S' succeeds, the application tb
S also succeeds and the results reserves their
daughters' subsumption relation. Our basic

Rewritin,g Rule:
M<;>th�r(Ll]) - Non-Head((2]) Head([3])
Pnncipfes:
(head-feature ,au bcat-righ t ,semantic)
Mother. FS:
sign
syn

[l ]

f �gn

subcat-right .L
[4] ]
[ adjunct l
subcat-left (7]

head-dtr [3]
comp-dtr [2]

�gn
syn

syn

su1?cat-righ( aign], • •
i4)
[ adJunctl
aubcat-left 7]
.

suJ;>cat-righ()
.
[ adJunctl
non-sign ]
subcat-left
.L

Figure 1 : An example of a rule schema.
Name: AdJuncta
o

M
[ :!:,�

r

•1 ]
]

=-�-;•adj:t]o

[2]

adjunct-dtr �3] [ sign ]
Definite Clause Program:
cancel-a-member( [2] , [3] , [1] ) .

i]]

Figure 2: Adjuncts Principle

idea is that we can systematically weaken lex
ical entries and other grammar components
by eliminating certain constraints in them so
that they are compiled to simple objects and
cheaper procedures without losing the ability
of a full grammar. Although the compiled
grammar overgenerates, illegitimate signs are
removed in Phase 2 .

2

Compilation

Our compiler produces two items, Sign
Objects, which are objects corresponding to
signs, and Rule Methods, which play roles
of rule schemata and principles. Both items
are directly executed in Common Lisp Object
System. Rule methods take sign objects rep
resenting daughter signs as input and produce
sign oh jects corresponding to mothers. Sign
objects have slots corresponding to only part
of feature structures. This reduction is justi
fied by monotonicity of unification.
Each slot of a sign object contains a frag
ment of the feature structure or other Lisp
objects converted from the feature structure,
such as symbols representing types. Fig . 3
SLOT-NAME
SLOT-VALUE)
[SUBCAT-RIGHT ((E-LIST NIL #(FT Q #x92la82))))
NON-OBLIGATORY
((NIL
SUBCAT-LEFT
IGN #(FT Q #x92la9a))))
(ADJUNCTS2 (SIGN
#(FT O #x92170a)
.
((ADJUNCTl NON-SIGN :SINGLETON))
(SELECTING-FEATURE-SHARING
SUBCAT-LEFT
SUBCAT-LEFT)))

Figure 3: A compiled lexical entry
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sign

sy n

[

maj Aux ]
bead
.
subcat-left
( {lll
adjunctl - - 2]

sign

head 3]
!Jla · Y . . ]
.
[ [ m� mflmt1ve ]
adJunct2 [ sy n [
subcat-left {[lll
adjunctl
{4Jnon-aign

Figure 4: A n original lexical entry
shows the sign object compiled from the lex
ical entry in Fig. 4. In this sign object, the
ADJUICTS2 slot contains the type sign and a
head-feature •<FT I #x92170a) , which rep
resents the feature structure denoted by the
tag [3] in Fig. 4. The third element repre
sents the constraint that the ADJUJJCTS2 value
of a selected sign must be non-sign. This also
corresponds to the feature structure tagged as
[4] in Fig. 4. The fourth element is a com
mand to transfer the subcat-left value of a
selected sign to the mother's same slot. This
transfer is represented by the structure shar
ing [1] in the original lexical entry.
A rule method contains only part of the
constraints realized in principles and rule
schemata. This reduction of constraints cor
responds to the elimination of feature struc
tures, structure sharings and part of a defi
nite clause program in a rule method or its
principles. The soundness of this reduction
can be proven by monotonicity of unifica
tion. Furthermore, some unification evoked
by structure sharing is replaced by simple as
signements of slot values. For example, most
feature raising is performed by assignments.
This replacement does not affect the sound'
ness of our compilation because any two fea
ture structures always subsume their unified
one. If a sign object is created by the code
containing assignement instead of unification,
it subsumes the sign object created as the re
sult of unification a unification. Thus, a sign
object with rule methods always subsume the
sign to be created by the original grammar.
Rule schemata with their principles are cat
egorized as 1) rule schemata to use selecting
features, such as SUBCAT, which are feature
structures to be unified with another sign.
and 2) rule schemata to transfer selecting fea
tures such as a rule schema augmented with a
trace principle. The first category is divided
further into three according to the type of the
selecting features (singleton, list or set)in a
rule schema.
The compiler generates rule methods by fill
ing out a template which is prepared for each
type of rule schemata with references to a rule
schema and its principles. The differences
among code templates reflect the differences
of the definite clause programs to be evoked

in application of each type of rule schemata.
For example, Cancel-a-member in Fig. 2 is
the program for using selecting features of set
type. The behaviour of such important parts
of the definite clause programs are reflected
directly in the templates. The following is the
template for a rule schema for the list type
selecting features.

(laabcla (selector selectee)
( if (and (select ing-feature-unifiable!
(<selecting-feature>
selector)
Hlectee)
<other-UJ1ifiabilit7-checking>)
(let ( (-,ther-sign (create-sign) ) )
<feature-raising>
<e•aluate-atructure-llhariDg-cC1111U1Dds>
aother-aip)
nil) )

The rule method takes daughter sign objects, which are bound to the variables
selector and selectee in the argument list,
and produces their mother sign object bound
to the variable mother-sign.

3

Conclusion

For the rule schemata presented in Fig. 1 ,
the compiled code is about 4 3 times as fast as
the application of the rule schemata and its
principles. For a 25 word sentence, bottom
up parsing with the compiled code followed
by the applications of the original grammar to
the completed parse trees was 3.1 times as fast
as the parsing with only the original grammar.
The required storage was 370% less than that
of the original.
Linguistically well-defined grammar for
malisms such as HPSG have been regarded
as inappropriate for dealing with unrestricted
real-world text. In order to build feasible sys
tems , researchers have relied on more proce
dural grammar whose well-defined-ness is dif
ficult to show. However, by using our compi
lation technique, we will be able to develop a
robust and efficient HPSG-based parser which
can be a component of a practical system.
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Motivation

D-Tree Grammars ( DTG) ( Rambow et al . , 1 995) arise from work on Lexicalized Tree-Adjoining
Grammars ( LTAG ) (Joshi & Schabes, 1 99 1 ) . A salient feature of LTAG is the extended do
main of locality it provides. Each elementary structure can be associated with a lexical item
and properties related to the lexical item (such as subcategorization) can be expressed within
the elementary structure. In addition , LTAG remain tractable, yet their generative capacity
is sufficient to account for certain syntactic phenomena that , it has been argued, lie beyond
Context-Free Grammars ( C FG ) (Shieber, 1985) . LTAG, however, has two limitations: the LTAG
operations of substitution and adj unction do not map cleanly onto the relations of complemen
tation and modification ; and they cannot provide analyses for certain syntactic phenomena. We
briefly discuss the first issue here, and refer to Rambow et al . ( 1 995) for a broader discussion
of both issues.
In LTAG , the operations of substitution and adjunction relate two lexical items , establishing
either the linguistic relation of complementation (predicate-argument relation) or modification
between them . These relations represent important linguistic intuition, they provide a uniform
interface to semantics, and they are, as Schabes & Shieber ( 1994) argue, important in order to
support statistical parameters in stochastic frameworks and appropriate adjunction constraints
in LTAG .
However , the LTAG composition operations are not used uniformly: while substitution is used
only to add a ( nominal) complement , adj unction is used both for modification and ( clausal)
complementation . Clausal complementation could not be handled uniformly by substitution
because of the existence of syntactic phenomena such as long-distance wh-movement in En
glish. Furthermore, there is an inconsistency in the directionality of the operations used for
complementation in LTAG : nominal · complements are substituted into their governing verb 's
tree, while the governing verb 's tree is adjoined into its own clausal complement . The fact
that adjunction and substitution are used in a linguistically heterogeneous manner means that
( standard) LTAG derivation trees do ·not provide a good representation of the dependencies
between the words of the sentence, i .e. , of the predicate-argument and modification structure.
In defining DTG we have attempted to resolve this problem with the use of a single operation
( that we call subsertion) for handling all .complementation and a second operation ( called sister
adj unction) for modification . However, the definition remains faithful to what we see as the
key advantages of LTAG (in particular, its enlarged domain of locality) 1 .

2

Definition of DTG

A d-tree is a tree with two types of edges : domination edges ( d-edges ) and immediate domi
nation edges (i-edges) . For each internal node, either all of its daughters are linked by i-edges
or it has a single daughter that is linked to it by a d-edge. Each node is labelled with a ter
minal symbol, a nonterminal symbol or the empty string. A d-tree containing n cl-edges can
be decomposed into n + l components containing only (0 or more) i-edges, with the root of
1 Related formalisms can be found in Becker et al. ( 1 991 ) and Rambow ( 1 994a) .

?,f,2

all components other than the topmost one connected to a node in a component above by a
d-edge. In the d-trees a and {3 shown in Figure 1 , these components are shown as triangles.

Figure 1 : Subsertion
Subsertion is an operation on d-trees that is a generalization of tree substitution . When
a d-tree a is subserted into another d-tree {3, a component of a is substituted at a frontier
nonterminal node (a substitution node) of {3 and all components of a that are above the
substituted component are inserted into cl-edges in /3 above the substituted node or placed
above the root node of {3. For example, Figure 1 illustrates a possible subsertion of a in {3 with
the component a(5) being substituted at a substitution node in {3. In the composed d-tree, -y,
the components, a ( l ) , a(2) , and a (4) of a above a(5) are inserted in the path in /3 between the
root and the substitution node. In general, some of these components could have been placed
above the root of {3 as well . W hen a component a( i) of some d-tree a is inserted into a d-edge
between nodes T/l and 172 in {3 two new d-edges are created, the first of which relates T/l and the
root node of a( i) , and the second of which relates the frontier node of a( i) that dominates the
substituted component to T/2 . It is possible for components above the substituted node to drift
arbitrarily far up in any way that is compatible with the domination relationships present in
the substituted d-tree. DTG provide a mechanism called subsertion-insertion constraints
to control what can appear within d-edges (see below) .
The second composition operation involving cl-trees is called sister-adjunction . The target
node of sister-adj unction must be a node at the top of an i-edge. When a d-tree a is sister
adjoined at a node T/ in a d-tree {3 the composed d-tree -y results from the addition to /3 of a as a
new leftmost or rightmost sub-d-tree below 17. Note that sister-adjunction involves the addition
of exactly one new immediate domination edge and that several sister-adjunctions can occur
at the same node. Sister-adjoining constraints specify where d-trees can be sister-adjoined
and whether t hey will be right- or left-sister-adjoined (see below) .
A DTG is a four tuple G = (VN , VT , S, D ) where VN and VT are the usual nonterminal and
terminal alphabets, S E VN is a distinguished nonterminal and D is a finite set of elementary
cl-trees. A DTG is said to be lexicalized if each d-tree in the grammar has at least one terminal
node. The elementary cl-trees of a grammar G have two additional annotations: subsertion
insertion constraints and sister-adjoining constraints. These will be described below. We first
discuss DTG derivations and subsertion-adjoining trees (SA-trees) , which are partial derivation
structures that represent dependency information, the importance of which was stressed in the
introduction. SA-trees contain information regarding the substitutions and sister-adjunctions
that take place in a derivation, capturing the linguistic dependency relations of complementation
and modification.
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Consider a DTG G = ( VN , VT , S, D) . We assume some naming convention for the elementary
cl-trees in D and some consistent ordering on the components and nodes of elementary d-trees in
D. Any elementary d-tree is also considered a derived d-tree. The components of the elementary
d-tree are considered the substitutable2 components of this tree considered as a derived d-tree.
Derivations involve sister-adjoining or subsertions. If a is subserted in /3, only substitutable
components of a may be substituted ( at a substitution node in /3 ) . In the resulting d-tree, say
; , the components of I that c�me from f3 are now the substitutable components of I and are
ordered ( or numbered) in the same manner as in /3 .
The tree s e t T ( G) generated b y G is defined as the set of trees I such that there i s a derived
d-tree, 11 rooted with the nonterminal S, whose frontier is a string in Vf ; and I results from the
removal of all cl-edges from ,' . A d-edge is removed by merging the nodes at either end of the
edge as long as they are labelled by the same symbol. The string language L( G) associated
with G is the set of terminal strings appearing on the frontier of trees in T( G) .
As in derivation trees of a LTAG , the nodes in SA-trees are labeled by the names of the elemen
tary cl-trees. The edges depict the composition operations used. In the case of sister-adjoining,
an edge labelled (d, m) between nodes labelled by two elementary d-trees, say from a to /3,
represents sister adjoining of f3 at node in a addressed m. d E { left, right } indicates whether
left- or right-sister-adj unction took place. For subsertion, an edge labelled (l, m) encodes the
substitution of the It h component of f3 at the substitution node addressed m in a .
A s indicated earlier, a n SA-tree only partially captures the derivation of a d-tree, and does
not specify the placement of the inserted components during subsertions. A derivation graph
for , E T(G) results from the addition of insertion edges to a SA-tree r for 1 . The location in
1 of an inserted elementary component a( i ) can be unambiguously determined by identifying
the source of the node (say the node with address n in the elementary d-tree a') with which the
root of this occurrence of a( i) is merged with when d-edges are removed. The insertion edge
will relate the two· ( not necessarily distinct) nodes corresponding to appropriate occurrences of
a and a' and will be labelled by the pair ( i, n ) .
Each d-edge i n elementary cl-trees h as an associated subsertion-insertion constraint (SIC). A
$ I C is a finite set of elementary node addresses ( ENAs) . An ENA T/ specifies some elementary
d-tree a E D, a component of a and the address of a node within that component of a . If
an ENA T/ is in the S I C associated with a d-edge between 77 1 and 772 in an elementary d-tree a
· thert TJ cannot appear properly within the path that appears from 1/ l to TJ 2 in the derived tree
1 E T(G) .
Each node at the top of an i-edge of elementary cl-trees has an associated sister-adjunction
constraint (SAC) . A SAC is a finite set of pairs, each pair identifying a direction , d E { left, right } ,
and a n elementary d-tree, a . A SAC gives a complete specification of what can be sister-adjoined
at a node. If a node T/ is associated with a SAC containing a pair ( d, a) then the d-tree a can be
d-sister-adjoined at T/ · Further details of the motivation and definition of DTG , example d-trees
and derivations, and usage of SIC and SAC may be found in Rambow et al . ( 1 995 ) .

3

Parsing Framework

Our approach to DTG parsing is inspired by a methodology introduced by Lang ( Billot &
Lang, 1989; Lang, 199 1 ) for C F G . This involves dividing the parsing process into two phases.
For example, given a C FG , an equiv�lent PDA is constructed. The transition moves of this
( non-deterministic) PDA represent the primitive steps of the recognition process. Dynamic
programming techniques then serve to determinize the recognition process. This approach
is particularly well-suited to formalisms such as LTAG and DTG that have an enlarged do. main of locality, where individual structures can span noncontiguous substrings. Adjunction
of two structures does not correspond to a single step in the recognition process but has to
be decomposed into several more primitive steps in recognizers that only consider contiguous
2 The notion of substitutability is used to ensure the SA-tree is a tree. That is . an elementary structure cannot
be subserted int� more than one structure since this would be counter to our motivations for using subsertion
for complementation.
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substrings. This decomposition corresponds to the conversion from grammar to automaton in
Lang's framework.
We adopt a variant of this approach using a second grammar formalism rather than an au
tomaton model. In the case of LTAG , the LTAG-equivalent formalisms of LIG or H G are suitable
candidates, since unlike LTAG , in both formalisms, each rewriting step corresponds directly to
the basic steps of recognition. Indeed, parsing algorithms for LTAG have been developed by
adapting the algorithms for LIG or H G (Vijay-Shanker & Weir, 1993a) 3 .
The elementary structures of DTG , like LTAG , have an enlarged domain of locality. A single
subsertion involves one substitution and possibly several insertions. The recognition process
corresponding to a single subsertion is comprised of several more primitive steps. As with LTAG ,
i t i s valuable t o use a formalism with a smaller domain of locality. For this reason, w e introduce
the Linear Prioritized Multiset Grammar ( L P M G) formalism. L P M G is similar to LIG differing
in its use of multisets in place of stacks.
We provide a translation from DTG to L P M G that captures the primitive steps of DTG recog
nition. Specialization of the recognition grammar (the L P M G obtained) for an input serves to
encode the set of all parses for that input. Clearly, one could develop an algorithm for DTG
directly and have the translation to L P M G be implicit . However, we make the translation ex
plicit so that we can systematically consider different dynamic programming methods to obtain
different DTG recognition algorithms. For space reasons, we consider only one Earley-style
method in this p aper. It would be equally strai_ghtforward to develop a CKY-style algorithm
from the L P M G grammar.

4

Definition of LP M G

We now define L P M G , which is a variant of { }- L I G (Rambow, 1994b) obtained by providing
an additional mechanism for restricting the manipulation of the members of the multiset. A
multiset over a finite alphabet V is a function m : V ---+ N where N is the natural numbers.
The set of all multisets over V is denoted N V . For two multisets m1 and m2 over V , multiset
addition and subtraction are defined such that for all v E V : (m1 EB m2 )(v) = m1 (v) + m2 (v)
and (m1 8 m2 ) (v ) = max (m1 (v) - m2 (v), 0). When context permits we will abuse this notation
and not distinguish between a symbol and the multiset that contains only that symbol. A'n
ordering on multisets is defined as: m1 � m2 iff m1 (v) ::; m2 (v) for all v E V . The empty
multiset is denoted </> . The number of elements in the multiset m is denoted size (m) .
A LPMG is a six tuple G = ( VN , VT , VM , S, uo , P, p) where VN , VT and VM are the non.terminal,
terminal and multiset alphabets, respectively; S E VN and u0 E VM are the initial nonterminal
and multiset symbols, respectively; p � VM x VM is the priority relation and P is a finite set of
productions having the form A[u] ---+ x where A E VN and x E VT U { f } ; or A[·· u •·] ---+ X1 . . . Xk
where k � 1 and for 1 ::; i ::; k , Xi E { A[u1 , . . . , uk ] I A E VN , k � 1 and u1 , . . . , uk E VM } U
{ A[·· lT1 , . . . , u1c ..] I A E VN , k � 0 and u1 , . . . , uk E VM }
Given a priority relation p we define p-selectable as follows: u is p-selectable from a mul
tiset m iff m (u) � 1 and for all u' such that (u' , u} E p we have m(u') = 0. In deriva
tions sentential forms are strings of objects taken from VT U M ( VN , VM ) where M ( VN , VM ) =
{ A[m] I A E VN and m E N vM } . For all T1 , T2 E ( M ( VN , VM ) U VT)* : ( 1) if A [u] ---+ x E P
then T1A[u]T2 ==>
T1 xT2 ; and (2) if A[·· u ··] ---+ X1 . . . X1c E P, u is p-selectable from m,
G
m e (T = m� EB . . . EB m� , xi = Ai [Ui,1 , . . . ' Ui ,nJ or xi = Ai [•· Ui,1 , . . . Ui,n ; ··] for each i ( 1 ::;
'
i ::; k ) , ffli = m� EB Ui,1 EB . . . EB Ui,ni for each i ( 1 ::; i ::; k) and m� = <P if Xi = Ai [ui, l , . . . , ui,nJ
for each i ( 1 ::; i ::; k) then T1 A[m]T2 � T1 A1 [m1] . . . A1c [m1c]T2 .
In this latter derivation step, we rewrite A [m] by using a production with A [ .. u ..] in its left
hand-side. This is possible only when u E m and the contents of m and the priority relation

3 The use of grammars rather than automata ties in with Lang's later work (for instance, see Lang (1994) )
where grammars c an be specialized fo r a specific input t o represent the shared forest of derivation trees for that
input. In particular, Vijay-Shanker & Weir (1993b) , show that for LTAG an equivalent HG or LIG can be used
in the grammar specialization process, rather than the object ( LTAG) grammar.
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allows the rewriting which is verified by the definition of p-selectivity. The application of the
rule will remove the (1/ from m and the remaining multiset elements are distributed among�t
the k elements in the right-hand-side of the rule. The multisets inherited by the it h element is
indicated as mi . Thus, m� $· · · EBm,. must be equal to me(!. If the ith element is Ai [(1i 1 , • • • , (1i ,k J
then the derivation from it should only have the multiset mi = <p $ (!i i E£) • • . E£) (1i ,k i . That is, it .
does not inherit any multiset elements. This is indicated above by stating that mi = <p in this
case. On the other hand, if the i t h element is Ai [·· (1i 1 , . ·• • , (1i , k i ··] then the derivation from it
should not only have the multiset elements (!i i , . . . , (1i , k i associated with it, but also mi , that
part of the multiset m that is inherited by the Xi . The language L( G) generated by G is the
set of terminal strings derived from S[(!o].

5

DTG to L P M G Conversion

The construction described here is similar to the LTAG to L I G conversion described by Vijay
Shan ker & Weir ( 1994) that has been used in the development of LTAG parsing algorithms ( Vijay
Shanker & Weir, 1 993a) . Adj unction has the effect of embedding one elementary tree within
another and the L I Gs stack is used to control the unbounded nesting of elementary trees .that
occur in LTAG derivations. Following the UVG-DL to { }- L I G conversion described by Rambow
( 1 994a) , the DTG to L P M G conversion described below is similar to the LTAG to L I G conversion
except that multisets rather than stacks are used to control the embedding of d-trees. This is
because there is limited control over the relative positioning of the inserted components of two
subserted d-trees.
Embedding context are multisets of E N As ( elementary node addresses) . We consider embed
ding of d-trees only at nodes at the top of d�edges. When this happens the multiset stores the
E N A at the bottom of the d-edge and when this node is reached in the derivation , this E N A
i s removed from t h e multiset. Thus, open cl-edges are represented by elements of the multiset
( corresponding to nodes at the bottom of the d-edge) and removal of these elements from the
multiset corresponds to closing the corresponding d-edge. The multiset can be ·seen as a record
of the elementary nodes that are still to be visited in a top-down traversal of the derived d-tree.
L P M G nonterminals are used to encode the current E N A and the productions for each E N A are
determined by the context of E N A in its elementary d-tree. That is, the productions depend on
whether the node is at the top of a cl-edge, top of an i-edge, or a substitution node. Productions
correspond to inserting or not inserting within a d-edge, substituting a component , or sister
adj oining a d-tree. When we apply a_ production corresponding to the insertion of some ENA we
must check that the E N A does not appear in the SIC that is associated with some open d-edge.
As every open d-edge is represented in the multiset by the E NA of the node at the bottom of the
d-edge, S I Cs can be checked as follows. First we define the priority relation so that whenever
the multiset contains an ENA at the bottom of some open edge it is not possible to select from
that multiset an E N A that is in that d-edge 's S I C . Second , not only is the current E N A encoded
by the nonterminal symbol but we also store it in the multiset . Whenever a production for some
E N A is applied we also specify that the corresponding ENA must be removed from the multiset .
Thus, it is not possible to use a production for an E N A whose positioning at that point in the
derivation violates a S I C . This explains the apparent redundancy in productions where an E N A
is encoded both in the multiset and in the nonterminal . While L P M G nonterminals encode
the nodes being visited , their productions insist that their E N As are present in the multiset to
ensure that they can be visited in the derivation .
From a DTG G = ( VN , VT , S, D) we construct a L P M G G' = ( Vi(, , VT , VM , S, (10 , P, � ) . Let VE
be the set of E NAs of trees in D whose members will be denoted 1J with or without subscripts
and primes . Let VJv = VE U { S' } and VM = Ve U { (10 } . p is defined such that if r, 1 is the
d-edge daughter of some elementary node and T/2 is in the SIC associated with this d-edge then
the pair ( r, 1 , r,2 ) is included in p. P is defined as follows.
Case 1: As the root of a derived tree can correspond to the root of any elementary d-tree that
is labelled by S, for each 1Jr labelled by 8 that is the root of some d-tree in D let S[·· (10 •·] T/r [ ·· 1Jr ·· ] E P .
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Case 2: For each terminal node T/ that is labelled x let TJ[TJ] -t x E P . This production ensures
that when a terminal node is visited the only ENA in the multiset that can be present at this
point must be that of the terminal node.
Case 3: For each TJ and TJr such that T/r is the root of an elementary d-tree that ( according
to the SAC at TJ) can be left-sister-adjoined at T/ let TJ[·· TJ ··] -t TJr [TJr ]1J[·· 1J -] E P. For each 7J
and T/r such that T/r is the root of an elementary d-tree that ( according to the SAC at 11 ) can
be right-sister-adjoined at T/ let 11[ .. TJ ..] -t 11[ .. TJ ··]1Jr [TJr ] E P. The multiset associated with 11 is
not distributed to the element in the right-hand-side of the rule that corresponds to the d-tree
being sister-adjoined.
Case 4: For each node T/ in some d-tree in D with i-edge daughters 111 , . . . , T/k , where k � 1 ,
let 11[·· 11 •·] -t 11 1 [·· 11 1 ··] . . · 11k [·· TJk ··] E P . Here the multiset is t o b e distributed (in any manner)
amongst the children, indicating that the open edges can be closed in the subtree belqw any of
them.
Case 5: Suppose that 11t is a node in some d-tree in D with d-edge daughter 11b ·

If T/t and 11b are labelled by the same symbol then let T/t [·· T/t ··]

-t

11b [·· 11b ··] E P .

For each 11 that i s labelled with the same symbol as 1Jt and is the root of some elementary d-tree
in D let 11t [·· 1Jt ··] -t 11[ .. TJ, 1]b ··] E P .
For each TJ that i s labelled with the same symbol as T/t , i s the root of some elementary component
but is not the root of a d-tree let TJt [·· T/t ··] ---+ TJ[·· T/b ··] E P.
The first production corresponds to the case where a component is not inserted within this
d-edge. The latter two productions consider insertions at this d-edge. Note 11b is added to the
multiset at this point indicating that it will be the next node in its elementary d-tree that is to
be visited. When the component ( with root 77) being inserted is not the topmost component of
its elementary d-tree (third production ) then 77 must be found in the multiset and should not
be added. Note that it will only be possible to apply a production for the nonterminal TJ if 11 is
indeed in the multiset. On the other hand, when the component is the topmost component in
its d-tree ( second production) the multiset at this point in the L P M G derivation will not record
this instance of this tree ( as this is where we are considering the embedding of the cl-tree for
the first time ) , hence 77 is also added to the multiset.
Case 6: Suppose that T/ is a substitution node in some cl-tree in D.
For each TJr that is labelled with the same symbol as 77 and is the root of an elementary cl-tree
in D let 77[ .. 77 ··] -t 1Jr [·· TJr ··] E P.
For each T/r that is labelled with the same symbol as T/, is the root of an elementary component
but not the root of a d-tree in D let 77[·· 77 ··] -t 77r [·] E P. Any component (whether the topmost
of an elementary d-tree or not) can be substituted at a substitution node provided their labels
match. As in Case 5, we need to consider whether the component is the topmost component
of its elementary d-tree.
The above construction has been oversimplified slightly. In order to incorporate the substi
tutability conditions described in the definition of DTG derivations we must check that each
elementary d-tree is involved in only one subsertion. This can be done by using two forms
of multiset symbols for each ENA: one that is used for nodes in d-trees above the node that
will be substituted; and the other for nodes below the substituted node. The substitutability
constraint can be enforced by allowing substitution only with nodes encoded by the first form
of ENA and by changing from the first to the second form of ENA at this point. A second
complication concerns the fact that the definition of SICs states that an ENA that is in a SIC
at a cl-edge between 1Jt and 1]b cannot be place properly within the path from 77t to 11b · With
the use of extra nonterminals it is straightforward to capture this definition, but due to space
restrictions we are unable to give details.
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6

Earley-style DTG Parsing

We assume that the DTG from which L P M G G = ( VN , VT , VM , S , uo , P, p) is constructed 1s
lexicalized . Let the input string be a 1 . . . a n . The algorithm completes the n + 1 item sets 10 , . . . ,
In . Items in item sets have the form ( (wo - w 1 · w2 , m 1 ) , (m2 , i)) where w 0 - w 1 w2 is a L P M G
production , i i s the index of the item set that introduced the production ; and m 1 and m 2 are
multisets. In predicting use of a L P M G production such as A[·· u •·] -+ Ai [·· u 1 •·] . . . A k [·· Uk -·] ,
rather than considering all possible distributions of the multiset among the nonterminals on the
right , we p ass the entire multiset to the first subtree and propagate the multiset through the
remaining subtrees in a top-down , left-to-right traversal of the derived tree. The underlying
idea is that in an item ( (wo - w 1 · w2 , m1 ) , (m2 , i) ) E Ii the multiset m2 is the multiset at the
time that we introduce the dotted rule wo ---+ ·W1w2 into item list Ii , and m 1 is the current
value of the multiset that is the remainder to be passed onto subtrees not yet considered
{ corresponding to parts to the right of the dot in this dotted rule) . The input is accepted if
( (S(·· Uo ··] -+ w · , <P) , (uo , O ) ) E In .
Initialization: ( (S[·· O"o ··] --,. •w, </>), (o-o , O) ) E lo
if S [·· o-0 •·] .- w E P. Note, initially the multiset contains just o-o . As the use of this rule will cause it
to be removed , the empty multiset will be the current multiset that is passed to the descendant.
Prediction ( a) : ( (A[·· o- ··] - -w, m1 E0 0-1 E0 . . . E0 O"k e u ) , (m1 , i)) E Ii
if ( ( wo .- w1 · A [·· 0-1 , . . . , O"k ··]w2 , m 1 ) , ( m 2 , j ) ) E Ji , A[·· u ··] - w E P , u is p-selectable from m1 E0 0-1 E0
. . . E0 O"k and size ( m 1 E0 0-1 E0 . . . E0 O"k 8 u) S n + 1 . As indicated above, m1 is the current value of the
multiset, whereas the multiset to be passed onto the first descendant is obtained by adding o-1 , . . . , O"k
to m. 1 and removing one occurrence of u from the resulting set . Note that the condition that u is
p-selectable from m1 E0 0-1 E0 . . . E0 O"k ensures that u is in m1 E0 0-1 E9 . . . E0 O"k . Due to the assumption that
the underlying DTG is lexicalized we limit the application of -this predictive step to situations where
size ( m1 ffi 0"1 ffi . . . ffi O"k 8 O") S n + 1 .
Prediction ( b ) : ( (A [·· u ··] - ·w, <I> E0 0- 1 E0 . . . E9 O"k e u ) , ( m1 , i ) ) E Ii
if ( (wo --;. w1 · A [o-1 , . . . , O"k]w 2 , mi ) , ( m 2 , j) ) E Ii , A[·· o- ··] - w E P, u is p-selectable from </> EB o-1 E0 . . . E0
O"k and k - l S n + 1 . In this case we do not feed the entire multiset m 1 into the new production since
the new production is "called" with a multiset containing just 0"1 , . . . , O"k .
Scanning: ( (wo - w1 A [·· u ··] · w2 , m 1 ) , ( m2 , j)) E Ji, (resp. ( ( wo - w1 A[u] · w2 , m i ) , ( m2 , j ) ) E Ji , )
if ( ( wo .- w 1 · A[·· (J' ··]w2 , m i ) , (m2 , j) ) E Ii ( res p. ( (wo - w1 · A[u]w2 , m1 ) , ( m2 , j ) ) E Ii ) , A[u] .- x E P
and i = i' when x = f and i' = i + 1 when x = ai+ 1 .
Completer ( a) : ( (wo - w 1 A [ .. 0-1 , . . . , O"k ··] · w2 , mi ) , ( m 3 , l)) E Ii
if ( ( A [·· u ··] --;. w · , m 1 ) , ( m2 , j ) ) E Ii , m1 !;; m 2 , ( ( wo - w1 · A[·· 0"1 , . . . , O"k ..]w2 , m2 ) , ( m3 , l)) E Jj , u is
p-selectable from m 2 E9 0-1 E0 . . . E9 O"k and size ( m2 E8 0-1 E9 . . . EEl O"k 8 u) � n + 1 . Before we considered
the use of the production the multiset was m 2 . Part of this has been used up in the derivation from
A and the remainder is m 1 . This means we need to verify that m1 !;; m2 . Furthermore, because the
use of this rule must have been predicted earlier ( when we were considering 11 ) then we must expect
the presence of an item in 11 containing a dotted rule of the form wo -. w1 • A[·· o-1 , . . . , O"k •·]w2 . In
particular, the completed item expects that the current multiset in that item must be m 2 .
Completer (b ) : ( (wo - w 1 A [u1 , . . . , Uk] · w2 , mi ) , ( m2 , l)) E Ji
if ( ( A [.. u ••] - w • , </>) , (m 1 , j ) ) E Ii , ( (wo .- w1 · A[u1 , . . . , uk]w2 , m1 ) , (m 2 , l) ) E 11 , u is p-selectable
from <I> E9 0-1 E9 . . . E9 O"k and k � n + 1 . The dot is moved over a nonterminal that is associated with a
fixed multiset . Thus, the multiset associated with the completed production must be empty and the
multiset m1 remains intact since it was not fed into the completed production (see the second case of
the predictor step ) .
A L P M G parse forest can be extracted from the completed item sets in the usual way. Since
there is a direct correspondence between a group of L P M G productions and DTG composition
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operations, it is possible to recover the derivation graphs, and therefore SA-trees, of the under
lying DTG from the corresponding derivation tree 0f the constructed L P M G grammar. Thus,
the L P M G parse forest provides a reasonable encoding of the set of DTG derivations for the
input string. In one respect, the L P M G parse forest is particularly compact since there is a one
to-many mapping from L P M G derivation trees to DTG derivation graphs. When reconstructing
a DTG derivation graph from a LPMG derivation tree it is necessary to establish which occur
rences of E N As (occurring in the multisets at nodes of the L P M G derivation tree) should be
associated �ith the same occurrence of a d-tree in the DTG derivation. Because no distinction
is made between different occurrences of the same multiset symbol in a multiset, there may be
several ways of associating occurrences of a multiset symbols at different nodes in the derivation
tree. Thus, it is possible that for a given LPM G derivation tree there will be several ways of
making the correspondence of occurrences of multiset symbols to occurrences of elementary
d-trees. This is attractive because for every possible way of making the correspondence there
will be a legal DTG derivation. Thus, a single L P M G derivation tree is compactly encoding a
set of DTG derivations.
The item sets contain tuples of the form ( (wo ---. w1 · w2 , m1 ) , (m2 , i)) where O � i � n and n is
input length . The number of items in a item set depends on the number of possible multisets.
Since we assume that the underlying DTG gram�ar is lexicalized the number of open d-edges
at any node in the derived tree is bounded by the length of the input string. The construction
presented in Section 5 is such that the size of any multiset used in a derivation by a L P M G thus
constructed is bounded by n + l . The number of such multisets is bounded by O(n k ) , where is
k is the total number of d-edges in the elementary d-trees of the grammar. Thus, the number of
items in a item set is bounded by O(n 2k + l ) . The completer step dominates the running time of
the algorithm since for each of the· 0( n 2k + l ) items in Ii we consider 0( n 2k + l ) items in Ii . Thus
the running time of this step is O(n41: + 2 ) . Since there are n + 1 item sets the total worst-case
running time of the algorithm is O(n41: + 3 ) _ Note that the running time of the recognizer is
sensitive to the number of open d-edges that arise in derivations and that in some applications
(such as with grammars of English) this number may be very small (perhaps as low as 1 or 2 ) .
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1

Introduction

In the last two years good progress has been made in work on part-of-speech tagging for German,
while for a long time it was focussed on the English language. Now, that German corpora- can
be tagged with quite a high accuracy (cf. [Schmid 951 ) , we have to think about for which
applications tagging can be used, and how tagged corpora are to be used and processed.
One possibility is the use of a tagger as preprocessor for a partial syntactic analysis of
textual corpora. Parsing a sentence results in many cases in a ( more or less) great number of
ambiguities, which are to be resolved in subsequent analysis steps. To reduce the number of
result trees in an earlier stage a tagger could be used to disambiguate the morphological and
morphosyntactic part-of-speech annotations of the input for the parser.
This paper describes an examination of the influence of tagging on subsequent partial parsing
in German corpora with respect to the number of analysis trees. The underlying question is,
to what extent tagging can serve as a preprocessor for a partial syntactic analysis to reduce
the number of ambiguities in the parse results. For this, two small corpora have been partially
syntactically analyzed, each in a tagged and an untagged form, and the results between these
forms are compared with respect to their number of trees.
The term tagged corpus(-form) /sentence means in this context, that (most of) its part-of
speech tags are unambiguous. Words of a few classes constitute an exception being annotated
with one additional tag if a structural analysis is needed to disambiguate them (for more details,
see chapter 2) . A corpus(-form) /sentence, on the other hand, is called untagged, if its words
are annotated ambiguously with all tags that result from a morphological analysis without
considering their context. This is equal to the input of a tagger.
The next chapter makes some more detailed remarks on the corpus material used for this
work and on the part-of-speech annotation. In the third chapter the parsing method for par
tially analyzing the sentences is explained. In chapter 4 the quantitative results of the different
analyses are presented and compared. The last chapter summarizes these results and draws a
conclusion with respect to the influence of tagging on the parsing results.

2

The Corpus Material

The corpus material used for this evaluation is a small part of the German "Stuttgarter
Zeitungs-Corpus" , henceforth called StZ-Corpus. The whole corpus consists of the issues of
two years of the German newspaper "Stuttgarter Zeitung" and contains rv36 million tokens,
building "' 1 . 8 million sentences. It has been tagged with the Xerox Part-of-Speech Tagger (cf.
[Cutting et al. 92] ) adapted to the German language (cf. [Schmid 931 ) .
One text for this work, consisting of 1097 sentences, i s a hand-tagged part of the StZ
Corpus, which served as training- and test-corpus for the adaption of the tagger to German
texts. Consequently, its tags are (nearly) 100% correct.
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Clinton , dergestem in Paris eingetroffen ist , trifft sich heute mit Chirac , um das Abkommen zu unterzeichnen .
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Figure 1: Example for the tree structure resulting from the clause-analysis step.

The other text with 3776 sentences is taken from the statistically tagged part of the StZ
Corpus. The tag error rate of the German version of the Xerox tagger can be taken from
[Schmid 95] and [SchmidKempe 95] as between 3.5 and 4%. With respect to the whole corpus
these values should be seen merely as a lower bound for the error rate, because the text the
tagger was tested on was taken from the same corpus part as the training text, and has therefore
a similar style of sentence constructions.
The tagset the StZ-Corpus is tagged with consists of 71 tags representing syntactic cate
gories, which are grouped into the following 12 main categories: noun , adjective, cardinal num
ber, verb, determi ner, pronoun , adverb, conjunction, ad position (preposition, postposition , etc.),
structural word , interjection, punctuation mark. For detailed information about this tagset, see
[Schiller 94] , and an overview is given in [SchillerThielen 95] . In addition to these syntactic
tags, the hand tagged text is also annotated with morphosyntactic feature information, like
case, gender, number, etc.
Auxiliaries and modal verbs are never annotated as main verbs in the tagged StZ-Corpus,
even if they have such a function in the sentence. Generally, a bigram tagger, which considers
only the left context of the word to be annotated, cannot decide between these two purposes
of auxiliaries and modal verbs: in a German main clause construction, an auxiliary/modal
verb and the corresponding main verb often do not appear adjacently-Le. they build discon
tinuous constituents-, and the main verb stands in the right context of the corresponding
auxiliary/modal verb.
As the grammars for the partial parsing process make use of the distinction between an
auxiliary/modal use of an auxiliary /modal verb and the main verb use, all those verbs in the
tagged corpora had to be annotated with an additional main verb tag before the partial syntactic
analysis.
3

The Partial Parsing Process

3.1

Method

For the domain of a partial syntactic analysis of German textual corpora we developed a method
that divides the parse process into two steps. The task of the first step is to detect all single
clauses of the possibly complex input sentence, i.e. main clauses, subordinate clauses and in
finitive constructions. Their hierarchical order ( coordination, subordination) is here of little
interest. This analysis step is henceforth also called clause-analysis . An example for the result
structure of this step is shown in Figure 1 for the following sentence: 1
Clinton, der gestern in Paris eingetroffen ist, trifft sich heute mit Chirac, um das
A bkommen zu unterzeichnen.
( Clinton, who arrived in Paris yesterday, meets Chirac today to sign the agreement. )

It consists of a main clause (S) ( "Clinton trifft sich heute mit Chirac. ") , a relative clause (RelS)
( ", der gestern in Paris eingetroffen ist, ") and an adverbial clause (AdvS) ( ", um das A bkommen
zu unterzeichnen " ) .

1 The translation i s given in parentheses.
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[weil] sich Bill Clinton mit Jacques Chirac [getroffen hat]
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Figure 2: Example for the tree structure resulting from the NP-analysis step.

In the second step, the minimal NPs and PPs 2 within each single clause of the complete
sentence are to be detected without making any decision about their hierarchical order ( coordi
nation, subordination) . I.e., inside a single clause all NPs and PPs are on the same hierar�hical
level. Henceforth, this step is also referred to as NP- detection or NP-analysis . An example of
the result of this parse step is given in Figure 2; the adverbial clause
[weil} sich Bill Clinton mit Jacques Chirac [getroffen hat]

· ([because} Bill Clinton {has met] Jacques Chirac)

consists of a reflexive pronoun ( Refl P ro) ( "sich ") , a noun phrase ( N P) ( "Bill Clinton ") and a
prepositional phrase ( P P ) ( "mit Jacques Chirac") .
To parse a sentence partially, these two steps are applied successively: First, the clause
analysis is done and then the NP-detection is applied to every single clause of the result of the
first step. The second step is not carried out for sentences that do not yield a result in the
clause-analysis step. The combination of the outcome of all these parses for a sentence builds
the final result of the partial analysis.
The division of the parsing process into the clause- and the NP-analysis is especially adequate
for German sentence constructions. Complex sentences are well structured into clauses by means
of punctuation marks_ ( especially commas) and structural words ( especially different types of
conjuctions) , and simple minimal NPs do not extend clause limits. In addition, the independence
between these parse steps makes the method more robust. A detailed description of this stepwise
parsing strategy is given in [Wauschkuhn 94) .

3.2

Realization

The parse process is realized by means of a chart parser (CHAPLIN) 3 , which applies sets of
syntactic rules (grammars) on annotated · input sequences. The grammars are of a context
free type and their rules can additionally define morphosyntactic feature restrictions between
the right-hand side categories. The input for an analysis is an ordered set of categorially and
morphosyntactically annotated wordforms.
The development of the grammar for the first analysis step is in an advanced stadium, while
the grammar of the NP-detection consists mainly of a set of "basic rules" and has to be further
developed and refined.
The clause-analysis grammar consists of 229 phrase structure rules, the one for the NP
detection of 1 80 .

4

Results from the Parsing Process

4.1

Description of the Experiment

B oth texts described in chapter 2--=-the hand-tagged one, consisting of 1 097 sentences, henceforth
also referred to as Corpus 1 , and the statistically tagged one with 3776 sentences, henceforth
2 rroun phrase§ and prepositional phrase§
3 The p-;;:rser is impl;mented in COMMON LISP and described in detail in [BurkertLothe 95] .
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also called Corpus 2-have been analyzed in the following way:
Each corpus was partially parsed twice along the two-step method, once in the tagged form4
and once in the untagged form. The single words of the untagged corpus versions were analyzed
with two German morphology systems (GERMMORPHAN, implemented by E. Lehmann, Univer
sity of Stuttgart, and MORPH, implemented by G. Hanrieder, FORWISS 5 , Erlangen) and then
were annotated with the resulting categories and morphosyntactic features. So, the words of
the untagged version of Corpus 2 bore a bit more information than in the tagged form, namely
the morphosyntactic features.
Since (partial) syntactically (hand-)annotated German corpora-like the Penn Treebank
for the English language-are not yet (freely) available, it was impossible to automatically
evaluate parsing results for quality. Therefore, a quantitative evaluation was made considering
the number- of · parse trees resulting from the syntactic analysis of the input sequences. The
results for each corpus form ( tagged and untagged) of both corpora are represented in detail
within Tables la-4b in the appendix. Each table holds for the different numbers of resulting
parse trees ( column 1 ) , the corresponding number of input sequences that yields this tree number
(column 2) , and its percentage with respect to the complete number of inputs (column 3) .
In addition, it has been examined for the clause-analysis step, how many sentences yield the
same quantitative non-ambiguous parse result (i.e. 0 and 1 tree, respectively) for both input
forms, tagged and untagged. This amount compared to the number of sentences that yield the
same result for their untagged form represents a measure for the disambiguating quality of the
tagger for subsequent partial parsing: this proportion indicates the relative amount (percentage)
of sentences that were annotated with such parts-of-speech by the tagger that they yield the
same non-ambiguous parse result (0 or 1 tree) as in their untagged form. So, the same percentage
for selecting the "correct" tags with respect to a subsequent syntactic analysis can be expected
for the other cases where the parse process yields more than one tree. This measure of quality
can be put into numbers through the quotient of the amount of sentences having the same
quantitative analysis result for both corpus versions and the amount of sentences yielding that
result for the untagged version. These values are represented in Table 6 in the appendix.
The input type for the clause-analysis is a sentence and the j_nput for the second step
is a sequence of words from a single clause that is limited to the left and to the right by
elements of type "verb" or "clause boundary" . Thus, in most cases for successfully clause
analyzed sentences, more than one NP-analysis is to be made.
Both analysis steps are evaluated seperately for this work. If a clause-analysis results in
more than one parse tree, the second step is evaluated only for the simple clauses of one of the
results of step 1 . Thus each sentence part is NP-analyzed only one time and is not considered
more than once in the results.
To guarantee that the parser won ' t get stuck while analyzing a word sequence and building
the corresponding parse forest 6 for counting the number of result trees, two interruption criteria
are defined: a) a time limit is defined at which the computation is interrupted, and b) for the
untagged corpus versions input sequences of more than 50 elements for the first step and of
more than 1 1 elements for the second step are ignored, i.e. not analyzed. Those cases are listed
in the tables in the first row "interruption" .
4.2

Results of each Analysis

Now that all conditions of the parse experiment have been explained, the results of the analyses
for the different corpus types are to be presented and compared.
First, the results of the clause-analyses of the four corpus types (Corpus 1 and 2, each in
the tagged and the untagged version) will be described and discussed and after that the results
of the NP-detection. All quantitative results are summarized in Tables la-4b. The comparisons
are made between tagged and untagged version of each corpus.
4 As

mentioned, the auxiliaries and modal verbs are co-tagged as main verbs in the tagged corpus versions.
Forschungszentrum fiir Wissensbasierte Systeme
6 The time- and space-critical phases of an analysis of "hard" input sequences is generally not the parse
process itself, i.e. the filling of the chart, but the construction of the parse forest from the chart.
5 Bayerisches
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of sentences yielding
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-in parentheses- 76-4%
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Chart 1: Amounts of sentences resulting in 0, 1, 2, and 2::3 parse trees in the clause-analysis step for
Corpus 1 .

The essential analysis results relevant t o the following discussions ar e represented in several
bar charts (Chart 1-5 ) . In addition to the amounts of resulting parse trees, they show for the
first analysis step the amounts of sentences that yield th� same quantitative result for the
tagged and the untagged corpus version. In the charts for the NP-analysis the absolute result
values ( tree numbers) are not contained, because the number of analyzed input sequences differs
between the tagged and the untagged corpus versions. Thus, only the relative comparison is of
interest.
C lause-Analysis

Corpus 1 - The Hand-Tagged Text

All quantitative results of the clause-analysis of the hand-tagged corpus are given in detail
in Tables la and 1 b for the tagged and the untagged version respectively; Chart 1 gives an
overview. Both corpus forms have nearly the same amount of sentences that are not covered
by the grammar for this parse step, namely 13.3% and 13.4%. In addidion, for the untagged
version the parse process was interrupted or not carried out for 1 .9% of the input7 , leading to
a rate of 1 5.3% for not successfully parsed sentences.
The intersection of the set of tagged sentences that lead to no parse result and the cor
responding set of untagged sentences contains only 63.2% of the untagged set of unparsable
sentences ( see also Table 5 in the appendix) .
Actually, one would expect a much higher correspondence between these sets of input,
especially, because they have nearly the same number of elements (146 and 147 respectively) :
If a parser finds a parse tree for an unambiguously annotated (i.e. tagged) sentence, it should
also find one or more results for it in the ambiguously annotated (untagged) version, because
the disambiguated tags should be contained in the non-disambiguated tags. And if the parser
doesn't find a parse tree for an ambiguously annotated sentence, how should a result be found
for the disambiguated form?
There are two reasons for this difference between the sets of unparsable sentences: First, the
hand-tagging of the corpus was not done on the basis of the results of the morphology systems
used to analyze the untagged version, and second, even the morphology systems make a few
mistakes, eg. for some unknown verbforms .
Considering the successful analysis results presumes a great advantage of tagging a corpus
before parsing it with respect to the number of results: 76.4% of the sentences in the hand
tagged corpus form led to an unambiguous analysis result while the corresponding rate for the
untagged version is only 4 7. 7% . But in this case, it must be taken into account that the tagged
corpus form has an error rate of nearly 0% due to manual annotation .
In contrast to the unsuccessful parses, the comparison of the sets of sentences (tagged vs.
untagged) yielding one analysis result confirms the expectation: 95.0% of the untagged sentences
led also in their tagged form to one unambiguous result (cf. also Table 5 ) .
7 This concerns sentences with more than 50 elements or needing a computation time of more than 5 minutes.
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Chart 2: Amounts of sentences resulting in 0, 1, 2, and
2:3 parse trees in the clause-analysis step for Corpus 2.
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Chart 3: Comparison of quantitative
analysis results between manually and
statistically tagged sentences.

More than one parse tree was found for 10.2% of the hand-tagged sentences ( 6.6% for 2
trees + 3.6% for 3 or more) and for a relatively great part of the untagged sentences, namely
37.0% (21.8% + 15.2%) .
Corpus 2 - The Statistically Tagged Text
Tables 2a and 2b hold detailled quantitative results for the clause-analysis of Corpus 2; see
Chart 2 for an overview. 34.6% of the statistically tagged sentences were not covered by the
grammar for the first analysis step while this holds for only 1 7.1 % of the untagged sentences,
plus 4. 7% for interrupted analyses. This great difference between the results of tagged and
untagged input resulting in 0 parse trees didn't arise for the manually annotated Corpus 1 and
is caused for a certain part by wrong tags produced by the statistical tagger ( see below) .
Comparing the sets of tagged and untagged sentences yielding an unsuccessful parse result
shows that 77.2% of the untagged sentences are also contained in the unparsable tagged sentence
set ( see Table 5).
Considering the unampiguous successful results (i.e. , exactly one parse tree was found)
also emphasizes the disambiguating quality of tagging with regard to the syntactic analysis,
however, not to such an extent as in the hand-tagged case: 57. 1 % of non-ambiguous results
for the statistically tagged version versus 40. 1 % for the untagged. Similary to the unsuccessful
parses, 78. 7% of the unambiguously analyzed untagged sentences yielded also in the tagged
form one parse tree.
The cases for 2 or more parse trees resemble to the results for Corpus 1 .
Hand-Tagged vs. Statistically Tagged Input
A comparison between the clause-analysis results of the manually and the statistically tagged
corpus versions ( see Chart 3 for an overview and Tables la and 2a respectively for detailed
results) shows that in the latter version 21.3% more sentences resulted in 0 parse trees than
in the former, while on the other hand the percentage of successfully unambiguously parsed
sentences is less by a similar amount (19.3% ) .
This shift from successful unambiguous parse results t o unsuccessful analyses between these
corpus versions supports the statement from above that a certain part of the unsuccessfully
parsed sentences is caused by wrong tags relevant 'to this analysis step. A closer look at the
first 30 of all 1 309 non-parsable sentences of the (statistically) tagged form of Corpus 2 led to
the following result: for 2 1 sentences ( 70.0%) the failure was due to one wrong tag, 7 sentences
{23.3%) were not covered by the grammar and 2 sentences (6. 7%) had both shortcomings.
However, even if the rate is worse, statistical tagging helps to reduce the number of ambi
guities in the results of subsequent partial parsing.
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S0II1:e RemB-!'ks on the Imbalance in the Results Between Tagged and Untagged Corpus. Forms
To explain tµe imbalance in the results between tagged and untagged input, . one must have .a
look at the categories that are relevant to the first analysis step (Le. for the detection of single
clauses in complex sentences) . The main group of these are verbs and function words. Many
German function words have more than one possible syntactic category depending on their use
in clauses/sentence constructions. Thus, the morphology produces more than one tag for them.
Some examples:
"zu " ➔ infinitive i ntroductory structura l word, preposition. se, para b1e verb prefix
"und" ➔ phrase coordinating co,:1j unction, clause coordinating conjunction
"wie" ➔ preposition, comparative conjunction, clause subordin. conjunction, interrogative adverb

A tagger reduces these part-of-speech ambiguities by considering the near context of the
words which in turn reduces the number of possible syntactic structures. On the other hand,
the tagger is not able to decide generally about parts-of-speech that are based on long-distance
dependencies, which can cause wrong parse results.
NP-Analysis

As already mentioned above, the development of the grammar for the second analysis step is
less advanced than for the first step, which can also be derived from the success rates as well
as from the amount of the following quantitative. parse results. Therefore, these shall be seen
merely with regard to a comparj,son between tagged and untagged input.
Cotpus 1 - The Hand-Tagged Text

Quantitative results for the NP-analysis of the hand-tagged corpus are given in Tables 3a for
the tagged and in 3b for the untagged form; Chart 4 gives an overview. A striking feature of
the tagged version is the high rate of 41 .4'% of not successfully parsed input sequences, while
for the untagged corpus form this rate is at 22.4 % , plus 8.2% for interrupted parses.
This great amount of unparsable hand-tagged input is in parts caused by the bad tuning
of the NP-grammar to the tagset the corpus is annotated with. The grammar is tuned to the
morphology results used in the untagged input, which have for example a finer distinction in
the noun categories than ·the tagset of the tagger. While in the latter there exists only the
category noun, the morphological analysis distinguishes between u ncountable nouns (eg. rice,
butter, water ) , nouns representing a q ua ntity unit (eg. litre, million) , and other "normal" nou ns.
Thus, in the grammar, a number expression followed hy a noun can only combine to a N P , if
the noun is an uncountable noun , a quantity unit or in plural number; but that combination is
not possible with a singular "normal" noun.
For the case of successfully unambiguously analyzed input sequences quite a high rate of
52.0% could be found for the hand-tagged corpus form while the corresponding rate for un
tagged input is much less, namely 18.6% . On the other hand, the great amount of 50.8% of
untagged input sequences yielded an ambiguous parse result; 39.6% produced 3 or more trees
and even 13.5% 10 or more. This high ambiguity rate for untagged input is above all due to
the various functions German determiner words can have ( "der", "die", "das" ➔ determiner,
relative pronoun, demonstrative pronoun; "eine", "einen" ➔ determi ner, i ndefinite pronoun) , and
the fact that nouns-especially not so often used ones-are frequently classified also as names
by the morphology. Such ambiguities produce a great variety of different potential chains of
NPs for the input sequences.
Especially for these cases tagging is a useful tool to highly reduce the number of parse
trees, because dependencies between categories relevant to the NP-analysis extend mainly over
a short distance. However, these results still have to be examined with respect to quality, i.e.
correctness of the annotations.
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Chart 4: Amounts of sentences resulting in 0, 1,
2, and 2'.:3 parse trees in the NP-analysis step for
Corpus 1 .

0

2

>=3

tree no.

Chart 5: Amounts of sentences resulting in 0, 1 ,
2, and 2'.:3 parse trees in the NP-analysis step for
Corpus 2.

Corpus 2 - The Statistically Tagged Text

Considering the results of the NP-analysis of the statistically tagged corpus in its tagged and
untagged versions (Tables 4a and 4b respectively and Chart 5) , a great similarity to the quan
titative parse results of Corpus 1 can be noticed. The only difference that is worth mentioning
is, that the amount of unsuccessfully parsed sentences (0 trees) is 4.6% smaller for the statis
tically tagged corpus form than for the hand-tagged one ( Corpus 1 ) , and that this part has
been shifted to the results of 2 or more analysis trees. This shift can be explained by the lack
of morphosyntactic annotations in the statistically tagged corpus. 8 Due to this lack, the great
number of feature restrictions in the NP-grammar is not considered in the parse process, so
that more phrase structure rules are applied than actually match the syntactic constructions.
This results in a greater number of syntax trees having a certain error rate.
Since all other results are similar to those of the NP-analyses of Corpus 1 , nothing new can
be said upon the comparison between the parse results of the tagged and the untagged corpus
version.
5

Summary and Conclusion

A very conspicuous property among the quantitative results is that for each tagged corpus
version in both analysis steps the amount of unambiguously parsed input sequences lies over
50%-for the clause-analysis of hand-tagged input even over 75%-, while on the other hand,
the correponding rate for untagged input is about 40% and 47% for the clause-analysis and
below 20% for the NP-analysis.
Considering the amounts of unsuccessful parse results (i.e. 0 trees) shows in most cases a
much higher rate for tagged than for untagged input.
A conclusion from these facts and numbers is that tagging helps to reduce the number of
parse trees but at the cost of increasing the rate of unsuccessful parses.
For lack of manually syntactically annotated German corpora, parse results couldn't be
proved for correctness on a large scale automatically. Therefore no details can be given about

the quality of the disambiguating character of the tagger for a subsequent syntactic analysis,
which in turn depends on the correctness of the part-of-speech annotations.
However, the syntactic results were examined "indirectly" at least for the clause-analysis
step by comparing the sets of sentences that result in the same number of parse trees (for
0 and 1) between tagged and untagged input. For the case of Corpus 2 78, 7% of sentences
that yielded in the clause-analysis exactly one parse tree for their tagged form resulted in the
same tree number for their statistically tagged version. For this amount of sentences the tagger
has choosen the "correct" 9 parts-of-speech relevant to the first analysis step, and a similar
8 Recall that the untagged version of Corpus 2 is in contrast morphosyntactically annotated for the parse
process.
9 "correct" only with respect to yield a parse result.
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percentage of correctness can be expected for the other statistically annotated sentences .
Regarding the relatively high rate of unsuccessful parse results for tagged input, two reasons
can be given: One problem is the error rate of the tagger of at least 3.5-4%, which has been
confimed by the small examination of the tags of the non-clause-analysable sentences of the sta
tistically tagged corpus, where in 70% of the sentences a wrong tag caused the non-parsability.
The second problem effecting the NP-analysis is the lacking adaption of the NP-grammar to
the tags of the tagger.
In both cases improvements can be made: In the tagged corpus, frequently repeated tag
errors must be recognized, and either the tagger is to be improved with respect to these cases
or those tags are to be co-tagged with all possible parts-of-speech for the corresponding word.
For the NP-grammar, refinements and extensions in the rule set are to be made.
To use a tagger as preprocessor for syntactical analyses, only such parts-of-speech should
be disambiguated . with it that can be decided on the basis of the considered context. For a
bigram- -or trigram-tagger this is the case for short-distance dependencies, and long-distance
phenomena like combinations of an auxiliary with the corresponding participle are to be resolved
by the parser. Therefore, a tagger is especially useful to disambiguate such words that are
relevant to the partial NP-analysis: their parts-of-speech depend in many cases on adjacent
words/categories, and furthermore, as mentioned above (4.2: NP-Analysis) , these words can
produce a great amount of syntactic ambiguities.
To conclude I want to give a proposal on how to use a tagger as a preprocessor for parsing
a textual corpus:
1. For the case of a successful syntactic analysis of a tagged sentence, the analysis result
should be accepted as a disambiguated parse forest.

2. Tagging errors increase the number of unsuccessful parses. In such a case, i.e., if the
syntactic analysis of a tagged sentence results in O trees, this sequence should be reparsed
in its untagged form.
This method makes use of a tagger as a tool for disambiguating syntactic results only in the
advantageous cases. Otherwise the tagger results are ignored.
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Appendix: Tables
no. of
parse trees

interrupt.
0

1
146

838
72
11
11
1
10
6
1
0

1
2
3
4

5

6-9
1 0-19
20-49
2: 50
sum

no. of
sentences

1 097

relative amount
of sentences

0.0%
13.3%

76.4%
6.6%
1 .0%
1 .0%
0.0%
0.9%
0.5%
0.0%
0.0%

Table la: Hand-tagged input .

no. of
parse trees

interrupt.
0

21
147

relative amount
of sentences

1 .9%
13.4%

47.7%
2 1.8%
3.7%
4.2%
0.3%
3.8%
2.5%
0.7%
. 0.0%

523
239
41
46
3
42
27
8
0

1

2
3
4
5
6-9
1 0-19
20-49
2: 50
sum

no. of
sentences

1 097
Table lb: Untagged input .

Absolute and relative amounts of sentences in relation to the number of
parse trees they result in for the clause-analysis of Corpus 1 .

no. of
parse trees

interrupt.
0
1
2

3

4
5
6-9
10-19
20-49
2: 50
sum

no. of
sentences

6
1308

2155
190
23
34
9
27
16
8
0

3776

relative amount
of sentences

0.2%
34.6%
57. 1%
5.3%
0.6%
0.9%
0.2%
0. 7%
0.4%
0.2%
0.0%

Table 2a: Statistically tagged input.

no. of
parse trees

interrupt.
0

1
2
3
4
5
6-9
10-19
20-49
2: 50
sum

no. of
sentences

1 77
645

relative amount
of sentences

1513
795
140
222
31
125
76
45
7

3776
Table 2b: Untagged input .

4.7%
1 7.1%

40. 1 %
21. 1%
3.7%
5.9%
0.8%
3.3%
2.0%
1 .2%
0.2%

Absolute and relative amounts of sentences in relation to the number of
parse trees they result in for the clause-analysis of Corpus 2.
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no. of
parse trees

interrupt.
0

1
2
3
4
5
6-9
10-19
20-49
50-99
2: 1 00
sum

no. of input sequ.

0
1244

relative amount
of input sequ.

0.0%
41 .4%

1 562
162
8
17
1
6
3
1
0
0

no. of
parse trees

interrupt .
0
1
2
3
4
5
6-9
10-19
20-49
50-99
2: 100

52.0%
5. 4%
0.3%
0.6%
0 .0%
0.2%
0. 1%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

230
629

relative amount
of input sequ.

8 . 2%
22.4%

524
315

18.6%
1 1 .2%
13.8%
4.3%
1 .0%
7. 1%
7.0%
3 .8%
1 .8%
1 .0%

388

120
27
199
198
106
50
27

sum

3004

no. of input sequ.

2813
Table 3b: Untagged input.

Table 3a: Hand-tagged input.

Absolute and relative amounts of input sequences in relation to the number of
parse trees they result in for the NP-analysis of Corpus 1 .

no. of
parse trees

interrupt .
0

1
2
3
4
5
6-9
10-19
20-49
50-99
2: 100

sum

no. of input sequ.

2
2804

relative amount
of input sequ.

401 1
504
84
116
30
55
17
3
0
0

7626

0.0%
36.8%

no. of
parse trees

interrupt .
0
1
2
3
4
5
6-9
10-19
20-49
50-99
2: 100

52.6%
6.6%
1 . 1%
1 . 5%
0.4%

0.7%
0.2% ,
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

sum

no. of input sequ.

802
2220

relative amount
of input sequ.

8.5%
23.7%

1765
1 148
1 170
356
82
684
528
337
162
129

18. 8%
12. 2%
12.5%
3.8%
0.9%
7.3%
5 . 6%
3.6%
1 . 7%
1 .4%

9383
Table 4b: Untagged input .

Table 4a: Statistically tagged input.

Absolute and relative amounts of input sequences in relation to the number of
parse trees they result in for the NP-analysis of Corpus 2.

Corpus 1

compared sentence numbers
relative amount by division

0 trees

93 of 147
63.2%

Corpus 2

1 tree

497 of 523
95.0%

0 trees

498 of 645
77.2%

1 tree

1 191 of 1 5 13
78 . 7%

Table 5: Amounts of sentences -that yield the same number of parse trees ( in the clause-analysis step)
for both input forms, tagged and untagged ( for O and 1 tree) , compared to the amount of sentences
that result in this tree number for the untagged form.
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Partitioning Grammars and Composing Parsers
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SRI international,. 333 Ravenswood Ave., Menlo Pari, CA 94025
{fmiang,stolcke}@speech.sri.com
Formal and natural languages may not be homogeneous in the sense that no single style parser can do
well for any languages or sublanguages. Natural languages as a whole do not belong to any of the su�
classes of CFG with efficient and compact parsers. On the other hand. natural language exhibits distinct
sublanguages for various phrase types. idioms. etc .• which can conveniently be described by special
ired sub-grammars in various formalisms.
From a theoretical point of view. there are grammars G that lead to LR(k) parsers with sire exponential
in the size of G. given by :Earley. 1968 and Ukkonen. 1982.
( l S i S n)
S ➔ A '.
A '. ➔ aJ.A'. ( 1 s i *1· s n )
A; ➔ a;B; l h; ( 1 S i S n)
B; ➔ ai8; j b; ( l S i, j S n)
H we divide this grammar into n sub-grammars based on i and compile them separately, however. we
can get LR(k) parsers with a polynomial size. though its recognition time canplexity increases to JfGf
times of the original one.

From a practical point of view. in a large parser. sublanguages may be described by pre-existing su�
grammars, possibly using specialired parsing algorithms. Combining sub-grammars may also be
needed to extend existing grammars in the future. Therefore. a framework for partitioning grammars
and combining parsers would prove useful.
The main points in this paper are: a general schema for partitioning a grammar into sub-grammars. and
the combination of parsers for sub-grammars into an overall parser that yields the same parses as one
for the original full grammar. Formal definitions for grammar partitioning will be presented. along with
a correctness theorem. and a parser composition in the context of GLR parsing framework is presented.
Given G = ("£, NT, P, S) is a CFG. P = UP; where P; n Pi = ♦, i *j and p8 E P0 • Without loss of
generality. we assume in the rest of the paper that there is only one production rule with S as its LBS
symbol.
Definition 1: { G; = ("£;, NT;, P;, V ) } t= 0 is called a partition of G, where NT; = {LHS(p) jp e: P;J

Definition 2: Let PA = {p IP € P A LHS(p) = A}, { A IA € NT, A € RHS(p), p € Pi and PA -P; * ♦ } is called
the input of G; , INPUTo. , and { A I A e: LHS(p) , p e: P; , (3j) A e: INPUTa . } is called the output of G; .
J
O UTPUTa, : for_ G0 • OUTPUT0r,has an additional element S. The INPUT is those Nfs used by a subgrammar that were previously parsed by other sub-grammars. The OUTPUT is those Nfs that are the
result of parsing by a sub-grammar and are handed on to other sub-grammars for further parsing.
I

Definition 3: Let { G; = ("£;, NT;, P;, V) }:= 0 be a partition of G, {if; = ( "£;, J«/, P;, X)l 7= 0 is called
the sub-grammar set of G with respect to partition {G; f= O • where E; ="£; u { vtmA I A e: INPUT0),
Nr;= NT; u {A jA E INPUT0l . P� = P; u {A ➔ vtmA I A E INPUT0/. X e: OUTPUT0i . In particular.

G!= ( "£ �. �. P�, S ) is called the master sub-grammar. A directed calling graph for the sub-grammar
set of G is defined as (V, E). where V is the sub-grammar set and E = (A, B) • where the start symbol of
sub-grammar B is in the INPUT of sub-grammar A.
1. The authors would like to thank P. Price and M. Cohen of STAR lab/SRI for their suppm.

2. It is a modified version of the virtual terminal technique used by Korenjak. 1969 and Weng. 19'J3.
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Definition 4: A derivation of the sub-grammar set { Gf};= 0 of G is one of the following:
1. aA � � a� if 3i such that A ➔ y E P; .
2. avtmA� � aA� if 3i such that A E O_UTPUTa . .

Theorem 1 : A string of terminals a is derived from G iff it can be derived from the sub-grammar set
{ Gf } ;= 0 • starting from the master sub-grammar Gg.
I

For simplicity. we assume that G is partitioned into two subsets. a master sub-grammar G s with the
start symbol S and a slave sub-grammar GA with the start symbol A. Any number of slave grammars
can be accommodated with trivial modifications as long as the·calling graph between sub-grammars is
a DAG. Let {A } be the output of GA and the input of Gs • and S the output of Gs . Compiling GA and
Gs • · by using a GLR(O) parser generator. we obtain four tables: a pair of Action and Goto tables for
each of GA and G s . Based on (Tomita. 1986). we modify the GLR parsing process as follows:

1 . In parserO create register(t) for the i-th word in the current input; initializ.e register(*) to cl> at the
s
beginning of parsing. that is. in PARSE(G s• a 1 , . . . , an) of Tomita's algorithm.
Starting parserOs from its initial state and initial position of 1 in an input string of length n:

2. In the PARSEWORD(l) process of Tomita's algorithm. instead of initializing Q (a place to hold
shift action) to cj, . assign to Q ihe value of register(l). that possibly stores node-state pairs (v, s) given
by sub-parser(s) parserOA • where v is the root node of a forest returned by parserOA and s is a state that
parserO will go to after shifting in node v. In other words. parserOs delayed this shift action until
position 5i when its sub-parser gets there.
3. When parserOs reaches state s and looks at terminal t E :E at positionj of the current input. do
normal GLR parsing using Gs .
4. When parserO reaches its state s and scans positionj of the input. Action0 (s, vtmA) * cj, :
s

s

(a) If ( reduce, i) E Action 0/s, vtmA) . do it as in the normal GLR parsing by using Gs .

(b) If (shift, i) E Action 0S(s, vtmA) . switch the control to parserOA and start the parsing process of
GA from the initial· state of GA and position j until accept is reached at position k s; n in the input.
Hang the whole forest under A. which has vtmA as its son in the partially parsed forest created by Gs .
and eliminate this vtmA . Put (shift, z) in register(k) and continue this process until parserO reaches
A
the end of the input. then return the control to parserOs .

With a synchronization mechanism. the DAG restriction on the calling graph for the algorithm can be
removed.

Compared with other work. the grammar partitioning presented here gives more freedom as to how the
grammar is divided. and.can be generaliz.ed to combine parsers of different styles. This is different
from Korenjak's partitioning grammars and constructing LR(k) processors, and also from Abney's
chunking parser.
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Abstract

In this paper we provide for parsing with respect to grammars expressed in a general
TFS-based formalism, a restriction of ALE ( [2] ) . Our motivation being the design of an
abstract (WAM-like) machine for the formalism ( [14) ) , we consider parsing as a compu
tational process and use it as an operational semantics to guide the design of the control
structures for the abstract machine.
We emphasize the notion of abstract typed feature structures (AFSs} that encode
the essential information of TFSs and define unification over AFSs rather than over TFSs.
We then introduce an explicit construct of multi-rooted feature structures ( M RSs)
that naturally extend TFSs and use them to represent phrasal signs as well as grammar
rules. We also employ abstractions of M RSs and give the mathematical foundations needed
for manipulating them . We then present a simple bottom-up chart parser as a model for
computation: grammars written in the TFS-based formalism are executed by the parser.
Finally, we show that the parser is correct.

1

Introduction

Typed feature structures (TFSs) serve for the specification of linguistic information in current
linguistic formalisms such as HPSG ( [1 0] ) or Categorial Grammar ( [8] ) . They can represent
lexical items, phrases and rules. Usually, no mechanism for manipulating TFSs ( e.g . , parsing
algorithm) is inherent to the formalism. Current approaches to processing HPSG grammars
either translate them to Prolog ( e.g . , [2, 5, 6]) or use a general constraint system ( [16] ) .
In this paper we provide fo r parsing with grammars expressed i n a general TFS-based
formalism, a restriction of ALE ( [2] ) . Our motivation is the design of an abstract (WAM-like)
machine for the formalism ( [ 1 4] ) ; we consider parsing as a computational process and use it. as
an operational semantics to guide the design of the control structures for the abstract machine.
In this paper the machine is not discussed further.
Section 2 outlines the theory of TFSs of (1 , 3) . We emphasize abstract typed feature
structures ( AFSs) that encode the essential information of TFSs and extend unification to AFSs . Section 3 introduces an explicit construct of multi-rooted feature structures ·( MRSs)
that naturally extend TFSs, used to represent phrasal signs as well as grammar rules. Abstrac
tion is extended to MRSs and the mathematical foundations needed for manipulating them is
given . In section 4 a simple bottom-up chart parser for the TFS-based formalism is presented
and shown correct . The appendix contains examples of M RSs and grammars as well as a sim
ulation of parsing. Due to space limitations we replace many proofs by informal descriptions
and examples; the formal details are given in ( 1 5] . The main contributions of this · paper are:
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• Formalization and explication of the notion of multi-rooted feature structures that are
used implicitly in the computational linguistics literature;
• Concise definitions of a TFS-based linguistic formalism, based on abstract M RSs;
• Specification and correctness proofs for parsing in this framework .

2

Theory of Feature Structures

2.1

Typ es, Features and Feature Structures

We assume familiarity with the theory of TFS as in (3 , chapters 1-6] , and only summarize some
of its preliminary notions . When dealing with partial functions the symbol ' f ( x) 1 ' means that
f is defined for the value x and the symbol ' j ' means undefinedness . Whenever the result of an
application of a partial function is used as an operand, it . is meant that the function is defined
for its arguments.
For the following discussion , fix non-empty, finite, disjoint sets TYPES and FEATS of types
FEATS* denote the collection of paths, where
and feature names, respectively. Let PATHS
FEATS is totally ordered . Fix also an infinite set N O D ES of nodes and a typing function 0 :
NODES ----+ TYPES . The set NODES is 'rich' in the sense that for every t E TYPES , the set { q E
NODES I 0( q ) = t } is infinite. We use the bounded complete partial order � over TYPES x TYPES
t.o denote the type hierarchy , and the partial function Approp : FEATS x TYPES ----+ TYPES
to denote the appropriate specification.
A feature structure is a directed , connected , labeled graph consisting of a· finite, nonempty
set of nodes Q � NODES , a root q E Q , and a partial function 8 : Q x FEATS -+ Q specifying the
arcs such that every node q E Q is accessible from q. vVe overload ' � ' to denote also subsumption
of feature structures . Two feature structures A 1 and A 2 are alphabetic variants (A 1 "' A 2 )
iff A 1 � A 2 and A 2 � A 1 .
Alphabetic variants have exactly the same structure, and corresponding nodes have the same
types. Only the identities of the nodes distinguish them . The essential properti_es of a feature
structure, excluding the identities of its nodes , can be captured by three components: the set
of paths, the type assigned to every path , and the sets of paths that lead to the same node.
In contrast to other approaches (e.g . , (3) ) , we first define abstract feature structures and then
show their relation to concrete ones. The representation of graphs as sets of paths is inspired by
works on the semantics of concurrent programming languages , and the notion of fusion-closure
is due to [4] ;

=

Definition 2 . 1 ( Abstract feature structures ) A pre- abstmct featu1·e structure (pre
A FS) is a triple (II , 0 , � ) , wh ere
• TI � PATHS is a non- empty set of paths
• 0 : II -+ TYPES is a total fun ction, assigning a type to every path
• �� II x II is a relation specifying reentrancy (with [�] the set of its equivalence classes)
An abstract feature structure {A FS) is a pre-A FS for which th e following requirements hold:
• II is prefix- closed: if 1ra E II then 1r E II (wh ere 1r, a E PATHS)
• A is fusion- closed: if 1rr..r E II and 1r'a' E II and 1r � 1r' th en 7tr.x' E II , 0(1ra' )
{as well as 1r' a E II , 0(1r' a) 0( 1ra )), and 1ra' � 1r' a' (as well as 1r' a � 1ra)

=

• � is an equivalence relation with a finite index
•- 0 respects the equivalence: if 1r 1 � 1r2 then 0( 1r1 )

= 0( 1r2 )
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= 0 (1r'a')

An AFS { Il , 0 , �) is wen-typed if 0( 1r) # T for every 1r E Il and if 1r f E II then Approp(f, 0( 1r) )!
and Approp(f, 0(1r)) � 0(1rf) . It is totally well typed if, in addition , for every 7r E II , if
Approp(f, 0( 1r ))! then 1r f E Il .
Abstract features structures can be related to concrete ones in a natural way : If A = ( Q , if., 8)
is a TFS then Abs(A) = { II A , 0A , �A ) is defined by:

= { 1r I 8( q , 1r) l }
0A (7r) = 0(8( ij_ , 1r))

• II A
•

• 7rt

�A

7r2

iff b(ij, 1r1 )

= b ( ij , 1r2 )

It is easy to see that Abs( A) is an abstract feature structure.
For the reverse direction , consider an AFS A = ( II , 0, �) . First construct a 'pseudo-TFS ' ,
Conc(A) = (Q , if., 8) , that differs from a TFS only in that its nodes are not drawn from the
set NODES . Let Q = { %r] I [1r] E [�] } . Let B(Q[,r] ) = 0(1r) for every node - since A is an
AFS , 0 respects the equivalence and therefore 0 is representative-independent . Let if. = q[E] and
8(q[1r] , f) = q[1rf] for every node q[1r] and feature f. Since A is fusion-closed , 8 is representative
independent . By injecting Q into NODES making use of the richness on NODES , a concrete
TFS Conc(A) is obtained , representing the equivalence class of alphabetic variants that can
be obtained that way. We abuse the notation Conc(A) in the sequel to refer to this set of
alphabetic variants.
Theorem 2.2 If A' E Conc(A) then Abs(A')

= A.

AFSs can be partially ordered : (IIA , 0 A , �A) :::s (IIB , 0 B , �B ) iff IIA � II B , � A �� B and
for every 1r E II A , 0 A (n-) � 0 B (-11" ) . This order corresponds to the subsumption ordering on
TFSs, as the following theorems show.
Theorem 2.3 A � B iff Abs(A) :::s Abs( B ) .
Theorem 2 . 4 For every A E Conc(A') , B E Conc(B') , A � B iff A ' :::s B' .
Corollary 2.5 A "' B iff Abs(A)

= Abs( B) .

Corollary 2.6 Conc(A' ) ,.._, Conc(B') iff A = B .

2.2

Unification

As there exists a one to one correspondence between AFSs and ( alphabetic variants of) concrete
ones, we define unification over AFSs. This leads to a simpler definition that captures the
essence of the operation better than the traditional definition. We use the term 'unification ' to
refer to both the operation and its result .
Definition 2. 7 ( Closure operations) Let Cl be a fusion- closure operation on pre-A FSs:
Cl(A) = A' , where A' is the least extension of A to a fusion- closed structure. Let Eq( (II , 0 , �
} ) = {TI , 0 , ';::j'} ) wh ere �' is the least extension of ';:::j to an equivalen ce relation. Let Ty( {Il , 0 , ';:::j
)) = ( TI , 0', �) where 0' (1r) = 1r 1r 0(1r) .

LJ ,�

Definition 2.8 ( Unification) The unification A U B of two AFSs A
B = (TIB , 0 B , �B ) is an A FS C' = Ty( Eq(Cl(C))), where:
• C = ( Il c , 0 c , � c )
• II c

= II A U II B
if 1r E IIA and 1r E IlB
if 1r E IIA only
if 1r E II B only
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The unification fails if there exists a path 1r E Ilc, such that 8c, ( 1r)

= T.

Lemma 2 . 9 C l preserves prefixes: If A is a prefix- closed pre-A FS a n d A '

prefix- closed.

= Cl(A) then A ' is

Lemma 2 . 1 0 Eq preserves prefixes and fusions: If A is a prefix- and fusion- closed p re-A FS

a n d A'

= Eq ( A ) then A' is prefix- and fusion- closed.

Corollary 2 . 1 1 If A and B are A FSs, then so is A LJ B .

C' i s the smallest AFS that contains Ilc and -:::::,c . Since IlA and IlB are p refix-closed , so is
ff c . H owever, Il c and -:::::,c might not be fusion-closed . This is why Cl is applied to them . As
a result of its application, new paths and equivalence classes might be added . By lemma 2 . 9 ,
i f a path i s added all its prefixes are added , too, s o t h e prefix-closure is preserved . Then , E q
extends � to a n equivalence relation , without harming t h e prefix- and fusion-closure properties
( by lemma 2 . 1 0 ) . Finally, Ty sees to it that 8 respects the equivalences .

= B LJ A .
( A LJ B) LJ C = A LJ ( B LJ C ) .

Lemma 2 . 1 2 Unification is comm:ulative: A LJ B
Lemma 2 . 1 3 Cnification is associative:

The result of a unification can di ffer from any o f its arguments in three ways : paths that
,vere not present can be added : the types of nodes can become more specific; and reentrancies
c an be added, that is, the number of equivalence classes of paths can decrease. Consequently,
the result of a unification is always more specific than any of its arguments.
Theorem 2 . 14 If C'

= A LJ B

then A � C' .

TFSs ( and therefore A FSs ) can be seen as a generalization of first-order terms ( FOTs)
( see ( 1] ) . A ccordingly, AFS unification resembles FOT unification ; however, the notion of
substitution that is central to the definition of FOT unification is m issing here , and as far as we
know � no analog to subst itutions in the domain of feature stru ctures was ever presented .

3

Multi-rooted Structures

To be able to represent complex linguistic information , such as phrase structure, the notion of
feature structures has to be extended . H PSG does so by introducing special features , such as
DTRS ( daughters ) , to encode trees in TFSs . This solution requires a declaration of the special
feat ures , along with their intended meaning; such a declaration is missing in (1 0] . An alternative
technique is employed by Shieber ( [1 1] ) : natural numbers are used as special features, to encode
the order of daughters in a tree. I n a typed system this method necessitates the addition of
special types as wel l ; theoretically, the number of features and types necessary to state rules is
unbounded .
As a more coherent , mathematically elegant solution, we clefine multi-rooted structures ,
nat urally extending T FSs. These stru ctures provide a means to represent phrasal signs and
grammar rules . They are used implicitly in the computational linguistics literatur e , but to the
best of our knowledge no explicit, formal theory of these structures and their properties was
formul ated before .
Definition 3 . 1 ( Multi-rooted structures) A multi-rooted featm·e sfructure {MRS) is a
pair ( Q , G) wh ere G = (Q, 8) is a finite, directed, la beled graph consisting of a set Q � N O DES of
nodes and a partial function 8 : Q x FEATS -+ Q specifying the arcs 1 and where Q is an ordered1
n on- empty (repetition-free) list of dist_i nguish ed nodes in Q called 1·oots. G is not necessarily
conn ecte( but the 'l.lnion of all {h e n odes rea ch able from all the roots in Q is required t o yield
exa ctly Q . Th e length of a MRS is the number of its roots, I O I -
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M ct.:i- variahlrs rr, p rnngr ovf'r M RSs, and t,, Q and Q ov<>r I.hei r const.it.1w11t.s. I f (Q, G) is a
M RS an d iii is a root. i n Q then iii n at. 11rally i 1 1 d 11ces a frat.ure st. rn d ure Pr(Q, i) = (Qi , ih , ,\ ) ,
w hen� Q i i s t.he sf'f. of nodes rcadiahle from q; and f,i = t, j Q , .
Onf' can view a M RS (Q, G} as an or<l<"re<l srquence (A 1 , . . . , A n ) of ( not necf'ssari l y d isjoint.)
feature sf.ruct.11 r<'s, whNc Ai = I'r( Q , i) for 1 :S i :S n . Not.r t.h at. su ch an ordnf'd l ist. of feature
stru ct.u rrs is n ot. n sequence i n t.he mat.hem at.ical sense: removing an cl<>nie11t. from t.he l ist
effect.s t. hf' ot.fH'r elf.'ment.s ( due t.o reent.rn.ncy among detn<'nf.s) . N evert.hcl<'ss , we nm t.h i n k of
a M RS m, a Sf''lllencc where a su hseq11f'ncr is oht.aincd hy tak i n g a su hs<>q11ence of t.h e roof.s
and considrri ng only t.he fraf.urf' sf.met.mes t.l 1<>y i n d 11cc. \VP use t.he two views inf.f'fch a11gcahly.
Figure 1 d<'pids a M RS and i ts view as a s<'q11f'nrr of foat.nr<' st.rnrf.nrcs .
A M RS is wrl l-t.ypf.' d i f al l i t.s co11st.if.11e11t. foat.ure :4 rn d.u r<>s are wdl-t.yprd , a n d is tot.ally
well-t.ypcd i f al l it.s rnnst.i t.11e11t.s are. S11hs11m pt.ion is ext.e11tbl t.o M RSs as fol lows:
Definition 3.2 ( Suhsmnption of multi-rooted strudm·P.s ) A MRS rr = (Q , G) !Hthwn
m.es a M RS rr' = (Q' , G') {dr.n. ot r. d by rr � rr' } if ICJI = IQ'I an d lhrrr rxi.r;fs a fol.al fundion
h : Q -+- Q' surh lh at:

• f01· r11rry

roof iii E Q , h ( 'li )

= q:

• for r 11 rn1 q E Q , O( q ) � O' ( h ( q ))
• for· r.t,,,,ry q E Q and J E F EATS , if f, ( q , ! ) I th e n h ( F, ( q , !))

= F, ' ( h ( q ) , f)

We ddhtP. ahst.rar t. n m l t.i- root.<'d st.rnd.Ur('s in a.11 an alog way t.o ahst.rnrt. foat. 1 1 w sf.rn ct.n rcs.
Definition 3.3 ( Ahstrad multi-rooted sb-udnres ) A p1'<i- a.l,.<J tm.cf. multi 1·001.ed .<J fr1t
ctu.1·e (prr.-A M HS) i.c; a q11 rz drnplr. A = ( In d, 1 1 , 0 , �) , wh.rrr:
• Ind, th r indice..q of A , is thf'. srqttr n <'r ( 1 , . . . , n) for .r; o m r n

• n�

In d x PATH S i.r; a n nn- rmply s r l of in drud palh.r; ,
rxi,,;l,c; .c; omf' 7r E PATH S //, a t (i, 1r) E n .

• 0 : 11

--+

• �C JI

X

ML Ch

!h a t fo r ra ,J, i E Ind lhr.re

T YPES i,r; a fofnl fypr- as.,;ignm r n f fun r.i i o n
r J i s a rr. /alion

A n. afu,.fract m.11.lti- 1·oofrd Rfr1tcht1·P. {A M llS} i.r; a 71rr-A M HS A for whirl, th.r following
req1tircmr11.f.r;, 11 aturally nlrn. ding lh ose. of A f'Ss, hold:
• IT is pnJix- closed: if ( i , 1rn) E TI lh. en. ( i , 1r) E ll
• A is f1u1io11 - r/o.r;rd: if (i , 1rn) E IT a11 d ( i' , 1r'a' ) E II a n d ( i , 1r ) � (i' , 1r') fh r: n (i, 1ra') E ff
(a.c; wrll a.c; ( i' , 1r'n· ) E HJ, and (i, 1rn') � (i' , 1r'n' ) {n,r; wrll a.r; ( i' , 1r'o- ) � (i, ;r,., ) )
• � i,., an rqu11 1 alr nrr rrlali<m
• 8 re. ..,pr.r.ts the r.q1ti11nlr.n.r.c: if ( i i , 1r1 ) � (i2 , 1r2 ) thr n 0(i1 , 1r i )

= 8(i2 , 1r2 )

A n A M RS ( I nd, rI , 0 , �) is wdl-ty ped if for rvNy ( i , 1r) E 11 , A ( i , 1r) 'f; T and if ( i , 1r f) E TI t.lwn
A pprnp ( f, 0 ( i, 1r) ) J an d A 71p1·op( f, 0(i, 1r)) � 0(i, 1rf) . I t. is t.of.nl l y wdl typed i f, in add i t ion ,
for every (i, ,r) E 11 , if A pprop ( f, 0(i, 1r ) ) l then (i, 1rf) E ll . The length of an A M R.S A is
len(A ) = j ln.dA I •
The dosnre operations Cl and Eq are n at.ural l y ext.0rHbl f.o A M R.Ss: J f A i s a pre- A M R,S
then Cl( A ) is the least ext.cnsion of A t.h at. is prefi x- and fusion-dosed , and Eq ( A ) is t.he
least ext.ension of A t.o a pre- A M RS in which � is an equi valence relation . I n add ition ,
Ty( (Ind, TI , 0 , � ) ) = ( ln.d, TI , 8' , �) w here 8'(i, 1r) = LJ( i ' , 1r ' )� (i , 1r ) 8(i' , 1r') . Th" part.ial order
j is ext.ended to A M RSs: ( /n dA , n A , eA , �A ) j ( In.dB , n B , eB , � IJ ) iff /ndA = In.dB , " A �
Il B , �A ��B and for every (i, ,r) E TI A , 8A(i, 1r) � 8B (i, 1r ) .
A M R.Ss, t.oo, can h e rel at.cd t.o concrete ones i n a nat ur al way : I f rr = (Q , G ) is a M RS then
A bs(rr) = ( In d,, , n ,, , 8 11 , � ,, ) is defi ned hy :
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• Indq

=

( 1 , . . . , IQI)

• rr; = { (i , 1r) I 8Ufi , 1r)J }
• 0 {7 ( i , 1r )
• (i, 1r1 )

= 0 ( 8 ( ifi , 1r ) )

� {7

( j , 11"2 ) iff 8( ifi , 1r i )

= 8 ( ijj , 11" 2 )

. I t is easy to see that A b s ( o- ) is an A M RS . In particular , notice that fo r every i E Inda there
exists a path 1r such that ( i , 1r) E fi 17 since for every i, 8 ( ifi , c )l . The reverse operation , Cone,
can be defined in a similar manner .
A M RSs are used to represent ordered colle_ctions of A FSs . However , due to the possibility
of value sharing among the constituents of A M RSs, they are not sequences in the mathematical
sense , and the notion - of sub-structure has to be defined in order to relate them to A FSs.

Definition 3.4 ( Sub-structures ) Let A = ( IndA , IT A , eA , �A ) ; let Inds be a finite (contigu
ous) subsequ ence of IndA ; let n + l be the index of the first element of Inds . The sub-structure
of A induced by Inds is a� A MRS B = ( Inds , IT s , 0 B , � B ) s1tch that:
• ( i - n, 1r) E Ils ijJ i E Inds and (i, 1r) E A
• 0 B ( i - n , 1r )1 = 0 A ( i , 1r) if i E lnd B
• ( i 1 - n , 1r1 ) �s h - n , 1r2 ) iff i 1 E I nds , i2 E lndB and ( i 1 , 1r1 ) �A (i2 , 1r2)
A sub-structure of A is obtained by select.ing a subsequence of the indices of A and considering
the structure they induce. Trivially, this structure is an A. M RS . We use Ai - - k to refer to the
sub-struct ure of A induced by (j, . . . , k ) . If lnd B = { i} , .4 i .. i can be i dentified with an A FS ,
denoted A i .
The notion of concatenation has to be defined for A M RSs, too:

D efinition 3.5 ( C oncatenation ) Th e concatenation of A = ( JndA , IT A , 0A , �A) and B =
( lndB , IT B , 0 B , �B ) of lengths n A , ns , respectively (denoted by A · B ), is an A MRS C =
(Indc , Il c , 0c , � c ) such that
• lndc = ( 1 , . . . , n A + nB )
• Il c

= IT A U { (i + n A , 1r )

.
- {
• e C ( 'l , 7r ) -

I (i, 1r ) E Il s }

0 A ( i , 1r )

0
- s ( i.

- n A , 11" ).

if i :S nA
if i > nA

We now exten d the definition of unification to A M RSs: we want to allow the unification
of two AF Ss , one of which is a part of an A M RS . Therefore, one operand is a pair consisting
of an A M RS and an index, specifying sorrie element of it, and the second operand is an A FS .
Recall that due t o reentrancies, other elements of the A M RS can b e affected by this operation .
Therefore , the result of the unification is a new A M RS .

Definition 3.6 ( Unification in context ) Let A = ( JndA , IT A , eA , � A ) b e a n A MRS, B =
( Il s , 0B , � s ) an A FS. ( A , j) U B is defined if j E lndA , in which case it is the A MRS C' =
Ty( E q ( Cl( (Indc , Il c , 0c , �c) ) ) ) , wh ere
• Indc = Ind A

if i -:/= j
if i = j and ( i , 1r) E II A and 1r E II B
if i = j and ( i , 1r) E II A and 1r (/:. IT B
if i = j and ( i , 1r) (/:. ITA and 1r E Il s
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Th e unification fails if there exists some pair ( i , 1r) E Il c , such that 8 c , ( i , 1r) = T .
M any o f the properties of A FSs, proven i n the previous section , hold fo r A M RSs, too. In
particular , if A is an A M RSs then so is (A , j) U B if it is defined , len( ( A , j) U B) = len(A) and

(A, j)

u B J A.

4

Parsing

Parsing is the process of determining whether a given string belongs to the language defined
by a given grammar , and assigning a structure to the permissible strings. We formalize and
explicate some of the notions of (3, chapter 1 3] . We give direct defi nitions for rules, grammars
and l anguages, based on our new notion of A M RSs. This presentation is more adequate to
current TFS-based systems than [7 , 1 2] , that use first-order terms. Moreover , it does not
necessitate special , ad-hoe features and types for encoding trees in TFSs as [1 1] does . We don 't
assume any explicit context-free back-bone for the grammars, as does (13] .
We describe a pure bottom-up chart..:.based algorithm . The formalism we presented is aimed
at being a platform for specifying grammars in H PSG, which is characterized by employing
a few very general rules ; selecting the rules that are applicable in every step of the process
requires unifi cation anyhow . Therefore we choose a particular parsing algorithm that does not
make use of top down predictions but rather assumes that every rule might be applied in every
step . This assumption is realized by initializing the chart with predictive edges for every rule,
in every position .

4.1

Rules and Grammars

We define rules and grammars over a fixed set WORDS of words . H owever, we assume that the
1
lexicon associates with every word w a feature structure C( w ) , its category, so we can ignore
the terminal words and consider only their categories . The input for the parser, therefore, is a
sequence 2 of TFSs rather than a string of words.

Definition 4 . 1 ( Pre-terminals} Let w = w 1 . . . wn E WoRos* and Ai = C(wi ) for l :S i :S
n . PTw (j, k ) is defined if l :S j :S k :S n 1 in which case it is th e A MRS Abs( (Aj , Aj + 1 , . . . , A k ) ) .
Note that PTw (j, k ) · PTw (k + l , m) = PTw (j, m) . We omit the subscript w when i t is clear
from the context.
Definition 4.2 ( Rules } A rule is a MRS of length n > l with a distinguished last element.
If ( A 1 , . . . , A n - 1 , A n ) is a rule th en A n is its head3 and ( A 1 , . . . , A n - 1 ) is its body. 4 We write
such a rule as ( A 1 , . . . , A n - 1 ⇒ A n ) - In addition, every category of a lexical item is a rule
(with an e mpty body). We assume that such categories don't head any other rule.

Definition 4.3 ( Grammars} A grammar G = (R , A s ) is a finite set of rules
symbol A s that is a TFS.

n and a start

An example grammar , whose purpose is p urely illustrative, is depicted in figure 2 . For the
following discussion we fix a particular grammar G = (R , A s ) -

Definition 4.4 ( Derivation} A n A MRS A = { IndA , II A , 8 A , �A) derives a n AMRS B (de
noted A - BJ if th ere exists a rule p E R, with len(p) = n and R = Abs(p) , su ch that
• some elem ent of A unifies with the head of R: there exist A MRSs A' , R' and j E IndA
such that A' = (A, j) U Rn and R' = (R, n) U Ai
1 Ambiguous words are associated with more than one category. We ignore such cases in the sequel.
2 We assume that there is no reentrancy among lexical items.
3 This use of h ead must not be confused with the linguistic one, the core features of a phrase.
4 Notice that the traditional direction is reversed and that the head and the body need not be disjoint.
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• B can be obt ained by repla cing - the j-th element of A' with the body of R' . 5

'� : is th e reflexive transitive closure of '�' .

Intuitively, A derives 13 through some A F S Ai i n A , i f some rule p E 'R," licenses the derivation .
Ai is unified with the head of the rule, and if the unification succeeds , the ( possibly modified)
body of the rule replaces AJ in A .

Definit ion 4.5 ( Language) The language of a grammar G is L(G)
WoRos* I A � B for some A � Abs(A� ) and B � PTw ( l , n ) } .

{w

=

W t · · · Wn

E

Figure 3 shows a sequence of derivations, starting from some feature structure that is more
specific than the initial symbol and ending in a sequence of structures that can stand for the
string "John loves fish" , based upon the example grammar .

4.2

Parsing as Operational Semantics

vVe view parsing as a computational process endowing TFS formalisms with an operational
semantics . which can be used to derive control mechanisms for an abstract machine we de
sign ( [14] ) . A computation is triggered by some input string of words w = w1 · · · Wn of length
n > 0. For the following discussion we fix a particular input string w of length n. A state of the
computation is a set of items, and stat,es are related by a transition relation . The presentation
below corresponds to a pure bottom-up algorithm .

Definition 4.6 ( D otted rules ) A dotted 1·ule (or edge) is a pair ( A , k) where A = Abs(o- )
is a n A MRS s·u ch that p � a- for some p E 1l and where O :'.S k < len(A ) . An edge (A , k) is
complete if k = len ( A ) - I ; an edge is active otherw·ise.

A dotted rule consists of an A M RS A that is more specific than ( the abstraction of) some
grammar rule, an d a number k that denotes the position of the dot within A. The dot can
precede any element of A ( in the case of lexical rules , it can also succeed the rule) .

Definit ion 4. 7 (Items ) An ·item is a triple [i, (A , k) , j] wh ere O :S i :'.S j :'.S n and ( A , k) is a
dotted rnle. An item is complete if the edge in it is complete. Let ITEMS be th e collection of all
items.
During parsing, the intuitive meaning of an item is that the part of A prior to the dot (which
is indicated by k ) derives a substring of the input, and if it can be shown that the part of
A succeeding the dot derives a consecutive substring of the input, then the head of A derives
the concatenation of the two substrings . This invariant is formally defined and proven in the
section 4 . 3 . i and j indicate the span of the item .
A computation is determined by a sequence of states , each of which is a collection of items,
where the first state corresponds to the initialization and each subsequent state contains its
predecessor and is related to it by the transition relation .

Definition 4.8 ( States ) A

state

S � ITEMS is a finite set of items.

Definition 4.9 ( Initialization) Let ,S' = fz ex U lp ,· e di. c t be the

·i nitial

state, wh ere:

l1e x = { [i - 1 , (Ai , O) : i] j 1 :'.S i :'.S n and Ai = PTw ( i , i ) }
Ip re di c t = { [i, (Abs(p ) , 0) , i] I O :'.S i :'.S n a n d p E R }
l1 e x contains the ( complete) items that correspond t o categories o f the input words, whereas
Ip r e dict contains an ( active) item for each grammar rule an d a position in the input string .
5 The exact details can be found in [1 5] .
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Definition 4. 1 0 {Dot movement ) · The partial function DM : ITEMS x ITEMS --+
defined as follows: DM ([i , (A, kA) , IA] , [IB , (B, kB) , j]) = [i, (C, kc) , j] , where:

< n - l {the edge ( A , kA ) is active), kB =

ITEMS

is

• IA = IB , n = len(A) , m = len(B)

• kA
kc
•

+l
C = (A, k + l ) U Bm
=

kA

m - l (the edge (B, kB } is complete),

{C is obtained from A by unifying the element of A succeeding the
dot with the head of B)

DM is not defined if IA f= IB , if the edge in its first argument is complete, if the edge in its
second argument is active, or if the unification fails.
Lemma 4. 1 1 If x = [ix , (A x , kx ) , jx ] E ITEM S , y = [iy , {A y , ky } , jy ] E ITEMS and z = DM(x, y)
is defined, then z = [i z , (A z , k z } , iz ] where iz = i x , iz 2: i z , A z t A x and k z > kx .
Corollary 4.12 If x , y E

ITEMS

then DM (x, y) E

ITEMS

if it is defined.

To compute the next state, new items are added if they result by applying DM to exist
ing items, unless the result is more specific than existing items. This is a realization of the
subsumption check suggested in [1 1 , 12) .
Definition 4. 13 ( Ordering items) Ifx = [ix , (A x , kx } , ix ] and y = [iy , {A y , ky } , jy ] are items,
x subsumes y (written x ::S y) iff i x = iy , ix = jy , kx = ky and A x ::S A y .
Definition 4.14 Let -6. (S) = { z I z = DM(x, y) for some x , y E S and there does not exist
z' E S such that z' =:s z } . The transition relation � ' holds between two states S and S' (denoted
by S f- S') if S' = S u -6.(S) .
Definition 4.15 ( Computation) A computation is an infinite sequ ence of states Si , i 2: 0 ,
such that So = S and for every i 2: 0, Si f- Si + I . A computation is terminating if there exists
some m 2: 0 for which Sm = Sm + I {i. e. , a fix-point is reached). A computation is successful
if one of its states contains an item of the form [0 , (A, k - 1 } , n) where n is the input length,
k = len(A) and Abs(A $ ) � A k ; otherwise, the computation fails.

4.3

Proof of Correctness

In this section we show that parsing, as defined above, is (partially) correct . First , the algo
rithm is sound: computations succeed only for input strings that are sentences of the language.
Second, it is complete: if a string is a sentence, it is accepted by the algorithm . Then we show
that the computation terminates for off-line parsable grammars.
4.3. 1

Soundness

Lemma 4. 1 6 If [i , (A, k) , j) E Sm for some m 2: 0 then i
and k = 0 .

=j

only if ( A , k) is not complete

Proof: B y induction o n m .
Theorem 4. 1 7 ( Completion) If (A , k ) i s a complete edge, l e n ( A )
Ak+ I � B .

> l a n d A l . . k � B then

Proof:
Since ( A , k) is an edge such that len(A) > l , there exists an abstract rule R such
that R � A. Hence ( A , k + l ) U Rk + 1 = A k + 1 , ( R, k + l ) U A k + 1 = A and A k + 1 --+ A l . . k . Since
A l . . k � B we obtain A k + I � B.
Theorem 4. 1 8 ( Parsing invariant (a) ) If z = [i z , (A z , kz ) , jz ] E Sm for some m 2:: 0 , I =
k
len(A z ) and i z < i z , then A; · · " � PT(i z + l , jz ) if I > l , A; � PT(iz + 1 , jz ) if I = l .
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Proof: By . induction on m.
Base: for al_l _items � E Ip r e dict , iz = iz and the proposition
obtains (vacuously) . For all items z E I1 ex , l = l and A z = FT(i z + 1 , jz ) .
I f m > 0 : Let x = D M ( x , y) where x = [ix , (A x , kx ) , ix L Y = [iy , {A y , ky } , jy ] and x , y E ITEM� .
(A y , k y ) is complete, hence by 4 . 1 6 iy < jy and by the induction hypothesis and the completion ·
theorem , A! Y � PT(iy + l , jy ) , Also , len(A z ) > 1 since all rules are of length > 1 . By
the induction hypothesis , A� - - k .r � PT(ix + l , ix ) , Therefore A! · · k .r � PT(ix + l , ix ) , Since
A!Y � PT(iy + l , jy ) , we get A!_., + l � PT(iy + l , jy ) , Therefore A! .. k � � PT(i z + l , jz ) .
Corollary 4.19 If a computation triggered b y w = Wt , . . . , Wn is successful then w E £( G) .

Proof: For a computation to be successful there must be a state Sm that contains some item
[0 , (A, k - 1 ) , n] where k = len(A) and Abs(A $ ) � A k . From the above theorem it f9llows that
A 1 · · k - l � PT( l , n ) . Since A _is complete, by the completion theorem A k � PT( l , ri) , and thus
Wt , . . . , Wn E L(G) .
4.3.2

Completeness

The following lemma shows that one derivation step , licensed by a rule R of length r + 1 ,
corresponds to r applications of the D M function , starting with an item that predicts R and
advancing the dot r times, until a complete item is generated.
Lemma 4.20 If A -+ B and there exists m � 0 such that for every l :S b :S len( B ) there exists
1
b
Xb E Sm such th at X b = [i b , (B b , k b ) , i b ] is complete and Bt" + = B , and i 1 = 0 , ib - 1 = i b for
0 < b < len( B) and j l e n( B ) = n, then there exists m' � 0 such that for every l :S a :S ·l en(A)

there exists Ya E Sm ' such that Ya = [·i a , (A a , k a ) , ia ] is complete and A�A + l = A a and i 1 =
0 , J a - 1 = i a for O < a < len(B) and J/
en( B) = n .

Proof: (sketch) A -+ B by some rule R of length r + 1 that expands the p-th element of
A to the elements q 1 , . . . , qr in B . For all elements of A except p, the proposition holds by
assumption . Since R is a rule, there exists an item XR E !p r e dict that XR = [i q 1 , (R, 0) , i q i J
where i q 1 i s the first index of x q 1 , Let Y 1 = DM(xR , X q 1 ) and YI = DM (Y1 - 1 , x q , ) fo r 1 < I :S r.
All the y items exist : by the requirements on the indices of the Xb-s, the indices of the y items
fit . The unifications performed by DM don 't fail: if they would , A wouldn 't derive B. Then
Yr E Sm + r is complete (as there were exactly r applications of DM) and y;+ 1 = AP .
Theorem 4.21 (Parsing invariant (b ) ) If A � PT(i + l , j) for i < j then th ere exist m � 0
and x E Sm such th at x = [i , ( B , k - 1 ) , j] where k = len ( B ) and B k = A .

Proof: B y induction on d , the number of derivation steps. Base: i f d = 0 then A -+ PT( i+ l , j )
i ff PT( i + l , j) E I1 ex , i n which case a n item as required exists. I f d > l , a n immediate application
of the above lemma to the induction hypothesis gives the required result.
Corollary 4.22 If w = Wt , . . . , Wn E £( G) then the computation triggered by w is successful.
Proof: Since W 1 , . . . , Wn E L( G), there exists an AFS A � Abs(A $ ) such that A � PT( l , n) .
By the parsing invariant , there exist m � 0 and x E Sm , x = [O , ( B , k - 1) , n] where k = len ( B )
and A = B k . Abs(A s ) � A = B k and therefore the computation i s successful.
4.3.3

Termination

It is well-known ( see, e.g . , [9, 1 1] ) that unification-based grammar formalisms are Turing-equival
ent , · and therefore decidability cannot be guaranteed in the general case. This is also true for
the formalism we describe here. However, for grammars that satisfy a certain restriction ,
termination of the computation can be proven. The following definition is an adaptation of the
one given in [1 1] .
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Definition 4.23 ( Off-line parsability) A grammar G is off-line pars able if there · exists a
fun ction f from AMRSs to AMRSs such that:
• for every AMRS A, f(A ) � A
• the range of f is finite
• for every string w and AMRSs A , B, if there exist kA , kB, that A l . .kA � PTw (i, j) and
B 1 . . kB � PTw (i, j ) and A g B and B g A then f(A) -:j; f( B) .
Theorem 4.24 If G is off-line parsable then every computation termin ates.
Proof: (sketch) Select some computation triggered by some input w of length n. We want to
show that only a finite number of items can be generated during the computation. Observe that
the indices that determine the span of the item are limited : 0 ::; i ::; j ::; n . The location of the
dot within each AMRS A is also limited : 0 ::; k < len(A) . It remains to show that only a finite
number of edges are generated. Suppose that [i , (A, k) , j) E S is an item that was generated
during the computation . Now suppose another item is generated where only the AM RS is
different : [i, ( B , k) , j) . If B ;;! A it will not be included in �(S) because of the subsumption
test . There is only a finite number of AMRSs A' such that B � A (since subsumption is a
well-founded relation) . Now suppose A g B and B g A . By the parsing invariant (a) there
exist A' , B' such that A l . . k � PTw (i, j) and B 1 . . k � PTw (i, j ) . Since G is off-line parsable,
f(A) -:j; f(B ) . Since the range of f is finite, there are only finitely many edges with equal span
that are pairwise incomparable.
Since only a finite number of items can be generated, and the states of the computation
are such that Sm � Sm + l for m 2:: 0, a fix-point is reached within a finite number of state
transitions.
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Figure 1 : A graph- and AVM- representation of a MRS
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SY N :

ttj
s

SU BJ : �
H EA D :

l

The grammar listed in figure 2 consists of four rules and three lexical entries. The rules are
extensions of the common context-free rules S ---+ NP VP, NP ---+ PN and VP ---+ V NP. Notice
that the head of each rule is on the right hand side of the ' ⇒' sign . Note also that values are
shared among the body and the head of each rule, thus enabling percolation of information
during derivation .

Initial symbol:
Rules :
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n
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1 ]
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[
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RST :
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⇒
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pn)
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[
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(5)
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f SYN :
elist)

( 6)

AGR :

!
case )

Figure 2: An example grammar
A leftmost derivation of the string "John loves fish" is given in figure 3 , where each derivation
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bears the nu_inber of the rule that licenses it. The string is a sentence of the grammar since the
derivation starts with a feature structure that is more specific . t han the initial symbol and ends
with feature structures that are subsumed by the lexical entries · of the input string.
phrase
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[s]

SU EJ :

[2J AGR : [u PERS :

head
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--+

SYN :
[ HEA D :
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word
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---+
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:
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[

SYN :
H EAD :
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n

ffi ]

word
[

SY N :
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CASE :

n

ffi ]

l
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H EAD :
SECT :

0

word
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W
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:
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[n]
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1 ST :

RST : �

word

SYN :

SY N :
H EAD :
SECT :

[ H EAD

CASE :

:

[agr] ]

�]]

Figure 3 : A leftmost derivation

Finally, we simulate the process of parsing with the example grammar and the input "John
loves fish" . As a matter of convention , if [i , (A , k) , j] is an item , we say that the edge ( A , k) is
in the ( i, j) entry. We also explicitly indicate the position of the dot ( denoted by ' • ' ) within
M RSs instead of using an integer .
The first state, So , consists of l1 ex U !p r e di c t ; li ex contains three items: the pre-terminals
corresponding to "John" , "loves" and "fish" with the dot set to 0 in entries (0, 1 ) , ( 1 , 2) and
( 2 , 3) , respectively. !p r e di c t contains, for each entry (i, i) , where 0 :::; i :=:; 3 , .an edge of the form
(R, 0) , where R is one of the grammar rules. Thus there are 12 items in !p r e di c t ·
.S' i contains three more items. Application of DM to the item corresponding to rule 2 in
entry ( 0 , 0) and to the item corresponding to "John" in (0, 1 ) results in the addition of the edge
word

SY N :
H EA D :
CASE :

[pn)
· head

[!]

[AGR

IT] [case)

:

[agr

PERS :
NUM :

[:;]l]

l

phrase
[

SYN :

n

CASE :

2

• H EAD : �
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l

( 7)

l

to entry ( 0 , 1 ) . In a similar way, the edge
phrase

SYN :

[v]

H EA D :

head

[

[;;; M :

[I] AGR :
nelist

SECT :

[ 1 ST

:

phrase

.

3

RST : � [ elist]

SYN :

• W [H EAD :
CASE :

n]
l
head]
ace]

l[ l

]

phrase

SYN :
v
[
H EAD : �
SECT :

is added to entry ( 1 , 2 ) , by virtue of rule 3 and "loves" and the edge
word

SYN :

(pn

head
[
H EAD : r.;-,
� AGR :
CASE : 0 case]

p hrase

.

SYN :
·
•
H EAD :
[ agr] ]
CASE :

ttl

l
(8)

n

ffi

(9)

1

is added to entry (2, 3) by virtue of the rule 2 and "fis h" .
Several items are added to S2 , two of which are of more interest . On the basis of item 7
and the item corresponding to rule 1 in ( 0 , 0 ) , the edge
phrase

SYN :
HEAD :
CASE :

[ ]
n

phr�e

head

agr

[I] [ AGR :

[}] [ PERS :
NUM :

[ 3rd] ] ]
sg ]

[

[v]

SYN :

head
0 [ AGR
:

• HEAD :
SBCT :

[ elist ]

l

0] �:; , �

( case ]

l[

[

phr�e

HEAD :

2

]

(10)
is added to ( 0 , 1 ) . On the basis of item 8 in ( 1 , 2 ) and item 9 in ( 2 , 3 ) , the following edge is
added to ( 1 , 3) :
ph rase

SY N :

HEAD :

SB CT :

[v]

IT]

phrase

[ head
agr

AGR ,

[ n elist
1 ST :

RST ,

[ NUM ,
3

�

[ssJ ]

]

SY N ·

0 [ ::::,

t

]

head

nAGR :

ace ]

]

[ elist ]

[ asr ]

]

•

l

p hrase

SY N :
HEAD ,

SB CT :

ti:j
V

�

]

{11)
This complete edge can now be used with edge 1 0 t o form, i n S3 , the following edge i n ( 0 , 3 ) :
phrase

SY N :
HEAD ,

CASE :

(!{::
[n]

[ phrase
SY N :
agr

[}] [ PERS :
NUM :

HEAD ,

SBCT ,

[v]

phrase

0 [��:, 0] • [:�:; ,_ tij�]
[ elist ]

[ case]

HEAD ·

{12)
and since t h e head of this complete edge, which spans t h e entire input string, i s more specific
than the initial symbol, the string "John loves fish" is accepted by the parser.
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